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CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

William E. Cross, Jr. and Moncl"ieff M. Cochran

Today we acknowledge that the massive altera-
tion of the natural environment made possiblle
by modern technolbgy and industrialization
can destroy the physical ecology essential
to life itself. We have yet to recognize
that this same awesome process now.has its
ana4ogue in the social re. 4.1m as well, that
the unthinking exercise of massive techholo-
gical power, and an unquestioning acqui-
escence to the demands of industrialization
can unleash social forces which, if left
unbridled, can destroy the human ecology --
thq'social fabtic that nurtures and sustains
our capacity to live and work together
effectively and to raise children to become
competent and compassionate members of society
(Bronfenbrenner, 1981).

In an article entitled "Children and Families: 1984",

Urie Bronfenbrenner refers to Geor,e Orwell's prophetic pr

of the destruction of free Western society and its basic

tions, including the family, by the year31984. He goes o

argue that while Orwell may have picked the right year a

he was wrong in attributing that outcome to human effic

rather th.an Duman ineptitude. .Bronfenbrenner sees the

the power of the family and the child rearing system a

of public indifference, and he feels that we are fail

ediction

nstitu-
.

n to

nd outcome,

iency

erosion of

s a product

ng to come
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to termswith some hard realities. The research described in

this final baseline report has been conducted in an attempt to

confront some of those realities.

Thl4 Family Matters Project was established in 1976 with

support from a variety of funding sourcessta study the "capacity

of urban American environments to serve as support systems to

parents and other adults directly involved in the care, upbring-

irs and education of children" (Bronfenbrenner and Cochran, Note 1,

p. 1). To conduct such a study we set out in two complementary

directions: first to understand existing formal and informal

' support systeas as they currently affect families with preschool

children; second, to assess the potential impact of an experiment-

al program building-on existing family strengths and local

resources. The latter was designed as an alternatiVe to the

"deficit model" characterizing most social' programs in American

society. In this second endeavor, trained neighborhood workers

were made available to families to provide child, family, and

community-related information through home visits and cluster

groupings:

The first effort seeks to capitailize on an "experiment of

nature" by Comparing contexts of childrearing both within America

and through cross.-culturell comparisons.. Colleagues in Sweden,

ael, Wales and West Germany have been gather' g data from

families with preschool children which beat on the relationship

between stresses experienced in arenting and work roles, and

the support systems, informal as well as formal, which are utilized

in response to those stresses. We have been gathering similes'
AM,
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data inaSyracuse, New York, and expect' to be comparing oar findings

with those of, our colleagues overseas in order to better understand

the part played by public investment at the community level in

recognizing and supporting the parenting role.
A

The role of this report, however, is on the evaluation of that

purely American aspect of our enterprise, the baseline4aSsessment

and the intervention that has folldwed. Prior to the launching

of our parental empowerment program, called Family Matters, we

gathered demographic data, perceptions and descriptions of

contexts beyond the immediate family (inclutiing the neighborl-ood,

the world of work and personal social networks), perceptions of

family members, and descriptions of the Child's daily activities

from the parents in 276 families living in Syracuse, New York.

These data constitute the baseline phase of an evaluation stegte-

gy designed to provide information about the iftact of the

Family Matters program upon the performance of children in

kindergarten and first grade.

The follow-up data required to permit pre-post comparison

will be collected during fall, 1981 and spring, 1982. The primary

purpose of the analyses undertaken for this report has been to

illuminate aspects of the ecology of family life likely to have

an effect upon and be affected by the intervention program. With

these data in hP 3 we are in a position to generate a more

differentiated 4et of hypotheses about the impacts of program

activities on families in the various ecological niches included

in our sample.

2,1



1.0
The _Ecological 'perspective

Detailed discussions of the projects conceptual framework,

supported by literature reviews, have been presented elsewhere

(Bronfenbrenner and Cochran, Note 1; Cross et al., Note 2). In

this introduction,to the baseline analysis we review only those

concepts underlying the project which provide_the conceptual

75asis for the analyses to follow.

. The ecological perspective takes as its starting point the

view that human behayior is explained not only by the influences

associated with 'ihe immediate setting containing the developing

child (i.e., home, school classroom, etc.), but also those

external settings which have an ind/ect impact on the child

through their effects upon the mental health and general well-

being of the father and/or mother (for example-, the legal system,

welfare system, world of w'prk). Thus growth is conceived as a'

series of encounters across as well as within ecological systems

that both include and are external to the home environment. One

such encounter, the transition from. home to school, is a major

event in the life of a ehild.and one of .the major foci of

experimental program. For the young adult there is the transition

from school to full-time emSoyment or homema4ing. Later oni;,-.4

transitions such as that from full-time employment to retirem

are experienced.'

In viewing the developing person across time and space; the

focus of the ecological perspective is not only on the behavior of

that person but also the penceptiont, behavior and attitudes of

key people in the environment, as they affect and are affected by

the individual in,question. Thus, the ecological approach places

25
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pre tum on reciprocity, systems analysis, life course develop-
/

ment and, by implication, the value sr-longitudinal studies.

Since recent. research has pointed to the possibility that

laboratory-based studies of human behavior produce results that

may not be replicable in natural settings, those utilizing the

ecological perspective also stress the importance of collecting .

data in surroundings familiar to the subject, using methods that

provide subjects with considerable control over the 'research

situation. In the case of the Family Matters project, these

methods have consisted primarily of open-ended interviews andj

participant observations.

Whi e the forces affecting the lives of most children on

-the surface appear to be similar, the characteristics, quality of

life and dynamics of those forces can differ markedly as a

consequence of such factors as race, income, family structure,

ethnicity, and culture.

Because families in the same neighborhood tend to be similar

in race, socioeconomic status, family structure and even :paternal

employment patterns, the neighborhood as,a concept takes on

special importano4 from the ecological perspective (Bronfenbc'enner,

Note 3). From this vantage point, the neighborhood becomes a major.

locus for what we call an ecological niche. A child's ecological

niche is defined by the immediate setting containing the child

(home, local park, nursery school classroom), the interconnections

among those settings, and the major institutions as they indirect-

ly affett the child (parent's workplace, weffare system, school

board). Certain niches occur more frequently than others in

American society, and so characterize our society. We have
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gystematically sampled a number of these model niches in thi.

research project, and the analyses reported in this .documented

reflect that sampling strategy.

Since contrasting ecologic'al niches place different demands

on families, those of us utilizing the ecological perspective ,

eschew monadic concepts of family functioning, and seek instead

to discover links between patterns of family functioning and

the demand characteristics of the most- common human ecologies.

Many of the links between different ecologies and variations in

human, development have remained relatively unexplored by social

scientists, and socontemporary ecological studies most often

devote more attention to the generation of hypotheses-than to-
/

the testing of previously established empirical findings.

Although the ecological framework,incorporates a number of

systerl through which human behavior may be influenced (mass

media,- education, employment, etc.), one such system has

characteristics which combine to provide it with special potential

for mediating betweefi forces more distah't from the family and the

relationship between parent and child., The personal social

network prOvides every parent with social links to others outside
o

the home who can provide a variety of supportive services to both

parent and child (Cochran and Bragsard, 1979). These contacts-

may serve as bridges to other major ecological contexts, like the

neighborhood, 'the schodl and the world of work. Because it can

serve so many fActions for paient and child,- tine, social network

has a prominent place in our conceptual model and in this analysis

of baseline data.

27
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One other concept Which has greatly influenced the kinds-

of data gathered in this research project is ecological

validity. Central'to the concept of ecological validity is'

Knowledge of the subjects' definition of the siutation, for

without such knowledge the researcher has no way of knowing

whether the subject is experiencing the environment in the way

it is-perceived by the researcher (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).

Accordingly, in this research we rely heavily upon parents'''

---perceptions of the worlds inside and.beyond their families,

believing that by combining these perceptions with "objective"

information also related to these worlds, we can understand what

motivates parents living in differing ecological niches to

organize their lives and the lives of their children in the ways

they do.

The focus of the research, and tne overall thrust of this

renort; is on the capacity of various ecological settings to

sebve as supports to parents and other caregivers as they function

in their childrea'ring roles. The Family Matters experimental

program was designed with two general hypotheses in mind: 1) that

the development of the child's ability to function effectively

outside the home depends on the extent and manner in which parents

and others engage with him in joint activities; and 2 that the

capacity of parents to engage in such joint behavior depends on

tbeextefftt-6 which there exist external support systems that

provide them with opportunity, assistance, status, resources and

channels of communication. The Family Matters program is being

evaluated with these two hypotheses in mind. This report, which

presents analyses of baseline data related to that evaluation.

2R
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begins with an overview of research methods and models. We then

present an array of findings, beginning with mothers' perceptions

of heir children (Chapter 3) and then linking these perceptions

to their views of extra-familial influences like the world of

work and the neighborhood (Chapter 4). Attention is then focused

.on those two external contexts through fine-grained qualitative

analysis; Chapter 5 provides an in-depth examination of mothers'

experiences with employment, and the ten program neighborhoods

. are analysed and evaluated in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 attention

thifts to the informal supports mothers describe as available to
.

**

them., Social networks data are presented there, and then linked

in Chapter 8 with mothers' perceptions of themselves, their

children and (if married) their husbands. Finally, by way of

summary, the implications of our findings for evaluation of

program effects are presented in Chapter 9.

I
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CHAPTER 2

MODELS AND METHODS

Charles R. Henderson, Jr.

Introduction
e

This chapter provides an overview of our sample design

and its demographic characteristics, specifies variables, and

111describes models and methods for analysis. The discussion of.

,r,4 the demographic characteristics of the families focuses on

differences between simple subgroups that are the basis fdr

the reporting of results in the rest of the report.

It is important to note that this report discusses results

-for mothers from our white sample only. Results comparing Black

and white families, and mothers and fathers, will be given in

subsequent reports. Also to be given particular attention in

future analyses are effects of neighborhoods and neighborhood
1

types. Thus the results in this report, while presented in

their own rightas final, -can be thought of as the foundation

for future analyses that will take into account potentially

important additional variables 44 alternative models.

Sample Design.

A primary focus.of the study has from its inception been

to examine the family as a childrearing system and to examine

the effects of different ecological contexts on the effectiveness

of this systeM.' To the extent that.the'research was able to

Include families from contrasttoR contextsy such as.different
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work situations and different neighborhoods, we are now able

to examine some of the effects of those contexts. In addition,

studying families from a number of contexts gives us greater

potential to understand relations that hold across contexts,

and to make more general inferences regarding these.relationships.

External settings and systems of particular interest are

the workplace, informal social networks, and the neighborhood.

Other variables, such as family SES, race, family structure

;Aarital status), and the sex of the child, are also of primary

importance because of the well documented impacts they have

on human development. Other variables 'such as ethnicity are

0
less well documented in the literature of developmental psychology,

but are of equal potential consequence.

From 'an ecological perspective, the neighborhood is of

special importance because it constitutes, particularly. in modern

industrialized societies, a principal environmental. sphere in

which a number of contexts intersect. Families living in the

sam neighborhood tend to be similar in race, socioeconomic

status, and also, as our own data show, in patterns of family

structure, maternal employmerit, and use of daycare services.

''`Moreover, the research evidence indicates that, within such

areas of intersection and overlap between structural variables,

the so :-called developmental "effects" are multiplied rather

than added: In terms of our ecological theory, these special

characterigtics identify the neighborhood as a major locus for

the'formation of what we have called an ecological niche.

This perspective on neighborhoods led us to sample families

explicitly on the basis of neighborhoods as well as\to structure

32



programs arounedThe neighborhood unit. Accordingly, we employed

a stratified random, ampling procedure at both the'level of "N.

neighborhoods and of families.

A major effort was made first to define what we meant by

aneighborhood and then to identify all the neighborhoods in

the city of Syracuse and the suburban regions surrounding it.

The process of defkning neighborhoods began with the concept

of a geographical niche, which we attempted to define in common

.1-"th our colleagues in the four other countries, based upon

natural and man-made physical boundaries, ethnic/racial, social,

and cultural boundaries, and the location of neighborhood schools.

Niches were then combined into neighborhoods, yielding units

that included enough families with a child of the target age

for purposes of programs and of analysis, but small enough to

be relatively homogeneous and still retain considerable meaning

as a neighborhood. This process resulted in 29 city'and 28

suburban neighborhoods.

The next stage was to gather accurate data on the ethnic/racial

composition of the neighborhoods and on the level of resources

available to(residents of the neighborhoods (which we for convenience
,,,

term neighboAood income). The neighborhoods were categorized

into four income levels based on estimated 1970 median figures

for families in each neighborhood (high: over $13,500; middle:

$9,300-13,500; moderate: $8,000.,10,000; and low: under $8,000)

and five racial/ethnic levels, also taking into account urban

or suburban location (city Black: over 50% Back; city mixed:

10-49% Black; city ethnic white: 30% or more first or second

generation foreign born; city non-ethnic white: under 10% Black
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and under 30% ethnic;and suburban non-ethnicswhite:,also under

10% Black and under 30% ethnic). We decided to exclude from

the study high= -income neighborhoods and city non-ethnic white

neighborhoods, giving a three-byrfour design, with three levels

of income and four levels of race/ethnicity. By choosing from

the variety of neighborhood types, we maximized our ability

to understand some of the ways that neighborhoods have an effect

on the family system.: In each of the 12 subclasses, if there

were 3 or fewer neighborhoods, each was included in the study;

if there were more than 3, we randomly chose 3. This procedure

resulted in 18. main-study neighborhoods.in addition to the two

pilot neighborhoods that were chosen in advance ot the main

selection process. Certain of the 12 subclasses contain no,
I

neighborhoods; there are, for example, in the Syracuse area

no low-income, non-ethnic white, suburban neighborhood,.

Once study neighborhoods had been specified, we begin the

process of identifying all the families in each neighborhood

with a three-year-old child. Race (Black vs. non-Black), family

structure (married vs. single), and sex of target child are

factors of primary interept, and it was possible to obtain informa-

tion regarding them for the families at the time of sampling.

We then employed a stratified random sampling method within

each neighborhood, choosing families within each of the 8 subclasses

defined by family race, family structure, and sex of child.'

We aimed for a sample of 16 families from each neighborhood,

giving two families in each subclass if available. Of course,

certain subclasses were not possible to fill (for example, Black

families in certain of the white neighborhoods), and other subclasses,.

34
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therefore, were correspondingly increased. 'phis method of sampling

resulted, as was our intention, in a high`els proportion of Black

and single-parent families than in the Syracuse area as a whole,

and also made certain a substantial bample'of ethnic whites.

Programs were assigned on the basis of neighborhoods.

We attempted to achieve as good a balance as possible of each

of the two original programs* and of control across neighborhood

income types and neighborhood ethnicity types. When it mas

possible to sample, three neighborhoods per subclass, assignment

of the three program conditions (including control), one to

each.neighb-77.hcod, was made randomly. Si larly, where there

viere two neighborhoods per subclass, once t e decision bad been

made which two program conditions would be assigned to that

subclass, the actual assignment to neighborhoods was random.

The program assignment was not divulged to the program staff

or to the field staff until after baseline interviewing had

been completed in a given neighborhood. The resilts presented

in this report, then, are from interviews prior to program intetven-

tion.
,

Table 2.1 shows our final sample in terms of the factors

used in the sampling process: neighborhood income, neighborhood

ethnicity, neighborhobds, family race, family structure, and

sex of child.` Hawkins (Note 1) gi'ves additionaldetail on the

history of the selection of neighborhoods and. families. See

also Appendix 6.1 of this report.

1ITtlr dine months of program operation, he home-visiting
and neighborhood-clustering approaches were merged into
a single Family Matters program.

do



Table 2 . 1.

MAIN STCDY YEAR I SAMPLE

Black
1 Parent 2 Parent

GirlNEIGHBORHOODS by /ncoce/Location/Type 3ov Girl Bo'

1. Low Income/City/Mixed

1

1 4

18 LBJ

19 Near West Side

2 4

2. Low Income/City/Black

06 Lexington/E. Fayette 4 5 3

13 Tallman/South 2' 6 3

21 S. Townsend/Burt 7 5

13 16 7

3. Moderate /Suburban /Yon - Ethnic Whitk

04 Nedrow 1

16 Mattydale

1

4. Moderatt/city/Ethnic White

10 Eastwood North 1

12 Washington Square /Court

1

5. Moderate/City/Mixed

14 Elmwood 1

011.

6. Moderate /City /flack

15 S. Salina/Colvin 4 2

7. Midae/Suburban/Non-Ethnic

03 ?itcher Hill

08 Liv!..rpool

8. Middle/City/Ethnic White

11 Tipperary Hill

17 Schiller/Wadsworth

20 Teall/Sunnycrest

9. Middle/City/Mixed

09 Westcoct/Thorndon 3 1

10. Middle/City/Black

07 Salt Springs 1 2 2

TOTAL 21 31 12

r

White

1 Parent 2 Parent
Bov Girl Boy Girl

52 30 48 1.51

36

3. 16

2 14

5 30

15

17

16

48

4 13

5 16

9 31

3 17

7 16

10 33

4 16

3 16.

8 16

8 16

16 32

10 16

5 16

14

21 46

4 15

4 18

76 285
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Other factors of interest could not be explicitly structured

into our sample. Data on family income, for example, were not

possible to obtain prior to the selection of the families; however,

stratifying by neighborhood income resulted in a good sample

distribution of family incomes. These data were obtained from

the baseline interviews and have been used in analysis. The

current analyses have focused on the family-level factors, adding

to the original design maternal work status (not employed, working
.

part-time, working full-time)* as an additional factor, and

dividing white families into ethnic and non-ethnic groups, giving

a two-level ethnicity factor based on the mother's ethnicity

(non-ethnic white, ethnic white**).

We undertook to administer the Social Networks, Child-Caregiver

Activities, and Stresses and Supports instruments,to all families

in the sample. A small number of families received only one

or two of the instruments because of the difficulty of setting

up a time for the remaining interviews. lIn.addition, following

intensive reading of the protocols and some quantitative analysis,

certain protocols in each instrument were determined to be of

* Full-time work is defined as. working more than 35 hours
per week; part-time work is defined as from 4 to 35 hours
per week, including some occasional workers; not working
includes those who do not work and those whoSe work is extremely
limited or irregular.

/
.,

** Non-ethnic whites includer American general, Amerfcani regional,
general Canadian, English, West European, Scandinavian;-
and mixture. Ethnic whites.include: .North American Indian,
Puerto Rican, Mexican, Latinb, Central American, Irish,
Greek: Italian, Polish, Eastern European, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, Asian, Korean, Vietnamese, Jewish, Israeli, Middle
Eastern, German, and French Canadian.

3 7- c
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unusable quality and were eliminated from the sample used for

analysis. An earlipr 'analysis of interview quality allowed

some reinterviewing to be done in order to minimize this problem.

The sample sizes for this' report reflect these reductions.

Observations of the child in natural settings were carried

out on a subset of the entire sample. The aim was to select

fouri'amilies in .each neighborhood, filling where possible each

of the four race by family structure subclasses, and keeping

an even distribution across sex of child. Families' willingness

to participate in observati2ons was also occasionally a consideration.

Sample Characteristics

We turn next to a summary of'relations among background

. variables in our sample of 209 white families. Results reported

are significant at the .10 level or greater. Differences were

examined for mother's. ethnicity, mother's work status, family

structure, and sex of child.

Our single mothers are of three main types: those who live

alone, those who live with male partners, and those who live

with parents. We have examined Whether these types are distributed

differentially by our model factors: ethnicity, sex of child,

and mother's work status. There are no significant differences by

these factors; Table 2.2 shows frequencies for these single mothers.
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Table 2.2

'Types of White-Single Mothers

Type
boy

NW
6

3

W
4

3

non-ethnic
girl

NW
T

2

,

W
3 ...

2

boy
NW
2

2

ethnic

W
4

1

girl
NW
3

3

W,
1

1

'Ives alone

lives 'with
partner

lives with
arents 2

NW = Non working

W = Working

In two-parent tontines, there are no differences'by.mother's.

work status, ethnicity, or sex of child when we look at father's

education, father's age, father's occupation, or the number

of hours the father works. Married mothers are as a group older

than single mothers.

Not surprisiogiyi two- parent households have higher incomes

than one - parent, and incomes are higher for both singe and

two-parent families when the mother works than when she does

not; this situation is magnified in the two-parent case.

When p6rmanence of residency is examined either by number

of recent moves or by.time in current-neighborhood, the. highest

mobility occurs for single mothers and for those who do not

work, with the single, non-working group moving the most.

3:)
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Table 2.3

Ethnicity of Mothers in White Sample

Ethnicity
Single Marrieda_17:2;122_

Girl

Irish 5 10 12 31

Italian 3 2 7. 7 19

German 3 1 9 4 17

Polish 0 2 4 2 8

Other Ethnic 0 0 7 / 14

10 x 10 37 32 89.

Non-Ethnic 18 11 46 47 122

The 89 ethnic mothers in our sample are predominantly Irish,

Italian, German, and Polish. There are no significant differ-ences

in the distribution of these families when we consider family

structure and sex of child. Table 2.3 summarizes these data.

Of these ethnic mothers, ,ust over half (48) live in neighborhoods
1,

that we have classified as ethnic. Approximately 25 percent

of our non-ethnic Mothers lives inthese ethnic neighborhoods.

In our sample, mothers are older in ethnic families in

which the target child is a girl and in non-ethnic families

in which the child is a boy than in the ethnic,7boy aril non-ethnic,

girl groups. This is especially true for two-parent families,

but also holds for single mothers. We will in subsequent chapters

discuss a large number of by sex-of-child by ethnicity interactions.

This result on mother's age may provide evidence in relation

to an interpretation of later findings based on a life-cycle

confounding with ethnicity and sex: Do ethnic families place

0
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a highen priority on boys and continue to have children until

they have asmal,e child? Is it possible that the older average

age of mothers to the ethnic-girl subclass exists because a

substantial proportion ofethese families has yet to haie a first

male child? Consistent with this interpretation, there are
(\,/

more children in ethnic families where the target child is a

girl and in non-ethnic families where the child is a boy than

in the other two groups.. In addition, the birth position of

the target child (the number of siblings older than the target

child) is highest for ethnic girls, and lowest for ethnic boys.

When we look, however, for two-parent families at the proportion

of families, in each sex-b54thniefty subclass, that has one

or more male children older than the target child, we find that

the proportion is lower when the target chilis a girl than

a boy, but this does not differ by,eithnicity.

In our sample, the target child is older in the ethnic

families (b an airerage,of 43 days), and that trend is stronger

1

for two-pa families. ,Non-ethnic mothers have more education

than ethnics, in two-parent families, but the reverse holds-for

single mothers..
ti

Mothers who work have more years of formal education than_

those who do not, especially if they have an ethnic background

or if they are married. Also, more hours of both in-home and
4
,

external daycare are used when the mother works. Single mothers

`of"girls, and married mothersiof boys use the most in-home care.

Single mothers use more extrafamilial care than married mothers.
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Coding "of Protocols and Variable Constructic

The coding-process has beep described in detail in previous

project reports (Note 22-Note 3). A complete reference for

coding instructions is the Project codebooks (Note 4).

For the Stresses and Supports and Child-Caregiver Activities

interviews, and for Observations, 'coding is done at the level
MO.

of "units" or codable phrases that meet certain precise criteria,

as summarized below. These units are then combined into variables.

This section next gives a .brief discussion of the variables

derived from these instruments. (Observations variables'are

analogous to those from the Child-Caregiver Activities interview.)

Chapter 7 discusses in detail the variables derived from the

Social Networks, interview.

Variables that represent the mother's perci(ptions of internal

and external factors in her life pave been derived from the

..Stresses and Supports instrument. This open-ended interview

prOVided the opportunity for the respondents to describe per

and activities within the family -- specifically, the child,

self, spouse, and household work -- as well as extrafamilial

domains such as the neighborhood, finances, housing, respondent's

work, and spouse's work.

Eadh unit is coded, either as a stress or as a support,
V

by two levels of intensity (how strongly it is stated), by specifid

subject (the person holding the positive or negative attitude),

and by specific domain content. Where appropriate, units are

also coded for household and nonhousehold people that are the

object of the statement; and for general themes, such as

attitudes toward the future, that potentially apply across a variety of

?
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domain areas. The coding categories are given in detail

in the Project codebooks (Note'4),

'Variables are obtained for each respondent by computing

a: sum, weiGhted by intensity, over all units that meet a set

of criteria -- specific to eaci variable --- regarding -the

subject, domain, themes, and'people. This is done separately

for stress units and support units,, giving two 'scores for

each basic variable. In each case, -the. larger the score,

the greater the stress or support.

Because two different interview versions, with slight

1

variations in questions, were used in the baseline assess-

mpnt, units produced by certain questions were excluded in

the construction of variables in order to insure compara-

bility across respondents.

In this report, we have made the decision to treat

separately the stress'and the support scores for a given

variable, rather than to analyze a dIfPrence score. We

took this approach based on preliminary analyses revealing

that in almost all instances, the two scores were mpasureing

different variables.

The vrlables discussed in the subsequent chapters are

a subset of all those that were constructed. The names of

the variables as used in the text describe the content in

general terms. A detailed description of the definition of
4

the variables in terms of coding categories is available upon

request.

4 3
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The Child-Caregiver Activities. Interview (CCA) is

an open - .ended interview designed to asses the caretaker's

perceptions -of the nature and context ofAAtivities engaged

in by the child and/or others involved in the child's

ecology. The data in the present report are based on

a coding scheme'used to classify the mother's descriptions

of these activities for the day preceding-the interview. To

:do'so, three different general socializing contexts
.
involving

the mother were defined. Each led to a variable for each respondent,

as a result of summing all units that met specified criteria.

Mother Joint with Equal Power - Activity units aggregated

to obtain this variable were those in which the mother had beet

coded as being actively engaged in a common activity with the

child. Additionally, the balance of power between the mother

and child had to be coded as undifferentiated. That is, neither

the mother nor child was perceived as taking a directive role

in the activity.

Mother Joint with Power - Again, the mother was coded as

being actively engaged in a common activity with the child.

In contast to the preceding variable, in this socializing context

the mother-was coded as taking a leading role in directing the

activity.

Mother Unidirectional - Activities included in this variable

were those in which the mother was directing the child's behavior,

but was not herself engaged in the child's activity.

Coder reliabilities have been examined at both the unit

and the'variable level for Stresses and Supports, Child-Caregiver

Activities; and Observations. For observations, observer reliabilities

1
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have also been calculated. Social network coding also produces

both raw and derived variables, and reliabilities have been

computed at boththe level of the orignally coded data and for

the derived variables.

Unit -level reliabilities are based on formulas for percentage

of agreement between coders. Variable reliabilities are computed

as correlations between the coders of the derived variable scores.

Reliabilities have been presented in Appendix "of Weiss, Henderson, and 4

Brdnfenbrenner (Note 2) and in Appendices C, 6, and E of the

May 1980 Project report (Note 3). 46

Models and Methods for Analysis

The final results discussed in this report,are based on

a variety of models and analytic methods, each based in General

Linear Model methodglogy. Some o.r these models receive additional-

discussions in the following chapters. )This section gives in

general terms a summary of analysis steps.

Variable Reduction

The-first step following coding and constructing variables

\was.one of screening the variables in several ways. Frequencies

computed for content 'Categories (for the sample as a whole,

for sample subgroups, and by families) were used in helping

to decide which variables to construct: Low frequency categories

were eliminated or combined with other conceptually related

categories in specifying derived variables. These frequencies

were also used 'to check for impossible or outlying coded values.

After variables were constructed, the process of checking for
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erroneous values continued. Frequencies on the variables

were examined, and some graph's Of variable values were made.

. part of this analysis was a detailed examination ofOlterview
/AI

quality, including reading the protocols, and eliminating

from further'analysis a few substandard interviews from each

instrument. In these substandard interviews, a low variable

score could not reasonably be attributed to. anything but

an inadequate attempt by the interviewer to elicit responses.

From the mother or father or tOltheir refusal to respond '

in detail.

.
At this stage, we also carried out a number (5f analyses

to determine whether r how to correct for potential effects

of differing numbers
A

unitslresulting from variation in:

the volubility of respondents;_ the amount of information

elicited and recorded by interviewers; the amount of

information coded by different,.coders;,interview versions,
.a

resulting fr9m minor changes in questions that took place

during the baseline data collection. The primary basis

for deciding wDether or not to l'seithese corrections was

_whether the adjusted variables differentiated more

precise* across well established demographic contrasts

. such as age, income, and tex of child. The results indt-

ated that such corrections did not improve validity. We

thus chose to work with the raw scores. Accordingly, this

report is based on variables uncorrected for "fluency",

effects.

The next step was to-select variables upon which to con-

cehtrate in the'final analyses: Frequencies based on content

a
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categories had been used in deciding which variables to

construct. Now we looked at the frequencies by constructed

.variables. Specifically, for each variable we looked at the

proportion of respondents that had a score greater than zero

in the samiple.as a'whole and in each of a number of subgroups

(for example, the groups defined by race; family structure,

sex of child, and -- where there are data on fathers -- sex of

parent). This proportion proves to be a meaningful ditihc-

tion for the type of variables under examination. To qualify

for further consideration, a variable was required' to obtain

a'proportion ,of .5 or higher in at least one of the subgroups.

Occasionally the criterion was made more or less restric-

tive, but this illustrates the general approach.
0

W.,$.then examined in detail the validity of the qualifying

variables. To do t,his, the simple correlations of our

variables with a set'of demographic variables were examined,

separately for the subgroups mentioned above. As a result

of this process, a reduced'set of variables that had valid

and reasonably strong relations to variables of interest was,

chosen fort cur p\imary substantive analyses.

Analytic Models

The analysis of interrelations among variables is the primary

focus of this report. For a given variable, we are interested in:

(1) testing by analysis of variance and covariance whether there

are (mean) differences for particular subgroups, defined, fb/ example,

by ethnicity and 'sex of child; and (2) the strength and direct on

47
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of relations between the dependent variable and other continuous

variables (including both demographic variables and variables

derived from our instruments). In the second case, whether

the regressions are homogeneous for each subgroup of our model

is examined. This process is necessary in order to answer in

a meaningful way the questions about the strength and direction

of the regressibn between the two variables. Als O-,. differences

in regressions for the groups are usually of substantive interest.

The final step combines the two approaches. The tests

of homogeneity of regressions determine which regressions should

be included in the model. The mean differences can then, under

proper conditions, be tested in an analysis of covariance adjusting

for the continious variables. When the regressions of the covariates

are not homogeneous over levels of factors or interactions in

the model, constraini's are imposed on which tests regarding

group (mesa) differences can be made. See Henderson (1982)

for a detailed discussion of nonhomogeneous regressions.

We also can look at several continuous variables simultaneously,

each with possibly different regressions on certain subgroups.

This step involves two distinct, although interrelated tasks:

model-building, in the. sense of determining which demographic

variables to include (this may be different for different groups);

and testing whether the relation between the dependent variable

and a demographic variable is the same for each subgroup in

the model.

The same issues arise/whether examining relations between

child-ind4Tendent and socializing activities, between maternal

perceptions of intrafamilial and external domains, or between
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perceptions and social networks variables. It must be determined

which variables are related to which other variables, which

groups of variables should be considered-simultaneously, and

whether the same relations hold for all gro \lps.

Because of the extremely large number of relations that

could be examined, the variables for cross-concept analyses

were further limited through a combination of decisions based

on our judgment about questions of greatest interest, likelihood

of finding a relation, and the results of Preliminary regression

analyses. The set of explanatory variables to be considered,

both demographic and from instruments, includes the second power

(quadratic) of the basic variables.

The primary categorical variables examined in this report

are sex of child, mother's ethnicity (ethnic white, non-ethnic

white), marital status (married, not married); and mother's

work status (not working, working part- and full-time). Then,

for example, ih a model that includes ethnicity (E), marital

status (P), and sex of child (S), the relation between, say,

the mother's positive perceptions of the child (y) and joint activi-
.

. ties with the child where the power is equal (x) can be examined.

We begin by looking at separate regressions for smallest subclasses

defined by th- three classification factors. The model is

yijki = u+ ei + pj + sk + (es)ik + (ps)jk + (eps)ijk

+ °is* ijkZ eijkZ'

where i = 1,2; .j7.1,2; k=1,2; Z=1, ..., nijenumber of observations

in ijkth subclass. Not examining the homogeneity of the regressions

means estimating only a single, overall a from all the covariate

values for NEP (mother-joint-equal-power activity variable);
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here we estimate and test differences regarding eight different

regressions. From this model, we can test whether these eight

regressions differ, and If not, whetiler there are differences

by, say, the'four ES subclasses averaging over 13, or whether

the two E groups differ. (That is, we can test whether the

regressions differ for each interaction and main effect in the

model.)

.coefficients for the eight subclasses and the statistical'significan

The results of this analysis can be summarized in tile form

shown in Table 2.4. The first eight rows show the regresSion

l
of each. (Also shown is the number of observations in those

eight subclasses.) The remaining rows show the estimated coefficients

and the test probabilities for the regressions on combinations

of subclasses and for the differences among these regressions.

At the bottom, the one- and two-parent samples are examined

1

separately. Since the primary purpose here is to examine the

regressions, tests of mean differences (even where homogeneity

of regressions permit an interpretable test) are not shown.

Table 2.4 is the generic form for the majority of analyses presented

in this-report. It can be extended as in Chapter 8 to examine

several basic variables with possibly different regressions

by subclasses.

Through this process, a final model can be specified, knowing

how many different regressionS should be included (i.e., for

which groups) for each original continuous variable. At this

point, we can carry out final tests of differences between groups,

independent of the co4ariate_values (but adjusted for them),

for those comparisons for which this is possible. Again, whether

50
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such tests can be made depends upon the homogeneity of particular

reOessions. In these tests, attention is focused on second-

and higher-order effects -- interactions among two or more variables

that may be categorical or continuous;

Each effect is tes ed adjusting for all other term in

the model (all clas3f cation factors and interactions, and

all covariates),-averaging equally over levels of cross-classified

fixed factors (i.e., a weighted squares of means analysis).

We also in some cases tested the hypothesis implied by a weighted

average over levels of cross-classified factors, where the weight's

were the sample subclass sizes. This was done as a precaution

against effects caused-by small numbers in certain subclasses

in some models. In fixed models, each of these approaches results

in an exact test, although, of course, of Wdifferent hypothesis.

Models and methods of analysis are discussed in greater

detail in previous reports (Note 2, Note 3).

As anyone who attempts to understand data realizes, there

exi ts_no single, best analytic strategy. Frequently, only

part f a theoretical idea can be looked at at any one time;

models can only represent some of the real-world phenomena that

the researcher thinks are important. Thus, the analyses in

this report do not make use of latent variables or simultanenus

equations, neighborhoods as a random classification factor,

or other potentially important variables that, if included

together with the ones in the current models, would introduce

complications .of unfilled subellasses. We believe that it was

_essential firtst to gain understanding of the comparisons of

primary importance, such as ethnicity, famil

52
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such tests can be made depends upon the homogeneity of particular.

regressions. In these tests, attention is focused on second-

and higher-order effects -- interactions among two or more variables

that may be categorical or continuous.

Each effect is tested adjusting for all other- terms in

the model (all classification factors and interactions, and

all covariates), averaging equally over levels,of cross- classified

fixed factors (i.e., a weighted squares of means analysis).

4e also in some cases tested the hypothesis implied-by a weighted

average over levels of cross-classified factors, where the weights

were the sample subclass sizes,. This was dote as a precaution

against effects caused by small ,numbers in certain subclasSea

in some models. In fixed models, each of these approaches results

in an exact test, although, of course, of a different hypothesis.

Models and methods of analysis are discussed in greater

detail in previous reports (Note 2, Note 3). 410

As anyone who attempts to understand data realizes, there

exists no single,t best analytic strategy. Frequently, only

part of a theoretical idea can be looked at at any one time;

models can only represent some of the real-world phenothena. that

the researcher thinks are important. Thils, the analyses in

this report do not make use of latent variables or simultaneous

equations, neighborhoods as a random classification factor,

or other potentially important variables that, if included

together with the ones in the current models, would introduce

complications-of unfilled sybclasses. We believe that it was

essential first to gain understanding of the comparisons of

primary importance, such as ethnicity, famifYstracture, sex
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of child, maternal work Status, and socioeconomic characteristics.

In this context, we have given our most detailed attention to

the testing of homogeneity of regressions within the sample

groups implied by these variables. As will become clear in

the following chapters, this was a_ wise appr6ach; the regressions

we. examined were typically not the site for ali groups, and

these differences are at the core of our substantive findings.

These data, in fact, raise the general question of how often

-- in ecological research, at least -- the simple analysis of

covariance model, including only an overall regression coefficient,

is appropriate.

Having- presented this brief summary of the design and methodo-
.

logical steps underlying this research, we turn now to our tirst

substantive results, those relating to mothers' perceptions

of intrafamilial aspects of their lives. The next chapter examines

these perceptions in considerable detail, and it is immediately

apparent that they vary dramatically as a furidtion 41social

context. The chapter also provides additional information regarding

the, statistical methods employed in its analyses and those

reported in the remaining chapters.
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THE ECOLOGY OF FAMILY PERCEPTIONS

Ueie Bronfenbrenner
1

It is a maxim of ecological research that "the main effects are

interactions;" that is, observed relationships can be'expected to vary

. substantially across ecological contexts.
t

N6where has this prognosis turned out to be more correct than in our

analyses of variations in mothers' descriptions of their 6ree-year-old

children as a function of circumstances existing both within and outside the

family. Moreover, the principal differentiating contexts that emerged in our

analyses were three not usually emphasized in research on.environmental

influences on children: ethnicity, maternal employment status, and sex of

Child: Mothers' descriptions their children, themselves, and their husbands,

as well as reports of their child rearing activities and conditions of work outside

tne home, varied syitematically across families defined by different, combinations of

these three demographic factors. These systematic differences were apparent. not

only in.terms of factors taken one at a time, but also in the relation between

independent and dependent variables. For example,
0
correlations between mothers'

reports of their own behavior and the characteristics they attributed to the child

differed markedly depending on whether the mother had an ethnic background, whether

or not she worked, and whether she was describing a sop or a daughter. As we shall

see, these variations were not haphazard but exhibited consistent patterns from

one analysis to the next.

1The comprehensive model for testing.homogeneity of regression was developed and,

applied by C.R. Henderson, Jr.. Supplementary statistical analyses were performed
by E. Kiely and/W. Alvarez. .

5T
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The Demography of Mothers' Overall Evaluations of their Children

We begin our presentation of results by examining the demographic

correlates of the two most global measures derived from the mother's description

of the child. The description was, given in response to the open-ended question:

"We've been talking about Mary (Johnny); could you tell me something about What

she,(he) it like?" As reported earlier, the mother's accounts were divided into

units and classified on a number of dimensions. One of the simplest Ind most

reliable of these dimensions was,whether a comment implied approval or

disapproval of the child. The positive or negative response was then rated on a

two-step scale of intensity: moderate or strong. By summing-these weighted

responses, it was possible to calculate two scores: one reflecting the

degree to which the mother attributed positive characteristics to her child,

the other the degree to which she made disapproving comments. As indicated previously,

in our analyses we have treated measures of positive and negative evaluation separately

rather than combining them into a single difference score. There were two main )

reasons fdr this decision. First, the correlations between positive and negative.

measures of the Same variable were typically low in magnitude, and, although

predominately negative, often shifted in sign. Second, and more important,

the results for positive and negative measures of the same variable usually

exhibited contrasting but consistent patterns both as a function of their

content and of the particular social groups being assessed.

Accordingly, we present first data on the demographic correlates of the

mother's tendency to describe her child in favorable terms. ,The data were analyzed

in an analysis of variance design, based on our exploratory work, that involved

four factors: family structure (dm- versus two-parent families); mother's

employment status (working versus non-working); ethnicity (ethnic versus non-

ethnic);/and sex of child. As previously described, the measure of ethnicity

Was a phenomenological one based on whether or not the mother identified herself
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as coming from an ethnic background.,

Rather than present/lengthy tables of mean squares, F ratios, and

probability levels for each main effect And interaction generated by the four-

factor model, we shall confine ourselves to reporting statistically significant

results. ,There was` only one such reliable finding for the mother's tendency

to describe her child in positive terms, and, true to expectation, this was

an interaction effect: working mothers were'more likely to evaluate their

children favorably than non-working 'iothers, but the difference appeared only

for mothers from non-ethnic backgrounds. The results are presented in Table 1.

Neither ethnicity nor employment status exhibited a simple main effect; only

the interaction was significant (p .05). Sike no reliable differences were found

for either family structure or sex of child, these factors are omitted from

the table.

As with all interactions, the results can be interpreted from more than

one perspective. For example, viewing the same finding from the standpoint-

of ethnicity suggests that whether or not the mother works has different

impliCations for the child depending on the mother's ethnic identity. Among

ethnic families, maternal employment is associated with a less favorable view of
c

the child; in non-ethnic families this relationship is reversed: it is the

working mother who describes her child more positively. The data of. Table 3.1 can

also be interpreted in another way. If the mother's work status is considered as

an external environmental condition affecting maternal perceptions of the child,

then ethnic identity may be thought of as a factor that reduces the impact of

external forces on intrafamilial perceptions. fls we shall see, this interpretation



Table ,31i
Mother's Approving Comments about the Child

Means by Maternal Ethnicity and EMployment Stalus
4

(All White Mothers.; NIS in R4rentheses) 1-

/'Employed:

Not Employed,

Difference

-Etnnic

Non-
Ethnic Difference

2.98

3.40

-.42

(35)

(51)

4.06 (52)

2.80 (64)

1.26

-1.08

.60

1.68*

* p 4: .05

N.

t

I

60.
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is supported by the results of subsequent analyses.2.

The results for the mother's r 'ative perceptions of the child are both more

focused and more differentiated. At the most general level, there is a strong

main effect for family structure: mothers in single-parent families paint a

substantially more negative picture of the child than do their counterparts in two-

parent households (p 4 .01).3 This relationship is qualified, however, by an equally

significant, four-woy interaction that, despite its complexity, reveals a consistent

pattern. As shown in the last two columns of Table 3.g, the denigrating impact of

single-parent status tends to be greater among non-ethnic than among ethnic families

except fo r. one group -7 daughters in single-parent households headed by working

mothers; these girls are worse.off when the mother comes from an ethnic background.
- )

Once again, it would appear that maternal employment nas a different significance
o

for ethnic and non,ethniclardilies in mediating the of environmental inflUences,

.0

in this instance of family structure. If living in a single-parent family is regarded

2One such subsequent analysis, recently completed, added a further distinction:
a contrast between mothers working full-time versus part-time (fewer than 35 hours

per week). The distinction proved to be critical; it yielded highly reliable
interactions both with sex of chi'd and with ethnicity. Specifically, mothei's who

worked part - time painted a very positive picture of their children (p < .01),

particularly their sons (p 4 .01). The least favoi-able description of boys was

given by mothers who were working full-time, of girls by mothen5 who did not work
outside of the home. The direction of causality in these relationships remains
unclear. For example, it is possible that mothers who, choose to work part-time are
those whq have experienced more satisfaction with their children.

These relationships were further intensified as a function of ethnicity. In

particular, an ethnic background magnified the dampening effect of full-time employment
on the mother's picture of the child; the least favorable description of daughters as
well as sons came from the mothers in this group (p 4 .01). By'contrast, the mos=t

positive view of daughters was expressed by full-time working mothers from non-ethnic
backgrounds. This enthuasism, however, did not extend to boys. Irrespective of

ethnicity, mothers who worked full-time were least likely to describe their sons in
positive terms (p 4 .06). This finding on boys takes on added significance in view
of studies by other investigators indicating that sons of working mothers tend to do
less well in school (Bronfenbrenner and Crouter 1981). These researchers did not

distinguish, however, between the effect of the mother's working part-time Vs. full-time.

3 In general, our analyses reveara p'attern of relationships for single-parent families
that differs markedly from that for two-parent households. For this reason, our findings

on single-parent families will be the subject of a special report. Some of these

results, however, will be mentioned in the present document in order to highlight the

importance of a variable that was not relevant for two-parent homes but turned out to

be critical in the single-parent situation.
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.

Table '3.2
41.

Mother's Disapproving Comments About the Child
Means by Family Structure, Maternal Employment, Ethnicity,

and Sex of Child j

(All White(?c(thers; N's in Parentheses)

MEANS

Ethnic Non-Ethnic
I . II III IV

Two
Parent

Working

One

Parent
Two .

Parent
One ,

Parent

1) Boys , 2.40 (5) 2.27 (16) 3.29 (7)

'2) Girls 2.75 (4) .89 (10) 2.33 (5)

,

Non-Working

3) oys 2.20 (5) 1.55 (20) 2,64 (11)

.4). Girls 1.60 (5) 1.95 (21) 3.20 (5)

1.10 (20)

2.00 (20)

1.58 (23)

1.69 (25)

62
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DIFFERENCES
One-Parent Minus Two-Parent

Ethnic Non-Ethnic.
V VI

.13 2.19
A

1.86 .33

1.06

.-.35 1.51
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as a vulnerable situation for children, then ethnic identity mediates the impact of

this environMental stress, but in opposite direCtions for the two sexes. In ethnic

families, the fact that the mother works agnifies the depreciating influence of

single-parent status on the daughter but reducers it with respect to sons. Conversely,

in non-ethnic families, maternal employment increases the kmpact of environmental

stress on sons, but decreases it for daughters. This pattern of results suggests two

generalizations at,a broader level. First, girls may be in a more vulnerable

situation,in ethnic families, whereas)boys are at greater risk in families from non-

ethnic' backgrounds. Sedond, maternal employment, rather than.having a simple

unidirectional effect,, may increase the susceptibility of the family to other

environmental influences, whether for better origor worse.

Especially since the post-hoc interpretation of complex statistical interactions

is neces'sarily speculative and subject to error, the validity of the foregoing

generlizations remains in question unless and until they are corroborated by

additional findings.

Perceptions of the Child as a Function of Mother-Child Activity

One of the two principal hypotheses guiding the present research posits that

the engagement by parents in joint activities with their children will predict

the emergence of developmentally desirable characteristics in the child. The

pUrely cross-sectional interview data available from the baseline phase of

the project impose some limitations'on the 'investigation of this hypothesis,

since'both the independent and'dependent variables are based on mothers'

subjective reports.rather than on independently derived behavioral measures.

The latter will not become available on an across-the board basis until the

second wave of the research, when information will be obtained about the child's

behavior and performance in the school setting. A phenomenological measure

obtained from the parent can nevertheless have some long-term advantages in

developmental research. Thus,it is our expectation that the way in which



parents perceive the chid at a young age, may turn out to be a better predictor

of future development than objective indices of the child's behavior obtained

during the same early period.

The original hypothesis was further qualified with respect to the structure

of the activity engaged in by the mother. On the basis of the mother's report

of daily events, three primary forms of activity were distinguished:

1) Joint with Equal Power. The mother describes herself and the child as

engaged in a common activity in which neither party is identified as controlling

the interaction.

2) Joint: Mother Leading. The mother describes a common activity in which

she is playing a directive role.

, 3) Unilateral: Mother Leading. The mother describes herself as directing an

activity toward the child but with no indication of any part played by the child in

that activity.

Our theoretical perspective (Bronfenbrenner 1979) led to the prediction that thell

t._- 'three forms of parent-child activity described above would have differential impact

on the. child's development, with the first being the most effective, and the last

the least powerful. The prediction derives from a curvilinear model of socialization"

which posits an "optimal level" of parental authority. Either too much or 'too

little parental power is presumed to produce detrimental effects (Bronfenbrenner 196111

1963). Hence, a pattern of parent-child activity in which the balance of power

the participants is equal should be most con ucive to the child's development. Our

findings lend some support both to the general hypothesis and its corrollaries,

but once again the results are strikingly qualified by the factors of ethnicity,

sex of child, and to a lesser extent, maternal employment. The pertinent

data appear in Table 3.3, which shows the relation of three types of maternal

activity to the mother's positive evaluation of the child. The results are

presented in three sets: those for all mothers, working mothers only, and non-

working mothers only. Within each set, separate coefficients were computed
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Tlble 3.3

Correlations between Maternal Activity and Mother's

Approying Comments about the Child, by Sex
of Child, Ethnicity, and Mother's Work Status

(Two-Parent White Families Dnly, N's in Parentheses)

Structure or Maternal Activity

at

Ai=
Sons Daughters

Non- Non-

Ethnic Ethnic Ethnic Ethnic.

11 Mothers : (N=35) (N=44) (N=-31) (N=45)

Joint with Equal Power , .36* Ng. -.17-- .404qe,

.Joint: Mother Leading .55** -.29# .11 -.05 !

Unilateral: Mother Leading .25 .04 -.24 -.01

'Working Mothers Only (N=14) (N=20) (N=9) 4N=20)

Joint, with Equal Power .47# -.06 -.40 .52!e

Joirit: Mother Leading .42 -.34 -.13 -.08

Unilateral: Mother Leading .33 .23 -.16
V'

Non-Working Mothers Only (N=21) (N=24)/ (N=25)

Joint with Equal Power .28 .30 .42*

'Joint: Mother Leading .67** -.21---- .16

Unilateral: Mother Leading .19 .14 -. 8 .27

p 4 .10

p :

p < .01
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re/i(r every combination of ethnicity ana sex of child. The data pertain to

two-parent families only,5ince, despite oversampling, there were nom., enough

single-parent households to permit computing separate correlations within this

group for each combination of ethnicity, work status, and sex of child.

If we look first at the results for all mothers, we see that the expected

positive correlations between maternal activity and the mother's positive

description of the child do indeed appear, but only for two groups: the sons of

ethnic mothers, and daughters of non-ethnic mothers. The coefficients for the

remaining two groups are generally low and unreliable withthe highest coefficients

actually having a negative sign.
4

When one compares the three forms of maternal

activity, it is clear that, as anticipated, a unilateral strategy is the least

effective, showing no significant relationship to the mother's positive description

of her child. The prediction that joint activity with e4. .1 power would yield the

highest correlations is borne out only in the case ofdaughters from non-ethnic

,families. This equalitarian strategy is also effective with sons of mothers from

ethnic backgrounds, but is surpassed by mothers who combine thei( joint activity with-

a direqive role. When we compare the corresponding correlations for working and

non-working mothers, we see that the power of ad equalitarian strategy in the two

groups tends to be increased when the mother is employed, whereas a directive

approach becomes less effective and even counterproductive, particularly with

daughters of ethnic mothers.

What inferences can be drawn from this complex but consistent pattern of

results? Its most salient feature is the contrasting magnitude of coefficients

for grdus differentiated by mother's ethnicity and sex of child. Moreover,

the rea will recognize a striking isomorphism between this set of correlational

findings and those reported earlier on mean differences between the same groups in

4The statistical significance of these differences in relationship was evaluated

by testing the null hypothesis of homogeneity among regression coefficients. This

procedure has the advantage of controlling for variations in the magnitude of

correlation produced by differences in variance.

66
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the extent of mothers' disapproving comments about the child (cf. Table 3.2). In

the former instance, the inference was tentatively drawn that girls in ethnic

families are in a more vulnerable position, whereas boys are at greater risk in

families from non-ethnic backgrounds. Both of these trends were intensified

in families in which the mother-worked. The present correlational findings

point tc a complementary, positive aspect of this same- pattern. Thus, in ethnic

families, maternal activities appear to yield favorable results with sons, but

net with daughters; by contrast, in non-ethnic families, it is the daughter

who seems to be the beneficiary of mother-child interaction. As before, the

pattern becomes more pronounced fgp-faiiies in which the mother is employed.5

The foregoing interpretation raises a critical problem plaguing the

analysis of the baseline data: the issue of direction of causality. The

conclusion aF, stated implies that the mother's perception of the child is

a product of'her activity, but one could argue persua 'vely that the process

operates in the opposite way. For example, the presen e -- or merely the

perception -- of positive characteristics in thechild could have prompted the

mother to engage in joint activity. The fact that this phenomenon may be

limited to particular groups defined by ethnicity and sex of child is not

without scientific interest, but the issue of causal direction remains, and

cannot be definitively resolved with purely cross-sectional data. Its

clarification waits upon the second stage of the research. At that time, the

combination of a longitudinal design with a planned social experiment will

per:mit assessing the impact of early socialization contexts, processes, and

,parental perceptions on the child's subsequent behavior in school.

5A subsequent analysis, including a further breakdown of employment by mothers
working part-time versus full-time, reveals that, for daughters in non-ethnic
families,, the mother's equal joint activity has its greatest impactwhen the'mother
works full-time; for sons in ethnic families, interaction is most effective when the

mother works part-time.

6-1
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_Nevertheless, some light on the causal dilemma can-be shed by analyzing

other data available from the baseline study. Specifically, if the mother's

activity is indeed being determiried by the perceived characteristics of the

child, then there should be a negative correlation between mother's disapproving

comments and the degree of joint activity.

To investigate this possibility, we analyzed mother's negative perceptions

in the same design that had been employed to produce the results shown in

Table 3.3. No significant correlations were found; the analyses of regression

coefficients showed neither reliable main ,effects nor interactions. The absence

of relationship cannot be explained on the ground that the measures used were

unreliable, since the same index of mother's negative perception had shown a

highly significant difference as a function of family structure, with single-

parent mothers'making_vre disparaging comments than their married counterparts

(cf. Table 3.2). Moreover, as already noted, an equally reliable interaction

effect exhibited a pattern complementing the correlational findings by revealing

that the depreciating effects.of single-parent status were milder for sons of

ethnic mothers and daughters of mothers from non ethnic backgrounds.

It is of course still possible that, in these two groups, mothers' joint,

activity is selectively responsive only to positive characteristics of the

child. Another set of findings, however, argues against this possibility.

It will be recIlled (cf. Table 3.1) that among non-ethnic mothers, those who

were working described children of both sexes in more positive terms. If the causal'

seqLence runs from maternal perception to maternal behavior, then the employed

mothers in this group should report more joint activity than mothers whQ
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stayed at home. An analysis of variance\of mater al activity scores (see

Table 3.4 below) revealed no such overall relatio ship. Instead, the results were

reversed as a fdnction of sex of child. Among non- thnic mothers, those who

worked did report more activity with their daughters t was described by

mothers who stayed at home, but the opposite relationship appeared for sons.

It was non-working mothers who reported more interaction with boys.

Thus the weight of the evidence points to joint activity as influencing

maternal perceptions rather,than...the reverse. The possibility remains, however,

that the relationship operates in both directions, with the net effect varying

as a function of the context: As we shall see, some evidence from subAquent analyses

supports this reciprocal interpretation. But first we-must take note of a

second trend in the Data of Table 3.3, which may be discerned from examining the

difference-S among correlations for equalitarian versus mother-directed activity

with the child. Specifically, in the case of non-ethnic girls, it is only a

balanced relationship that predicts a more positive view wherea, for ethnic

boys, the use of power is even more strongly associated with a favorable

picture, especially if the mother is not working. By contrast, in the remaining

three groups, maternal control is either ineffectual or, in some instances

(daughters in ethnic families in which the mother works, sons of non-ethnic

mothers) perhaps even counterproductive. The Possible significance of this

pattern begins to emerge when one takes into account differences in family

roles and ideology typically associated with ethnic versus non-ethnic families.

Thus, compared to other groups, ethnic families are' more likely to be traditional

in authcrity structure and value orientation, with the father being accorded
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higher status than the mother, the son occupying a more favored position than

the daughter, and the mother less likely to be working out of the home.6

It is precisely in this situation that mother-directed joint activity predicts

a more positive picture for boys, but proves ineffectual, or even counterproductive,

with girls. Indeed, there'is no group in which the exercise of power by the

mother leads to a favorable result with daughters. Equalitarian interaction,

however, does exert some positive influence with girls and has its maximal

impact in a_ situation that seems the most favorable to the status of both

mother and daughter; namely, in a non - ethnic famly in which the mother works

Such a family is less.likely to be traditional in its values, or mode of

operation; in addition, the fact that the mother is employed affords her an

independent status outside the home.

The foregoing interpretation, and the results on which it is based, echo

\:;pecific formulations and findings derived from an "optimal level model

of parent-child relationships in a social context" ( Bronfenbrenner, 1963).

Thus the original application of the paradigm to data relating parental activity

to characteristics of the child had revealed a curvilinear relationship that

reached its turning point sooner for girls than for boys.

Girls were especially susceptible to the detrimental influence
of overprotection; boys to the ill effects of insufficient discipline
and support. Or, to put it in more colloquial terms: boys
suffered from too little training, girls from too much. (Bronfenbrenner,
1961a, p. 77).

6
The last tendency is reflected in our own sample. Among ethnic two-parent
families (N=67) the proportion of working mothers was 399 compared to 45% for
non-ethnic families (N=88).
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The original study also fielded data in support of a corollary principle

stipulating that the curvilinear relationship was differentiated'not only by

se* of child, but also.by sex of parent: "The results reveal a tendency for

each parent to be somewhat more active,, firm, and demanding with a child of

the same sex, more lenient and indulgent with a child of the opposite

sex." (Bronfenbrenner 1961b, p. 249).

.

The findings of the present study, suggest that twenty years later, these

generalizations may still be valid, but only in ethnic fathilies. In non-ethnic

families, the pattern now appears to be reversed, with boys being mare vulnerable

to the counterproductive effe4 of maternal power. This.possible effect takes
...

on significance in the light of an'earlier extension of the optithal level p'rinciple

beyond the faMily to the external environment. .In the original studies, the

paradigm was also applied across social contexts by, hypothesizing. that

critic4.1 levels of parental power were likely to be reached sooner in social

groups or sub-cultures in which the child was placed in a more subordinate
4,

position (Bronfenbrenner 19_la, 1961b). To investigate the hypothesis, the

investigator qmpared the relation between parental power and child behavior

in lower and upper middle-class families. In accord with the prediction, the

tendency of each parent to exercise more authority with the child of the same

sex was more pronounced in lower middle-class homes, and the point of diminishing

returns for the use of parental power was reached sooner in that group; "in

upper middle-class, however, where sex differences are less pronounced, the

pattern of relationships becomes more, confused and attenuated" (op.cit., p. 104).

0

I
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Our own findings on ethnic families today are consistent with those

reported-twenty years ago for lower middle-class households. The current data for

non-ethnic families, however, do not resemble those for the upper midde-

class.in'the earlier period. The results are neither "confused and attenuated,"

nor are the sex differences "less pronounced." As subsequent analyses will

continue to show, in today's "mainstream," non-ethnic families it is the

girl who, is the focus of the mother's successful socialization efforts. In

addition, the correlatipns in Table 3.3 suggest that within this group, it is the

on rather than the daughter who is vulnerable to the disruptive effects of

excessive maternal pow7r.

At this iuneture, an important 4isclaimer and caveat ace in order.

Although the res is reported above are Consistent with an optimal level model

c-.

of socializatio in context, it is not the case that the particular findings

were, predicted in advance. Qu te the contrary, as previously indicated, our

-original research design did
t

t include ethnicity as a basic category of

analysis. The decision to'fiake it so emerged only later on, mainly

as an extension to Professor Cross's emphasis on the importance of this

factor as a key context and differentiator of socialization processes

and outcomes. Despite their serendipity -- or perhaps all the more because

of it -- the present findings lend suppOrt to the original formulations and

suggest an additional corollary that can be used as a framework for evaluating

the re alts of subsequent analyses: Parent-child interaction is most likely to

produce desired results when it occurs in a context that accords status and

value to the roles of both artici ants, as defined b such characteristics

as sex, ethnicit occu ational status and .ther social structural variables
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salient for the particular culture or subculture.

The caveat pertains to our present findings. The results and analyses

reported thus far by no means constitute strong evidence in support of the

optimal level model either in its intrafamilial or extrafamilial form,

sin,e the matrial presented has several shortcomings. First, the

intrzfamilial data have been analyzed solely in terms of linear regression,

whereas a specific test of a curvilinear relationship requires the introduction

. of a quadratic term in the equation. We shall incorporate this refinement in

some of our subsequent analyses. Second, and more critical, interprettions of

complex higher-order interactions are unavoidably speculative, AS a result,

the conclusions must remain tentative and subject to corroboration or contradiction

by additional findings.

The Demography of Maternal Activities

The above caveat applies not only to inferences about the differential

effectiveness of maternal power in different family groups but also to our

broader generalization regarding the special position of sons and daughters in.

ethnic versus non-ethnic families. Additional evidence bearing on both issues
0.

is,provided by an examination of demographic differences in mothers' activities.

To address the more general issue first, if it is correct that mothers in

ethnic families focus their child rearing on their sons, whereas mothers from

non-ethnic backgrounds concentrate on daughters, then we should expect corresponding

differences in the amount of joint parent-child activity reported by ethnic

and non-ethnic mothers with children of each clx. Specifically, the highest

levels of such activities should be found for ethnic mothers of boys and non-

ethnic mothers of girls. The relevant data appear in Table 3.4. Because we are

4
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1 2.77*1

1 5.08 *]

)1.45 n.s.1

L.30 n.s.1

11.10 n.s.1

' 3.18

Table 3.4

Means for al Activity
as a Function of Sex oT C , Mother's Ethnicity, .

and Employment S tusl

.Joint with

Equal 'Power Mother Leading Mother Leading

(All White Mothrs)

Joint: Unilateral:

Boys Girls Difference

All Mothers

Ethnic 6.92 5.36

Non-
Ethnic 6.11 7.32

Differ-
ence .81 -1.96

Working Mothers

g11:12

Ethnic
0

7.32 5.00

Non-
Ethnic 5.95 8.70

Differ-

ence 1.37 -3.70

Non-Working Mothers
Only

Ethnic 6.52 5.72

Non: -

Ethnic 6.28 5.94

Differ-
ence .24 -.22

2,32

-e.75

.80 .

.34

Difference of Differences
(Three Factor Interaction)

1

Boys Girls

1.95 1.18

1.72 2.46

.23 - -1.28

2.49 .75

1.81 2.25

.68 -1.50

1.40 1.62

1.63 2.68

-.23 -1.06

Box identifies mean difference for interaction effect.
g p 4: .10; * p t; .05; n.s: -- non significant

`This interaction occurs only in single-parent families.

Difference

.77

-.74

, 1.74

-.44

12.28.111.s

-.2k.

-1.05

1 .83 n.$)

74

Boys, Girls

4.51 4.55

3.89 4.23

.52 .32.

3.90 4.47

3.18 4.85

.72 -.35

5.12 4.63

4.61 3.62

.51 1.01

Difference

-.04

-.34

-.57

-1.67

.49

.99

0 60 n.s.1
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dealing with sub-grow, means rather than correlations, it was possible to include

all white families in,the analysis, single:parent as well as two-parent. Except

in one instance footnoted in the table, reliable main effects or interactions

in joint activity associated with family structure were weak, and irrespective

of magnitude, none contradicted the interpretations offered below. Fcr that reason,

and for simp.icity of presentation, the detailed results involving family structure are

not included in the table. Main effects for the remaining three factors in

the model were invariably qualified by a significant interaction that mirrored

the pattern observed in the two preceding analyses; namely, as can be seen from

the table, the highest levels of joint activity were reported by ethnic mothers

of boys and non-ethnic mothers of girls. This pattern emerged most clearl when

the balance of power between mother and child was equal. In situations in

which the mother took the lead, the effect was lower and limited to one-parent

families. It was absent entirely when the mother omitted, any inference to, the

child's part in the interaction.

Comparison of the corresponding figures for working and non-working mothers

again suggests that the pattern is more pronoUnded when the mother is employed,

but, as shown in the last line of the table, this thi'rd-order interaction

is significant only in the case of Joint Activy with Equal Power. It is

especially when they work that ethnic mothers are likely to engage in reciprocal

interactions primarily with their sons, and non-ethnic mothers with their daughters,

whereas their non-employed counterparts are less discriminating.

Viewed from the perspective of an optimal level model, this pattern of

meaas in Table 3.4 suggests an explanation for the corresponding variation in

socialization effectiveness implied by the correlations of Table 3.3. Specifically,

....



mothers' joint activities have impact only if they reach a certain critical level

of frequency. This minimal level is achieved or exceeded in some groups, but not

in others. In our sample, it was attained by ethnic mothers of boys and non-

ethnic mothers of girls -- in particular, those mothers in both groups who were

employed. Where joint activity falls short of the cricical minimum -- as among

ethnic mothers of girls and non-ethnic mothers of boys -- it becomes ineff-ectu41 or,

if conducted in a directive fashion, even detrimental. To test these interpretations,

we reran the regressions between the mother's report of equal joint activity and her

favorable description of the child, adding a qudratic term to the equation. In

keeping with the foregoing interpretation, the results for the two groups in

question revealed significant parabolic effects (p 4 .01) in the shape of a

J-curve; that is at the lowest levels of joint activity:the relationship between

the two variables was-slightly negative, but then became increasingly positive

once a critical minimal level was reached.

In sum, the additional data we have examined lend support to two interpretations

suggested by the results of earlier analyses. First, joint parent-child activity

facilitates the emergence of desired characteristics in the child, but only after

the activity attains a critical minimal level of intensity. Second, such activity

can be maximally effective only in settings in which the roles of both parties

are accorded status and value. This same principle applies with even greater force

to the exercise of parental power in the-course of interaction. The effects are

salutary in contexts in which the child has higher status but can be'detrimental

when the child's position is insecure, particularly in the case of daughters.

The convergence of evidence from successive analses reduces, but by no

means eliminates, the possibility of Type I error in the interpretation of the
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results. In addition, the interpretation can be questioned on other grounds.
/-d

In particular, there is the issue of whether the observed relationsHps may not

be purely perceptual, existing solely within the mind of the respondent. Since

both the mother's description of the child and the measures of maternal activity

are based on subje ive reports, neither index may correspond to any objective

reality. The issue cannot be definitively resolved without an independent

measure of the mother's actual behavior. Although observational data were collected

for a quarter of the sample, a simultaneous breakdown by sex and ethnicity resulted

in cell frequencies too small to permit calculation of separate correlations and

regression coefficients for each' combination of 'sex and ethnicity. In the absence

of-direct ev dence, the existence of a purely perceptual phenomenon can still

be challenged if it is possible to identify some characteristic of the mother

independelft of her own perceptions that shows the same selective pattern of

correlations found for the mother's subjective report of her joint activity with the

child. Moreover, if such a pattern were found, it would speak to another issue

posed by the present findings. We have found evidence for a psychological process

that appears to operate selectively in particular groups defined by the mother's
ti

ethn-!,:ity and the sex of the child. How general or specific is this phenomenon?

Is it restricted to mother-child interaction or do other characteristics of the

mother, objective or subjective, exhibit the same selective impact?

One likely candidate for investigating these possibilities is the mother's

educational. level. Our exploratory analyses had revealed that, although none

of the conventional demographic variables showed a strong relationship with

the mother's positive description of the child for the sample as a whole, the

one that came closest to doing so was the number of years that a mother reported

having gone to school. Accordingly, we proceeded to analyze this relationship

7
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in the same three-factor model that had been employed for assessing the impact

of maternal activities on a mother's approving comments about the.child.

The results, shown in Table 3.5, reveal that, when the mother's education is

treated as the independent variable, the previous pattern emerges with even

greater saliency. Once again, the only significant correlations are those for

sons of mothers claiming an ethnic identity, and daugters of mothers from a
de."

non-:ethnic background. jo an even greater degree than before, both of these

relationships are magnified LI families in which the Mcitner works. The test

of homogeneity of regression coefficients reveals that both the two-factor

interaction (Sex by Ethnicity) and the three-factor (Sex by Ethnicity by

Work Status) are highly reliable (p < .01, and p .02 respectively).

As"with the reports of mother's activity, there are no significant unqualified

main effects or other interactions. Moreover, these findings are free from

a major ambiguity characterizing the earlier results, since in the case of

mother's education, the direction of influence is unequivocal. Thus, the

data of Table 3.5 lend further support to our earlier conclusion

that in ethnic families the mother is more involved with the son than with

the daughter, whereas the reverse is true in families from non-ethnic backgrounds.?

Is this selective involvement reflected in the mother's reported behavior

or only in the impact of this behavior on the,mother's view of the child? The

fact that the findings o the impact of mother's education mirror and magnify

those previously obtdi ed for her joint activity provides some leverage on

7A ditional evidence consistent with this interpretation appears in the results of

analyses of variance for birth order and maternal age. For both variables, there was

a significant interaction by sex of child and mother's ethnicity. In ethnic families,

mothers of sons were younger than mothers of daughters, and boys had fewer older

siblings than girls. In non-ethnic families, these relationships were reversed.

Mothers of girls were younger, and daughters had fewer older siblings (p < .05 and

.10 respectively.). These differences cannot explain the observed correlations between

joint activity and the mother's description of the child, since neither birth order I

.nor mother's age was signfiicantly related to maternal evaluations of the child by

ethnic mothers of boys or non-ethnic mothers of girls.
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Table 3.5

Correlations between Mother's Educational Level
and her Approving Comments about the Child

(Two-Parent Families Only; N's in Parentheses)

Sons Daughters
Non- Non-

Ethnic Ethnic Ethnic Ethnic

All Mothers .35* (35) .23 (44) -.23 (31) .54**,(45)

Working Mothers Only .67** (14) .13 (20) -.09 (9) .72** (20)

Non-Working Mothers Only .32 (21) .33 (24) -.18 (22) .45* (25)

* p .05

**p < .01

Jo
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this issue. If mothers from ethnic versus non-ethnic backgrounds in fact treat

their sons and daughters differently, then this sslective pattern should be

evident not only in the correlations between mother's education and her

perceptions of the child, but also in the relation between maternal schooling

and measures of joint activity. The actual results, however, do not exhibit

such a pattern:- The regression analysis for the relation ofmother's educ4tional

level to her report of equally shared activities shoals. a reliable main effect

( < .01), but no significant, or even dear-significant interactions for any

of the factors in the model, including sex and ethnicity. The overall -relation-
,

shiR was also low in magnitude (r = .23). The corresponding correlations for

mother-directed and unilateral activities were even lower and likewise failed

to exhibit significant interactions. It is clear that mother's educational

level influences the mother's positive perceptions of the child much more than ,

her report of interaction with the child. The overall correlation for the

former variable was .37**8 and, as shown in Table 3.5, rose considerably higher

for ethnic mothers of boys and non-ethnic mothers of girls, especially when these

mothers were in the labor force (r = .67 and .72 respectively). Indeed, the

magnitude of these correlations raises the question of whether the observed

relationships are a fudction of maternal schooling rather than reported

mother-child interaction.

Second-Order Effects of Mother's Education.

There are two analytic strategies for dealing with this issue -- one quite familiar,

the other rather novel, at least in its application. The standard prOcedure for ekamin-

8in
the rest of this chapter the significance level of correlations will be

indicated as follows: p 4 .01 will be designated by two asterisks ( * *),

p 44 .05 will be designated by one asterisk (*), and p 4. .10 by a number sign

( #T. The reporting of effects reliable at the .10 level appears both justified .

and necessary in a research that has its primary purpose the discovery of new

relationships deserving further study rather than the verification of existing

hypotheses.
...
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ing whether one variable-has an effect independent of another Is partial correlation or

regression. A more demanding criterion imposes tfie further requirement that each variabl

influence the impact of the other over and above any separate influence it may nave on

its own. In ecological theory, this phenomenon is Deferred to as a "second-order effect'

(Bronfenbrenner 1979). The process may take many forms. For example, criticism

by the father may impair the mother's effectiveness in disciplining a son. On the

positive side, the fact that a parent and teacher are friends may facilitate the

child's learning in school. In the present instance, one could posit a second-

order effect of education in the relation between maternal activity and her

favorable evaluation of the child; that is, the more schooling a mother has had, the

greater will "be the impact of shared activity on her positive view of her three-year-

old.

Bronfenbrenner and his colleagues (Henderson: 1977; Bronfenbrenner and Alvarez

1981) have proposed that a second-order effect can be tested through an extension of

- conventional regression analysis by introducing a 'oduct term after each independent
\

variable has been entered.into the equation. For example, given as independent

variables the mother's shared activity (x1) and her educational level (x2), the

appropriate regression equation for predicting A positiVe evaluation of the child

(y) becomes

y = bix1 + b2x2 + b3x1x2 + k

where k is a constant. The existence of a second-order effect is established if

the regression coefficient (b3) for the multiplicative term (x1 x2) is

significant over and move the independent contributions of both xl and x2?

If the sign of b3 is positive, then xl and x2 reinforce each other. In our

specific case, this would mean that the more education the mother has, the.

9The above model assumes that the association of both x and x with y is linear. If

one or both relationships are actually curviline.,r, theh corretponding quadratic terms

must also be included in the model and controlled before testing the multiplicative

effect.- The significant second-order effects reported below override reliable quadratic

relationships in those instances in which they appear. .

R1
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greater the effect of her joint activity on the emergence of positive character-

istics in the child. Or, expressing the same relationship in another way, I

the impact of the mother's education.is.enhanced to the degree that she engages

in reciprocal int, raction with the child. If tne coefficient of b
3

is negative,

this Wbuld'implY that schooling 'acts as an inhibiting influence; the better

educated mother is less effective in achieving the characteristics she desires

in her child.
1

Given our' emerging view of tne distinctive position of sons and daughters

in ethnic versus non-ethnic families, a positive second-order effect should

be most likely to emerge for non-eihnic 'working mothers of girls. This

prediction follows from the expectation that these mothers are most-likely to

see themselves as models for their daughters not only within but also outside

the family, where schooling can be an asset. By Lontrast, in ethnic fpmiliet,

where both mother and daughter occupy subordinate positions, the education of

girls is likely to have lower priority, and the second-order effect for girls should

/-
be absent or perhaps even negative. With respect to boys, it is more difficult

to predict, although multiplicative influences seem unlikely for sons of non-

1

ethnic mothers, a situation in which levels both of joint activity and of its influence

on the mother's positive perception were relatively low (cf. Tables 3.3 and 3.4)., II

To test for the existence of second-order effects, the multiplicative model

described aoove was applied to our data in the usual three-factor design:

Ethnicity by Work Status by Sex of Child. As before., the analysis was limited

to two-parent families because of low frequencies in the smallest cells for

single-parent households.

The results are shown in lable 3.6. The values entered in the first two

columns are simple correlations. In the next two columns are the corresponding

partial correlations calculated after both x
1

and x
2

had been entered in the
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Table 3.6

The'!nfluence of Mother's Educatiod
and Equal Joint Activity on her Positiie Perceptions

of the Child
Ideperident and Second-Order Effects

(Two - Parent Families Only; in Parentheses)

Second-Order
Correlations with Mother's POsitive View Effect

Simple.r' s Partial r' s Partial r

I . , II III IV V

Joint Mother's .Joint -Mother's

Activity Education" Activity Education

Boys (14) .37

Girls (9) -.41

Non-Ethnic

Boys (20) -.10

Girls ,19) .51*

Not-Working Mothers

Ethnic

Boys (20) .19

Girls (22) -.17

Non-Ethnic

Boys (24) .05,

Girls 25) .26

# p < :10
<

**p Zs .01

.63**

.13

.46

-.40

.67**

-.09

-.36

-.57

.16 . -.06 '.13 .10

.63** .52* .65** .57**

.27 ,.28. .32 .40#

-.20 -.13 -.18 .33

0

.02 .30 .33 -.35

.31 .42* .45* -.27

8:3
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model. ,Those in Column III measure the influence of mother's joint activity

independent of her eLcational level; conversely, the coefficients in Column II

reflect the impact of Education independent of joint activity. It is apparent that,

in those groups in,which either variable is predictive of the mother's positive

evaluation of the child, maternal education is a more powerful influence on the

mother's evaluation. At the same time, joint activity retains its importance,

particularly in relation to girls. Even though none of the individual partial r

correlations for joint activity with boys is reliable, the test of homogeneity

among partial regression coefficients reveals a significant three-factor interaction

reflecting the positive relation, after controlling for education, between the mother's

joint activity and her pojtive view of the child in the two critical groups.

In the final step of the regression, the multiplicative term was entered. The

corresponding partial regression coefficient, shown in Column V, ind.Lates the direction,

magnitude, and significance level of the second-order effect. It will'be observed that

the four coefficients in the middle section of the column are all positive in sign,

while the pairs at the extremes are negative;,in other words, the pattern suggests the

existence of an interaction effect involving Ethnicity by Maternal Work

Status. A special regression program, designed by C.R. Henderson, permits

testing the homogeneity of the partial regression coefficients associated

with the second-order effect in terms of the three-way factorial design.

Application of the program confirms the existence of a highly significant

interaction for Ethnicity by Work Status (p 4 .01). It would *ear that, for

the working mother ftcom.a non-ethnic background, the more schooling she has

had, the more her joint activity evokes desired characteristics in the child,

especially f the child is a girl. Education has a similar reinforcing effect

* for ethnic 'mothers, but'only if they do not work outside the hoMe. By contrast,

maternal schooling seeds to undercut or even reverse, the positive effects of

joint activity,among the remaining two groups: ethnic,mothers who work, or non-

a
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ethnic mothers who stay at home. At a broader level of generalization, this

pattern can be seen as additional evidence, now appearing at yet another, more

complex level, for our earlier inference that mothers tend to function most

effecti'4ely when acting in a role consistent with the expectations of their

siculture, and that their effectiveness is undermined in a situatioo in which

these expectations are violated. The reliable second-order effect suggests that

education increases the mother's sensitivity to attitudes toward maternal work

prevailing in her particular subculture. This increased realization of the

acceptability or unacceptability of her role in turn affects the mother's

functioning as a parent, for better or for worse. It remains to be seen whether this

interpretation isLsustained or challenged by subsequent findiggs.

One obviously relevant source for additional evidence bearing on this issue

is provided by an analysis of the effects of father'seducation. To the extent

that these effects are mediated through the mother, the results should yield a

pattern similar to that obtained for maternal schooling. Any significant deviations

from this pattern would-represent the influence of father's education 757t.'i.e.

The Impact of Father's Education. Since the data from the interviews with the

fathers are still being,analyzed, the only available data relate to the influence

of 'ether's schoolin9 on the mother's perceptions of the child. Despite the fact that

people tend to marry persons of a comparable educational level, the first-order linear

effects of father's schooling turn out to be somewhat differen.. from those for

mother's schooling. Irrespective of their ethnic background, wives of well-educated

husbands .;:scribe their children more positively, but only when the mother is corking

and the/child is a boy (r = .52**). For all other groups, the correlations were

A

extremely low (below .14). It would appear that the involvement of the mother in a

job outside the home increases the influence of the father's education, but only

85
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in relation to sons. The finding is also of methodological significance since it

provides additional evidence that the mother's positive descriptions of the child are not

purely subjective in origin but.are related.to objective circumstances in the family's

life.,

The second-order effect of father's education, however, is virtually identical

-.
with that of mother's schooling; the profile of partial correlations is the same

as that appearing in Colpmn V of Table 3.6, although the coefficients are generally

lower. The reduction is to be expected since in this instance we deal with the

impact on the mother's functioning of someone else's education rather than her

own. The implication of the findings, howeVer, is still the same: namely, mothers

function more effectively when their parental and occupational roles ,onsonant

with the expectations of their particular subculture.

The Impact of Conventional Demographic Variables on Socialization Processes.

The question arises whether other demographic factors besides parental education

exhibit similarly different'laJ .effects. We pursued this issue by analyzing four

additional ,ariables typically taken into account in research on socialization;

family income, family size, child's age, and mother's age.

Although the results of these analyses revealed a number of significant effects,

these were generally low'in magnitude and invariably qualified by the moth'-'s

ethnic background, and often by her fork status as well. For example, total

income showed a reliable effect only in families not claiming an ethnic identity.

For this group, a lower income was associated with fewer reports of joint'activity

A

or of favorable comments about the child. Although tMse relationships were

statistically reliable (p .05), they were quite meager in size (r = .25 and

.24 respectively). The cor-esponding coefficients in ethnic families were

essentially zero, another example of the lower susceptibility of ethnic families

86
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to external influences, whether disruptive or benign.
10

The total number of children in the family had no significant relation to the

mother's positive description of her three-year-old. We hypothesized, however,

2

that a more critical factor would be the presence of younger siblings, who, being

..under three years of age, would place heavier dethands on the mother's time and

/ energy. When this variable was entered into the regression equation, the results

4

r

Confirmed the expectation on all-too-familiar, delimited grounds. The presence of

younger children led to a less favorable descrition of the three-year-old, but

only on the part of ethnic mothers of boys and non-ethnic mothers of girls. There

were np significant relations for other groups, nor were there any reliable second-
. /

order effects.

Maternal age turned out td be critical factor only if the mother was employed. /

Under these circumstances, the frequency of reported joint activity was loWer for

older mothers (r = -.30). While the age of the working mother did not reliably

predict her evaluation of the child, there was a significant second-order effett.

Older working mothers' joint'activities were not as likely to result indesired

qualitieS.in the child (p 4 .03).

Finally, despite the limited age range of the children in our sample (2 1/2 -

4 1/2 years), a similar second-order effect was obtained with res,-ct to the influ6nce

of the child's age on the power of maternal int&action to induce desired characteristics

in the child. If the mother worked, the older the child the weaker the relationship

fj
between joint activity and the perception of positive qualities (p < .05). No

Ai

such effect was found for mothers where not in the labor force.

While the above relationships are not without scientific interest; their

1 0As .
ill be, reported in a separate document, income plays a more critical role in

single-parent families, where limited financial resources are generally associated
with reduced mother-child interaction and a more negati.e picture of the child.
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low magnitude suggests that these conventional demographic variables have only

limited importance in affecting the course and consequence of mother-child

interaction in two-parent families. From an ecological perspective, the most

relevant factors should be those that take into account how family members perceive

the objective circumstances in which they live. Accordingly, we turn next to

an analysis of the mother's subjective reports of significant aspects of her life,

beginning with evaluations of herself and her spouse as a parent.

Perceptions of Selfand_Spouse: Direct and Indirect Effects. The open-ended

responses obtained in our interviews were useq as a basis for constructing not

only'a measure of the mother's. favorable comments about her child, but also about

herself and her husband in their roles as paren;:.:. How do these additional measures

relate to the mother's report of her joint'factivities and her description of her

three-year-old? The two indices yielded compatible, but at the same time somewhat

different results. Regression analyses of the relation of mother's self-esteem as a

parent to her joint activity and her description of the child revealed only simple

main effects of low magnitude. Mothers who painted positive pictures of themselves

reported more interaction with their children (r = .19*) and described them in

more favorable terms (r = .29**). There was no variation in these relationships

either by ethnicity, work status, or sex-of child. By contrast, the mother'

6aulation of her spouse as a parent exhibited stronger and more differentiate

'patterns along now familiar lines. Significant correlations between positive

evaluations of father and child were found only for ethnic mothers of boys

.(1^ = .41**) and non-ethnic mothers of girls (r = .37*), and not for other combinations.

In addition, women who praised their husbands as parents were more likely to

report engaging in activity with their children,lbut this phenomenon was :?stricted

to working mothers front non - ethnic backgrounds (r = .33*) and to ethnic mothers who

remained at home Cr = .48**). This finding lends additional support to the thesis,

of greater effectiveness of socialization in value-consonant conttxts.
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Finally, a more positive evaluation of the spouse produced a second-order

effect, but only for employed mothers. Working mothers who described their husbands

as good parents were more likely to obtain desired results from joint activity

with the4r children (p for second-order effect ' .01). A similar reinforcing

influence appeared for maternal self-esteem, but it was limited only to daughters

of employed non-ethnic mothers (p z .01). Taken as a whole, the pattern suggests

that the pet:Ceived role of the father is of special significance in enabling

working mothers to achieve their child rearing goals. Moreover, the fact that,

at least in our data, the husband plays a significant facilitating role only in

families in which the mother works may help explain our initial finding that

employed mothers describe their children more positively than do mothers who

remain at home; the latter are'not as likely to have the benefit of a boost from

their husband in their child rearing efforts. At a more general level, seeing

one's husband as a good parent seems to enable the working mother to engage in

ff,e effective interaction with her children irrespective of family background and

sex of child, since the facilitating impact of the father's role in two-wage-earner

families was not restricted by these depographic factors. In short, participation

_)3, the father in child rearing appears to break down preferential treatment of

daughters or sons associated with ethnic' versus non-ethnic status.

The First- and Second-Order Effeps of Extrafamilial Influences

In the preceding analyses, the frequent statistical interactions involving

mother's work status point to the area of parental employment as especially

significant for family functioning. Accordingly, in examining the impact of

extrafamilial influer:es, we turn first to effacts associated with conditions

at work.
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The Impact of Mother's Working Hours. The number of hours the mother

works significantly affects how positively she views'her child, but the

direction of the relationship is different for daughtevs and sons --

but non-significant for the former, negative and highly reliable for the

latter (r = -.51**). In short, the more hours the mother works, the lesl

positive is .her view of her son. The relationship is strongest for working mothers'

f om non-ethnit backgrounds (r = -.61**), but is substantial for ethnic working,

mothers as well (r = -.52*). Furthermore, a breakdown of the mother's

comments by category reveals that the effect applies specifically to the motherA .

117
evlauation of the child's cognitive competence, with the children of

mothers, being most affected. Among mothers in this group, those who

work the most hours are least likely to comment favorably on their son's

intellectual abilities (r = -.44*), whereas those who have daughters

praise them for their cognitive and language skills (r = -.55**). The

finding takes on special significance in view of results from a number of sOdle§

indicating that sons of working mothers tend to do less well in school than Mir

counterparts from families in which the mother rerains at home (Bronfenbrennee

I,and Crouter 1981).

A factor possibly contributing to this phenomenon is suggested by t7---.

analysis of second-order effects associated with mother's working hours. T

results mirror those reported above for the mother's evaluation of the c611

cognitive competence. Once again, the significant trends are limited to n'On-

ethnic families and indicate that increase in mother's working hours facilitates

socialization processes for daughters, but impairs them for sons. Specifi011y,

the more hours the mother works, the more her joint activity is associated with
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the attrubution of more positive characteristics to the aughter (p .5', .10), but

fewer desirable qualities to the son (p < .01).

Effects of Maternal Reactions to Employment. Front a ecological perspective,

it is.important to examine the impact of the mother's job not only in terms of

its objective features, but also in the day in which she perceives her work

situation. From the content analysis of interview protocols, two global measures

were constructed. The first was based on the frequency and intensity of positive

statements about the mother's work situation, the second was ari analogous index

founded on negative comments. Preliminary analyses indicated that both variables had

construct validity but tapped somewhat different dimensions. This fact was

reflected by their low intercorrelations, positive in some social groups, negative

In others.

Of the two measures, only the second showed .a significant correlation with

mother's favorable comments about the child. The relationship appeared solely

for girls. Specifically, the greater the mother's discontent about Fier job,

the fewer positive comments she made about her daughter (r = -.30**). Dissatisfaction

with the work situation also produced a significant second-order effect, but,

in accord with previous findings, this special vulnerability was liwited to non-

ethnic mothers. For this group. the more the mother disliked her job, the lower

the relationship between her joint activity and'her perception of desirable

characteristics in her daughter (p .05).

Although a supportive environment at work did not directly affect the mother's

.general evaluation of the child, it did exert an indirect influence, again only

in non-ethnic families. The more the mothers in this group liked their jobs, the

9!
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more their joint activity increased desired qualities in the daughter, but

decreased them in the son. The same second-order effect appeared with specific

reference to the child's cognitive skills; that is, job satisfaction strengthened

the association between joint activity aad recognition of talent in girls

(p < .05), but weakened it in boys (p4 .10).

Despite the complexity of these interaction effects, the picture that emerges

is one that is clear and consistent. As with other extrafamilial

influences, the mother's experience at work is more likely to affect her family

life if she comes from a non-ethnic rather than from an ethnic background.

Satisfaction with the job leads to desired consequences for daughters, but.not for

sons. Gut if the mother dislikes her work, it is especially the daughter who emerges

in the less favorable light, both as a direct and indirect result of the mother's unhappy

work experience. Taken as a whole, the findings add weight to our earlier

interpretation that the mother in the non-ethnic family is more likely to identify

herself both with her job and with her daughter, and to focus less attentions

on her son.

Effects e Father's Work. The only data that have been analyzed in thjs

sphere concern the father's working hours and the mother's favorable and unf Ole

comments about her husband's job. There were no significant effects for paterntl

working hours, possibly because of the restricted range in this variable.

The mother's feelings about her husband's ..lork situation, whether they were

positive or negative, also showed no direct relation to her description of the

child, but they appeared to be quite influential in other ways. First, the evidence ,

suggests that when mothers perceive their husband's work situation as stressful,

they may compensate by engaging in more joint activity with the child, but only if

92
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the mother works, or comes from an ethnic background. By contrast, for non-ethnic

mothers who remain at home, the relationship is negative; the more critical the

6)mother is of the father's job, the less the mother interacts with the chil . Although

the individual correlations are not significant, the corresponding regressions of

coefficients show a reliable interaction (p 4-.05).
1

This compensatory pattern becomes more pronounced and more differentiated

at the level of second-order effects. It would appear that some of the mothers who

compensate are rewarded for their efforts, but on a selective basis. Specifically,

working mothers who perceive their husband's jobs as stressful receive a return for

their increased interaction in seeing more desired characteristics in their

children provided (should one say "of course"?) the child is a boy in an ethnic

family or a girl from a non-ethnic home (p for second-order effect

4 .02).

The second-order effects are complementary and even more powerful for mothers

who view their husband's work in positive terms. The more favorably the mother

described her husband's work situation, the stronger was the relation between her

joint activity and the perception of desired qualities in the child. But again this

phenomenon was limited to the ethnic mothers of bOys and non-ethnic mothers of girls

(r = .41** in both instances). The correlations in the remaining two groups were low

non-significant. Moreover, as revealed by a reliable three-factor interaction 1

(p.4.05), this pattern was considerably accentuated when the mother worked. The

two coefficients cited above rose to .57* and .65** respectively, whereas the

relationships in the remaining two groups became negative, falling just short

of statistical significance (-.42 and -.45). In other words, seeing the husband's

jo., as supportive made the biggest difference to mothers who worked. Under these

t.
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circumstances, their interactions with their three-year-olds were more likely to

produce desired outcomes, but only in accord with the sex preference apparently

dictated by the values associated with their ethnictatus. The fact that this

selective pattern emerged only as a second-order effect and was not present in

simple linear correlations testifies to the.importance of indirect influences

of the external environment on the capacity of the family to function effectively

in its child rearing role.

Priorities for Further Analysis

The nature and complexity of findings yielded by the analysis of only a

'portion, albeit A substantial one, of the data available froth the baseline

assessmerit poses_ a challenge for the immediate future. With limited resources,

there is no way in which we can carry out all the additional analyses that seem

to be strongly indicated. Instead, we are fexed with the necessity of confining

our efforts to a few, potentially most productive lines of inquiry. In making

this difficult choice, we have been guided by two kinds of considerations; the

first methodological, the second substantive.

From a long-range perspective, perhaps the most important outcome of the first

stage of this research has been the development of an analytic model and technique

for assessing the second-order effects of environmental influences on socialization

processes. Therefore, whatever substantive issues we pursue, we shall be employing I

'this two -level strategy for detecting first- and second-order relationships.

To what data should the model be applied? In our view, we should sacrifice

full exploitation of particular sources and domains (for example, further analyses I

of mothers' descriptions of their children, or of their work situation) in favor of

less Complete examination of data from different perspectives in a variety of
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domains. To achieve the necessary parsimony, the criterion for selection in these

spheres should be relevance to the areas most likely to be affected by the

experimental programs.

Application of these criteria leads us to the following priorities in

further analysis of the baseline data:

1. Second-Order Effects of Social Networks. The social network analyses

described in Chapter 7 of this report were carried out before the regression

model for testing multiplicative effects had been fully developed. Both on

theoretical grounds, and in the light of findings with data from other

instruments, it appears likely that social networks exert their impact on child

development primarily indirectly through their effects on the parent rather than

directly on the child.

2. The Second-Order Effects of Neighborhood Characteristics. The use of

a sampling procedure in terms of neighborhoods as well as individual families places

us in a unique position for assessing the influence of the neighborhood as an

ecological context for family functioning and its effects on the child. For this

reason, we have deferred the analysis of parents' descriptions of the neighborhood,

and associated characteristics, in order to evaluate the direct and indirect effects

associated with neighborhoods as total systems. Such an ahalysis requires a

modification of, our present procedure to include neighborhood as an additional factor

in the regression model. The mothers' descriptions of sources of stress and support

in the neighborhood, including neighbors and friends, are prime candidates for

analyses of, this kind.

3. The Ecology of the Family from the Perspective of the Wher. Since

S

not all fathers were willing to be interviewed, in order to maximize sample size

9
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we carried out our initial analyses solely on interviews with mothers. The

critical role played by the father emerging from these interviews underscores the

importance of now analyzing in analogous fashion the corresponding data from

interviews with fathers. Of particular interest in this regard is the question of

whether the fathers' perceptions will exhibit a preferential pattern by sex and

ethnicity resembling that found ithe mothers' data. 4

Seconl-Order Influences on Single-Parent Families. Our deliberate

oversampling of single-parent households makes it possible for us to examine

systematically the ecology of this growing type of structure in American society..

Moreover, our preliminary results suggest that in families of this kind the

supportive role that would otherwise be played by a spouse is exercised by

par icipants in informal social networks. Hence, this priority builds ccil that

-already highlighted in our first recommendation for further analyses.

The designation of these four areas for priority does not exclude following

up other leads that may emerge upon further examination of and refledtion on the

unanticipated results reported in this document. In a voyage of discovery one

must always be ready to pursue an unexpected course to a previously unforeseen

destination.

9E;
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CHAPTER 4

PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF THE EXTERNAL WORLD

Charles R. Henderson, .Jr: and Heather Weiss )

In this chapter, we examine the mothers' perceptions of

some inflUential areas that are outside the immediate family

but important to famAly.members' daily lives.. These areas

include the mothers: positive and ne ive statements about

the family's neighbbrhood and housing, finances, and work.
C

The specific variables considered include: a,11 external

factors; perceptions of the future; evaluations of time and

schedule; the neighborhood, and perceptions .of its safety,

social relations, and people; the family's housing circum-

stances; perceptions of the family's financial situation;

and the mother's work situation, including her perceptions

of work-related finances, her intrinsic satisfaction with

work, and her role ag homemaker, In two-parent families,

the husband's work situation overall and specific aspects

ofit, including work flaances, non-time aspects of work,

and work hours, are exAmined 1

The results of this chapter are based on statistical

models that include as classification factors: maternal

work status (employed versus non-employed), family"struc-

ture (single versus married), mother's ethnicity (ethnic
, 44

versus non-ethnic), and the sex of the target child.



Analyses of variance and covariance were carried out, and

regressions of these external variables on continuous

demographic variables (such as family size and mothpris

education) were compared for the groups defined by levels

O

of the classification factors. In the final section, neigh- -

borhood ethnicity is examined as anadditional classifica-

tion factor. All of" the results presented below are statis-

tically significant at or below the .10 level. We offer

some tentative interpretations of the group differences

'here; more definitive interpretations will evolve as the

analyses continue. , 4

Some General Trends

Looking first at the geheral external variables, we

see a pattern that also emerges for many of the more speci-

fic variables. All external factors, the non-familial

world taken as a whole, are perceived more positively by

ethnic than non-ethhic mothers. 'Further, ethnic .single

mothers have an especially positive outlook. The examina-

tion of negatije statements made about external influences

illustrates a second important pattern: the mothers of

sons perceive greater problems with the external world than

do those whose target child is a daughter.

Finally, the results frequently show interactions among

ethnicity, marital status, sex of thd target child, and
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maternal work status. In the case of negative perceptions

of all.external factors; for example, thd highest stress

reported by any group is that by ethnic mothers of boys who

ark both single and employed, while the lowest stress is

reported by .mothers in the same group (single, ethnic,

employed) who have ,three --year -old daughters. Perhaps this

is an indication that single mothers feel less comfortable,

socializing sons than daughters. This sex difference is

substantiated in the interaction between maternal hours

of work, ethnicity, and.the child'd 'sex. The more hours

ethnic mothers wotk, the more negative statements'are made

by mothers of sons, and the fewer by mothers of daughters.

For non - ethnics, there is a similar tread in relation to

daughters, but no signifidant relation in the case of sons.

If the above speculation that single mothers( feel less

;comfortable with the socializatift of their sons is correct,

perhaps' this is heightened when a mother works and has less

time with her son. A similar interpretation is plausible ,

in two-parent families as well.

The demographic variables, number of children in the

family and years of father's education, were significantly

related to negative perceptions of all external factors.

The previously mentioned differences according to the target

child's sex are accentuted when there are.more children in

he family; the greater number, of children, the more negative
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statements about the external world the mothers of three-

year-old boys make. Scrutiny of the relationship Among

family structure, father's edUcation, and negative percep-

tions of the external world shows that in two-parent'famiiies,

the greater the father's years of education, the fewer

the mother's negative statement6 about the world outside

thp immediate family. This reiationship is particularly

strong 'in the case of ethnic mothers who have a three-yeat-old

daughter and are not employed.

The previous chapter' discussed numerous interactions

of sex of child by maternal ethnicity, in relation to the,
. ,

\ e . , r
mother's perceptions of internal domains. While less fre-

.

..

dins.

quent, these Interactions are evideht for the external domains,
1 \

)
.

as well. The future is seen more positiVely by non-ethnic

mothers of girls and ethnic mothers of boys than by non-ethnic

mothers ofloys or ethnic mothers of girls. This holds for

both single and married mothers, with the exception'that

single, ethnic mothers of girls are more positive than their

counterparts who have boys. This result is a reflection of

the overall more positive view of the future these mothers

have for girls than for boys, with'the single exception of

the ethnic mothers in two-parent families.

of



, The Neighborhood and Housing

The general tendency for ethnic mothers to have a more

positive view of the outside world is seen specifically in

their percertlpns of the Syracuse neighborhoods in which

they live. ,The ethnic mothers in the sample see their

neighborhood overall more positively than do the non - ethnic

mothers. Over half of these ethnic mothers live in

predom antsy ethnic neighborhoods, which are classified

as moderate- and middleLincome,* where, as Chapter 6 shows,

the parents tend to feel more positive about their

surroundings and their impact on' the family. For example,

the majority of parents in Schiller-Wadsworth and Tipperary

Hill, Itallan and Irish neighborhoods respectively, described

their areas as safe, stable; and as positive and-supportive

environments for child rearing. Further, the picture of the
4

area's social ecology .that emerges from the parents' descrip-

tions of these neighborhoods is one in which adults watch

out for.one another's children, and the children are seen

as desirable playmates for one another. A few of the families

also mention the desirability and support of living in an

area where people share common values. These characteristics

of ethnic neighborhoods may help to explain why at' least those

ethnic families who live in ethnic neighborhoods see their

areas in such positive terms. The data also show that

married and non-employed ethnic mOthers are especially

1 0 "),
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positive about their neighborhoods, perhaps due to the

fact that they are, able ,to spend much of their time there

and can help to shape a favorable neighborhood ecology.

The other neighborhoOd variables suggest that neigh-.

borhood location may be particularly important to ethnic

single parents. People in the neighborhLod are seen more

positively by ethnic single mothers than by their non-ethnic

counterparts: The single ethriic mothers of'sons are especially

positive, and it is interesting to note that more than half

of these women (six of ten) live in neighborhoods that are

primarily ethnic in composition. Perhaps these neighbor-

hoods offer support and reinforcement for certain values and,

as such, assist the mothers in the socialization of their

sons. Neighborhood social relations are viev?ed more positively

by..ethnicAmrking mothers than by non-ethnics, especially

by those who are single; the results on neighborhood safety

show a similar, but more general, pattern, in that ethnic

mothers have a significantly more positive view than other`

groups!. Single mothers also have generally, positive views.

Negative views of the neighborhood appear to be more

affected by the child's sex than by ethnicity. The general

trend of greater extra-familial stress reported'by mothers

of sons than Of daughters is upheld in the case of the two

variables exhibiting statistically significant difference.,.

Specifically, in discussing the neighborhood overall,'
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mothers of boys report more negative comments or stress

t "han do mothers of girls. This is particularly true 'in the

case of single mothers. Neighborhood social relations

are seen as more stressful by single mothers of sons than

by single mothers ofdaughters. The pattern reverses

weakly, for married women. It is at'least plausible that

sex differences in the territorial range of boys and.girls,

'and maternal worry abo,At sons getting into fights

or involved with older boys who are a bad example, account

in part for these differential negative perceptions of the

neighborhood. Additionally; mothers may feel that they

can socialize girls, but that this is more difficult in the

case of boys.

The results of the analyses/of maternal perceptions of

their housing are, in general, consistent with the pattern

Ound for neighborhood. Ethnic mothers have a more positive

view of their housing conditions than do non-ethnic ones,,and

single mothers are more positive than married ones. Single

.--,/
mothers whose target child is'a son report more negative

, \

views of their housing situation than do their.single' count6r-
..

. *
parts with daughters or the married'mothers in th-- sample.

A
. .

Perhaps this is because boys are felt to be more active and

to require more space, which ir-mme likely to be at a pre-

mium or nonexistent for single mothers. These women are

more, likely to live 'an apartments instead of ,houses with

10:;
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yards,and to lack the financial resources for larger quarters.

To explore such interpretations'further, in the next sections

we examine th6;:iationship between demographic factors

such as income, education, and.the number of children in the
.

family, and maternal perceptions of neighborhoods and hoUsing.,

As throughout this report, these relations are estimated

and compared flr the groups defined.by ethnicity, marital

status, and sex of child.

In general, more family income results infewer negati've state

Tents about the neighbqrhood. The relationship is especially

*strong for two-parent families (although it should be*poted

that the income range is also greater for'two-parent families).
0

Presumably this is because more income enables families to 1.

locate in more favorable immediate surroundings. Income

does not bear the same relationship to positive perceptiqns

of the neighborhood, however. In this case; increases in.

family income only affect the view of ethic single mothers:

if the target child is a boy, more income leads to a less

positive view, and if she is a girl, the reverse occurs. It

is at present unclear why this relationship exists.

The relationship between parent's education and the mother's

perceptions of the neighborhood is }largely positive. The more

education the father has, the more positive and the fewer negative
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statements his wife makes about their neighborhood in general.
IC I Y

this is especially true of non-working, non=- ethnic housewives.
4

Married mothers also have more positive veiws of'neighborhood

pebple and social relations ips the more education their

husbands have.
c

As in the case of father'i education, more years of maternal

"education are related to more positive perceptions of neighborhood

people, except for sin/le mothers whose target child is a

daugh4. The effect of maternal education is more limited:

more education reduces, the negative statements only' of

ncn-ethnic mothers. Even in the non-ethnic groap. single

mothers'with daughters do. not show this effect. It is

unclear why education reduces the negative perceptions of

non-ethnics but not ethnic mothers., In the case of 'both

fathers and mothers, more education results in a more nega-

tive maternal perception of neighborhood safety, particularly

where,thelmother is employed.

Family size, logically enough, appears most strongly

related to maternal perceptions of the housing situation.

The recurrent interaction of sex of child andihnicity,

seen in many other places in this report, also holds here:

-a lai'ger number of children in the family leads to a less

positive view of housing by non-ethnic mothers of -girls

10 k;
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and ethnic mothers of boys. /These two groups have, on

average, fewerdechildren in the family than the two others.

Negative views or stress related to housing follows a simi-

lar pattern. In particular, a larger number of older

children results in more negative views by mothers

of non-ethnic girls and ethnic boys and a more positive

view for their two counterpart groups. As the target child

gets older, we find,that concern about housing increases

somewhat in two-parent families, perhaps because older

children require more space and because, in some cases, it

is necessary but indreasingly difficult for growing

children' o share bedrooms. In contrast, concern decreases

for single mothers, but only in the cases of non-ethnic

girls and ethnic boys./
.)

The relationship between the mothers' perceptions of

the neighborhood and the target child's age is different from

that for housing, in that increased age contributes to posi-

tive perceptions. Across all croups, the older the target child,

the more positive the mother's view of the neighborhood, especially

for non-ethnic single mothers of girls and for ethnic boys.

Looking at specific neighborhood variables, the now familiar inter-

action of sex of child and ethnicity reappears. The older

the target child, the more positive statements about neigh-

\
borhood\peoplewere made by married ethnic mothers with



u
,

1
.

daughters. Increases in the target child's age had the

opposite effect in the case of married non-ethriic mothers

of sons: the older the target child, the fewer the positive

statemen4s about neighborhood people. This trend continues

wit maternal perceptions of neighborhood social relations.

Speci ically, in two-parent families, as the target child's

age increases, social relations are seen more positively

by non-ethnic mothers of boys and ethnic mothers of girls,

and less positively by non-ethnic mothers of girls and

ethnic mothers of sons. In light of the previous chapter,

perhaps this pattern of results on people-oriented neighbor-

hood variableS indicates tils-g.t these two groups of mothers

are more critical and demanding of their children's

immediate interp rsonal environment as their children grow

older. )

Family Finances

As analyses of the Michigan Panel Study data have shown,

family financial status is very much affected by family

composition and.family employment. The results reported

below show, as one wguld expect, that marital status is

related to mothers' perceptions of their financial situation
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in predictable ways. sternal work status is impoVtant

for some but not all groups, and the uhild's sex is.even

less frequently significantly related to perceptions of

family finances. The analysiS does show that ehtnicity,

a factor not mentioned often in other studies, plays an

.important role in maternal perceptions of finances.

Turning to the data, we find, as expected, that single

mothers, overall, are under greater financial stress than

married ones. Ethnic status is related to financial

stress in the following ways for the sample's white single

parents. Single non4thnic mothers are on the average

under the greatest st;eSS;ragardless of their work

status or the target child's sex. nancial percep-

A

tions of single ethnic mothers show a particularlyvaried

pattern by maternal work status and the child's sex:

non-working mothers of girls and working mothers of boys
1

report the greatest stress 'cf any groups in the sample,

while non-working mothers of boys and working mothers of

girls report the, least stress of any of the groups.

Among married women, work status of ethnics makes

a difference in their,perception of the family's financial

109
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situation. Those who are employed make fewer negative state-

lents, regardless of the sex of the target,child. In con-
.

trast, the sex of the child appears tole an important

factor for, non - ethnic mothers. ,Thesemothers make more

negative statements about family' finances when the, target

child is a son than a daughter;, irrespective of their work

status.

The examination of positive statements about family

finances shows differences by ethnicity. Ethnic single and

married mothers express mere positive views than their

non-ethnic counterparts. It is interesti.-,g to note that

the single mothers are more positive Vian the married mothers,

in both the ethnic and non-ethnic groups. Thus finances

appear to be a particularly salient issue in the lives of

single mothers, who.have mach tray -- both positive and

negative-- about it.

Examination of the relationship between maternal financial

perceptions and the demographic variables reveals that these

perceptions are related to family income and to the level of

parents' e.clucation. More income, not surprisingly, reduces

financial stress for all groups except non-ethnic, single

mothers ofgirls. In their case, for some as yet unknown

reason, the effect is significant in the opposite direction.

Although the effect is not strong, more years of maternal

education reduces perceptions of financial stress except



for the group of single ethnic mothers' with 'a three-year-

old son. In this group, more educaiion increases he

reported level of financial stess.. More yea"rs of paternal

education also degreases the mother's negative statements

about family finances.' The latter effect is stronger when

the target child is a girl than a boy. Finally, for pur-
,

poses of construct validation, as could be predicted,

the more children there are i..' a family, the more

negative statements mothers make about family finances.
.

As we stated in the introduction to this section, the

interactions of ethnicity with marital status and other

factors in relation to maternal perceptions of family

finances were not anticipate nor are they easily explained.
k

Analyses to explore further he independent and joint effects

of ethincity on maternal perceptions are a high priority

for future analysis.

other's Work

Before examining the mothers' percep ons of their work

situation per se, it is illuminating to look at.the relationship

between the general time and schedule variable and maternal work

status. As might be expected, negative and positive state-

ments about time and schedule are each affected by both

maternal work and marital status. Spetifically, the largest
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number of positive statements about time, and schedule

issues is made by married working mothers; and the

smallest is made by 'non-working singles. Perhaps this is

because, although they are.pressed for time, the working

mothers perceive that they have'some combination of familial

support or scheduling arrangements that help them as they'

balance'work and family roles. At the same time, negative

statements are made more often by married than by single

mothers, and by workers in comparison to non-workers.

Workrig single mothers express fewer concerns than do non-

-wcrker, married mothers. As the next chapter, which

concerns working mothers, makes clear, pressures of time

aqd schedule are frequently...paramount in two7worker families.

52The p 7Aure that emerges, then, is that married mothe's

have supports that result in more positive statements about,

time and schedule, but at the same time they also report

more pressures. The presence of the spouse clearly increases

the prominence of this issue in the woman's life. T-11

situation is magnified when she works.

Turning to working mothers' perceptions of their overall

work situation, the results show that ethnic mothers make

more positive statements about working than non-ethnic ones

do. This difference is largely due to the now familiar

divergent perceptions of ethnic and non-ethnic single mothers.
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Ethnic single mothers have a particularly positive view of

their work situation, and non-ethnic singles a particularly

negative one. This.contrast is fUrther magnified when the

target child is a girl. The analysis of positive statements

about two more specific work-related variables, work
.

finances and intrinsic satisfaction with the job, reveals

an interaction betwee6 ethnic and marital status. The two

groups making the most positive statements are married

non-ethnics and single ethnics, and the two with the fewest,

are married ethnics and single non-ethnics'

More.maternal education, perhaps because it leads to

better jobs, results in more positive' statements-about the

work situatipri, espeCially for the group of ethnic single

mothers..' The only' exception in the sample 1.s the group of

non-ethnic single mothers where the relationship between

positivp perceptions of work and increases in education is

reversed. As p44ious:discussions of the neighborhOod

and family finances showed, this group,of single non-ethnic

mothers has consistPntly less poSitive percdptions of the

ry

outside world..

The moth's' feelings about their roles' as homemakers,

both positive and negati--', are stronger for women who are

not employed. As the next chapter on women and work suggests,

many of.the housewives in tDe samRle are simultaneously

pleased and frustrated to be at home with a pre-schooler.

V
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These mothers believe-it is imporitantthat-they remain at

home. and available to their small children, while at the

Same time they. describe feelings of being personally stifled'

and housebound.

Wives' Perceptions of the Husbands' Work

In their views about their-husbands' work as well

as about several of the other areas of the external world,

ethnic mothers have more positive perceptions than non-
.

o

ethnic ones. The sex of the target child also influences

the mothers' positive statements about their husbands'
,

work; mothers whose target child is a son are more positive

than tlose with daughters, especially if they are not

employed themselves. Non-employed ethnic me hers, however,

make the largest number,of negative statements about their

spouses' work situations.

Thesepatterns of more positive statements made by

ethnic mothers alsO hold for two mope specific work-related

variables, spouses' work finances and'non-time aspects of

work. The relationships are again especially strong when

the target child Is a sorr. Positive attitudes toward the

spouse's work hours are also more frequent when the target

child is a son. Negati e statements about husbands' hours

show an 'interaction with the target child's sex and ethni-

city. Megative views are more frequent among the non-ethnic

mothers of girls and ethnic mothers of boys. Perhaps this



is because these women, have higher expectations for the

amount of time their husbands will spend with their

children. The greatest stress around the father's work

hours occurs for the group of non-employed ethnic-mothers

of girls. In the future, we will examine the relationship

between materriab perceptions.olsuch variables and the

autuaL numbers of hours their husbands are employed.

Increases in family income decrease negative statements and

,increase positive'ones about the spouse',s overall work

situation.

..,""'"
Maternal perceptions of the father's work situation are

affected by the husband's and their,,-,an years of education.

In the case of the father'sNeducation, the more he has, the

fe.Wer negative statement& the wife make about his work.

Presumably this is in part because more education leads to

better-paying jobs. The amount of paernail education is

related to positive statements about spouses' work fOr

several grou s. The more education the father has, the

more positiv statemen4s ethnic mothers of three-year-old

sons, or tho e who are not employed, make. In the case

of mothers' education, as i'tincreases, so do the positive
:y

statements of ethnic mothers of boys. There is an inverse

relationship for non-ethnic,mothers of soils; as their educa-

tion increases, 'they are Bless positive about their husband's

work situation.

1.15



The Effect of Neighborhood Ethnicity

Including neighborhoods as a classification factor

in our Models is a high priority in all future Project

analyses. We can predict that it will be particularly

significant for perceptions of the neighbor119.od-aridtor

social network variables. Aist'assed in Chapter 2, the

sample design. was structured so that neighborhood types

t

defined by race/ethnic composition and by income level --

can be included in our models. One may recall from the earlier
J

chapter that Black, mixed, ethnic white, and non- ethnic

white are the neighborhood race/ethnic categories.

While most of the analyses of these variables await

our future efforts, some eaky,indications of the poten-

tial importance of neighborhood ethnicity are given here.

Ethnic differences were_. believed of potential-importance

as the sampling design was developed, but the strength

of these effects seen throughout this report was perhaps

unexpected. Therefore, in order to gain additional under-

standing of these ethnic differences, at least-in the exter-

nal domains, we analyzed some models that included neighbor-

hood ethnicity in addition to mother's ethnicity.

Two models were used as supplements to the bai.c model

that included mother's Vork status, mother's ethnicity:family

structure, and sex of the target child. Not all neighbor-

hood types are as likely to have a given type of.family

1 1 "at)
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living in them, and not all factors can easily'be included

simultaneously because of unfilled subclasses. (In later

analyses, we will employ some recently developed statistical

methods in order to deal partially with this complication.)

Therefore, the first of these additional models included a

two-level neighborhood ethnicity factor, grouping all other

neighborhood types inccomparison to the ethnic neighborhoods,

as well as mother's ethnicity, family 'structure, and sex of

child. This model allowed a focus on the relative effects

of the two ethnic definitions, neighborhood and individual.

The second additional model included a three-level neighbor-
.

hood ethnicity factor (non-ethnic white; ethnic white; and

Black/mired combined), mother's ethnicity,and family seruc-

.

ture. Thus, there are six basic groups for both single-

and two-parent families: ethnic parents who live'in ethnic

white, non-ethnic white, or Black/mixed neighborhoods; and

non-ethnic parents who live in one of these types of

neighborhoods.

The type of neighborhood that the family lives in,

and the match or mismatch between inc4vidual and neighborhood

ethnicity, does indeed make a difference in the mother's

perceptions of the external world. On the whole,' this variable

appears to be at least as important as the mother's own ethni-

city. Sti.ess in relation to all external factors is higher for

ncn-ethnic mothers in ethnic neighborhoods and ethnic mothers in

non-ethnic neighborhoods than it is for the two groups, in which

a match of individual and neighborhood ethnicity occurs.
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That is, stress is lower when the mother is In matched context

and higher when not. Ethnics in ethnic neighborhoods make

the fewest negative comments. This i raction of the two

kinds of ethnicity holds strongly for single mothers; for

married women,00nly ethnic mothers' in ethnic neighborhoods

significantly differ from the other three groups,,reporting '

lower stress. t

The principle of conspnancb is readily explained for

ethnic neighborhoodS where residents may share common values.

The phenomenon is less clear for non-ethnic neighborhoods,
o

but it/1s apparent that they too must share values in common.

It is tempting to Qonclude that the negative attitudes of

ethriici living in other neighborhoods are held by those

living in mixed and Black areas, which are more likely to

be lower in income. However, the Othniciin the non-ethnic

white.neighborhoods report the highest stress in relation

to external factors. (There are only three single mothers

in this group, and it is singles for whom the effect especially

holds.)

We reported earlier that ethnics make a larger number

of positive statements about all external factors than do

non-ethnics. Neighborhood ethnicity interacts with family

structure and the child's sex, but not with the mother's ethni-

?
city. Married mothers are more positive, for all groups,

when living, in ethnic neighborhoods. Single mothers show an

113
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interaction with sex of child: 'the most positive views

are expressed by mothers of girls in ethnic neighborhoods,

the least positive by mothers of boys in those same neigh-

borhoods; mothers with children of either sex in other

neighborhoods fall between.

Looking once again ptions bf the neighborhood

itself, le find that the view of single mothers -- in terms

of both positive and Iftative statements -- again is

considerably'determined by the neighborhood type. The most

positive view is held by non-ethnics in non-ethnic white

neighborhoods and ethnics In ethnic neighborhoods; consi-

derably less positive views occur for each individual when

living in all other types of neighborhoods. Whether the

other type is Black/mixed or white does not affect the

1

,A

W

result. The same pattern emerges for stress, but now only

for single mothers. In two-parent families, there is an

effect for stress i=rrespective of the mother's own ethnicity.

Negative attitudes are highest in Black/mixed neighborhoods,

which can be explained in pal-it:by the average' neighborhood

income level; lowest stress isin the ethnic white neighbor-

hoods which cannot be as easily explained, since ethnic.

and non -ethnic white neighborhoods are approximately matched

on income.

Financial stress is higher fcr single than for married
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women, as we sew earlier, but this effect is not in any

partAue to families living in ethnic neighborhoods. It

appears that living in those neighborhoods mediates tie

problems of low income for single mothers. By far the .

highest stress, irrespective of the mother's. ethnicity,

is expressed by single women Living in non-ethnic neighbor-

hoods. This is a relatively small group (eight women),

bit the trend is strong. Perhaps finances are more of an

issue to these single mothers, because of problems with,

for example, tr,,..osportation, accentuated by the more sub-

urban location of these neighborhoods.

Greatest concern about housing conditions is expressed

in non-ethnic white neighborhoods, 'an intermediate amount

in Black /mixed, and the lowest' in ethnic white. It 1.-1

primarily the ethnic mothers in non-ethnic neighborhoods

who are under stress, although this holds for non-ethnics

as well, and the view also is stronger in the case of

single mothers. Single mothers make the most positive

statements about housing in Black /mixed neighborhoods, and

the fewest in non-ethnic white neighborhoods, while married

women are also the least positive in non-ethnic white

neighborhoods, but are less positive in Black/mixed neigh-

borhoods than in ethnic ones. This result may be due in

part to the generally favorable attitude toward certain

I 4'. ()
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housing projects in the Iixed neighborhoods,, as expressed

by a number of single women.
.

\

By this point, it hold be clear that the type of

)

neighborhood the family livs in has a sizeable. impact on

the mother's perceptions of external factors. A more
.0- \

detailed look at this variable is a high priority for future
\

analyses,. along with.neighborh'od income 'level, and other

characteristics of the neighborhood (e:g., housing density)

that can be measured, nd used irk models. Qualitative

analysis will use these findings as a starting point flO

gaining understanding of these ethnic differences. These

models will also be used as we continue to examine the

effect of the parents!. perceptions of external influences

on intrafamilial perceptions.

In the next chapter, we explore some of the speci is

sources of parents' perceptions of the ways in which

maternal employment affects both the mother and e amily.
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CHAPTER 5-

WORK

Heather B. Weiss*

Introduction

Current studies of work and family relationships, especially

those which focus on mothers, tend to f,ocus on the two areas

as separate worlds (t(anter, 1977). By extension, policy studies

on the tonic frequently focus on how the work world can be made

to accommodate families. They justifiably explore the benefits

of maternity and paternity leaves; flexible hours, corporate

day care, job-sharing, greater availability of part-time work

and tile- -:like (Bronfenbrenner and Weiss, 1981). Concurrentle

social historians have been tratiAg the ways in which families

gradually lost control of the pace, content, location, and structurte

of their work during the process of industrialization (Haraven,

1975; Shorter, 1973)/Q'erviews with parents of pre - school

children, however, suggest that there is growing -- if scattered --

evidence that many parents are themselves actively seeking and

developing work arrangements which better allow them to be both

parents. and workers (Weiss and Working Family Project, 1974,

Note 1; Weiss and Working Family Project, 1978; Weiss, 1981a,

Note 2). Mothers of preschOorers are particularly likely to

choose the kind of work they do and when and where they do it

* Tile author wishes to acknoviledge Nancy Burston, Marguerite
Bertrand, and Ann Bell for their assistance with qualitiative.
coding and interpretation of the data on which this chapter
is based. Family names used in this chapter are fictitious.
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in an effort to maximize their work and family caring roles.

Recent demographic analyses of population trends offer further

conflrmation; one study, for eptple, concludes that, "Though

fewer mothers are dropping out of the labor force, they continue

A to adjust their work lives to the demands of home and children"

(Masnick and Bane, 1980,= pg. 82).

In this chapter we examine the contours of work and family

arrangements as they are perceived by a sample of white married

women who are employed about equally in part- and full-time

jobs. This initial descriptive analysis of work and family

relativiships focuses on several issues: the logistics of work

and family arrangements in two-earner families, mothers' perceptions

of their employment motivations, and their evaluations of the

costs and benef4%s of employment for themselves and their families.

The examination of the logistical arrangements shows, that for

understaoding work and family relationships, the timing and

location of work are as impOrtant as the hours of work per se.

The analysis of 'mother's perceptions of the costs and benefits

of work also reveals a set of dilemmas parents face as they .1

attempt to balance their work and family lives.

This chapter is based on initial qualitative analyses of

the. mothers' stress and support interviews. Four general questions

guided the work:

1. Why do these mothers work?

2. What adjustments or arrangements do these families
make to balance parenting and employment responsibilities?

3. What do they see to be the costs anth benefits of employment
for 'themselves and their families? What dilemmas
do they present?
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4. What do these mothers feel their husband's attitudes
are about their employment and what role do the men
play in the household?

While these questions served as guides, qualitative analysis

procedures have a developmental quality in that pre-set questions

are balanced with others whidh emerge with the reading and organization

of the data. the respondent's definitions of what is important

and his qr her causal structure are given as careful attention

as the analyses, and in fact, the former frequently helps to

shape the latter as the analysis proceeds (Weiss, 19818). The

currently reported analyses involved a set of inductive procedures

revolving around the search for recurring themes and the substantiation

of their importance and extent through comparative analysis

of individual cases and the search for negative or disconfirmatory

evidence or cases. One looks for recurrent feelings, ideas,

and concepts expreSsed by the respondents and gets a sense of

areas where the data are thick or thin, convergent or divergent.

In this process the initial analytic categories begin to emerge

from the data themselves. The categories are of two sorts: those

that-come fairly straightforwardly from the respondents themselves

and those sometimes higher order abstractions which the analyst

derives him or herself (Weiss, 1980, Note 3). The goal of these

early analyses is to produce analytic descriptions on which

later to build a conceptual framework and higher-order, though

__carefuly--grogrid-e-d-, analyses (Pi otr kowski , 1979) . An example

perhaps will make this clearer. In asking the first question,

why do these mothers say they work, all data bearing on the

issue were assembled.' Then the analyst-looked at all cases

for themes and set them into;'fiigher-order categories -- such-

. /Ye, ,./.1rn
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as financials personal growth, opportunity to get away from

home, etc. For the first analysis, the number of mothers reporting

each theme was then totaled, in order to get a sense of the

primary motivations and their distribution.. Tiese, along with

minority or contrary views, were then reported. The next stage

involyed the search for the cognitive links that(the mothers

made between their work and family roles. The statement that

"getting out to work makes'me a more patient.parentnis'an example

of such a link. The nature and distribution of the themes and

the liOeing statements allows one to get a sense of work and

family relationships as the mothers see them and to generate

initial analyses which are primarily descriptive and grounded

in the mother's perceptions. After control of the data has

been achieved at this level for both husbands and wivest'the

analyst proceeds to generate higher-order concepts and to build

dynamic theory about work and family relationships. Later analyses

will examine the views of housewives about their maternal role

and responsibilities, the mother's views of the husband's job

and its impact on the family, and husband's perceptions of his

own and his wife's work and family roles and activities'. The

thematic analyses presented here are primarily at the level

of analytic description; they provide a sense'of how' these mothers

think about and evaluate work and its impact on their families.

Some preliminary analysis of non-employed mothers' perceptions

of their roles have also been conducted and the results will

be referred to occasionally here when they contrast with the

views of the working mothers. The 62 housewives, whose views

are decribed here, are a subset of the 91'in the overall sample

of non-employed and married white mothers.
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This chapter presents the results of the initial analysis

9f the perceptions of a sample of forty-nine white, married,

working mothers. Twenty-six of these women are employed full-time

(35 hours or more a week) and twenty-three are employed part-time

(less than 35 hours a week). This represents about 80% the

white mothers in the sample who were working at least part-time

when we visited them in 1978-79. The chapter begins with a

discusion of the interconnections between work and child care

`arrangements and then proceeds to an examination of one of two

speoial.categories of worker, women who work it home as day

care providers. The second, special category, families who arrange

the timing of their work so that all child care is done by immediate

family members, will be examined at the outset of the two succeeding
_

sections on part- and full-time work outside the home. The

final section draws:some preliminary .conclusions about w'rk

and family relaeionships Th-tWo==worksr_housseholds.

fp

Strategies for-Balancing
Work Family and Child Care

Since at least the turn of the century, married women's

labor force participation hab continued to rise to a point where

it is no longer unusual even for mothers of young children to

be working (Weiss, 1975, Note 4; Masnick and Bane, 1980). Over

this period, women's life course patterns of labor market participation

have come to look increasingly like those of men: more and

more women enter the workplace in their early twenties and stay

there continously through their fifties. Attitudes toward women's

roles have also changed, especially witnA the past twenty years,

1 2r:
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so that working mothers currently,are viewed considerably leSs

negatively than they were a generation ago (Erskine, 1970; Smith,

1979). In 1964, for example, only fifty-four percent of the

women surveyed in one study said that a mother who worked could

establish a close relationship with her children; by FT1 the

figure had increased to seventy-three percent'CMason, Czaika,

and Arker, 1976).

These attitudinal and labor force participation changes

are evident in the present sample in a variety of v4ays,with

varying consequences for working women and housewives. Preliminary

comparison of the responses of these two groups of mothers 'suggests

that defensive feelings about one's work choices have shifted

from workers to homemakers. "I think it's important to have

a mother around when there is a three-year-Old child in the

home," one homemaker said, echoing many. She continued, "I

don't care what women's lib says, nothing can take the place

of mother's love.", The responses of-the housewives contain

more justilications of their work choice than do those of the

employed women. The groups are similar, however, in that their

work choices are inextricably bound up in and usually described

in terms of family considerations. In response to a series

of open-ended and semi-structured questions about working and

its effects on their families, the working mothers sketch an

often complex series of arrangements which, they explain, work

reasonably well to accommodate their work and family roles.

Surprisingly few of these women speak of guilt feelings about

working,although some are dissatisfied with things such as their

particular job or child care arrangements. The homemakers also
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relate their work choice clearly to their familyirole. They

are generally -very firm and outspoken about the beneficial effects

of being home for their husbands and children, at leilast "for

now." The majority of the housewives do report that they plan

to go to work. A few clan to oseek employmen immediately, and

many report that they will' work when. their children are all

in school.

One major facet of the work and, family link for the forty-nine

working mothers is tied up in the time, timing; and location

of work and the relation of these factors to child care. Looking

first at mothers who work part-time, Table 5.1 shows that more

than half of the women structure their hours or location so

that they themselves or immediate household members are responsible

for child care while they work. Three mothers achieve this

by working at home as day care mothers so that they require

no outside care. Eleven other families have organized their

hours so that husbands -- and in one case a teenage daughter --

can attend to child care while the mother works. This pattern

of work and child care will henceforth be called the serial

care arrangement. Three have non-household family members (mothers
Nr

and aunts) providing care. Only 26% (six) of the part-time

workers use non-familial care while they work.

This se ion of the chapter could appropriately be subtitled

"Keeping it in th& Family," as the case of the
A
full-time workers,

not much Different from those who work part-time, indicates.

To wit, about a third or the fail . -time working mothers have

serial care arrangements and work hours that allow their husbands

to watch the children. Another third either work at home Or

1 '
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Table 5.1

Work and Child Care Arrangements of Part-
and Full-Time Working Mothers

Part-time

Work at home 13% (3)

Work7at hours that allow immediate
family members to do child care
(mainly father) 48% (11)

Work daytime hours and have
family members outside the
household provide care 13% ('3)

Work part year and.have non-
familial child dare 4% (1)

-Work daytime hours and have sitter,.
friend, neighbor for child care 22% (5)

Full-time

, 15% (4)

35% (9)

15% (4)

0

19% (5)

Work daytime hours and use
daycare center or full-time
nursery for child care 0 15% (4),

-N

J

.0,
L
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100 % (23)

ti

99% (26)
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have non-household family members caring,for their children.

Only a third use non - familial care.* It is clear hat the majority

of these families with working mothers, perhaps not unlike those

-who choose not to work, do not want "strangers" caring for their

children. Those working mothers who explain the rationale for

their exclusively familial child care arrangements mention both

the benefits of such care for their own peace of mind, for their

children's well-being, and frequently for the lower cost of

such arrangements.

Home work (1,1:7) and shift work p1:19)** together account

for the work arrangements of about half (51%) of the working

.mothers in the sample. These two variants are frequent and

important enough to tlerve special treatment. /Therefore the

views of the women in each group about the costs and benefits
<s

of these two arrangements will be presented separately. Their

views about more general issues such as work motivation and

husband's:,household assistance will be included in the general

discussion,of part- and full-time work. We turn now to the

evaluations of the seven women who work for pay at home.

Although women in this group are almost evenly split between
thosein professional and those in service, clerical, and
operative occupations, a higher percentage of those in the
professional category use-non-familial care (four of nine
professionals).

* Shift work is defined here as the afternoon, evening, or
night shift, or week-end work.

t 01
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Working at Home

The seven women who work at home as day 010moth.rs have
set up a compromise between their need to work and the need

0
to be at home. Two of the women do not even think of themselves

as working. Most feel, as one)Of them put it, that their job

"varies from day to day. ...I think generally I like being

here at home for now. The main reason is that I want to be

here with my threogyear-old and take care of him until he goes

to school, I don't want someone else taking care of him now,"

Or as another put it, "It works out well. I sit for the extra

money; this way I can make a few extra dollars and still be

at home." Several also mentioned that by working at home they

do not have to pay for a babysitter or transportation to work

so their.eamlings are "free and clear)" Other benefits of caring

for children at home include the flexibility of the job; the

majority said some variant of the following: "it doesn't interfere

with things.' want to do 'visiting in the neighborhood or

going grocery shopping." Several mothers also mention that

they like the nature of what they do, working with children,

"especially when I ran send them home at night." The benefits

described for the three-year-old include having his or her mother

at home and other chi_iren to play with; as one mother said,

"I think the socialization is good for him."

The drawbacks of home work were primarily for the mothers

themselves, and these limitations are the result of the hybrid

nature of the arrangement. Some of the benefits of leaving

the home to work are traded-off for the opportunity to work
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at home. Although one mother did mention that she met the parents

of her charges and got to know them, by andlarie these women

complained of isolation and about the'equivocal nature of working

at home,' where they have only a few of the benefits of employment.

There are a number of parallels between the situation of the

homeworker and homemaker. Comments such as the following made

by a day care mother also were very frequently made by non-employed

homemakers: "I have problems sometimes about being at home.

I'feel I don't do anything, don't contribute. I'm bugged sometimes

by not having a career and by other people's stereotypes that

I'm just a housewife who sits home and watches soap operas."

Just as the non-employed mothers often, do, she spends the day

at home with small children so "another problem is that I don't

have anything to tall my husband when he gets home -- I don't

see anyone or do anything. You get to feeling that you're a

boring person; I feel this way more than my husband does."

The majority of these dOy care mothers plan to work outside

the home once their children reach school-age and view claymore

motherhood as a temporary expedient until that point. As a

work arrangement,. the majority of the mothers. were satisfied

with the compromisel.especially for their children, although

they recognized that some social and personal benefits were

lost in -orderAr them to be at home

Perceptions of arents Working Part-time
Outbide the Home

The twenty mothers who are employed part-time outside the

home, primarily in service and clerical occupations, work an
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average of 16 hours a week. They range from two mothers who

work ur and six hours on Sundays as a paid Sunday school teacher I

and salesclerk,respectively, to three who work twenty-five hours

a week as a grade school teacher, night manager at a store and

as a night nurse. Two of the mothers work only part of the

year for six- and eight-week periods. Half (10) of these mothers

have organized 'their hours so that their husbands do the child

care while they work; most of these women work weekends or nights.

In one case thii pattern is reversed; sheworks days and her

. husband works nights.

Serial Care Families

Several of the mothers why have ;Lrial" care arrangements
,

with spouses report that the arrangement has benefits for both

adults and children. The mothers are comfortable knowing the

children are "well taken care of;" as one put ite "I want to

be responsible for my children, tobe the one who gives them

their values and ideals and their father, of course, is the other

person who feels the same way I do and will take good care of

them." Half of them also feel that as a result of this arrangement,

their husbands have formed closer relationships with the children.

"Because of my working and my hUsband being left with our daughter
,

until the afternoon of each day," said a clerical worker vlhose

--htsband works nights, "they have become very close. She really

knows her dad, which doesn't always happen in families, and I

.think this is real good." A nurse said her absence an evening

a week gives her husband and children "a chance to work on their

own relationship...and it also gives him insight into being

133It -t
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a lone parent." "She likes being with her father," a woman

working several nights in'a service job reported, "it's a special

treat and they have a ball." There was one father who was described

as an exception to this generally positive view. 'One mother

reported that her husband resented the arrangement; She believes

. he would "put up with me working better, if it didn't interfere

with his life." He watbhes the children two n.Ightis-a week and

,Saturdays,and she feels that "he can barely watch the ;rids and

make lunch for them" and further that "he's'not as patient as

I would like him to be."

The major problem with such serial care arrangements is

that they make it difficult, if)90f impossible, for the couple

and the family to spend time together. One night-shift and

week-end service manager, for example, noted that her family's

biggest problem is "probably that I work at night and we don't

get 'to see each other as often as I'd like and we are very seldom

together with the children." Several other mothers mentioned

similar problems because, while weekends are family time, t

have to work. The serial arrangement then very often involves

the trade-off of adult companionship and complete family time

for family-produced child care.. This theme is an important

source of familial stress which later sections will show is

even more pronounced in the case of parents maintaining two

full-time jObb and performing serial care.

Evaluations of Part-Time Work and Its Effects on the Famil

When one examines the data to answer the question of why

these mothers work, financial incentives are specified by a
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large number of women. A service worker, for example, stated

that "the only reason I'm doing it is for the money. I don't

like to ask for money for things like bingo and cake-decorating.

It's mine and I don't have to feel guilty about taking it from

the family." Having their own money is important to about a

quarter of the mothers. Others work to contribute their earnings

to the family and take pride in this; as one mother said, "We

need the money and I'm doing my share." Several also noted.

that their working takes some of the finahcial pressure off

of their husbands.

Rarely arfi financial' incentives the.sole reason for working;

the mothers mention a variety of other reasons,

many of which involvetheir personal development, need for outside

stimulation, and for some time away from their families. In

several mother's words:

-I like the money and the change...working part-time helps
me to be more patient with my son when I am with him.
(Clerical worker, 8 weeks a year) .

-Since we never go out,. I felt I needed to get me out of
the house. I wanted the stimulation of meeting and relating
to new people. (Clerical worker,20 hours per week)

-I'm glad I'm working, for getting outof the house, stimula-
tion. (Clerical worker, 0 hours per week)

-My working means a lot to me. I'm not intrested in a
career so long as r have young children at 'home during
the day, but at the same time, I don't want to feel I'm
sitting and vegetating until'all my girls are in school...
Working partetime satisfies my needs real well. (Service '
worker, 15 liours per week)

-It's very positive in that somehow I feel more worthwhile.
(Clerical worker, 20 hours per week).

-It's important for me to get away from the family and
be my own person, good for me to get away from the house
for awhile. (Service worker, -18 hours a week)
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-I feel free working only one day a week. It's just right.
It gives me a chance to keep up on my profession which
is important because medicine changes so quickly. (Nurse,
8 hours a week)

An overwhelming theme in the women's evaluation of the

benefits of work is the opportunity it offers them to get away

from the family and do things on their own. Many feel that

this makes them better parents, particularly more patient ones,

because work has enabled them to "refuel." Throughout the interviews-

with both the two-parent white working and non-working mothers,

the dilemma,of maintaining the self while fulfilling maternal

responsibilities occurs. This recurrent dilemma involves questions

about how to balance personal needs with two kinds of familial

needs: the mother's need to be a good mother and the children's

needs for familial care and activity. One of the day care

mothers who has just taken a two-day-a-month job outside the

hbme expresses a variant of the dilemma many others also voice.

I don't want a full-time job while I have children at home.
However., by being at home and not working outside , I find
it very difficult to make time to do things that are just
for myself. It's easy to lose your self while being a
housewife arid mother. I don't balance well that part of
myself I give to others with that part.of myself I give
to myself. I 'just started a part-time job...it's an.occupation
I love and it's important to me to have this involvement
which does'.-not include my family. For the most part 'I
want to be home with my children, but I don't want.it at
the exclusion of everything else.

A salesworker says emphatically that "the time I spend working

is time for myself -- it saves my sanit:" itlgives balance

to my life. ...I like everyt,hirig about my job II It's a people

job, I get a chance to talk to adults-:, It saves my sanity."

The majority of these women feel that having some time

away from the family ultimately also benefits their families,

7-
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for as a .Sunday school teacher concluded, "It keeps me kind

of happy, working part-time. Being home is a positive time.

I don't resent it 'cause I get out at least once a week." A

part-time teacher said that "I really go crazy being home all

day with them, and I find I enjoy being with them a lot more

when I get home- from work." She, like nearly a third of the

other part-time workers, feels that working makes

her more patient with her children. This is especially interesting

because in response to the request to describe themselves as

pare4s, patience and impatience are the criteria most frequently

used by mothers in two-parent families, whether employed or

not, to evaluate their parenting. Several mothers also argue

that it is beneficial for their children to have time away from

them also.

Part-time work Also represents problems. While half of

the twenty women wor44g outside the home cited no costs or-
/

drawbacks to their employment arrangements, half did. One or

two mothers specified each of the following work-related problems

or stresses: problems with babysitters, too many wotk hours,

low pay, work hours which prevent spending time with one's spouse

or whole family, and problems children have adjusting to maternal

employment. One of the three nurses working part-time enjoys

her work but feels there is "negative carry-over" (Piotrkowski,

1978) from her job to heir family. She arrives home tired and

hag to "wind down."

Three mothers, on balance, preferred not to be employed

And described guilt feelingL about working. "I find it very

hard to have to leave' my son," a clerical worker said, "for
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example', I feel very guilty that I can't be here for him all

of the time." She feels that working 20 hours a week makes

it hard to get her housework done and "that makes me more short-

tempered with the children because I am so pressed for time."

She wishes they had more money so that she would not have to

work and so that she and her husband "would not have to feel

as guilty as we do leaving the kids with sitters." The other

two women similarly report feeling guilty about working and

leaving their children with others.

A number of these women also describe turmoil over alancing\
what they feel are their responsibilities to their familie

and the personal and familial benefits that accrue from part-time

work. Several articulate a conflict hinted at by others.

have mixed feelings on working," a night manager working 25

hours a week said. "I'd hate to quit because I really enjoy

getting out on my own...and since I've started working, my husband
c

has accepted, lot more household responsibilities. But on

the other hand, it sort of breaks up my day and the way our...schedules

work out, my husband and I are seldom with the kids together,

as a family." She misses being home at dinnertime and is unable

to attend night-time school functions. However, she reasons,

she can do a lot with the children during the day so that "the

only real trade-Off is no time for meetings I'd like to be involved

in." In some cases the mother's ambivalence about work is reflective
a

of lger reverberations within the family. The Mineos, an

\Italian family living in a heavily Italian neighborhood, are

a good illustration, They are a family with fairly traditional

views about the family and sex roles, who are in the process

of adapting to a working wife and mother. . "
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The Mineos

Mrs. Mineo works from 7:30 am to 3:00 pm Saturday
and Sunday as a nurse for a temporary nursing agency.
She feels her primary role is that of a homemaker; the
work role is a distant second, but one which may be enlarged
if she has to work full-time for financial reasons. As
a homemaker, she reports that "mostly I feel good about
being at home during the week. I have my bad days when
I don't,Teel like being a homemaker, mother, anything --
when there's a lot of work to be done, or I'm not feeling
well or when it's the same thing over and over again everyday
-- boredom repetition." However, she concludes, "I guess
really and truly..., when I deal with it honestly, I'd
rather be at home than any place else because I can do
things at my own pace...." She feels it is best for her,
children that she's home and her husband shares this opimilon.
As a part-time worker, she reports that her husband and
her four sons do not like her working weekends, butt-she
continues, "we do need the extra money so, it's just something
that has to be done and everybody has to accept." She
had worked the night shift but this upset her three-year-old
son so she switched to weekend days. With respect to her
job, she says that "I enjoy getting away from the house,
sometimes," although "sometimes I req.ly don't want to
but one I get out of,the house it,s eater. Its better
for me too, I'm sure." She "likes wo ing in the hospital
and ... being a nurse;' however, her ob has its ups and
downs. "Some days I feel like I'm doin a super terrific
job and feel good about helping people nd other days I
wonder what the heck I'm doing there."

In addition to the stress of her ow ambivalence and
her family's objections, Mrs. Mineo has two additional
sources of difficulty: little assistance from her husband
and sons with household work, and the resentment she feels
as a result: "Sometimes I'm,tired ... and come home from
work and nobody's done anytkIng and I have to cook and
I feel angry and I think I shouldn't have to do both jobs."
She concludes that "on the whole it doesn't bother me,"
but her other comments suggest this may not be a completely
accurate Summary of her feelings.

Her part-time work arrangements are such that Mrs.
Mineo's family 'does not have to make very many adjustments
to accommodate them and this in tarn may create a ,;11;.rd
source of stress. She feels that her husband and sons
don't mind her weekend work as much as her previous evening
work hours because now "I'm there to cook dinner and put
the kids to bed and see that things get done and that makes
them feel better." However, the lack of adjustments now
perhaps only puts off bigger and harder adjustments in
the future. Specifically, on the one hand, she reports
that,"He doesn't want me to have to work....but it's becoming
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a necessary thing and the money does help out because
it takes some of the st off him." On the other hand,
though, he feels that if she has to work ould prefer
that it be full-time. Before she will con er this work,
however, she says vehemently that "there's going to have
to be some changesin this house -- I can't do both. I
can't work full-time and do everything around here. Every-
body's,going to have to help out with the housework ---
I can't have everything on my shoulders. I won't be able
to cope, am not Wonder Woman." These things have held her
back from full-time work because "we haven't been able
to decide on these changes." Her husband is_ getting better,
but "it's. still a struggle."

The Mineos are an extreme case in the sample, but they illustrate

aspects of issues some of the other part-time working women

also mentioned: the satisfactions and frustrations of both

paid employment and housework, difficultieS in the family's

adjustment to maternal employment, the attempt to arrange work

so tha child care is kept within the immediate family, and

the complexity of the husband's attitudes about the wife's employ-

ment.

The Mineo case also point-. to the importance of the husband's

household assistance. The examination of the interview material

concerning housew shows that more than half of the husbands

of part-time working mothers help out around the house and the -

remainder appear to provide very little such assistance. As

otherstudies of husband's involvement in housework have shown,

the majority of the husbands who are involved with it "help

out." Specifically, they assist their wives who are ultimately

responsible for a task, rather than assuming responsibility

for the task themselves (Weiss and the Working Family Project,

1974, Note 1). Helping out behavior ranges from a mother who

reported "I do it all sunless I'm sick and then my husband does

it...but I have to be sick or very tired before he will help"

1)4n



to-those who indicate their husbands always -help if they ask

them to. There are also a few women who mention that their

husbands d6 take the initiative in doing household tasks. One

woman who works from 9 to 2 daily, for example, says of her

night shift-working husband, "He helps me a lot by doing things

during the week and when the weekend comes, if all the housework

isn't done, the two of us will do it together." In a few of

the families there are indicationsthatthe division of household
Yet

tasks is a volatile issue; there are also several women, who
44like Mrs. Mineo, noted that if they went to work full-time,

'their husbands would have to get more involved.

The analysis of employed women'sperseptions of their husband's

attitudes about working shows that the majority believe their

husbands approve of their part-time employment for a variety

of reasons:- -it makes the wife happy, it givther a break,

it brings in extra money, it's only part-time so she can be

at home a lot. Those who are not part of this majority fall

into four groups. First, the three women who work at home as

dayicare mothers all have husbands who are happy because their

wives are at home. As one of these Women,expressed it, "He

feels very good about it; he's glad that I'm home and doesn't

want me to work outside." Second, there are three women who

commented only that their husbands leave the choice of whether

or not to work up to them. Third, there are four women who

have husbands who would 'strongly prefer they did not work; three

r

of these wives agree with their husbands, but work because of

family financial necessity. Finally, in several, cases the Women's

comments.indicate that their husbands have mildly negative or

ambivalent feelings. For example:
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. -I don't know if he minds me working or nest. I think he's
reconciled himself to this fact. cHiszaikes the Axtra money,
too. We've become real used to having it. (Clerical worker,
20 hours a.week)

- Working one day a week is fine. He doesn't oloject. If
it were full-time there would be a hassle; he'bv of the
opinion that women should stay home. My working was a
Ilard adjuitment;for him. (Nurse, 8 hours a week)

-He did not really want me to go back, even part-time.
He is fine about, my working.... He said 'we don't-need
the money,' but I explained to him .that it -was just nice
to have my own money -- to buy presents or whatever. I

make good-money and it's' worked out well. (Beautician,
12 hours a week)

In summary,, for the majority" of_ mother's employed part-time,

the pros of part-time work outweight the cons. The amount of

time they work allows them to balance their own need to work

and get out of the home with their perceptions of their children's

needs for parenting time and activities.' The dilemmas they

describe include the trade-off of pocial contact for work at

home by the home workers, the trade-off of time together as

.a couple and as a family for family-produc child care for

those employing serial arrangements,' and t dilemmas involved

In the attempt.to balance personal and familial needs. As the

next section suggests, the latter two of these dilemmas are

even sharper in, the case of many.full7time workers.

.

Perceptions of Full -time. Workers
.

The tbenty -six fdll-time working inothdrs are divided among

service, clerical, and professional (primarily teaching) occupations.

Frve.of these women are home day-Care providers and nine coordinate

their working hours with their huPbandP,so.that child care is
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the sole responsibility of the immediate family. This latter

group is almost equally divided between women working days and

nights. Four work days and have husbands who work the afternoon

(usually.3 or 4 to 11 or 12) or the night (11 or 12 to 7 or

8) shift; five work the afternodn or evening shift while their

husbands work during the day.
r

Serial Care Families

One of the primary benefits and perhaps motivations of

the group of nine full-time working mothers who have the serial

care arrangement is that they do not have to use outside child

care. Eight of the nine mentioned this in evaluating their

working situation. As one mother whose husband chose shift

work in order to be home with hig ^hilrlyhile his wife worked

evaluated her arrangement, "My girlfriend asks'me if rhave

working mother's syndrome -- (guilt at not being home with children).

I don't. I 'feel the boys aren't missing anything because my

husband's home with them." Ittis Laclear how many of the others

deliberately chOse to,,work such coordinated shifts to facilitate

child care, buthere are hints that a aumber did so for)both

quality of care and financial reasons. As in the case of the '

part-time workligg mothers who had serial care arrangements,

many full-time workers noted that their,children got to spend

mutually beneficial time with their fathers. "He devotes more

time than'when I wasn't working," one afternoon shift working

mother said.

This serial care coordination again comes at the cost

of time for the parents together, a trilyoff which was often
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explicitly recognized. "It's hard personally for the two of

us, but it's helping my son," one mother noted. None of the

nine mothers failed to mention how difficult their child care

arrangements were for their husbands and themselves. Examination

of the families daily schedules shows that they do have little

if any time together at home. The case of the Lenkowskis is

a good example.

The Lenkowskis

Mrs. Lenkowski is a manager of a small store and her
husband is a factory foremen. She works daily from 7 to
2:45 and her' husband works the afternoon shift. ''It's
hard," Mrs. Lenkowski said, "we see each other about 15
mihutes a, day, five days a week and he worksa lot of Saturdays.
I'm up at 5:30 am every morning so I can't wait up for
him. We talk on the phone during the day but that's it."
She says her husband fee7.s bad when he works on Saturday
but they need ttie money. The family feels the effect of
Saturday work acutely because they have so little time
together as a gzoup.

Anbther mother who works nights in the business and ter

husband own feels ;hat work dominates their life. "I don't

:kind working," she said:, "but I just don't like the fact that

I'm .working and my husband is working and we're never together.

Someone's always walking out and this bothers me as far as our

personal life goes..." She adds, "The only good day of the

week is Sunday because we're all together." The view of one

otter summarizes the feelings of the othergVbout the impact

of this work pattern on the parents: "With our different schedules,

it's TERRIBLE for us."

There are some hints that a few of these families feel

slightly out -of- kilter, and that they worry that their work
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arrangements affect their capacity to be a normal and effective,

family group. One mother said that her husband works the night

shift and that "he wishes he were home at-night so that we could

all be together and, be more like a real family." In the case

of the Lenkowskis, there are far-reaching implications of being

"off-schedule:"

-I wish he could get himself 'straight hours' so our three-
year-old could get up earlier.... As it is, he sleeps
late cause he works second shift and so I have to keep
our son up late so he doesn't get up without anyone to
watch him in the morning. Meanwhile, I not only'don't
get the sleep I need since I'm up at 5:30, but I don't
get any time to myself like would for an hour or two
if my younger son went to bed with the older one.... I
feel I'm with them more than he is; it's not shared responsi-
bility. Working-nights is hard on him too, I know. It's
like purgatory.

Working the night shift is a problem for another mother because

she gets home late, sometimes at 4 am, but she has to be up

at 7 for her children. "It really runs me \down," she reports.

As was the case with the women who work part-time and have

similar serial child eve arrangements, these families trade-off

time with their spouses and time for the family to be all together

for the benefits of child care provided'by immediate family

members. Unlike the part-time workers, however, many of these

families' schedule: allow them 'almost no time together, particularly

during the week. This is very stressful for many of them.

However, with the exception of one mother whose sole reason

for employment is financial need, these mothers speak positively

about working and gave no evidence of plans to quit. Several

did eomment that they see their Present shift and serial care

arrangement as time-limited, only "okay for now." .One also
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mentioned that when her daughter goes to school,She planned

to change from the evening shift to one which allowed her to

be home when her daughter returned from school.

Evaluations of Full-time Work and Its Effect on the Family

Turning to the full-time working mothers' evaluations of

employment, the majority are generally positive. Specifically,

taking all of each mother's comments about working into account,

seventeen prefer to be working, three would prefer not to be,

and six appear tqlbe ambivalent. The three who said they do

not like to work include a mother- who was quitting her job imminently

because she feels it is too difficult to manage with'thre small

children, one who is tired of hassles with sitters, andla day

care mother who would rather not have to work at all.

Those who seem ambivalent about working cite an approximately

equal number of strong positive and negative factors. This

position is exemplified by the case of a teacher who said:

-Sometimes it's extremely fulfilling and other times it's
extremely frustrating. I always seem to feel both ends
of the spectrum. A big problem is that .I don't have enough
time to complete my work at school so I always end up having
to take work home ...I I don't have enough time to clean,
spend time with my daughter, make supper, do dishes, wash
my hair and still correct 30 math exams. I get so tired
sometimes. Then I sleep in and end up yelling at my daughter
because she isn't doing something fast enough.... Sometimes
it puts a lot of pressure on me, butI feel 1 need to do
it both financially and for the growth I get out of it...it's
necessary for my ;rental health:

Another of the teachers echoed this view when 3he said that

she "loves" teaching but that "there aren't enough hours in

--the aay to do everything I,need to do." The third mother with

ambivalent feelings has her own business and works mainly for

Ma. "ImmaINNI
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financial reasons. On'the one hand, she feels working is detrimental

to her children and therefore she doesn't "really want to work."

On the other hand, she notes that she also likes working and

her paycheck for what they represent: "One of the things that

I enjoy about my job is that it gives me independence...a little

of my own money and time by myself. When I'm not working, r

don't like the feeling my husband gives me of being totally

dependent on him. I'm not that kind of person." Another of

the ambivalent mothers feels her financial contribution to the'

rkfamily i3 important; she enjoys her job because it entails meeting

people and she feels getting away from her family makes her
ti

' more patient. But at the same time, working leaves her very

tired and she can't do her housework adequately nor spend sufficient

time with her children. "You're always rushing," she said,

"or pinched for time" so that"you can't do important things

right." It can be argued that most of the mothers have some

ambivalent feelings because they describe both positive and

negative feelings or consequences of their full-time employment.

This is true, but in the above,four cases the pro's and con's

each seem strong and/or to'produce a distinctive disquiet

which is stressful 'over and above the particular stresses inherent

in the work situation per se.

The seventeen mothers who are primarily positive about

working full-time cite a number of work-related benefits. Financial

incentives are important because they involve a contribution

to the family's overall economic well-being and because earnings

lead to a. sense of self-esteem and independence. "I like having

money of my own," a clerical worker said,
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independent and able to do some of the things I want." The '

most frequent complaint about jobs or se is also financial:

they .do not pay enough. About -alf of the mothers responded

that they needed to get out of the house and to work for "mental

health" reasons. For example:

-If I wasn't working I'd be climbing the walls. I was
very(glad to get back after I had my last child.:.I enjoy
my, job. I'm not one to be home all day...at least during
the day I'm with adults. (Manager, 37 hours a week)

-I think I'm more at ease with myself if I can get but
of the house...thihgs .don't get on my nerves as easily
-- it's sort of'a release. (Service worker,, 40 hours a
week)

-I enjoy working. It works aut fine. I need to work.
Financially:without me workirg, we wouldn't make It. I

need to work for me -- for the outside interest. I need
Eastimulation outside the home. It relieves tension
for me..if I was home every day, I wouldn't grow as a
person. (Manager, 40 hours a week)

-I enjoy my job and feel it is necessary for my mental
health, but it's a darned good thing we have long vacations.
(Teacher, 45 hours a week)

-I like working. I have got to be invblved. I don't know
what I'd do if I had all that free time on my hands. (College
teacher, 40 hours a week)

-I like it. I don't know how long I'll like it.... You
sit home for so many years and there's nothing to look
forward to -- this is variety for awhile.... (Machine
operator, 40 hours a week)

More than half of the mothers also report that they like the

kind of work that they do. Most of the women In professional

jobs mention some intrinsic job qualities, while those in non-

professional jobs were less likely to o so. Specifically,

r'/Ysix of these women are teachers or elated professional and

technj.cal workers: two are in managerial jobs, and six are in

factory or clerical positions. This breakdown suggests that
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there may be some tendency for those in professional jobs to

mention intrinsic qualities of their jobs while those in other

occupational groups focus on the financial rewards, opportunity

to get out of the house, an'd the like.

Some of the-statements about work, including some of those

cited above, relate to the mother's self-esteem and feelings

about herself as a person. As in the case of some of the part-time

workers, a number of these full-time workers speak of their

need for work as well as family roles in order to mairltain their

sense of themselves as people- As one of the mothers, a saleswoman,

explains: "I like my job. I can get out and be a person

myself -- not just a mother and wife. I can be me. It gives

you a chance to keep your identity." In analyzing the interview

material, it is clear that many of these women need and achieve

a sense of themselves independent of their families through

employment.

Initial analysis of the homemakers'evaluations of their

situation's suggests that they also have similar needs; many speak

of the need to get out of the house, have some time for themselves,

engage in activities away from their families, and interact with

other adults. The opportunity to meet these needs through membership

in a club or craft group, or activities such as a night out

with other women b9wtthg,are cited as opportunities to be something

other than a mother. Perhaps there ig .., sense in which a break

from mothering is a requisite to good parenting for workers

and non-workers alike. Time away from the family is seen as
/-\

making the experience more valuable. This is clearly the sentiment

of a number of the mothers and one which a clerical worker articulates
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clearly. In response to a question about how she and her daughter

get along, she responded: "Good. I think working has helped

that because I appreciate her more than when she's on, my neck

every minute all day long. Then you end up screaming and yelling

at them. I'm more tolerant and patient with her now that I

don't see her as much."

The full-time workers also referred to a number-,of ways

in wh '&ch working can create difficulties for them as parents .

and for'their children. Four of the five teachers said that

their jobs required them to work at home in the evening and

that this was very disruptive for thei and deprived.their children

of time with their mothers.. "I wish I had less work to bring

home with me," one said, "I hate, hate, hate having to come

home from school and still have to do more work before I go

in the next day." Another said, "If I could teach and come

home and leave it at school it would be great, but you ean't

do 'that. You have to plan for the net day and correct papers

and things like that; it's a question of time." As a result,

she works after her daughter goes to bed, "which means I don't

get to bed until 1:30 or 2:0 a.m. and my owd health suffers',"

Evening work, perhaps more frequent in professional occupations-r-

is hence an important source of "stress fdr these teachers.

Several mothers also mentioned that problems at work or

weariness from work sometimes carried over negatively into the

family. One university researcher observed-that "It reflercts

tIC

on me when I am not happy at work and the repercussions are

sometimes felt during the weekend here at home." She then added,

"I shouldn't burden them with what's happening with me at work."

1

.1
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Antther mother, a teac has a very demanding job which she

feels makes her tired and less patient at home at night and

on weekends. "It means a constant juggling of priorities an

energy and always feeling like something is slighted." She

feels that her child is probably affected by this; she is "less

patient with her, less likely to try and work out alternatives

for her, and-therefore she probably has more tantrums, but then

again, she's at.the age for tantrums." Because her mother is

not always around, she feels her daughter "asks me to hold her

and sticks closeby when I'm around." This mother is glad she

has the summers off to devote to her family and that her daughter

has a good nursery scho which she enjoys. The press of limited

time is very much an on-going source of stress'in many of these

fatilies.

About a quarterof the twenty-one mothers working outside

the home specifically noted that their jobs did not allow them

to spend enough time with their children. One woman who has

her own small business and works due to financial need, said,

"I enjoy my kids and I find that there's always more, much more

attention that they need and I want to give them than is possible....

Work generally interferes with time I think a young child needs

with his mother." A sales worker observed that 1Having to work

makes it hard to be a parent because you can't be with your

child as much as you should be." A clerical worker reported

that she "can't spend the time I'd like, or that I used to,

with my daughter" and she feels she is "always rushing or pinched

for time." Others, however, fee that although they have less

time with their children, what ti e they do have is special
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and put'to,good use. About a quarter of the mothers would prefer

to work fewer hours and not to work on weekends or holidays.

;Several would work part-time if such jobs were available and

well-paid.

Difficulties at the daily transition point between home

and work, the time of leave-taking, are an issue for about a

quarter of these families. "There are times when she pleads

with me to stay home and that just breaks my heart," a teacher

said. Another teacher echoed these remarks with the statement

"It really seems to bother her. She tells me 'I don't want

you to'go, Mommy.' I feel guilty about it at times, especially

when I have to bring papers home...." Others also report they

find it hard to lekye even when their children do not seem to

mind. This exit situation was one of the primary instances

these women referred to as guilt-producing for them.

Good child care is also cited as an important source of
z

support by many of the women who do not keep it within the immediate
1,

family. The four who have relatives caring for their children

all use grandparents. Three of these mothers state they would

consider not working if such child care were unavailable. Grandparents

are valued because the mothers trust them; they are described

as "loving and responsible," and "dependable." The only 'complaint

is that grandparents sometimes spoil the child. Only one of

these mothers mentioned major drawbacks in such care; the woman

is planning to send her son to a local church's child care program

to "wean him" from her parents, "give him access to other children,

and prepare him for school."

Seven of the nine families who rely on sitters and day

care or full-day nursery facilities are generally pleased with
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their arrangements. Those using such care typically cite benefits

for both themselves and their children: One mother using a

local developmentally oriented day care center described her
A

feelings this way:

My daughter has better developmental abilities as a result
of going there and she's happier there than she would be
at home. I'm happy with it. I want and need to work and
this day care situation eliminates any tension or guilt
I might otherwise havel'or hostility I would feel if I
had to stay home.

Other benefits for the child include enriching programs, personnel

who care about andare specially trained to work with children

and access to other children and adults. The primary benefit

for the mothers is the peace of mind accruing from child care

arrangements they regard as beneficial for their children.

"Having a day care center we have complete confidence in makes

it easier for all of us. My three-year-old loves it and we

don't have to feel guilty," a university teacher said, and several

others expressed similar sentiments. Scattered complaints about

child care focused on difficulties when the child was sick

or the center was closed, and on the inconvenience of daily center

hours.

Two of,the mothers were exceptionally unhappy with their

child care: one was planning to find another sitter because

she could not afford the extra'cost of a day care center, and

the other was quitting her job imminently. The latter mother,

Mrs. Green, is more discontented with her work and child care

arrangements than any other full-time working mother. Her case

collects together many of the negative feelings expressed by

some of the other less discontented others.
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The Greens

Mrs. Green works forty hours a week as a secretary.
'She explained that she was not planning to work after she
had children. ,Howevert'her husband was unemployed so she
got a job because "You have to"pull together." She explained
that working was not so difficult when she had fewer children;
now with four, she finds it very difficult. "I don't like
working," she said, "we don't have any kind of life. When
you work you're constantly 'Jading around... and there's
never any relaxation -- work, come home, and work, go to
beds.get up and go to work, come home and work, go to bed,
over and over with no respite. It's not my idea of living."
She also finds it a "constant battle.trying to, keep up
with the housework"; her husband provides little, if any,
assistance.

She feels she does not shave enough time to spend with
her children, particularly "to teach them things they should
have for school." She says she is tired, after a full day's
work and that she sometimes is impatient and ,"overreacts
to littld things."' In describing her husband's parenting,
Mrs. Green says, "there's room for improveme,t" because
he's "not tolerant enough." She hopes that will change
when she is home all of the time.

Mrs. Green,has used the same day care mother for oeveral
years. At first she was pleased to have her three-year-
old there, because this child had a difficult time when
a younger-sibling was born. However, now, she feels the
children do,not get "good enough care." Specifically,
she observed that "There's a lot of things going on I don't
approve of and even when I pOintithem out to my daughter
it does no good.... If you're paying you expect to have
some'say in how things are done... _However, the day care
mother now takes in too many children, the children watch
too much televisiOn, and they rarely get outside." As
a result, "It makes it even harder to go to work every
day when you don't feel good about/your children's day
care situation."

A week After the interview was conducted, Mrs. Green
was quitting work. She says she and her husband have "mixed
feelings" about this, not least because she does not "know
if we'll make out 'with me not working anymore, because
it was hard enough with me working."

The green case illustrates the kind of tight schedule and

the routine of the daily time crunch many such dual-worker families

experience. The negative implications of the schedule and crunch

1 F .1
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are perceived to be felt by everyone, adults and children alike.

However, two of the things that other sample mothers report

help enormously are not present Mere, household help from Mr.

Green and good child care.

Fathers' Attitudes Toward Maternal Employment

The mothers' perceptions of their husbands' attitudes toward

maternal employment reveal a complex set of feelings. Nearly

half of the husbands are reported to favor their wives' working,

primarily for financial reasons, although some are still clearly

ambivalent about it:

-He likes it, he knows we need the money and that I need
to get out of the house.... (Factory worker)

-He'd rather have me at home, but he knows I have to work --
financially. (Teacher)

-He loves it. He says if our mortgage weren't so high'
I wouldn't have to work, though. When our three-year-old
gets ,on his nerves, he wishes I was here.... (Service
manager)

-The money is nicer the bills' "going down is nice, but
he feels as I do, that it would be better if I was home
full-time, but we need the money. (Clerical worker)

-Good, he likes me working, I think...he likes the money.
(Factory machinist)

-He wants me to work because we have to have the money...
(Factory machinist)

-I don't know. I think financially he thinks it's helped,
a lot, but other than that, it hasn't. (Clerical worker)

Marty of the remainder of the women reported that their husbands

liked their employment or accepted their choice in the matter.

Three report that their husbands would prefer that they were

4not employed; they expressed some variant of the following:
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"Itrs hard for him, he's the type that thinks a wife should

be at home."

More than half of these wives repdrt that their husbands

help them with household work,'as Table 5.2 below indicates

^v,

Table 5.2

Full-Time Employed' Mothers'
Perceptions of Fathers' AsSistance

with Household-Tasks
Mother does
majority of
household tasks
with little help
from father'

Mother gets Mother feels she does
substantial help' 'not.get enough help
from .father on from father
household tasks .

6 15 5

N=26-

This assistance ranges from occasional help such as dinner preparation

on evenings when the wife works late to an approximate equal split

of most of the major daily and weekly chores. It is interesting.
to note that unlike the case ofthe part-time workers, many

.

of the specific tasks these women report their husbands perform

are not traditionally male ones. They include tasks such as

cooking, cleaning, dishes, laundry, vacuuming,and the like.

About a fifth of them note some variant of the view expressed

by a woman who is employed in a family business: "We both do

it. The days I work, he takes care of the house,and the days

he works I take care of the house. It's a fifty-fifty deal.

We both do everything, we're very compatible in that respect."

Another couple arranges their "fifty-fifty proposition" by dividing

the responsibility for rooms in half: "He does the kids' rooms,
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bathroom and living room, -I do the kitchen, dining room, and

our bedroom."
.

Others suggest that their husbands help at crucial times;

one home day care provider, for example, is responsible for

most of the chores but "my husband helps get dinner ready and

clear the table every night. I've gOt one in-a million!" Many

of the men seem to heippwith dinner or related tasks because

this is a daily pressure point in many homes: "It's hard to

come home' from a full work day or school day and have a lot

of household responsibilities."

In some cases where the wives work the evening shiftl.husbands

are responsible for all the mealtime and evening tasks. One

clerical worker, who works from 3-11 pm daily, gave this account

of the family arrangements:

I usually do the housework while he usually does the outside
maintenance work but we're flexible. He does housework
while I'm at work and vice versa. I try to get as much
of the washing, cleaning, etcdone during the day before
he, comes home. If I don't get it done, he will do it at
night. Our lives-have to be flexible, if not itswouldn't
wor'. He gets the kids,' dinner, washes the dishes and
gives them baths, and puts them to bed most nights.

C)

The serial care arrangement seems to promote the husband's involvement

beyond traditionally male tasks; five of the nine women involved

in such an arrangement said that their husbands are intensely

involved in household work arrangements similar to the one described

above. Overall, the husband's assistance in these areas is

a highly valued contribution and appears to be one of the key

factors in determining how smoothly these time -and work- pressed

families operate.
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Summary and Implications

Thu chapter began with four questions about working mothers

and their families; some of the answers will be reiterated here

along with suggestions about their implications for the understanding

of work and family.relationshtps. In response to the first

question, why they choose,paid employment, these working mothers

mention a variety of economic and more\personal or developmental

reasons. Their responses hint at what may be an important historical

difference in women's attitudes about the relationship between

their work and family roles. Ih the not too far distant past,

one historian has noted, women rarely acknowledged that they

were employed for anything but financial reasons, because to

do so would be considered dangerously non-maternal (Chafe, 1972).

These interviews suggest that,time is past for many mothers.

Gilligan (1977) has noted in her research on the special trajectory

of women's moral development, that "the conflict between self

and other constitutes the central moral problem for women, posing

a.dile a whose resolution requres a reconciliation between

'femininity and adulthood"(pg. 490). The data indicate that

this is an impOrtant problem for many of the mothers and that

they are actively working out their thinking about what the

balance between their personal needs and their family's needs

should be. Further, the imagery that many of the mothers use

to describe the benefits of work, the opportunity to get away

from home, to interact With other adults, and the like, suggests

that Or some of.these moderate and middle-income women employed

in primarily non-professional occupations, employment offers

a crucial respite from their primarp)maternal role. This raises

a
..M.Y.IINIlau0/1441110.
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the possibility of an interesting symmetry with men. The prevalent

view about the paternal balance between work and family is that

paternal involvement in the family offers men a respite from

their primary and external role of work-oriented provider.

At the same time that women are thinking about the above

issues, their work choices are heavily influenced by their familial,

involvement. Perhaps the best evidence for this was presented

in Table 5.1 with the percentages of women engaged in home work

and serial care arrangements. In response to the second question

about arrangements and adlustments to balance work and family

responsibilities; many of the mothers and their families have

worked out ways to try to maximize their child care and childrearing.

time-in: line with their ideOlogical position that these things

are best kept within the family. The pervasiveness of these

home work and serial arrangements suggests that at this point

in the development of work and family relationships, it is not

enough to look simply-at the amount of time worked to get a

sense of the powerful effects of work on family life. Rather,

one also has to look at the timing of work by family members

and the work location. There is further corroboration for this

point from evidence collected by the Michigan Panel Study's

Surve5i of Income Dynamics. The data from their 1976 interview

with married women'shows that in response to a question about

child care while working, many mothers reported that they work

at home or that they and their husbands work split shifts.

In fact, these were the second most frequently mentioned type

of arrangements among women with children under twelve (Weiss,

1981A, Note 2).
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The mother's perceptions of home work and serial care make

it clear that these arrangements involve difficult trade-offs

for them. The home workers trade-off many of the social, personal

and perhaps financial benefits of work outside the home for

the opportunity to care for their own children while they work

The serial care families exchange time as a couple and as a

family in order to keep their child care within the family.

There is some evidence, however, that the latter arrangement

expands the father's time and relationship with his children

and generally increases his household involvement.

The chapter has explored many aspects of the mothers views

about the costs and benefits'ofemployment for themselves and

their famili:is. Rather than review them all here, we focus

on the main ones. The main costs, particularly for the families

in-which both parents work full-time, are particularly heavy

in terms of the lack of time with its many accompanying pressures.

Husbands' assistance with household work and child care appears

to alleviate some of these pressures. The nature and amount

of this assistance, as the Mineos' case suggests, is currently

being negotiated in some of the families. The benefits are

financial as well as personal for both the women and their families.

Some of the mothers indicate that working makes them better

parents, although a few also think it has the opposite effect.

A number of mothers link work and family through the concept

of patience. This connection between patience or its opposite,

impatience, and work is important in the light of two factors.

First, patience or the lack of it is .a dominant factor in the

mothers' descriptions and evaluations of themselves and their

spouses as parents, as Table 5.3 below shows:
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Table 5.3
N

.

t

,
\

Mention Patience or Impatience
Percentage of Mothers Who Do or Do Not

Mention they or Do not mention
their spouses patience or impatience

Part-time working

are patient. or
im atient ,

Full time working
mothers

mothers 83% (19)- 17% (4)

Housewives ,81% (42) 19% (10)

Others, who have studied housewives, have similarly noted how

fregently mothers speak of patience (Piotrkowski, 1'979; Komarovsky,

1962; Lopata, 1971). The fact that mothers, regardless of work

status, mention this concept does not necessarily mean that

the dynamics of patience operate the same way irrespect ve of

work status;

Second, initial analysis suggests that in the overall sa

of white, married working and non-working mother', few other

factors besides employment or the opportunity to get out of

the house were linked to parental patience'or impatience. The

attempt to unravel the etiology of ,patience has just begun,

but the initial analyses presented in this chapter suggest it

is both an interactive and ecologically influenced behavior.

Future analyses will endeavor to get a closer understanding

of what this concept and behavior are in everyday parenting

and to unravel its relationship to contextual factors such as

work status, work hours, and husband's household assistance.
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'CHAPTE

FAMILIES & NEIGHBORHOODS*

HeatIr Weiss

.1

Introduction

This chapter addresses questions about how parents view

and evaluate their neighborhoods and about the ways different

neighborhood ecologies enable and inhibit parents' and children's

activities. One of the most important premises underlying the

research and intervention efforts of the Comparative Ecology

Project is the recognition that parents are embedded in large:
1

structures which influence their capacity to grow and rear their

children (Bronfenbrenner and Cochran, 1976; Bronfenbrenner,

1979). Specifically, it is argued "thp,Z-4.4_order to understand

what is happening in families and horthey function as contexts

for human development, it is not enough simply to examine the

internal states of individuals, or even the interaction patterns

of family members as they go about their daily activities inside

the home" (Cochran and Woolever, 1981). Rather, it is crucial

to examine interactions with those ex"ernal forces that help

to shape families as de_glopmental systems. One of the most

proximate and potentia

z

y coercive of these forces is the neighbor-

hood: From the outset, understanding the effects of neighhbrhood

ecology on child development hat been a key element in the project's

research design. This act is evident in the selection of neighbor-

hoods in addition to indivi ual families as sampling units (described

*
We gratefully acknowledge the support of the Charles F. Kettering
Foundation in the work described in this chapter. Family names
used in this chapter are ficticious.
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in Appendix 6.1), the implementation of programs on a neighborhood

basis, and in subsequent plans for data analysis.

Researchers who study neighborhoods recognize that there

is no current, clear conceptualization of what a neighborhood

is. In her extensive review of the literature on urban neighbor-

hoods,. Keller (1968) found, for example, that neighborhood was

an ambiguous term; more recent commentators have also focused

on this conceptual confusion and on the complexity of unraveling

neighborhood systems and their influence (Hojnacki, 1979; Miller,

1979). One of the factors that the conceptualization

and delineation of neighborhoods so problematic its that geographid

and subjectively defined boundaries frequently do not coincide.

Some neighborhoods are easily defined because of geographic

il:)lation, compatible and homogeneous residents, or historical

tradition. Others have few, if any, such easily identifiiable

markers. This has led some to conclude that a self-definitional

approach is a useful starting point for neighborhood research

( Hojnacki, .1979; Regnier, 1976). Simply put, "a neighborhood

is what the people who are there say is a neighborhood" (Berger

and Neuhaus, 1977, p \ 9). The project has taken this subjective

element into account in several ways: initially in drawing

neighborhood boundaries, and subsequently in the use of semi-

structured and open-ended interview ques(tions which permit the
/'

parent to delineate the neighborhood and .define its imppr'( ant
/

-attributes.

Qualitative analyses of the resulting data show that neighbor-
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hoods differ widely in the nature,and amount of support they

provide to families with small children. The analyses of the

views of all the families in the project's ten program neighborhoods,

which are presented here, suggest that there are three dimensions

of a neighborhood which 'are especially important to the parents

of small children: physical characteristics (parks and yards,

for example),. social characteristics. (age,'race, and income

of neighbors, for example), and perceptions of the ways in'which

the interactions of people in the area affect parenting and

child activities. Many reseaPchers limit their conception of

neighborhoods to geographic, physical, and social properties.

These properties alone, however, do not capture the particular

dynamics of a neighborhood as they influence families raising

small children. As Gump (1976) argues, neighborhood.ecologies

are not passive, but actively coercive in the ways they shape
V

the activities of everyday life. It is this active, dynamic

aspect.of neighborhoods which c.,e will refer/ as their social

ecology.

'The following two examples serve to illustrate the multi-

dimensional power of neighborhoods defined in physical, social,

and interactional terms. The cases represent two unmixed extemes,

beneficent and malevolent neighborhood effects on childrearing.

Both sets of neighborhood perceptions are from white single

mothers living on welfare income in a housing project. The

first one, Mrs. Smith, is 36 years old and has four children,

the second, Mrs. South, is 38 and has one child.
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Mrs. Smith says that her neighborhood in an inner

city area of Syracuse "could be improved." It has trash,

"garbage, and glass everywhere;" her daughter recently

fell on the sidewalk and cut her hand on abroken bottle.

"I worry about the neighborhood," she says, "because it

is very dangerous." As a result, she reports that "I can

never let my three-year-old out, ever!" In warm weather

her children can only go outside when there is a group

of them togetner. Mrs. Smith is white and feels there

is a great deal of racial hostility in her area; Black

teenagers recently beat up her thirteeri-year-old daughter.

She takes her children to a distant park rather than the

neighborhood on in order to avoid racial problems. She

has lived in the neighborhood for seven months but does

not know any of her neighbors. "With all this bad stuff

that goes on around here," she says, "I worry all the time."

She feels especially vulnerable as a single parent in this

°area; she worries that "if anything happened in the middle

of the night, like if someone broke in or something like ?,

Y

that...k am only a woman and I'm here all alone with my

kids -- I'm a the ,protection they've got." She sometimes

thinks abou reconciliation with her husband because, although

he-was ,"mean" to her, at least his presence would add the

help of another adult to a very difficult situation.

Mrs. South's views of her neighborhood offer a stark

contrast. She has lived for 12 months in a housing

I dIam.
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project in her area of the city. In response t

a general question about neighborhood likes and diskkes,

Mrs. South replied that "I've got one of the pest courts

of then all ... all my neighbors are fantastic...we all

get along and it's give and take -- if someone needs a

sitter or,to borrow something, we always help each other

out." She says that her daughter has lots of other children

around to play with and, moreover, "they're good kids so

I can trust her with them and she has a little more independence

because of this...." Mrs. South feels she also benefits

from the quality of these playmates because "I don't have

to constantly keep an eye on her." The older kids in the

area are not, as many families in other areas feel, a liability,

but' an asset. Specifically, Mrs. South says that "they

will teach her things and she is able to learn a lot from

theta and they watch out for her." These older children

take her daughter to the complex's recreation hell so "she

doesn't always have to depend on me'." Mrs. South feels

very secure in her area because "people watch out for everyone

else."

The cases of Mrs. Smith and Mrs. South show how different

neighborhood ecologies can be, and in turn, what powerful effects

they can have on parents and children alike. As a single parent,

Mrs. Smith gets very little help and experiences many problems

from her immediate environment. She and her children appear
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to be cooped-up withovt access to many other adults or children.

She constantly worries about basic safety issues. tdrs. South,

on the other hand, receives a great deal of support from her

surroundings, which relieves her of the exclusive burden of

child care and exposes her daughter to a variety of people and

opportunities outside the home. Mrs. Smith feels very safe

as part of an on-going and reciprocal system of neighborly support.

Methods

The ten neighborhoods considered here are those i which

the Family Matters intervention program has been administered.

We chose to concentrate on these -- and not the control neighbor-

hoods -- because the resources availabl.: for neighborhood analysis

have been limited and because assessment of program effects

has been a primary concern for NIE.

Theodata used in this chapter are of both a qualitative

and quantitative nature. Physical descriptions of neighborhoods

are based on direct observations conducted by project personnel.

Observers considered type, quality, and density of housing,

traffic patterns, placement of commercial areas within a neighbor-

hood, availability of services (school's, health facilities,

community agencies),` location and condition of pc,pks and recrea-

tional areas, social atmosphere on the streets, and the general

condition of the neighborhood. Next, 4e considered parental

perceptions of the neighborhood. These subjective evaluations
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were drawn from the Stre-,es and Supports Interviews, conducted

when the target children were three years.old.

We have also relied upon demographic data on participating

families. These data are drawn from the Family Background.Interview

and provide the basis for assessing neighborhood socio-economic

status, distribution of single mothers across neighborhoods,

neighborhood racial and ethnic composition, mobility raAgs of

program families, and data on home ownership by neighbo'rhoodt
t.

We have combined subjective reports from parents with objective

information because it is apparent that parental perceptions

of the value of some of the more objective features of an area

vary across .the neighborhoods. For purposes of initial illustra-

tion, differential feelings about neighborhood parks are a good

example. On the face oit, the existence of a neighborhood

park would, be regarded as something that shOuld benefit parents

with small children; however, review of parents' detailed responses

to questions about neighborhood facilities shows that certain

parks are experienced as more of a liability than an asset.

By way of explanation, parents often cite, the presence of drug-

users, drunks, derelicts, pushers, and broken glass which detract

from the overall area and prevent residents from using the park.

The analysis of parental perceptions also points to another

important principle defining neighborhood ecology. Certain

features of an area are a help or hindrance to parenting simply

by virtue of their presence or absence. These two contrasts

-- presence, absence, help,and hindrance -- form a neat but
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not completely inclusive matrix. As in the aforementioned case

of dangerous parks, some features of the urban neighborhood

environment are stressful or inhibiting because they are present

but functionally unavailable. This more complex aspect of neighbor-

hood ecology has also been noted by Gump (1975). He cites the

example of areas where there are sufficient agemates for children

to play together but parental concerns about their children's

safety prevent the use of outdoor space for such play. This

dynamic, Gump suggests, precludes a lot of social activity.for.

children (p. 96).

One of the key criteria used in neighborhood selection

was neighborhood socioeconomic status. A sample was chosen to

range from poor inner-city neighborhoods to middle income suburban

areas. In this, and other research on families and children,

socioeconomic status is an important classification variable.

This is also the case with the analysis of parents' perceptions

of the effects of neighborhood In their families. In this chapter

we will present demographic data on program famili in the

neighborhoods in order to examine the relationshi between neighbor-

hood socioeconomic status and particular demographic characteristics

of program families, such as marital status and length of neighbor-

hood residence. The tables containing these data are set up

so that the three lOw-SES areas (LBJ, Lexington-East Fayette,

and Tallman-South) are always to the left; the two moderate-

SES areas (Nedrow and Eastwood-North) lie in the middle, and

the,five middle-SES areas (Liverpool, Tipperary Hill, Schiller-

Wadsworth, Westcott-Thornden and Salt Springs) are to the right.

1 72
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Succeeding sections of this chapter will examine and compare

the ten program neighborhoods in terms of their physical, social

and social-ecological dimensions and explore the implic4tions

of these dimensions for childrearing and for parents' and children's

activities. The focus of the comparisons is on differences

in the "behavior 1 opportunities" (Gump, 1975) which are presented

by the physical, social, and social ecological characteristics

of the program neighborhoods. Following the introduction, the

next section starts with a short description of each neighborhood,

which is desi ned to give the reader a Tual sense of each

area. This s followed by a discussion of how the parents demarcated

their neighborhoods and of the impact of the neighborhoods'

physical Characteristics on families. The next section presents

the social characteristics of the neighborhood and the neighbors

that the parents felt were important, and descri4es how they

vary across the ten areas. Next, we focus on the neighborhoods'

social ecology or the interactions of neighborhood people and

how they bear on parent and child are the topic of analysis.

The chapter concludes with hypotheses about the effects of neighbor-

(' hoods on childrearing which are suggested by the analyses of

the parent's perceptions.

This chapter does not provide an in-depth view of each

program area; for those interested in such a view, Appendix

5.2 contains a descriptive profile of each program neighborhood.

Each profile has four parts: observations of the physical and

social aspects of neighborhoods with an accompanying map for
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orientat,on; a description of the socio-demographic characteristics

of prOject families; an analysis of the place of neighbors in

the networks of families; and a detailed account of the families'

perceptions of their neighborhoods and related issues.

Neighborhood Observations

Each of the ten program neighborhoods has a special character

of its own, which is most readily apparent in visual characteristics

such as the nature and quality of housing, size of lots, available

recreational space, amount of traffic, and the mixture of residential

and commercial space. We begin our comparison of the neighborhoods

with a brief description of each one based on observations by

the author and project field staff. This presentation is designed

to provide a visual sense of the neighborhoods for the reader.

We begin with the three lower-SES areas and continue through

to the five middle-income ones.

LBJ Triangle

The LBJ triangle area is a low-income, racially mixed area

within the city. It is heavily interlaced with commercial estab-

lishments; apartment buildings, bars, and small pockets of deterio-

rating housing. The houses have yards whichare.unkempt, full

of weeds, and like "a wasteland." Housing occupancy is sometimes

difficult to determine in the more dilapitated areas; it is

primarily indicated by Beware of.Dog and No Trespassing signs.
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There is a great deal of traffic throughout the neighborhood

which curtails mobility, particularly for children. While there

are many stores in the area, the residents complain that the

prices are too high, so many prefer to shop outside the neighbor-

hood. The LBJ area is very active, day and night. Groups of

teenagers "hang out" at various corners. As Figure 6.1 shows,

only twenty percent of the project families in the neighborhood

own their own homes; the majority live in apartments.

Lexington-East Fayette

This area is a predominantly Black inner-city area with

. low-income residents. The general feeling in this neighborhood

is that it is experiencing a decline. Many structures are run-down,

particularly in'the area's two housing projects, and individual

houses are empty and boarded-up. The number of vacant storefronts

in the comwerical sections is further evidence of a downward

trend. While residents do have easy access to convenience stores,

they feel the prices are "ridiculous." The two parks in the,

neighborhood are nok,used much by families because there is

broken glass strewn in them and groups of teenagers congregate

to drink and use drugs. le of the most obvious safety problems,

especially for small chil.. an, is the high volume of traffic

and the lack of crossing guards and traffic lights at busy inter-

sections. None of the project's families in this area owns

a home, and with the exception of a family who rents a single-

family house, all the families live in duplexes or apartments.
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Figure 6.1
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Tallman-South

For the most part, Tallman-South is a depressedbinner-city

area with a primarily low-income and Black nopulation. The

area has many abandoned houses and empty lots. The streets

are dirty and broken glass is a hazard, especially for young

children. Parked cars clog the streets, and traffic speeds

through the neighborhood. The commercial district, also in

a state of decline, includes numerous liquor stores and bars.

This area attracts people described by the project's observer

as "quite down and out drinking alcohol from bottles wrapped

in brown paper bags and talking in loud, raucous voices." According

to many parents, the obvious lack of recreational facilities,

the preponderance of "derelicts and roving bands of teenagers," and

the presence of heavy traffic, make this neighborhood a dangerous

and undesirable area in which to raise children. Two of the

project's seventeen families own homes in this neighborhood,

and seven live in single-family houses.

Nedrow

Nedrow is one of the two county or suburban neighborhoods;

it has an almost rural atmosphere. The residents are primarily

white, moderate-income families from non-ethnic backgrounds.

Nedrow is a small community, surrounded by wooded areas and

bordered on one side by Onondaga Creek. This creek is not fenced

in ani is a serious hazard for small children. The neighborhood's

commercial activity is restrpted to one four-lane street which
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bisects the area. There is little traffic or the side streets,

where a residential atmosphere pervades. The houses are in

good repair and many have well-kept yards with recreational

equipment. There ar no public recreational centers in the

area, but a playground with swing sets, slides, and playing
...._

fields is'lozated just across the creek, adjoining the nclighbor-

hood. The location, however, makes it difficult for young children

to get to the park on their owe. fhe project's observer characterized
--,

Nedrow as a place where: "i.t least at this time of year, a

quiet peacefulness best describes tne activity there." As

Figure 6.1 shows, seventy percent of the project's Nedrow fathilies

own their homes and, with the exception of one apartment resident,

all live in single-family houses.

Eastwood-North

Eastwood-North is a fairly well-known section'of Syracuse,

only two minutes from the downtown area Its residents are

primarily white, come from ethnic backgrounds, and have moderate

incomes. The neighborhood has a distinct ident.ty and appearance.

Most of the homes are small, simple, and well-maintained. Sing12-

family clapboard houses with small back yards and garages predominate

and they are quite crowded together. A two-hundred uni state-funded.

housing project stands in contrast to the rest of the residential

area. A fairly large commercial area on James Street attracts
.

shoppers', both from within the neighborhood and from other parts
,

of Syracuse. This se on of the neighbcrhood ;iay1usy streets,

...lomare
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with a great deal of traffic, making it difficult, especially

for young children, to move freely. With the exception of one

small parts, there are no playgrounds or recreational centers.

Forty percent of the project families here own their own homes

and nine of the seventeen live in single-family dwellings.

Liverpool

Suburban Liverpool is similar in appearance to a small

New England village with its meticulously maintained older houses

and yards'along quiet tree-lined streets. The area has primarily

white middle income families from non-ethnic backgrounds. Residents

enjoy a beautiful view of Onondaga Lake and the use of many

green recreational areas. Commercial enterprises are centered

in one very active section of the village. Eiven though most

project families in Liverpool own cars, they found it important

to live within walking distance of stores and high quality. schools.

As one observer put it, this area provides "the best of both

city and country living." Close to ninety percent ofN.the project's

Liverpool families own their own single-lamily homes, as Figure

6.1 shows.

Tipperary Hill

Tipperary Hill, the observer wrote, i3 a "quiet community

where people respect one another's property." The residents

are middle income people from white, ethnic backgrounds. Tipperary

is primarily a city residential area, although there are
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occasional restaurants, c urches, and bars. The streets are

lined with one- and two-family houses with occasional houses
4-

divided into apartments. The homes are All in fairly good condition, I

and many have well-kept yards with swings and other recreational

equipment. The neighborhood bordera one.:X the city's finest

parks. Some of the streets are fairly heavily traveledl but

traffic is slowed bi: frequent traffic lights and stop signs.
,ep

The observer not'd that there were a nuzber of people outside

---P.

-- school children, mothers walking young children, and old eople

shoveling snow -- and that their activities and interchange

were characterized by "an air of friendliness.." About half

of the project's Tipperary E'll families own their homes. 1-..x

Of the sixteen families live in apartments.

Schiller-Wadsworth

Schiller-Wadsworth is a residential neighborhood of comfor-

table-looking houses on tree-lined streets witnin the city.

The families are primarily of middle-income status and have

white ethnic backgrounds.' All the commercial activity is located

in ore area and consists of small shops; there are no factories

or offices. The houses are all for one two families and

are in good repair; the area's one apartment building is not

conspicuous. Traffic was observed to be "virtually non-existent"

on the majority of streets. Schiller Park, one of Syracuse's

safer parks, is located here. It is large and contains a variety

of recreational facilities. Overall this neighborhood is a
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homogeneous residential area, which one the observer characterized

as "close to the city but far removed from it in terms of the

daily activity of.the neighborhood." About seventy-five percent

of the project's families here own the: own homes, and only

three of the sixteen live in apartments.

Westcott-Thornden

Westcott-Thornden is one of the more diverse urban neighborhoods

in the simple in terms of physical as well as demographic characteristics.

It is A racially mixed area with middle- and some low-income
0

families. This neighborhood contains residential sections of

one- and two-family homes, apartment buildings, and public housing,

and there isalso a diverse commercial area., The majority of

houses seem to be in good condition; the privately owned, single-

family homes are in the best state of repair. Scattered throrghout

the area are a number of "half-way houses" and "transitional

living" facilities which contain people recently released from

state institutions for the handicapped and mentally ill. This

neighbrenoou also contains a large park with a number of recrea-

tiona facilities. Although this park is fairy well maintained,

it is not regarded as especially safe. The project's observer

charaCterized much of the area as not "well-defined" or homogeneous.

Close to eighty percent of the project's families own their

own, homes here; five families live in apartments.

I I
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Salt Springs

Salt Springs is an integrated, middle-income area. It

is described by the observer as a "nice neighborhood:" relatively
l

clean, quiet, and safe. Most of the homes are in good repair

and provide adequate living space inside as well as porches ,

and yards outside. Thsre are several, attractive apartment complexes

surrounded by grassy areas. The one park in the area is maintained

and used frequently by families. The grocery stores within

the neighborhood are described by the residents as "too expensive,"

while ones outside it are seen as "too far away." The major

,commercial strip, located along a busy thoroughfare, is fairly

inaccessible to pedestrians. Eight of the project's families

here live in apartments, and as Figure 6.1 shows, half own their

homes.
.c.

Geographic and Physical Characteristics of Program
Neighborhoods and Their Implications for Childrearing

Geographic Considerations

To obtain the parents' perraptions pf their neighborhoods

as places to raise a family) each respondent was asked a series

of open-ended and semi - structured questions. The series began

with an inquiry about the area's name and specific boundaries;

this question was followed by a general question about how the

neighborhbod is as a place to liver with a three-year-old child.
,

The series continued with queries about neighborhood people,

1 s
,.....asuoaranaida
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Neighborhoods with a
majority agreeing on
the name

Neighborhoods without
a majority agreeing
on the name

Tallman South (known as LBJ
So Side) Lexington-East Fayette

Nedrow Westcott-Thornden
Eastwood Salt Springs
Liverpool
Tipperary Hill
Schiller Wadsworth (known as
.North Side)

With Shakespeare, we have to ask "What's in a name?" In this

instance it appears as though, in several cases, the common

names spring as much from history, geographic boundaries, and

perhaps the settlement patterns of immigrant and racial groups

as they doufroM area-wide psychological unity. This especially

so in the case of Tallman-South and Schiller-Wadsworth, which

were ven names encompassing such enormous geographic areas

that they are questionable as neighborhood labels. The examination

of the neighborhood boundarie'respondents described also raises

questions about the psychological unity of the geographic entities.

With exceptibn of places with clear physical and sometimes goverh-

,

mental boundaries, such as Tipperary Hill, Nedrow, and Liverpool,

there was little consensus among the parents in a neighborhood

about its boundaries.

Although there are pot many statements about, why parents

label and define their neighborhoods as they do, the few that

do exist hint at a distinction between the larger space traditionally
J

known as Tipperary Hill or the South Side, and a much smaller

functional area often confined'to a few'nearby streets or to

a radius of a few blocks. After dutifi'lly naming the streets
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that bound their larger neighborhoods, many parents then went

on to qualify with the statement that "I just think of it as

being right here, my block," or this project, apartment complex,

or street. The parents' responses to the subsequent questions

about their neighborhoods also indicate that many are referring

to a smaller area than the larger boundaries marked by the project.

1

1

To get a sense bf the range of a neighborhood for the project's

children and families, it is necessary to go beyond physical

maps and boundaries to maps of a more social and psychological

nature. Neighborhood residents, as Suttles (1972) notes, have

carefully developed cognitive maps of their neighborhoods which

allow them to negotiate the territory. They differentiate between

people and areas that are safe or unsafe. Such cognitive maps

"are a creative imposition on the city," he argues, "because

they provide a final sr,lution to decision- making where there

are often no other clear cutoffs for determining how far social

^ contacts should go" (p. 22). ?People develop "defended neighborhoods"

to set themselves off from others and to give them some sense

of control over their social and physical space (Suttles, 1972).

Suttles argues that the defended neighborhood reflects more

than simply racial or ethnic factors, and that its site

varies according to the sense of control of the :'esidents.

In dangerous urban areas, the residents' "defended neighborhood"

tends to be smaller than in a suburb. The defended neighborhood

is a complex concept; it encompassed aspects of size, safety,

comfort, and social control.

184
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When examining the program neighborhoods, it is clear that

people's cognitive maps and evaluations of their neighborhoods

vary by their sense of control and their feelings of security.

In the lower-income neighborhoods, for example LBJ, the area

tends to be described as limited in geographic and social scope;

mothers feel they cannot control the influences on their children

and sorry and attempt to restrict children accordingly. Residents

feel little control over their surroundings and express feelings

of isolation. Several of the ethnic white areas and the two

suburban areas, by contrast, afford the esidents a large sense

of control; these neighborhoods are "village-like areas" where

residents report they are able to guarantee safe and desirable

surroundings and associates for their children. Within limits

then, the data suggest that a'family's neighborhood range, defined

in terms -.)f detailed knowledge and personal mobility, is likely

to be posLcively related to the area's socioeconomic status.

Restriction of knowledge about the neighborhood and movement

within it has a number of implications for family activities,

some of which will be explored in the following examination

of the physical aspects of the program neighborhoods.

1eigaborhood Physical Characteristics

The information parents provided about the physical characteristics

of their neighborhoods falls into several categories: general

descriptive characteristics; comments on the condition of property;

issues of access and utility of local services; and factors

that affect the child'.s play and range of mobility.
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General Descriptions - In the low-income areas only a few

parents took the opportunity provided by an open-ended question

to comment on their physical surroundings. The descriptions

were along the lines of a Lexington-.East Fayette mother's'that

"everything's burnt up or torn down" and a Tallman-South mother's

view that her neighborhood has "a lot of raggedy houses and

broken glasS.0 More detailed description of and enthusiasm

for the neighborhood and housing are much less evident in low-income

areas, where people hav:Ieless control over where they live than

in higher income areas. Welfare places an allocations ceiling

on rent; as a result, the choice of dwellings for poorer families

is limited. Perhaps the fact that the families living in the

lower-income area are not.even harsher in their descriptions

of their neighborhoods is evidence of a coping strategy designed

to handle limited housinz options. This is clearly the process
O.

operatirig for several of the single mothers in Lexington-East

Fayette, for example. After providing negative '.,escriptions,

they concluded their remarks about their neighborhoods thus:

If I could move into a nicer place I would, but I can't
so this is.home and it's okay. I've seen worse places
where peopfeave, so I guess it's okay. I mean I won't
die if I can't move.

I'm surviving. I would like things to be better, but...
I'm surviving.

It's not good, but it's the best I can do for now.

It's okay -- besides, right now, where else am I going?

Parents in the more affluent neighborhoods, where the physical

conditions are better, were likely to begin their neighborhood 1°\

'1
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comments with statements that the area is "pretty," "like th

country in the city," or that it has a "family atmosphere" 4
"residential character." They were also likely to talk about

the fact.they liked the aree because neighbors "kept up their

property." In moderate- and middle-income areas, such as Nedrow,

Liverpool and Wostcott-Thornden, many of the families are proud

of their houses and neighborhoods and describe their surroundings

with pleasure.

Noise - There was little difference in the reported noise

levels across neighborhoods. Many people described their area

as quiet; the exceptions usually lived next door to loud stereos

or near bars and night spots. Families in LBJ, Lexington-East

Fayette, Tallman-South, and Tipperary Hill complained about bars

and liquor stores because of the people they attract, the noise,

and the "hangout syndrome".

Resources and Facilities - In response to questions about

whether or not the area has the services and facilities the

family needs, people mentioned food, drug and department stores,

places to play including parks and playgrounds, nearby schools,

libraries and churches, and recreation centers. In the three

low-income areas some parents felt that the commercial areas

were too far away; however, more said that although stores were

available, they were too expensive. Therefore, families tried

to shop outside the neighborhood, especially for food.

1
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Parks'and Playgrounds'- The majority of the parents in
e-

the seven moderate- and middle-income neighborhoods report that

they have access to parks and playgrounds for their children.

,v

i

Several of the areas either contain parks or have them close

by. Schiller Park, reportedly one of the safer in the city,

is a block outside the Schiller-Wadsworth neighborhood's boundaries;

area children also play at the Webster Elementary School facilities.

Tipperary Hill has Burnett Park, one of the city's larger park

and recreation areas. Liverpool has a park bordering Onondaga

Lake and playground facilities at St, Joseph's School. The

Westcott-Thornden area has access to Thornden Park, but it is

not known as one of the, safer city parks. Eastwood, Nedrow,

and Salt Springs have small park ar s or school yards; Nedrdw

parents particularly mention the desire for more recreational

,i.
,

,

space for children.

Two of three lower-income areas have park facilities, but

the parents report that they are too dangerous to use. LB

hap Lincoln Park, but it is dominated by teenagers who drag-

race, drink and get involved with drugs. Lexington-East Fayette

has Columbus Park, but it has similar problems of congregations

of teenagers drinking and smokir^ "--ss."' Tallman-South has

no major outdoor facilities except those attached to local schools

and day care facilities. It does contain the South-West Community
0

Center which has some recreational facilities; however, a number

of project parents will not let their children go there. "I

really don't like the center," one mother said, "because the

...1.111.. Itar mar
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k'i'ds that hang out there are so rowdy." Several echoed another

`mother's sentiments that "it's too wild there. The kids are

wild. I don't let my kids go there." Some of the white parents

in Lexington-East Fayette and Tallman- South, two neighborhoods

where white parents are in the minority, mentioned that racial

problems kept them out of the park and recreation centers.

Parents in other neighborhoods sometimes mentioned problems

with teenagers also; 'for example, one Eastwood mother-said her;

area needed a "decent park" because "the one we have has been

taken over by teenagers and there's broken glass everywhere."

Her daughter got badly cut there last year.

The parents' descriptions of their parks and public recreational

areas suggest two points. First, adoiesdents are perceived

as an important and constraining aspect of neighborhoOd ecology,

overall, but particularly,in the low-income areas. Second,

again in the low-income areas, parks and recreation facilities

more often than not fall into the physically available but functionally

unavailable category.

Schools - In addition to parks and stores, a number of

parents mentioned other services and facilities important to

a neighborhood. A majority of those in Liverpool and Salt Springs

reported the value of having the school close by; one Liverpool

mother said that the fact thatcher child could walk to school

was one of the major reasons they chose to live in that area.

A few Nedrow, Westcolt-Thornden, Schiller-Wadsworth,and L11.1
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parents also evaluated,their neighborhoods favorably because

of the school's proximity. Liverpool and Salt Springs parents

frequently mentioned the value and accessibility of the local

library and its special programs for children. Across the

neighborhoc-ls, a few fathers noted that their residences were

close to work which enabled them to come home for lunch.

Traffic and Sa et 'In addition to the availability of

parks, aygrounds d other facilities for children and families,

--the-pare s mentioned other factors-which also-influence access

to the world outside the house or apartment, specifically:

traffic, sidewalks, perceptions of physical safety, and the

like. The neighborhoods where more than a few patents mention

traffic problems and issues such as cars not stopping at stop

signs, include LBJ, Eastwood, Liverpool and Tipperary Hill.

However, at least one o. two parents in every neighborhood mention

traffic problems and ways in which they limit the children's

activity. Traffic is a very localized problem so there is a

great deal of variance in the opinions of pt.ople within an area

about it. For example, slightly less than half of the Nedrow

parents said that traffic was not a problem, and that their

children even played in the street. One Nedrow mother living

close to the four-lane highway bisecting the area, however.

worried a great deal about her child wandering into the street

and restricted her child's movements accordingly. Neighborhoods

with commercill areas were sometimes faulted because of the

1)0
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extra traffic commerce attracted. Broken glass on the sidewalks

and abandoaed and boarded-up houses in the lower-income neighborhoods

were an additional source of concern to area parents. Finally,

in Nedrow, several parents mentioned their fear of a local unfenced

creek where children have drowned in the past.

The traffic or other obstacles a number of parents reported

meant that their children could not play in the area alone and

unsupervised. In the words of a Lexington-East Fayette father,

"my son cannot go outside by himself, I have to go out and watch

him." This in turn means a double restriction for the child:

he or she cannot go out except at those times when a parent

can find the time to go along. Perhaps this is why so many

project families speak of their yards, especially fenced-in

ones, in Such glowing terms. This was true in both low- and

higher-income areas. One Tallman-South mother who cannot let

her child out in the area "becaufp the people fight so much,"

called her fenced yard "a blessing." Many of the paeents in

Tipperary Hill, Schiller- Wadsworth, Nedrow, and Eastwood also

mentioned the benefits of having such yards for both themselves

and their children. "The kids can play outside and we don't

have to watch them all the time," one Tipoerary Hill father

noted.

Yard and Interior Space - People who'live in apartments

instead of single-family homes are often ata disadvantage in

terms of a yard. One single mother living in an apartment above



a store in Tipperary Hill cannot let.her child play outside

because the /treet is too busy and she has no yard.. She says

her situa on is "isolating for both of us" and for relief she

takes her child to her mother's home outside the area to play.

Several parents who.have recently moved from cit4 apartments

to more residential areas commented on the'benefits of safe

outside space; "When f lived on W. Onondaga Street, in the city,

I couldn't even ret my son out of the apartment aloneo one Nedrow

resident said, and now "I don't have to worry about that so

much here." Newson and Newson (1968) in their study -of four - year -old

children in an English city also noted the'imOortance of such

safe outside' space. They found that one of the biggest benefits

for families who moved to houses on the large housing estates

was' the yard, "a place where toddlers can play in the open air

but away from traffic, with a gate you can shut" (pg. 37).

The benefits were two-fold; fresh air for children and peace

of mind for parents.

As Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show, low-income areas are least

likely to have program families who own their own homes with

accompanying yards. Ten of the fourteen families in Lex4gton-East

Fayette mentioned that their small chilc:en had no plape to

play and, poincidentally, six noted that their apartments were

too small. The result is likely to be the further disadvantage

that it is,harder for these parents and children to get away

from each other, something many parents in the course of-'the

interviews mentioned was important. The result, as one Lexington-
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Figure 6.2
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East Fayette. mother described it, is "like'living somewhere

really cooped-gip and very unhappy with no place'fbe the kids

to play." The knabilitysto send the children outside to play

without riskingharm,'combined with cramped housing space, may

create a Situation in which parent and child are more likely

to get on one another'snerves. Newson and Newson (1968) make

a similar pdint about the, strain of cramped quarters and the

lack,cif safe outside space foe English families with pre-schoolers

(pg. 40) . The benefits-of a house and yard for the SyracuseN-,--e*.

families are nicely summarized by two Tallman -South mothers:

We have four bedrooms and a large back yard so we have
enough space. When the kids get on my nerves I can always
go into another room and close the door.

We all love this house. My daughter, loves it here because
she's got all the space.... If I want some privacy, I
can just go upstairs... I can always get away from my
children's noise....

As these two examples from a low-income area demonstrate, some

'low-income families do have adequate housing; overall, however,

difficulties posed,by the inadequate housing and other physical

characteristics such as dangerous area parks, are,likely to

fall disproportionatelyThn low-income families concentrated

in low-income neighborhoods:

Parental Concepts 'of Good and Bad Neighborhoods

Regardl s of neighborhood, there was a high degree of

consensus about the properties of desirable and undesirable

neighborhoods. The characteristics which were perceivei. as

194
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supportive by the,parents include safe and nearby parks, sidewalks

and fenced-in yards, accessible stores and services, and clean,

safe places to play. The presence of glass and gangs in the

park, unfenced creeks, busy streets, expensive and "gouging"

\stores, and unsafe play areas are sources of stress. Further,

these physiCal characteristics affect families at two levels.

Fkirst, they'can make people, places, and. activities for young

Children more or less accessible. Second, by restricting or

-enlarging the opportunities for the childreh, they can create

"breathing space" or alternatively, extra tension for parents.

The importance of these physical characteristics should hot

be underrated; when they are problematic they can create a great

deal of daily stress.

In the parents' perc%ptions and evaluations of their neighbor-

hoods, however, it is apparent 'that at least for these Syracuse

parents, it's the people who make the neighborhood and have

the most impact on parenting and childrpn's activities., Furthermore,

it is clear that relationships among neighbors can go a long

way toward ameliorating or exacerbating the effects of exceedingly

difficult physical environments. We turn now to an examination

of the social chara'teristics of the ten program neighborhoods.

The Social Characteristics

of Neighbors and Neighborhoods

Much of what parents had tp say. about their neighborhoods

involved their neighbors, both the immediate ones and /those

more distant ones whc help to create the atmosphere of the area.
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In this section we examine.the social characteristiOs'of the

ten neighborhoods, using both demographic data about program

families.and parents' perceptions and evaluations of the others

rn their environment. These social characteristics are viewed

in terms of their perceived and hypothesized impact on both

- children and parents.

Ages of Residents

One of the most frequently used parental criteria for 'neighbor-

hood evaluation is the ages of both adults and children in surrounding

families. The majority of program families are in their 20's
;4.

and 30'S, as shown in Figure 6.3.. Eastwood tends to have the

youngest parents and Live' pool and Schiller-Wadsworth the oldest

ones. Many relatively young families in the_...,p4mor,ess of raising

at least on e pre-school child complained that thel% are not

enough ot:Ilr young families around. There was at least one

such parental complaint in each neighborhood, but)the majority

came from the moderate- and middle-income areas of Eastwood,

Liverprl, and Schiller-Wadsworth. Parents in the low-income

neighborhoods rarely, mentioned neighbor's ages, perhaps hecau

there are not many older residents in these areas of fairly

high pepulation mobility. While this may be the case, overall

. it is not c_sar how accurate a reflection the parents, perceptions

are of an area's actual age composition; accuracy may decrease

the lerther one moves :rom the residence and face block. This

would help to explain the tendency toward variation in the complaint
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Figure 6.3
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about neighbors' ages within neighborhoods. In the case of Eastwood-

North, for example, six families complained bedeuse there were

no young families around, only older ones with adolOcent or

,grown children. But three families, geographically interspersed

with the first group, commented they liked the area because

in the words of one: "We're all young with similar lifestyles.d.
dr

Perhaps the different perceptions are also explained by the

fact that the area is in flux; as several parents noted, more

younger families are seen as moving into Eastwood and Schiller-
..

Wadsworth. Finally, variation within the neighborhood, especially

in those instances'in whiOh people who'live close by to one

another have dissimilar views, may be a reflection of personal

gregariousness or lack of opport'unit'y to meet others.

The comments and explanations which sometimes accompanied

the statements about age provide some clues as to the costs

and benefits of having older neighbors, and by -mplication,

of younger ones. Older people were viewed as more,quiet,,but

at the same time as wanting iuiet, and therefore, to be less
.SA

"tolerant" of children. Some parents tried to restrain their

children in anticipation of problem's with older neighbors; one

Tipperary Hill father fenced in his yard to keep the children

gut of the neighbor's hair. Other parents find themselves in

trouble when their children make noise; "The women next door

are aid and go to sleep at 6 p.m.," one Eastwood mother'saii,

"and they get upset if my kids are making noise after that."

A more common problem is that the parents feel they have

"nothing in comItn" with older residents. "There are a lot

198
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of older people in the neighborhood and we don't have much

in common and, as a result we.feel a little isolated," a,Liverpool

father explained, and hk1 views are shared by many parents.

! Others feel that older neighbors decrease sociakility. After

describing his older neighbors as "all right," an Eastwood-North

father,said, "...we don't visit or have parties with our neighbors

because they're not our age Q" A Schiller-Wadsworth mother summed
1

up the explicit or implicit sentiments of several others when

she said she has "little in common" with her older neighbors

and as a result "it's not a place where I have people that I

can really be friends with." Several Tipperary Hill parents

explaine hey did not know their neighbors beCause 'chey are

older and "keep to therriselves." The lack of people with age

and other concerns in common was the main reason one Eastwood-North

family was moving to a npw housing development in the suburbs,

where they felt "our son will have kids to play with and we'll

.meet clIples our own age." This latter point, the lacklof playmates,

is a natural4 and oft- mentioned drawback of older neighbors.

Ad/one would anticipate, the lack of playmates was mentioned

particularly by parents in Eastwood, Liverpool, and Schiller-
.

Wadsworth. A few parents in Nedrow and Tipperary Hill also

noted the problem of an inadequate number of agemates for their

children. in Westcott-Thornden and Salt Springs, the pajority

t of parents expressed satisfaction that their-,three-year-olds

.had neighbJKhood peers.

Parents in the low-income areas rarely said that their

children had ns agemates to play with; their co'nce'rns with their
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children's peers fall in the available but functionally unavailable

category. This subject will be addressed in the next. section

'on the social ecology)of neighborhoods.

Although only a few families in the ten areas mentioned

a close friendship with an.elderly neighbor, a number of people

who were critical also cited benefits accruing from older neighbors

and residence in a'eas with mixed age groups. Several' were

pleased that their t ree-year-old hadaccess to older people;

as a Liverpool mothe put it, "I like that he cariae and talk

to our older people on block." A father in the, same neighbor-

hood felt that his older neighbors helped "to fill the void

of.grandprents for my. kids." Some parents also mentioned that

their kids were the only youngsters around and therefore benefited

from special attention from.older neighbors who "lcve kids."

"They enjoy her 'cause she's the only young kid," a Nedrow mother

said; her daughter regularly visits from house to house chatting

and collecting cookies and attention from older admirers.

Elderly neighbors were also described sometimes as helping

with overall neighborhood safety. These older neighbors, like

those described by a Schiller-Wadsworth father, have the time

"to keep an eye on our kids whenever they see them outside playing."

On a Tallman-South father's block, he said, "There are mostly

older people who stay at home all day and can therefore keep

an eye on things... 7here are a lot of burglaries in the neighbor-

hood but we feel okay On this block because of the neighbors'

help."
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Many of the families who mention the older people iM their

neighborhoods exprtss the wish for a mixture of ages. An.Eastwood-
/

North mother echoed the sentiments of others when she said that

"I like older people but it would benice if there were some

young families, more people I'd have things in common with and

with phildren my child's age." Several parents in Westcott-Thornden

and Salt Springs, two of the more ethnically And racially diverse

program neighborhoods, spoke very positively about having a

variety of age)groups.in the area.

The data on neighbor'S ages suggest that there maybe at

least the potential for different neighborhood dynamics depending

on whether or not a family has age and life cycle stage in coMmon

with others. The interviews hint ghat whe:i`t-her)e are' pairs

or larger numbers of 1)ounger families, there is more likelihood

not only of sociability and friendship but of reciproce exchanges.

In her areasof Eastwood-North, one mother observed, more young

families were moving "so that there is a youAger group and

we depend on each other.'t A Westcott-Thornden father mentioned

that aftera period of not getting involved with the older people

in the immediate area, he and his wife have found "that we have
/

comm n interests with other young parents around here..."
/

\
an A , "that's especially helpful to my wife because she can talk

with them or leave, our three-year-old withr neighbor while

she goes out for a short while." "Before," he added, "we didn't

think we could ask neighbors for favors like that, now weSdo(Y

A Liverpool father living among older people made a further
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distinction; he likes bis neighbors but relies on them -"for

material things rather than emotional support." These and similar

comments suggest that while older people are often spoken of

as good; if not
)

close neighbors, they are leas of a snlirce of

_support to program families fhanvsome parents believe that neighbors

of the same age might ,be.

Ethnic and Racial Composition

The ten program neighborhoods contain different combinations

of racial and ethnic grodps; some families perceive racial or

.ethnic composition as a benefit, while others -,ercieve it'as

an important stress. Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of race

and ethnicity of program families across the tep neighborhoods.)

Black families are concentrated in two low-income neighborhoods

(Lexington-East Fayette and Tallman-South) where white families

are in the minority., Salt Spririgs also has a' majority of Black
4

families but is more evenly divided. There are no Black project

families in Liverpool, Tipperary Hill'or Schiller-Wadsworth,

and they are in the minority in LBJ, Nedrow, Eastwood, and Westcott-

thornden.

In two of the middle-income neighborhoods, Westcott-Thornden

and Salt Springs, the majority of families reported that the

neighborhood's racial and ennic mixture was an advantage.

Nine Salt Springs families evaluated their area's racial, ethnic,

and age diversity very positively. The area "seeps to have

successfully integrated," one father said, and according to
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another, "There's diversity in everything -- people (their ages

and backgrounds), architecture,. lifetyles." Four of these

respondents then went on to point out benefits for their children,

specifically:

- My son will know people of different backgrounds -- Black,
white, Vietnamese.

-My child will haye the opportunity to relate to other
races and won't grow up with prejudices, as I did, and
won'; have built in fear of other groups.

- It's ... wonderful, my son has Black triends in the neighbor-
hood and at school and will see they're ordinary people
like everyone else.

- I like the fact that my child will be exposed to many
different 'people and life styles.

Six Westcott-Thornden respondents made similar comments about

the racially and ethnicallyixed character of their area and

seVeral noted the beneficial effects for their children in 6oth

the present and in the future,
---

The fact that an area is racially mixed is"viewea less

positively by a few of the white parents in LBJ and Tallman-South.

These parents spoke about Black gangs who restrict movement

and jeopardize their family'S safety.

Socioeconomfa--8-eatus

The majority of he comments about neighbor's socioeconomic

status concern care of property and occasionally shared childrearing.

values. The mention of property maintenance is a moderate-

and middle-incom/ area phenomenon and is mainly evident in Liverpool,

Tipperary Hill, and Schiller-Wadsworth. "We never have any
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troubles here," one Tipperary Hill mother said, "I have nice

neighbors, they never bother each other, and they all keep their

houses up." This was repeated by other Tipperary Hill parents

who noted that "people keep up their houses," and that "my neighbors'

work and take care of\their property and themselves." In the

words of a.Shiller-Wadsworth fathelv, his neighbors are "good,

clean people who 3are about their property." Several Liverpool

parents connected property maintenance and their neighbor's

socioeconomic status to the childreaning climate. As one father

put it, "The people here are a much better influence on our

child than in the old neighborhood. They take care of their

houses and have high standards," Another father said that the

neighbors are from the same socjbeconomic background that he

is and that he "likes the fact that, most of them are good,

respectable citizens so I won't have to worry about them

being a bad influence on him." His wife said she would "trade

some of them in for higher socioeconomic status people with

three-year-old children." Piilents in the moderate- and middle-

income areas were much more likely to speak of co-residents

who share the same values -- whether in regard to property maintenance,

childrearing values, or neighboring.

Marital Status

One social characteristic very infrequently mentioned was

marital status. hen it was mentioned in the context of the

neighborhood, it was either in relation to stigma on the child
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or the family's safety. An LBJ single mother reported that

the neighbor's children pick on her son because.he does not

have a father, and a Tallman-South mother had a similar complaint.

More often, howevpr, single mothers worried about their safety,

especially in the three low-income areas, where, as Table 6.1

shows, they tend to be concentrated. These neighborhoods sometimes

have "a lot of drunks staggering around," "vandalism and robbery,"

and bars%where "there is a fight almost every night and rough

people hanging around on the street." Several of the single

women reported incidents not unlike those of these two LBJ mothers:

0.

-We had asmall incident that kind of scared the heck out
of me. Some drunk for some reason thought we had his carton
of cigarettes because he couldn't find them and he threatened
to break through our dooe...he was a big guy and the police
had to wrestle him to get him off our porch.

-People knock on my door at night. It can be real creepy
because everyone around here knows that I'm alone, they
know there isn't a man here to protect us. How do I know
that they won't try to come in here?

. As was the case in the parks, many of these mothers in the three

low-income areas also complain about the gangs of kids who hang

out.

Crime and Safety

Issues of personal safety and fears of people in the neighborhood

come up fairly frequently in the three low-income areas, regardless

of marital status. These concerns and fears nave a clear impact

on both children's activities and parents',sense of well-being.

"I can't even let my kids go out and play unIass me or qy husband
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Table 6.1
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go out and watch. them," a Mother in Lexington-East Fayette said;

"the teenagers smoke reefers in the hallways and drink wine,

and I don't want my kids exposed to that" A Tallman-South

woman reported that "around here everything in the world goes

on -- robbery, rape, dope, everything." She went on to explain

that the way she copes with this is to limit where her children

can go. "They 4an only play in the front yard and there are

only two families they are allowed to visit...." knumber of

parents in these areas report narrowing their geo raphical and

social range as a coping strategy. The followi statement

by one Tallman-South mother represents the viewsf a number

of parents in the lower-indome areas. "We're not that safe...there

rt.

are a lot of criminals on the South Side. We mostly stay in

the house and keep to ourselves." In sum, people .are reluctant

to let their children play in a very widearea and they live

with the daily stresses involved in concern for family safety.

Occasionally p?ents in the moderate- and middle-income

areas mbntioned issues of personal safety, but burglary and

theft are more frequent issues. In response to questions about

neighborhood safety, people in those neighborhoods typically
vo,

responded that:

- It's pretty safe. You've got punky kids here like everywhere
elie. We don't feel scared here.' (Eastwood-North)

a decent neighborhood. Of course I still worry about
them when they are outside, but that's because of the'times
we live in, not this neighborhood. (Tipperary Hill)

- It's safe. There's occasional vandalism but that happens
all over. (Schiller-Wadsworth)
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-If someone broke in, somebody else would see it and report
it. At least in this section of the neighborhood, everybody's
involved and would look out. (Schiller-Wadsworth)

One index of the fact that these areas are usually perCeived

as relatively safe is that parents mo'e often answered the safety

question in terms of traffic, not crime. The exception to this

is Westcott-Thornden, a neighborhood which residents perceive

es a high crime area far both person and property. Safety is

often mentioned as an issue here but many* parents also report

that danger is minimized through a mutual help strategy. "It's

pretty rqugh here, but people -atch out for-each other," was

a frequent observation. The latter sentiment was expreised

by some parents in all neighborhoods, although much less frequently

in the three lower- income ones.

Social Distance Between Neighbors

Safety is one aspect of a more general and persistent theme

involving the intrusiveness of neighbors. Along with the regulation

of neighborhood space, parents are concerned abouc, regulating

social distance. This is initially evident because the majority

of parents make some kind of mment about interpersonal distance

and neighbors, whether it be in terms of the neighbors' noisiness,

the need"for.privacy, minding.bne's own business, antagonism

to coffee klatches, or close personal friendships with neighbors.

These perceptions are suggestive of the view that "people who

share reidential area simply cannot 'ignore each other, because

they are vulnerable to one another" (Suttles, 1972, pg. 50).
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The most blatant form of vulnerability is evident in the handful

of cases where families do not get along at all with their immediate

neighbors. One's neighbors are fairly strategically placed

to wage effective warfare and they can make life, as one mother

pi it, "hell." A few program families have such problems with

immediate.neighbors that they plan to move because of them.

Fc.' the most part, however, the families seem to be striving

for a subtle modus - -v ends which allows them to balance the

need for privacy with the needs for occasional assistance and

at least a modicum of sociability with those in the immediate

area. There appear to be neighborhood differences in the success

wIth which families can achieve such a bgance.

Personal privacy is a very salient issue in the three lower-

income areas. Parents there frequently evaluate their neighborhoods

on this dimension, especially in LBJ. Most often they complain'

of nosey neighbors; occasionally a parent will single out their

area for special praise just because the neighbors are not nosey.

One LBJ mother speaks for many parents when she says, "...some

of them are too nosey...they watch your business and gossip

all the time. tt A few parents in upper-income areas cited instances

of nosey or gossipy neighbots, but these issues are much less

frequently mentioned there. in,the moderate- and midple-income

neighborhoodslparents were more likely to wish there was more

space between ho(ises to provide them with grater privay.

Perhaps no one wished this more fervently than one Schiller-Wadsworth

man. He said several times that he would prefer more distance
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bet4en his house and others; he later revealed that "my boss

lives right next door to us and that's somewhat awkward for

me."

Length of P2sidence

The social character of a neighborhood is also a function

of the length of time its residents have lived there. The ten

program areas differ along this dimension primarily by socioeconomic

status. Figure 6.5 shows that two of the lower-income areas

(Lexington-East Fayette and Tallman-South) and one of the moderate-

income areas cEastwood- North) average less than five years of

residence, the lowest tenure among the ogram areas. The other

low-income area (LBJ) appears to have a h her average than

its counterparts due to the effect of several two-parent families

who have lived in the area a long time. Their tenure masks

the fact that most LBJ residts'have been in the area for two

years or ,less. 10

The three low-income areas aid Eastwood have in common

concentrations of single parents (see Table 6.1) who have lived

in their neighbdrhoods a relatively short time. This point

is even clearer when one examines Figure 6.6. 'Here, most or
n

the neighborhoods with higher numbers of single parents stand
..-

ut: LBJ, Lexington-East Fayette, Tallman-South, Eastwood-North,
...0,

and Westcott-Thornden. Case by case examination shows that

the single parents do tend to be the newest residents of those

neighborhoods. When one looks at only these families who have
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Figure
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Figure 6.6
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moved in the past four years, it appears from Figure 6.7 that

three neighborhoods, LBJ, Tallman-South and Eastwood, contain

people who have moved fairly frequently, an average of three

time0 in four years. In contrast the program families in.Nedrow;

Liverpool, Tipperary Hill, Schiller-Wadsworth, and Westcott-Thornden

have been fairly stable. These places contain a sprinkling

of parents who have lived there all their lives, sometimes even

in the same house.

The interviews suggest some of the implications of neighborhood

stability for parents' perceptions of their safety and of the

interpersonal supports available from the environment. In the

three low-income areas, where personal safety is an issue and

mobility is high, several mothers make a connection between-

their safety, getting to know the neighbors, and longevity.

"Nobody'd hurt anybody around here," one LBJ resident of four

years noted, "I krow everyone, nobody'd bother me." The links

are even more clear in the case of a single Tallman-South mother:

"I feel secure because I've lived in the area for so long -

16 years - and believe people won't harm me or my family and

won't let strangers harm us either. But if I didn't know the

people, I'd be stared because this part of town has a bad reputation.

But, as I said, we feel safe. I'm close to a lot of people

here and we trust each other."

In the preceding section on safety, the point was made

that some of the single mothers in the low-income areas were

very fearful; many of these same women are short -term residents,
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Figure 6.7
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many also speak of isolation and not knowing their neighbors.

These mothers seem to be caught in a trap. As single mothers

with the sole responsibility for childcare, they could use

neighborly assistance, bur their high mobility gives them less

time to establish relationshpa with neighbors who can help

them to cope with a difficult environment.

The sentiments of the Tallman-South woman were echoed by

a few parents in each of the areas with longer-term residents:

-Our neighbors are great. It's an old neighborhood. I

knew my neighbors when I was a little girl and now my children
are meeting and getting to know them. We're a close neighbor-
hood; so many of us have been together for a long, long
time. (Liverpool)

-I c 't think of a better neighborhood in the city. Friendly
peop . Everybody knows everybody; a lot of people have
live here all their lives, including my wife. (Tipperary
Hill)

-When you've,been here a long time you get to know them.
Basically they're friendly. You become so well-acquainted
it feels very secure. There's a'lot of warmth with developing
friendships. (Schiller-Wadsworth)

-I feel safe...it's like a home feeling, as I grew up here.
There are a variety of people here, yet it's also small
enough so it has a sense of community. (Eastwood-North)

There are both advantages and disadvantages to this kind of

neighborhood stability. On the one hand, long-term residents

.know their neighbors, but on the other, the seemingly most stable

areas are also those where the parents.were most likely to complain

about older neighbors and the lack of young families and children:

The physical and social characteristics of the ten neighborhoods

presented thus far provide a sense of how residents perceive

their environments and how the areas differ from one another
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discussion to this point may give too passive an impression

of neighborhoods because it has not fully captured the extent

to which they operate differently as "socializing space," especially

for fmilies with young children. The social ecology of neighborhoods

-- the way neighbors and neighborhood social systems help or

imp the activities and development of parents and children

-- remains to be explored in the next section.

The Social Ecology of Program Neighborhoods

In anticipation of the discussion of neighborhood social

ecology, a point about the parent's role is necessary. Parents

both act and are acted upon in their attempts to work out a

relationship with their surroundings which they feel will be

best for themselves and their families. How they structure

that relationship is a function of a variety of elements, including:

personality expectations of oneself and others in the neighb3ring

role, judgments of neighbors and their i'ikely impact on ,Jne's

children, and estimations of how intensive or controllable the

social surroundings are. The evaluation of these various elements

results in a series of strategies which parents employ to control

the effects of neighborhoods on their families. These strategies

then in turn become part of the ecology.

The interviews contain much information characterizing

interactions with neighbors and assessing their impact on families.
.=

Many responses in the upper-income areas contain indicaq.on:SY
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that systems erate in some neighborhoods to' insure children's

safety and care. The story is very different in the low-income

areas where many parents report that they keep to themselves

to minimize the e ts of an environment perceived as hostile

for children and families. The difference between the low-income

areas on the one hand, and. the moderate and middle ones on the

other, is so dramatic as to t4ecluire the development of many

opposite analytic categories.

The Low-Income Neighborhoods

Parents' concern about the safety of the low-income neighbor-

hoods evident in the preceding sections is accompanied by a

set of worries about the negative influence of other children

and adults in the environment. The parents worry about their

children picking up bad habits and language, their. early exposure

to sex and violence, physical harm from drIrunts or gangs of teenagers,

and the bad influence and example of otheFthildren whom they

feel are allowed to "run wild." These stresses are accompanied

by the la of positive support from others around; these parents

do not report that they can count on others in the area to keep

an eye on the children outside or-rescue them from harm. The'

descripti many of the parents give is one of an antagonistic

4kand uncar n environment where they get little support for parenting.

N. This is reflected in the parents' overall ratings of their neighbor-
ih

hoods. As Figure 6.8 shows, parents in these areas make. the

lowest ratings; their rating falls in the category, "Just barely

on the good side."
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Figure 6.8
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About half of the parents in LBJ mentioned negat've aspects

of the area's interpersonal environment and social interaction.

One mother, for example : felt it was not a good area for raising

children because there are bars on every corner and fights almost

every.night. "I never know what is going to happen and I don't

like the kids around these kinds of people;" she said, "they're

just a bad influence." She feels that the bars affect area

families because parents are there drinking while "their kids

run wild, *so there's no parental control.-..it's bad." Neighborhood

teenagers are having babies, and she worries that "in this neighbor-
t,

hood, children can learn all the wrong things at the wrong ages."

Her children pick up bad language and habits from what they

see and hear and it's hard for her to control this. Another

LBJ mother argues that "people don't care" like the woman upstairs.

They just don't care about anyone else." This woman, she says,

leaves the children alone all day and they fight, cry and swear

until she returns to swear at them. She adds that "we can hear

it all like she's right here." The result is that this mother

does not let her child "associate with no one around, particularly

the children upstairs who are very bad." She also worries about

the drunks because "drunk people are vicious." The attitude

of about half of the U., parents who do not express As many

. of the above kinds of concerns is summarized by another mother,

thus: "I keep to myself. They don't bother me and I don't

bother t em."

Thrl e LBJ mothers did express p A feelings about their

neighbors; one said that her children could play outside without
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"getting beaten up by Black children" as in her older neighborhood

and that her neighbors were "friendly...but not nosey." Another

mother described her neighbors as "just easy to get along with."

Equally important; she said, was that "they're generous, they

will watch the kids." The last of the three wished her neighbors

were more friendly but said her son gets on "fabulously" because

,there are all kinds of people "who are crazy. about him" around.

The picture 'is less /nixed in.Lexington-East Fayette, where

the majority of parents had negitive things to say about the

social ecology. Here, as in LBJ, a number of parents do not

let their children play with others in the area because they

are a bad influence. "Almost everybody here keeps their kidIS

to themselves; they don't let their children play with other

children, or at least they try to prevent it," and so, she added,

"It makeSit hard for the kids to find something to do." Others

cited problems'with theirchildren picking up dirty language,

parents who do not control their children( wild children, exposure

to bad teenage behaviors,and disrespect for others. In the

words of one father, "The one thing I really dislike about the

neighborhood is how some parents just let their kids run wild...I

mean.the kids around he have no discipline. The association

With other kids Is bad; 'cause the kids around here are so bad,

4o I won't let him go outside by pimself." This an worries

because he doesn't "like thet1nflece it (the pressure of teenagers)

has on my kids andthe peer prebsure them." "It's a bad

place for my kids to live, another rother summarized, "they
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are exposed to too many things that they are too yrng to see."

Again, as in LBJ, a 40aer of people said they'didn't know their

neighbors or that "I don't associate with many\p'ople around

here but the few I do deal with are okay." Limiting involvement
r

deems to be the way a number of parents cope with their4rroundings,

with the consequence that some feel isolated and lonely. There

was one parent on the periphery of the neighborhood whose views,

as a couTterpoint to the common one, articulate what others

oy omission say the area lacks. "I feel really good about

the people," she paid, "they are friendly and try to help-if

they are needed. In a time of crisis, everyone'-in the area

would be there to help out."

The themes of keeping to oneself and restricting children

also predominate in Tallman South. It's a dangerous area, one

mother felt, "because the people fight so much." As a result,

her children are "in the house at 6 p.m. every day." "I'm 'afraid

for my three-year-old to play outside, alone," another said,

"because of the bums around here...I don't like the language

they use and when they get started, somebody always gets hurt."

A number of people here echo the view that they cannot let their,

children( play outside alone; "we never let our kids outside

by themlve, not even in daylight." In Tallman South the

adults were often singled out as a problem. "It's the grown-ups

most of the time," one mother argued, "they raise a lot of 'sand.'

It's bad enough when the kids get into figh.ts without having

the grown-ups getting involved and egging thine on." She is
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looking for another place to live because "I can't take it anymore.."

-Another mother had recently left the area and, was interviewed

at her mother's home. She left, she explained, because "the

people who live in the building were always starting trouble"

and her daughter could not go°outside by herself "because of

the glass and all the drunks." She had no friends in the area

and those from outside did not want to visit because "the neighborhood

was so bad."- Older children are clearly a problem in these

areas, not least, as one mother put it, because they "teach

the younger kids to steal and fight and everything0.1se around

here." As in the other low-income areas, most of the parents

who did not express strong negativeiyiews said either that they

didn't know their neighbors or some variant of "I don't bother

them and they dok..t bother me" or "we mind our own business

and they don't bother us.'" Two also added that in their immediate

area, neighbors do try to watch out for one another's property.

Two Tallman-South mothers did have positive views about

their neighbors. One said that she liked the area because "I'm

friends with most of the people and it's 'racially-mixed and

that co ts when you've got mixed kids." She added that everyone

aroiii'd is "cra27 about my three-year-old",and that everyone

there "gets along." This mother, a three-year resident, is

one of the five program parents who had lived in this
44

area more

than 18 montri. The views of the most long-term resident,

who had lived there for 18 years, were cited during the previous

discussion of mobility. She felt the area was nice and safe
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fog people who had lived there a long time and knew people,

otherwise it was "very rough.")

'The cumulative impact of these various neighborhood s;resses

in the low-income"areas seems to foster withdrawal into the

family to avoid harm from an environment felt to be mostly hostile.

Expectations for the social ecology are lowered and there is

an effort to avoid the negative effects of others on the child

and family. As a coping strategy, this is very much akin to

the Suttle's (1972) previously mentioned idea of defended neighbo-

hoods.. In these areas where defensible space and control are

less, detachment may be an effort to exert greater control.

This strategy may carry with it a dilemma. To control

an unsafe and unsupportive environment, parents narrow the social

and physical range for themselves and their children, but this

can impose burdens of its own. These include the point made

in section one, that parents and children, cannot get away from

each other, with possible negative results for each. It may

also create loneliness and isolation for both parents and children

and cut them off from any positive family support the environment

might offer. The children have the double problem of lonely

parents and the lack of access to other people and activities.

The difference between the low- and higher-income areas

is sharp; there were only eight parents.whb complained about

some aspect of other parent's or children's behavior in all
k

of the seven moderate- and middle-income areas. Three of these

complaints came from single parents living in a housing project
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in Salt Springs. In general, parents describe their neighbors

in these seven areas'as friendly, helpful, getting along with

others, respecting privacy, as resources for emergencies, an4

as watchful of other's children. There were certainly complaints

about older neighbors, about an occasionaly nosey or unfiGndly

one and the like, but overall, people have positive conceptions

of the neighborhood's social ecology. As will be apparent,

the contrast between the lower- and higher-incTe areas is of

;two types: statements of opposite characteristic (safe vs.
N

unsafe, caring vs. uncaring neighbors), and statements by omission

'(complaints about the bad influence of neighborhood adults vs.

the lack of such complaints).

The Moderate-Income Neighborhoods

The majority of the Nedrow parents have positive things

to say about adults in the area; "friendly" and "nice" are frequently

used terms. Eight of the families commented on how well people

get along: "The neighbors are friendly, nolanimosity in this

area among any of them," one father said, describing a common

view. People are felt to be considerate of each other and there

is "en underlying cooperation in the neighborhood." Over half

of the parents also mentionea some' variant of the following:

"I can go to the neighbors for help," or "they offer help if

you need it." The adults are perceived as nice to children;

several parents mentioned that the neighbors keep an eye out

for their younger children. Traffic appears to be the main
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constraint against children playing outside, but the general

sense is that children can be outside in the neighborh-Nod without

undue parental concern. The primary complaint is that some

areas do not have enough children, not that there are problems

with those available. Only one family mentioned difficulties

related to childrearing. "Parents have different ideas about

their children's behavior than we do," one NdroW mot r explained.

It
Others allow their kids to do things she will not and this causes

claims of unfairness from her children. She also breaks up

fights but feels other parents think this is unwarranted interference.

In Nedrow; as in the other moderate- and middle-income

areas, the effort to strike a relationship with neighbors which

is close, but not too close, is evident. The sense, reminiscent

of the neighbor's view in Robert Frost's poem, "Mending Wall,"

is that "Good fences make good neighbors'" (1964). Neighbors

were valued if they "are not hanging all over us, which I donit

care for." Or as a Nedrow father described one of the chief

benefits'of his area: "People are friendly, nice, willing to

help out, even if you don't socialize with them" With a few

exceptions, neighbors were valued here if they were friendly

and helpful while respectful of other's privacy. This is in

accord with much previous research on neighboring which suggests

that neighbors sho .d be friendly but that they are unlikely

to be friends. "The neighbor," Keller found in her review of

literature on neighboring, "is the helper in times of need who

is expected to step in when other resources fail" (1968, pg.

I

hb
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29). There 'are a few areas in the higher-inptme neighborhoods
--.,

where the lack of statements about setting boundaries with neighbors

and the.presence of those describing a supportive, close group,

suggest a different set of expectations and solutions to the

issue of the neighboring role.

The majority of program families in Eastwood feel positively

about their neighbors and relations with them. Several stress

how pleased they are to have young families with similar life

styles to enjoy and to count on for day-to-day assistance.

"They're dep'endable," one mother 'said, "we really help each

other in general. We keep an eye on each other's kids -- all

my neighbors are that way." The area was frequently described

as "family-oriented" or as possessing a "family atmosphere."

Dissonance from this common view was exprossed by a single

mother in a housing project. In contrast with three other similarly

situated single motners, she reported that in her complex, "We

really don't have much to do with anyone around here;" she "hates

nosey people" and prefers \ot having people around "borrowing

things." There is only a tiny playground for: the project, she

said, and the children fight here so she "just decided the

hell with it, I'm keeping them inside because I can't be watching

them all the time." In response to the question about safety,

she replied: "Well, things happen here. Ever7one is poor and

things always happen. Nothing has happened to me, but boy,

I keep hearing about things. I don't let my cnildren 'outside

on their own. God, if anytding happened to them!"
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1
Just'a block away in the project are three other single

women with a very different view of the social ecology, one

that suggests their interaction with it is very supportive.

These women describe their neighbors as really nice, helpful,

and, as minding their own business. The most enthusiastic said

that her neighbors are "fantastic" and that they have a "give

and take atmosphere...we always help each other oat." The other

A
children around are "good" kids with the result that she feels

she can trust her three-year-old daughter' with them and "she 11

has a little more independence because of this...I don't have

to constantly keep an eye on her." The older kids are perceived

4
as a benefit, not a problem. Their care of the daughter gives

the mother free time and gives the child access to thingt.her

mother would not have time to do. (The arrangement may also I
beriefit the teenagers as they experience the responsibility

of caring for others*.) There are occasional fights among the 11

parents about whose child misbehaved first, another of the three

single women reported,. but while this "gets on her nerves sometimes...i

ususally blows over -- nothing serious."

The contrast between the first mother who stays to herself

and the other three points up the was in which the environment
Ilk

can be a source of stress or support to a parent and how it

can effect the locus, companions, and nature of children's activities. I
Further, the contrast raises questions about the mother's own

contributions to the social ecology. Are the differences a

function of different expectations of neighbors and self in

I

ts.
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role or of a combination of more complex forces

d frequent mobility? The analysis of the mothers'

pens lip speculation on these questions; tle'results

rative Ecology Project's efforts to alter the scoial

ecology and create more supportive environments may provide

some answers.

Unlike the three lower-incone neighborhoods, the two moderate

and five middle-income areas are typically judged to be either

benign or supportive to family life. This is,evident in the

neighborhood ratings shown in Figure 6.8. With the exception

of Eastwood-North, parents it the seven higher-income neighborhoods

rate their areas between the generally good and very good marks

an the scale. In the interviews, these parents express pride

and attachment to their areas; while a few expressed specific

discontents, no one spoke of the neighborhood as a bad place

to raise a family. The parents' characterizations of the five

middle-income areas, Liverpool, Tipperary Hill, Schiller-Wadsworth,

Westcott-Thornden, and Salt Springs, have much in common. The

focus of most of the parents' views about their neighborhoods,

here as in the low-income areas,. is on people and what they

do or do not do. Taken together, the individual comments reveal

a set of social expectations and relations which lead to a sense

of the neighborhood social ecology as a reasonably comfortable

backdrop for childrearing.
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The Middle-Income Neighborhoods

In the middle-income areas, as in the two moderate ones,

parents very rarely mention that neighborhood children or adults

are a bad influence on their children. Parents describe neigbors

as friendly, if not always as friends. Although not everyone

expresses it, there are hints of on-going and reciprocal systems

of caring in some of the neighborhoods which provide a kind

of social insurance for families in both anticipation and practice.

"The neighborhood -is very good, very good," a Tipperary Hill

father said, "everybody sort of watches out for everybody else."

The neighbors are great, a Schiller-Wadsworth mother reported,

because "they would stick together if they saw anything happening."

Or as a Salt Springs father noted, "I feel very good about the

neighbors. They are people who respect each other and are there

to help if you need it." There are some examples of help given,

but more often people speak as the above Salt Springs, man did,

of assurance that helo would be forthcoming if necessary. This

kind of insurance seems to function as a subtle kind of support

and its existence is cited both by those who describe themselves

as minding their own business and by those who say they have

very close relationships to neighbors. <3

Children in the middle-income areas may be less restricted

than children in low9r-income areas in their run of the neighborhood

because so many ents report that there is a network of watchful

neighbors. "I feel secure letting oui"\kids have the run of

the block," a Westcott-Thorden father "...people throughout
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the neighborhood know my daughter and her sister and they keep

an eye on them." He adds that he and his wife "feel free to

caution other children if they are doing something unsafe-and

I know other people do too." k single mother in. Tipperary Hill

explained that her neighbors look out for her and her sons.

Therefore her boys can play outside and she doesn't "feel that

I have to be looking out the window all the time." She adds,

"People here really do care.... and it's real."

The operation of this, "safety net" for children does not
4

seem to be dependent on close ties with neighbors but is reflective

of a larger sense of neighborhood responsibility. One Salt

Springs mother, who said that her neighbors keep an eye on her

three-year-old and another daughter while they are playing, sunnarize

the views of a number of others when.she paid: "There are good

people around. I don't know many intimately but everyone has

a commitment to the neighborhood." The benefits for parents

ip this are likely to be two-fold: children are relatively

safe but not always underfoot, and in sense, the parent is

sharing some of his or her child-watching and perhaps childrearing

4. responsibilities with others. The parents idthese areas trust

others in their, environment, for the most part, and as a result

do not live with constant worry about negative environmental

influences. In that sense, the social ecology becomes almost

a backdrop for childrearing, whereas in the lower-income areas,

the negative behavior of others appears to be much more in the

foreground of people's concerns.
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As one would expect, there are differences among the five

middle-income areas in terms of factors such as the knowledge

and closen to others, satisfaction with age groupings and

the like, but the- d to be differences of degree rather than

kind. The perceptions the Westcott-Thornden parents are

the only exception. These p ople characterize their neighborhood,

with almost ideological fervor, as one approaching the ideal

type of a close and secure community. In the parents' words,

Westcott-Thornden is a place where:

-People are friendly, warm, supportive. They'help each
other. There's a real sense of neighborliness, an old-fashioned
value. Maybe because of the transitional nature of the
area with the staffents, the few that make it their home
are drawn closer to get to know each other.

-People have similar values about childrearing and we can
send. the kids out to play knowing they will be allowed
to do similar things with relatively similar kinds of super-
vision.

-I like the sense of community, the different ages -- mix
of old and young and the fact that it's interracial.

-I like the sense of neighborhood4 knowing a lot of people...

°,..ople are friendly and extend themselves. We have neighbors
we can count on and vice versa,. The people who live here
care about this area. They ke a point of getting to
know each other. I like th feeling of community and neighbor-
liness.

-Even in this day of fragmentation and the direction the
world is unfortunately taking away from ' community,' somehow
our neighborhood has ttetained that quality and that makes
it all tge more'valuab e to us. The sense of community,
neighborliness, common enter.prise.

Sometimes, similar comments were made about other neighborhoods

but not with the frequency they were made by Westcott-Thornden

parents. In the other neighborhoods when comments about ve.'y
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e

supportive and close relationships are, made about neighbors,

usually the respondent is someone who has lived a long time

in the area.

There'are some scattered remarks that indicate a desire

to go beyond the neighborhood norm of friendly and cordial relation-

ships to more old-fashioned neighborliness in the middle-income

areas. "I would like to know the people who just moved in,"

a Schiller-Wadsworth mother mused, "I would like it to be the

kind of neighborhood where if people moved in, everyone went

over and brought them a cake or something to welcome them."

But, she continued, "The way it is now, people move and you

don't even know it for months, it's like every family for themselves."

It is unclear whether such sentiments merely reflect nostalgia

or something more which parents are willing to act upon to create

closer and more actively supportive environments for families.

The interviews are largely silent on the question of how people

get to know one another, but they do provide clues that common

values, similar age, time to get to know the area, and mutual

respect for privacy facilitate the process.

Constrasting Housing Complexes

The higher-income areas by and large are perceived as more

supportive of family life, but there are exceptions, the most

notable of which is a group of single mothers in the Springfield

Gardens housing complex in Salt Springs. They constitute a

separate niche with a social etiology contrary to that reported
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by other neighborhood parents. Their perceptions contain many

of the same themes voiced by parents in lower income areas.

People don't watch or discipline their own children much less

e
assume any resporsibility for others, childre JUR bad language

and set a bad example for others, and pare& I s withdraw from
.

I

contact with neighbors because its "all right here, as long

as you mind your own business." The key element that is lacking

seems to be concern for others: "It's funny," one of the women

said, "nobody_hdiers with anybody else." For parents, this

imposes the following sort of problem:

- ....people du 't seem to have,any sense around here. If
my son is playing at someone else's house and its getting
dark, they never think of sending him home, so I have to
go out and yell all over the neighborhood for him...people
just don't care.

The social ecology of this niche is in marked contrast

to that described by another group of single mothers in Eastwood-NOrth

Who also live in a housing project. The two groups of mothers

have similar characteristics, as Table 6.2 shows, but apparently

experience different neighborhood dynamics. In the Eastwood

case, the women describe neighbors who care and the ways

which this supports them and their children. While more compapsons

of ckground characteristics might reveal an explanation, these

two n ches may also constitute evidence for the kind of "neighborhood

effect" Garbarino hypothesizes.

The Whole and Its Parts

In a selective review of literature on neighborhoods, Garbarino
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BLE 6.2

Comparison of Sel cted Characteristics

of Mother

race ae

in Two Singk! Parent Niches

years months hours a
of in month in

education area childcare

weekly
maternal
work hours

Eastwood

Ms. A Black 28 10 24 170 38

Ms., B White 22 11 24 140 0

Ms. C White 38 12 14 120 20

Salt-Springs

Ms. D White 23 12 18 36 40

Ms. E White 26 i2 13 48 G

Ms. F White 22 10 12 36 0
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found that there is increasing evidence that a family's neighborhood

context, defined in terms of social support, the demographic

characteristics of neighbors, and overall neighborhood physick

characteristics, affects a family's capacity to function as a

childrearing system (Garbarino, 1980). He concluded that "it

seems the richness of a parent's social environment is a significant
C

influence on the adequacy of the childrearing thkt parent provides"

(pg. 188). He himself studied two neighborhoods, one at high-

and the other at low-risk for child abloe, to see how the neighbor-

hoods differ. He found that parents in the high-risk area,

though socioeconomically similar to those in the low risk area,

had less positive evaluations-of the neighborhood for childrearing

,s1
and a general pattern of "social impoverishment" (pg. 196).

These results would suggest that simply examining socioeconomic

differences among neighborhoods does not capture some of the

crucial differences among them as contexts for childrearing.

Garbarino offers a challenge in this regard; "To validly speak

of a 'neighborhood effect,'" he argues, "we need to show that

'the whole is greater than the sum of its parts,' that the same

family would be more at risk in one neighborhood than another"

(pg. 196). The parent's perceptions examined in this chapter

have important limitations. They are static and individual -

istic, and as a result, cannot tell us about all the processes

that underlie differences, such as that between the single parent

nicheS in Eastwood and Salt Springs. However, the analysis of

parents' perceptions of their neighborhoods has suggested some
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of the ways in welch the influence of the neighborhood on families

is greater than the sum of the component parts. In conclusion,

we turn now to sAirramarize the ways in which these neighborhood

characteristics affect parents and their children's activities.

Young Families and Neighborhoods

The parent's perceptions suggest that the neighborhood,

as.a physical, social, -and social ecological space, can promote

or inhibit support, security, and-activities important for parents

and children. Neighborhood dynamics have an active impact;

neighbors and what they do or do not do are the key to whether

or not the neighborhood is seen as harmful or beneficial to

families with small children. There variation in tne parents'

views within each neighborhood, but there appears to be even

greater variation between the three low-income and seven moderate-

and middle-income areas. Neighborhood factdg are both more
A

negative and more'intrusiye for 'families in the low-income areas.
4

Furthermore, unlike higher-income parents who dislike their

neighborhoods and plan to move to more accomodating ones, the

lower income families have less margin to move and less choice

of place when they do. In that sense, poor families can pick

neither their neighbors nor theirrelatives.

By and large, families in the low-income areas describe

their neighborhoods as hostile or at best, beragn. Those in

the higher-income areas describe them as benign at worst, and

supportive at best. Environmental factors create/stress and
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provide little support for low-income parents. They report

continual concern for their children's safety and the lack of

adequate play space. Parents worry about the influence of their

children's playmates on them and frequently restrict their children

to the home, as a result. They fear the effects of the children's

exposure to the seamier side- of the adult world in evidence

in the neighborhood. They feel they have little privacy and

little control over events, places,and people in the immediate

environment and that this has negative effects on their children.

\The stresses impact directly and indirectly on the child, directly

through things such as curtailed activities and lack of play

space or playmateS, and indirectly through increased stress

on the parents. The stress is accompanied by the lack of supports

which parents in higherrincome areas often report are available.

These supports include 'the sense of well being that comes from

living in an area where neighbors are perceivd as caring and

helpful. Parents in the higher,- income areas more frequently

report friendly contacts with lathe: adults in the area and the

personal enjoyment they derive from them. Those in low-income
4.

areas often ddbcribe themselves as deliberately isolated, at

least from extensive interchanges wAth neighbors.

This qualitative analysis of parents' reports about their

neighborhoods suggests a numbe of hypotheses which cowl tae

tests in a quantitative examin ion of the effects of neighborhood

on 'family life. Those hypotheses are presented in Table 6.3

6.9. They all distinguish neighborhoods where families are
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Table 6.3

Hypotheses Relating to the
Effects of Neighborhood on Family Life

1

1. Parents In low-income neighborhoods will have more negative overall
assessments of their environment than those in higher income areas.

LA. Parents in low-income areas will perceive people in the neigh-
borhood as a source of stress while those in upper-income areas
will report them as a source of support.

1B. Single
»

motheis luring, in Cov-income areas will report more
overall neighborhood streams than those living in upper-income
areas (controlling for mother's income).

IC. Parents of daughters who live in low-income areas will report
more overall stress frOm the neighborhood than their counter-
parts in higher-income areas.

2. Parents in low-income areas will have more negative and lower positive
perceptions of title child than those in highevincome areas due to the
constraints the neighborhood places on mobility, sociability, and
psychological sofce for both parent and child.

2A. Parents in low-income neighborhoods will report more stress
related to the child's behavior than those in higher-income
areas.

2B. Single mothers livIng in low-income neighborhoods will report
more stress and less support related to child behavior than
thos,4, living in higher-income areas.

2C. YarentS of sons living'in low-income neighborhoods will report
more stress and less support related to their son'stbehavior
than their counterparts in higher-income areas.

3. Parents in luw-income areas will have more negative and fewer positive
perceptions of themselves as parents than those in higher-income areas,
due in part to their feelings of inability to control the environmental
influences on the child_

4. Children of parents living in lower-income areas will engage in fewer
independent activities than their higher-income counterparts.

5. Parents of children living in low-income areas will perceive them as
having more problems in areas of interpersonal behavior than will the
paren:s of children living in higher-income areas.
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poor from those populated by moderate- and middle-income families.

Outcome variables of interest include perceptions of self as
ti

parent, the child, an people in the neighborhood, and child

development processes a d outcomes (participation in activities

independen of parents, development of interpersonal skills).

Pare ts' perceptions of-themselves and others, childrens'

activiti s (both with and without their parents), and the performance

of chil
1

en in settings beyond the home are all themes of central

interest to the Family Matters program. If a neighborhood has

impact upon parents and children which is "greater. than the

sum of its parts", then the'same will be true of its impact

upon a restricted program of support for family life. What

will be the "neighborhood effect" upon parent-child oriented

home-visiting and cluster-building efforts? Will there be differences

in effect between neighborhoods of the same socio-economic character,

as well as between low- and middle-resource areas? We will

return to these questions in Charter 9, where the primary focus

is onimplications for program delivery and impact.

.
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CHAPTER 7

SOCIAL NETWORKS AS I FORMAL SYSTEMS OF SOCIAL SUPPORT

"Moncrieff M. C chran and Margaret L. Campbell

Conceptual and Methodological Orientation

Introduction

l'w

hat is a social network? Barnes (1972) and Wolfe (1978)

ar e convincingly that fOr many users of the teft, it has really

been no more than a metaphor, a figure of speech in which the

social links that an individual -- or set of individuals --

has with others are likened to the connecting strands of a net.

/ As a figure of speech the phrase has limited usefulness; it

is of value as a literary point of departure or orienting concept

but without clearly specified meaning in the scientific sense.

When we try to endow the network metaphor with meaning,

we find that in fact it means different things to different

people. That is, the term: social network', is being u as

an analogue for a number*of different general concepts which

are of interest to ..academics and practitioners of varying persua3ions;

concepts like community (Fischer et al., 1977; Wellman, 1979),

the primary group (Gottlieb, 1979), kinship (Adams, 1968), and

out -of -home social activities (Hess et al., Note 1). Lewis

The authors would like to extend their gratitude to David
Riley and Mary Lerner without whose many contributions
this chapter would not have been possible. Special appreciation
is also extended, to Sam Morrie for his invaluable contributions
to variable-construction and data management. The authors
and the chapter further benefitted fran the cross-cultural
insights Jill Lewis provided on network functioning.

A
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(Note 2) has pointed out that in logic an analogy is the inference

that. if two or more things agree with one another in one or
a

More respects, they will probably agree in yet others. It is,

then, essential that we begin by clearly identifying the general

conceptual domain or area of inquiry from which we are drawing

an analogy to social network.

In the Comparative Ecology of Human Development Project,

we set out to study, "the capacity (of urban American environments)

to serve as support systems to parents and other adult's directly

involved in the care, upbringing and education .of children"

(Bronfenbrenner and Cochran, Note 3). 'Thus our most general

interest is in support systems We distinguish conceptually

between formal and informal supports, deriding informal supports

as those persons to whom a parent turns for assistance in their

roles as relatives, neighbors, and friends. The social relationships

involved are of a non-contractual nature. Parents maintain

a number of such relationships simultaneously, and by referring

to them as systems, we imply tha#t these sets of relations have

some logical integrity. Thus,.informal systems of social support

can be distinguis ed from formal systems of support availabletl,

to families with childrenldren (see "supports," in Chapter 4).

The social networks concept is of interest to us to the

extent that an analogy can be drawn between It and informal

social support systems. Examined at the level of metaphor,

there appear to be similarities between the two ideas; both

involve sets of relationships which are social in character.

We are prepared, therefore, to assume that they are to some

extent analogous, and there is some precedent for making that
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assumption (Stack, 1974). ThAs assumption provides us with

substantial scientific advantage, for the social networks concept

has been carried well beyond the level of metaphor by scholars

from both sociology (Fischer, 1976; Wellman and Leighton, 1979)

and anthropology (Barnes, 1954; Bott, 1957; Boissevain and Mitchell,

1973), and is beginning to be utilized by others in psychology

(Gottlieb, 1979) and family studies (Cochran and Brassard, 1979;

Tietjen, Note 4). The structural and relational elements of

social networks have been specified and operationalized by these

scientists, and this process has contributed to and been buttressed

by both theory- building. and empirical research. No equivalent

advances have been made in relation to the concept of informal

social support systems, but having drawn the earlier analogy

it becomes appropriate to utilize the progress made in one area

of inquiry in behalf of efforts to better understand theother.

Before going further, we need to acknowledge the caution

about support system studies offered by Wellman in his recent

paper (1981) entitled "Applying network analysis to the study

of support." In it he reminds us that to assume that all network

ties are supportive is, as he puts it, "to oversimplify the

nature of ties and networks" (pg. 3). In the passage which

follows, Wellman identifies at least four r asons why the term

support system must not be applied in a rest ctive and simplistic

We all know intuitively that ties are not) always
supportive; that support is transmitted in variable,
Often ambiguous ways; that people often participate
in several social networks in different spheres of
their lives. However, the "support system" concept
negates this sound intuitive knowledge of the complexi-
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ties of ties and networks by denoting a single system
composed only of supportive social relations. Its -
focus on a simple "support/nonsupport" dichotomy de-
emphasizes the multifaceted, often contradictory
nature of social ties. Its assumption that suppoitive

-- ties form a separate system isolates them from a person's_overall n work of interpersonal ties. Its assumptiOn
that all of, ese supportive ties are connected to
each other i one integrated system goes against empiri-
cal reality and creates the dubious expectation that
solidarity systems are invariably moredesirable,
Its assumption that there are no conflicts of interest

,between "supporters" invokes the false premise of
a common good (pg. 3).

In. this research, we have tried hard not to make any of the

assumptions that Wellman warns against (Cochran and Brassard,

1979). Network members are recognized as having the capacity

to provide both stress and support to parents and children.
^Care is taken to distinguish between different sectors of the

network, recognizing that each can play a somewhat different

part in the daily life of parents. Solidarity, while not .a

major focus of this research, is certainly not viewed as the

be-all and end-all of social .rganization. At the same time,

we are interested in where parents turn for material and emotional

support, whether they organize those resources in ways that

suggest conscious,' thoughtful action on their parts, and how

the patterns that emerge might be related to the shio-economic

resources that they have at their command.

Mitchell (1969) points out that there are differences in

terminology and emphasis even in the specification of the elements

making up the socialnetwork. He argues that, once operationalized,

virtually all of what are referred to by researchers as sdcial

networks turn out to be partial rather than complete, because

it is difficult (if not impossible) to map all of th_ relational

bonds existing among a set of individuals. It iNlogical to
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assert from this observation that what gets included in a given

'empirical study depends upon the nature of the research questions

under investigation. Since the general question of interest

to us is how access to and utilization of informal systems of

social support Vfect parents' attitudes toward and activities

with their chil en, we identified a number of related themes

for use as guides in the establishment of priorities for the

analysis of the array of network variables available to us.

These themes are intended to capture major lines of thinking

emphasized in the literature related to informal supports for

parents. The themes themselves cannpt be directly operationalized;

they are represented in our'analyses by constructs, which consist

of fully specifiesables and variable combinations. These

4%constructs are heavily, ,influenced by, and in several instances

directly represent, the dimensions of the social network reflected

in the networks literature. 41n the mat ial which follows,

we begin by presenting our social support4elated themes, and

then introduce separately the key constructs we feel are related

to those 4'hemes. The themes and constructs are then linked

to one another, and priorities for data analysis established.

This first section of Chapter 7 ends with a summarizing discussion

of data preparation.

Er212212elated Conceptual Themes

Five concepts which are, in our view, related to the Major

dimensions of informal social support systems are presented

and discussed briefly below. Several criteria were used to

select these concepts, which first are solidly rooted i6 the

9 4
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theoretical traditions of the social scieaces. Second, the

concepts are useful as ways of understanding the possible effects/

of our intervention program on participati g families. Finally,

these concepts provide a necessary bridge between the ill-defined

"informal support system" and its aaalogue, the personal social

network.

Social participation - This, the most general of our themes,

has its theoretical roots in the sociology of Durkheim and Tonnies

and the psychology of Mead and Kelly. Social connectedness

is posited as the foundation for the development of a well-integrated

sense of self in relation to others, a commitment to other-oriented

social values, and a concept of community. There is some evidence

that involvement in social activities, outside the immediate

family is related to better mental health (Cobb, 1976), attitudes

toward oneself as a parent (Abernethy, 1973), and parent-child

activities (Hess et al., Note 1), and that there is a relationship

between social isolation and child abuse (Elmer, 1974; Parke
)

and Collmer, 1975). T e concept of connectedness is poorly

defined, however, and not well understood. Is any connectedness

enough to ensure mental health and normal functioning, or does

it make a difference with whom the connections are maintained?

Are the types of exchange engaged in with social contacts impOrtant?

Does it matter whether they are oblitory or voluntary? These

questions imply a need to be sensitive to variations in role,

in type of exchange, and in access to rescurces as the patterns

of social participation by parents are compared with one another.

Social role relations - The social role most closely associated

with the network is kinship. The study of kinship systems has

21
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long been the province of the anthropologist, and the extended

family is clearly a partial network of major significance (Young

& Willmott, 1957; Adams, 1968; Minturn & Lambert, 1964).

While kinship ties are traditionally associated with a

greater degree of obligatory behavior than are ties with others,

one must not assume that non -skin are-ttherefore of less importance

to parents.`' The catch-all non-kin category can be further distinguished

by role; certainly neighbor and workmate are role relations

well documented as having their own meaning and characteristics.

There is an extensi 2.12dy, of literature focused on neighbors

and neighboring (Warren & Warren, 1976),-,some of which is undertaken

within the social networks framework (Cubitt, 1973). While

the particular role-related characteristics of the workmate

as network member are less clearly articulated, the socializing

power of the workplace has been studied in some depth (Kohn,

1977) and discussed in relation to its effects on social participa-

tion hioreigenerally (Wilensky, 1961).

There is also a substantial body of literature on the subject

of friendship, which cuts across the categories just delineated

and may have its origins in earlier social experiences (former

schoolmate, former neighbor, etc.). Friendship can be combi

with the neighboring, kinship, and workmate roles, and needs

to be better understood in relation to them (Stack, 1974; Kapferer,

1969).

No systematic effort has been made to understand how people

in 1,:,ese different roles contribute to the informal social support

systems of.young parents. Do kin and non-kin serve different

functions for parents in need of assistance? What significance
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might the marital status of the parents have for such functioning?

Is there ethnic varilation in these patterns? The selection

of role relations as a conceptual theme with high priority has

led to the development of constructs which permit analyses that

atdress these kinds of questions.

Emotional support - The content of each relationship contained

in an informal social support system may include elements of

either An Prnotinnal.or an instrumental nature, or some of bosh

kinds of support (Caplan, 1974). There is some recent evidence

to indicate that for parents, emotional support is especially

important in relieving stress. (,Belle, ;Dote ,5, McAdoo, Note 6),

and for that reason we have given it conceptual prominence in

the baseline study. At the same time, instrumental assistance

directly related to family life stage, like childrearing information

and child care, could have a more direct bearing upon the develop-

ment of the child and so also deserves our immediate attention.

Historical depth - There is reason to believe that the

maintenance of long-term relationships, as in the case Of kin,

can both provide stability and at the same time be a constraining

influence in the development of young adults (Wellman, 1981;

Bott, 1957). Historical rootedness need not be limited to social

relat)pris with kinfolk, long-term, continuous residence in the

same neighborhood or community often produces non-kin relationships

of long standing. And the larger the number of people that

a parent has known for a long time, the greater the probability

that they know each other, especially if most of them live in

the same geographic area. Because rootedness in a tightly knit

set of social relations can be both bane and blessing, it is
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important to understand the circumstances-under which such social

systems are perceived of as su ortive or stressful.

Exchange specialization - What makes the provider of informal

social support really important to a parent? Is, it the particular

assistance provided that is crucial, or the feeling oSAknowing

that one or more people can be counted on to help regardless

of the nature of the-need? Little is known about parents' feelings

of stress or supportedness, particularly as those feelings

might- relate to how specialized or multi- purpose their relationships

are with those to whom they turn in their social circles (Barnes,,

1972; Wellman,, 1981). This theme has in common with role relations

(see earlier) the possibility of certain Kinds of combinations

emt:ging as especially supportive under certain parental circumstances

(relative who is neighbor; relationship proviiing exchanges

of emotional support as well as sound advice and crisis baby-

sitting).

Empirically Grounded Constructs

Because the conceptual themes just discussed are grounded

much more in theory than in empirical reality, it becomes necessary

when addressing them to rely upon inference based on the use

of constructs which can be operationalized and can with justifica-

tion be said to represent our themes of interest Those constructs

are listed on the left hand side of figure 7.1 and linked on

the right with the themes that they are intended to represent.

The reader can see, then, that constructs combine to address

themes; for instance, social participation is represented by

centeredness, resource strength, network reserve, and hanogeneity.
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EMPIRICALLY GROUNDED CONSTRUCTS

Centeredness
Resource Strength

Multi-strandedness
Intensity

Satisfaction
Supportivdhess

Network Reserve
Homogeneity

Centeredness
Resource Strength

Multi-strandedness
Intensity

Satisfaction
Supportiveness

Network Reserve
Homogeneity

Centeredness
Resource Strength

Multi -strandedness

Intensity
Satisfaction

Supportiveness
Network Reserve

Homogeneity

Centeredness
Resource Strength

*Multi-strandedness
Intensity

Satisfaction
Supportiveness

Netwcprk Reserve

Romogeneity

Centeredness
Resource Strength

Multi-strandedness
Intensity

Satisfaction
Supportiveness

Network Reserve.
Homogeneity-

7.10

CONCEPTUAL THEMES

Social Participation

..1Ii.Ml.

Social Role Relations

Emotional Support

Historical Depth

Exchange Specialization

Figure.7.1

'*tst
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The constructs are presented below I order of priority for

our analysis; they are briefly defined and described in terms

pf the actual .variables used to build them.

Centeredness - We define centeredness as the degree that

a parent's network is dominated'by individuals in a particular

role. The majorNistinction is between kin and non-kin, but

non-kin can be further subdivided to distinguish .neighbors,

workmates and other friends. It is also possible to distinguish

dominance from predominance, the former referring to prevailing

influence through transactions and the latter tc greater frequency

of membership within one particular role category than in others.

The reader might remember (NIE Report, May 19801 that the

membership in the network is generated hly the parent in "esponse

to a request for "people you are in contact with from time to

time, who are important to y.ou in one way or another." Required

obes consist of neighbors, relatives, workmates, schoolmates,

organization and agency contacts, and other friends, in that

order. Thus, for the purposes of this report, the predominance

aspect clf centeredness is oPerationalized with the following

variables, only a few of which are retained throughout cur entire

analysis sequence:

-size of kin sector,* broken down into immediate and extended
kin

-size of non-kin sectors, broken down into schoolmates,
workmates, neighbors, organizational contacts, agency contacts,
and.other friends

* A sector is the membership in a partial network made up
of contacts who sha3, the same role relationship with the
parent.
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The dominance dimension df centeredness we operationalize

cohlbining the size variables listed above with information gathered

about the content cif the exchanges taking place between parent

and each network member. That information is elicited by a

series of questions of the following sort: /Is there anyone

on this list who you turn to for (content category)?" The content

variables included in this report are:

-babysitting tg,-

-childrearing advice

-borrowing (small things)

-illness

-financial assistance

-work-related issues

-emotional support

A combination of these content ,categories with the role differenti-

ations can tell us: for instance. how dominated emotional support

is by relatives, or baby-sitting by neighbors. Later in this

chapter we explain how correlational evidence has been used

to justify collapsing these seven exchange variables into a

smalldr set of "derived" exchanges.

Resource strength refers to the reported use parents make

of network members for the excnange of social and material resources.

The resource categories used in this research have already been

specified above in relation to the concept of role dominance.

They can be summed across roles by content category. For analysis

'purpbses, we have combined several categories to produce five

diMens4ons of resource strength at the derived variable level:
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-child-related

-practical

-financial

,-emotional

-work-related

7.13

The five categories of resource availability provide summary

information about the nature of what actually flows along the

links of a network. the emphasis is on the nature of relationships

rather than simply on the structure of social relations (roles).

With this construct we can begin to differentiate among the

various typeS of network resources availale to parents, and,

based on this knowledge, predict the specific arenas within

which parents with certain combinations of resources will be

'perceiving both external and internal sources of support and

stress.

Multi-strandedness - When Barnes (1972) distinguishe6 between

single-stranded and multiplex relations, he is pointing cut

that dyadic relationships almost invariably have more than one

content. He is inclined to define content in very general,

role-related terms, like male-female, rich-poor, white-Black,

and buyer-seller. While roles interest us, we will also pay

particUlar attention, to relations which are single- or multi-strande

along the exchange dimension. Thus for us, multi-strandedness

refers to one or more dyadic relationship for which the parent

reports two or more pre-selected role or exchange contents.

We use the terms "role multi-strandedness" and "exchange multi-

strant;edness" to distinguish the two major categories of relational

content.
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When diNtingishing multi- from single-stranded relationships

for the purposes of analysis, we have created the following

derived variables:

Role Multistrandedness:

-any two roles

-relative plus one other role

-any two non-kin roles

-relative and neighbor

Exchange Multistrandedness:

-number of network members involved in four exchange
types

-number of network members involved in three exchange
types

-number of network involved in two exchange types.

The data are aggregated in a'wa:y which makes it possible to

distinguish among the particular combinations of exchange content

,being provided by network members, but those more elaborate

analyses will hot be included in this report. When speci is

content'combinations are examined in greater detail, we will

be especially interested in those which combine emotional support

with one or more instrumental exchanges.

By making the distinction between single- and multi-stranded

relationships we are able to identify more specialized and general-

purpose relationships within networks, and to examine how greater

or lesser specialization affects parents' perceptions of stress

and support in other areas of their lives. We also wonder,

when parents distinguish the most important relationships in

their personal networks from those of lesser importance,/ whetner

multi- trandedness is a criterion used in making that distinction.

tensit - This construct represents an attempt to capture

the affective depth of a network tie. Epstein (1969) describes
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intensity as the relative willingness of the anchoring person

(parent) to forgo other, considerations in order to fulfill the

needs of a network member or make demands upon that member.

He distinguishes between the affective and obligatory aspects

of intensity. At this stage in our analysis we are operationalizing

intensity only in categorical terms; that is, as those relationships

which the parent defines as "most important" to her or him "for

whatever reason." The parent is asked to 1 ok at the list of

names generated early.in the network intervie and sele.ct from

the total. "those who are most important to you." What emerges

from this process is an "inner circle" of relatives, neighbors,

and friends which we call the primary circle. Thus intensity

-fs, is addressed by us with the description "most important." Analysis

of primary circle membership will provide us with a clearer

idea of just what attributes primary circle members share.

Variables of interest in measuring intensity include, then:

-primary circle membership

- exchange multi-strandedness which includes emotional support
(see earlier).

- frequency of contact

-duration of non-kin relationships (how long the parent
has known the network member).

Supportiveness - The relation3nip6 that parents have with

members of their personal social netwo ks are not always positive.

On the contrary, parents can be embedded in a set of relationships

which create a great deal of stress and interfere with growth-producing

childrearing patterns (Olds, Note 7; Belle, Note 5). It is,

then, reasonable to characterize personal networks as more or
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less supportive based upon how dominated they are by "difficult"-k

relationships. While reasonable in theory, however, accurate

designation of network links along the supportiveness continuum

is not easy to operationalize. Relationships tend not to

be wholly supportive or unsupportive; rather they consist of

more and less helpful elements, the sum of which can only be

assessed by the parent her or himself, who is sensitive to the

unique combination of demands and expeCtations which make up

her/his particular situation.

Our method for assessing, at least crudely, the less as

well as the more supportive aspects of parenLs' netwol'ks was

to ask *Looking at your entire list of contacts, could you tell

me whether you sometimes have a hard time getting along with

someone? I mean that you might disagree or be in conflict with

this person a fair amount of the time'." Because specific member

of the network are being identified as difficult, it is possible,"'

to describe in some detail the content of exchanges with these

individuals, and their personal characteristics. For purposes

of the analyses reported here, however, we limit ourselves to

the following variables related to "difficult" contacts:

-total number of difficult members per network

-number of, difficult kin members per network

-number of difficult non-ki-n members per network

Satisfaction - Unlike those preceding, the construct satisfaction

does not originate from within the network tradition. Here

we are treating t4e social network as a system of informal support,

and asking the parent to evaluate it those terms. Thus satis-

faction with the network represents a subjective evaluation
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of how well it meets the self-imposed expectations of the parent.

More phenomenological than the rest of our constructs, satisfaction

is designed to capture th weaning of a particular network configur-

ation to a given parent.

Satisfaction is measured both in relation to several general

categories of support, and to the network as a whole. So after

asking who the parent turns to for childcare and advice, we

ask "How do yOu feel about the amount of support that you have

when it comes to being a parent?" We ask the same kind of question

again after learning who provides.,t-KIParent with personal and

emotional support. Then at the end of the interview we ask

"How satisfied are you with the people you know and do things

with?" Three variables have been coded for analysis, each on ,

a five point scale:

- satisfaction with support in parenting role

-satisfaction with personal support

- overall satisfaction

Network Reserve - One of the impoAant attributes of an

informal, support system is its capaCity to respond to the needs

of parents when they are in crisis. In fact, the support network

has been defined as those persons available tothe individual
k

in times of crisis. Thus one can distinguish between the resou ces

potentially available to a parent from network members, and

those act ally being utilized at any given moment. Another

distiivetion of importarice is between exchanges with network

members during period of crisis in the life of a family and

those occurring during relatively calm times.
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We have not yet operationalized the network reserve construct.

One way to do so would be through an examination of what we

referito later in this chapter as the "peripheral network."

Another way might be to identify-individuals within the total

network who live within reasonablre proximity of the family but

with whom exchanges are relatively specialized and contact infrequent.

These explorations and analyses represent opportunities for

the future.

Homogeneity - This construct, also refered to as diversity,

refers to how similar or dissimilar in social and personal characterist s

IInetwork members are to the parent (Cochran & Brassard, 1979).

The two major components of this construct, as.we use it, are

li
personal characteristics and broader societal position, or socioeco-

nomic status. The personal characteristics of network members

that we have documented are age, sex, number of children under

age 10, race, ethnic origin, and religion. For socioeconomic 11

status we have only occupation, and that only for network members

IIwho show up at the primary level. While a number of homogeneity-

related variables have been created and are available for analysis,

II
they are not a main focus of this report.

4.
Before leaving this discussion of key constructs, it is

important to underline for the reader an overriding conceptual

distinction which will become more crucial later in the chapter II-.

when we_vre examining the demographic, hd'n.etwork charicteristics

predicting the parent's satisfactionwith the help- and support

provided by her network. There is a differentiation mad4 in I
the network literature between the structural and relational

properties of networks. Addressing that'd.ittinction vis a vis 1

2Go 1
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parents and childreq, Cochran and Brassard (1979) refer to relational

characteristics as those aspects of the personal network which

either evolve out of or directly affect the interactions between

parent or child and network member. Thus the relations are

dyadic, and the focus is on the nature of the link itself.

Structural properties of networks, on the other hand, transcend

individual membership and affect the beliefs, attitudes, and

expectations shared by the network membership as a whole. In

the discussion which follows, two of the contructs presented,

might be thought of as structural in character, centeredness, t4

and homogeneity. Five others (resource strength, resource reserve,

supportivdness, multistrandedness, and intensity) involve what

goes on in the) relations between parent and network members,

and so can be called relational. The eighth construct, satisfaction

with the network, is perception by the parent rather than

a characteristic of the network, and so cannot be included within

the same conceptual frame. Instead network satisfaction is

better thought of as associated with the concept of support,

because the defining of social resources as "supportive', involves

phenomenological as well as objective considerations.

A number of key networks concepts are not reflected in

the constructs underlying our analyses which we discussed above.

Perhaps most conspicuous by their .absence are the concepts of

density (Bott, 1957) and directionality (Kapferer, 1969). Both

concepts are of interest to us, but neither proved feasible

to pursue with the limited resources at our disposal. Those

issues of exclusion and inclusion are discussed in our report

to NIE dated May 23, 1980. We wish to emphasize here that,
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in our view, studies utilizing the concept of personal social

network which do not easure density or ny other single network

construct, are no less important than those hick do. They

are simply different studies undertaken for d fferent purposes.

Data Preparation

Preparation of Social Networks data for baseline analysis

has involved two major steps, ,The first step, that of variable

creation, required that raw data measured at the level of individual

-.00) network member be summarized at the' parent or respondent level..

Variable Creation - As a result of this process of aggregating

raw data at the parent level, two types of empirical variables

have been constructed, which we refer to as first-order and

second-order derived. First-order derived variables correspond

to aggregated data; they include all those empirical variables

which are simple counts, or tallies, of the number of contacts
A

or functional exchanges at different network levels (i.e., total,

peripheral, functional, and primary networks). Examples of

first- order derived variables include "size" and "exchange

content."

Second-order derived variables, by contrast, include all

those empirical variables which represent relations among aggregated
1

variables. Second-order variables are derived by imposing numerical

or conceptual relations on first-order derived Variables. Examples

of second-order derived variables incluue: kin-linked exchanges,

homogeneity, proximity, fton-kdduration, and multi-strandedness.

The second step of data preparation, that of variable selection,

involved deciding which empirical variables -- both first- and

second-order derived -- would be carried ovsr to the stages
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of data description and analysis. Three strategies have been

employed to aid this process.
`N.

Variable selection - The first strategy relied on an examination

of the percentage of respondents within each subclass that have

non-zero values for any given derived variable. Here subclasses

were defined by th intersection of design factors such as race

of parent, family structure, and income and work status of mother.

Under this stnategy, the criterion for inclusion was defined

as any variable with at least 50 percent of the respondents

in that cell having a non-zero value. This strategy was intended
;.)

to reduce significantly the number of derived variables that

we subject to correlational an yses. The secOiTestrategy employed

in the process of variable selection relied on the examination

of correlational patterns between derived network variables

and demographic characteristics of parents. This strategy is

referred to later in this chapter as construct validation.

The third strategy involved selection of variables for data

analysis based on judgments of the special conceptual significance

of given empirical measures.

Our goal in employing these three strategies has been to

select those empirical variables which are most appropriate

for three types of analyses: description of network features,

construct validation, and'the cross-concept linking of network

characteristics with stress and support domains. This latter

type of analysis will address,the major hypot:.eses of the study.

The Topography of Parents' Networks

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show some of the features we have mapped

as part of our examination of parents' personal social networks.
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Figur... 7.2. Major divisions of a parent's network
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NEIGHBOR
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ORGANIZATIONAL/AGENCY
CONTACTS

Contacts who are both neighbors
and in (two-way role-mIltistranded).

.ELATIVES

KIN (1 SECTOR)

Figure 7.3, Principle role sectors of a parent's nc work, superimposed on
the Primary, Functional and Total Network areas.
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In Figure 7.2 the read!r can distinguish three circles, which

we have designated primary, functional, and peripheral. Total

membership in the netwoFk consists of those individuals outside

the household' whom the parent lists as "important to (her/him)

in one way or another." The functional circle includes all

of those on the list whom the parent identifies as participating

with her/him in one or more designated exchanges or activities.

The primary circle consists of those in the total network who

are identified by the parent as most important to her or him.

/ Individuals listed as members of the total network who did not

meet the criteria for either the functional or the primary circle

/ make up the periphery.

Figure 7.3 shows that the total network can also be divided

up based upon the role relationships that members have with

the parent. In the figure, the thick dark lines are used to

emphasize the critical distinction between kin and non-kin.

Non-kin can be further dif:finguished as neighbors, workmates,

organization cr agency contacts, and other friends. The shaded

area is used to illustrate the construct we referred to earlier

as role multi-strandedness, in this case, network members who

are both relatives and neighbors. The reader can see that these

role-related differentiations

our network map.

trate all of the leveDs in

We excluded household members from the network in the baseline
version of the networks interview. During follow-up, however,
the parents will be asked whether they wish to include
household members in their networks as a way of taking
account of family arrangements which include more than
the spouse and/or siblings of 'the target child.
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Figures 7.4a - 7.4d provide concrete examples of patterns

that emerged from the analysis of the networks of our Syracuse

parents. Figure 7.4a illustrates how networks of the same overall

size can have quite different configurations due to the range

of role relations presented in them. In this case, parent 1

is void in the work and organization sectors, while parent 2

has the full range of roles represented. Networks can also

have quite different configurations due to the relative distribution

ofi kin and non-kin within them. Figure 7.4b (again controlling

for overall size), the network of parent 2 illustrates the pattern
1

emerging when kin predominate, while parent l's network reflects

non-kin predominance. (See the earlier discussion of kin

predominance and dominance.)

Factors Affecting Patterns of Informal Support
Results from Descriptive Analyses

Are there social and economic factor external to support

networks which so affect their structual an internal workings

that separate models of analysis should be utilized in order

to understand fully the networks of parents with sharply contrasting

demographic characteristics? Our ecological orientation leads

us to hypothesize that there are such factors operating on the

networks of American parents. Specifically, we were interested

in the possible significance of family income, ethnicity, ma ital

status, and work status on the size of parents' networks and

the content of exchanges they ehgaged in with network members.

Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 show ,how our sample is distributed

according to those four background faCtors.
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)(Tables 7.1-7.3

Non-Blac.k Mothers only

Cell Sizes of Major Demographic Categories in the Sample

7.1

7.2

7.3

Single

Married

n

Low income

Mod income

Mid income

Working.

Ethnic Non-Ethnic

Non-Working

Ethnic Non-Ethnic

9 13 10 16

27 42 4? 50

36

Single

Workin

55

Not Work

52

Married

n

48

161

66 209

Working Not Work

16 2? 2 18

6 4 33 47
i

0 0 31 27

n 22

Low income

Mod income

Mid income

26

Since

Ethnic. Non-Ethnic

66

Married

92

58

90

58

206*

Ethnic :Ton}- Ethnic

22 111 8. 14

..=

40 41

0 0 21 37

n 19

60,

91

58

31 69 92 209

* This inconsistency in the total number of nonblack mothers in the sample is due

to a failure to recode as "married" three mothers who separated during the study;

but after social networks data had been collected.
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Table 7.1 presents the work status of the mothers in our

sample, broken down by ethnicity and marital status. Because

the sample contains only 48 white single mothers, we must be

especially careful to examine the distribution of that group

across the 'demographic factors of interest. As the reader can

See, that subsample is fairly well distributed by ethnicity

and work status. A look at tables 7.2 and 7.3 indicates, however,

that single parents are not evenly distributed across income

levels, regardless of work status or ethnic background. And

within our sub-sample of white, married mothers the distribution

of working to non-working women is very uneven at the 1O\Rest

income level. This is somewhat true for ethnicity at the low

income level as well, although not to as great an extent.

One conclusion to be drawn from these distributions is

that in order to control for the effects of income, comparisons

of single with married mothers should be limited to the low

income subsample. A second conclusion is that we must.be extremely

careful about how we interpret any analyses of that married

sub-sample which includes botnwork status and ethnicity.

Married vs. Single Mot 's

The limitations pl. ed on statistical procedures by the

nature of our sample might press us to analyze separately data

gathered from, say, one- and two-parent families. However,

much firmer grounds for such decisions would be major substantive

difeerenoes in the networks of single and married mothers, mothers

at different income levels, those working and not working, or

mothers coming from ethnic and non-ethnic backgrounds. In the

2 .71
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figures below we'present the profiles of network size and content,

variables which have been used to guide subseqp.,nt decisions

about how to structure the analyses for construct validation

and the building of models relating structural to relational

network variables. In addition, the profliez serve to familiarize

the reader with several of the role and intensity - related distinctions
/

which were introduced in the section headed "Empirically Grounded

Constructs" (kin/non-kin, total, functional and primary network

levels).

The various size dimensions of the networks of single and

married parents are compared in Figures 7.5a - 7.5f This comparison

is limited to low-income parents because almost 80% of the single

mothers in our sample fall into that income category. (See

Chapter 2 for the definition of low income.) At the total network

level (TN), the reader can see that the size of the network

is slightly larger for married than for single mothers (married

mean = 19.2, single mean = 17.7). More interesting, perhaps,

is the fact that the networks of low-income, white single parents

are more likely to consist of non-relatives (neighbors, workmates,

other friends) than are those of their married counterparts

(Figure 7.5a). This difference is more apparent when the several

/non-kin categories are combined together (Figure 7.5b ). The
3
contr t becomes sharper at the functional, or content-related,

level of the network, with married mothers reliant upon kin

and singles upon non-kin ( 7.5c & 7.5d ). The pattern is maintained

at the primary level ("most important" members) but with a distinction

among not-kin between neighbors and other friends (7.5e & 7.5f). ,

At this primary level, overall size oft membership has reversed
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itself, with single mothers now incuding a larger number of

contacts than matters who are married.

Looking beyond size, one can examine the amount of assistance

that mothers report as wing available to them in a number of

different categories. 'Amount" consists of the mean number

of network members who are desiEnated by the mother as individuals

to whom she turns for assistance of a particular sort. Figure

7.6 is used to compare single with married mothers withi.n<everal

network= exchange categories. The comparisons are at the functional

level of the network, and distinguish kin from non-kin as well

as providing an overall picture. The data presented in Figure

7.6 indicate that, despite having a somewhat smaller functional

network than do married mothers, mothers who are_sir.,_a report

more overall support of the child-related and emotional varieties

than do those who are married. Non kin again emerge as more

saliene:fsgr single than married mothers. f

Two aspects of the social world surrounding these mothers

can be hypothesized to affect the size and utilization of the

networks they have described for us. First, there the presence

of the spouse in the lives or IL married mothers who is not

included in their networks (at our, request) but who performs

a number of important social functions for those mothers. His

presence could easily account for the smaller primary networks

reported by the married mothers, and their lesser reliance upon

network members for emotional suppert. Second, and related

to the first, is the effect on the kin sector of the network

caused, on the one hand, by having a husband, and cn the other

by having a three-year-old child without the "benefits" of marriage.
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Figure 7.6 Single and married, non-Black, low i come mothers; comparison of
mean number of contacts from select exchanges.
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Having a husband provides access to a second set of relatives

with whom to engage 11-1 exchanges.* Not having one may not only

close off avenues to the relatives of the child's father, it

may also create tension with one's own relatives, making, non-kin

a more comfortable social arena for exchanges related to the

child and to emotional needs.

Mothers at Three Incooe Levels

We have already pointed out several times that very few

of the single mothers in the sample have family incomes above

0,000. Therefore, an examination of how income affects network

si and content must necessarily be limited to our married

sample. The network sizes of low-, moderate-, and middle-income

mothers are compared in Figure 7.' again at the total, functional

and primary levels. The pattern in all the profiles making

up Figures 7.7a - 7.7f is remarkably consistent. At every level

of the network both overall size and size of the non-kin sector

vary directly with family incop: This difference is most pronounced

at the primary tnetwork leVel ( Figu:es,7.7e & 7.7f).it is stronger

for non-kin than kin at the total and functional levels, but

shifts to kin with primary members (7f).

Figure 7.8,which presents the amo4nt of assistance reported

as available to m,Ohers through exchanges with network members

17 Much of the difference between single and m rried mothers
in the size of their total network is due to he presence
of more "extended kin" in the married mothers' networks.
A full definition of extended kin is available upon request.
It includes. respondents' in-laws and collateral kin. It
does not include spouse's parents, who from our perspective
are considered "immediate or nuclear."

27f;
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Figure 7.8 Married, non-Black mothers, at three inzome levels; comparison
of mean number of contacts from selected exchanges.
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contains the same patterns by income level evidenced in Figures

7.7a - 7.7f. The difference in favor of mothers with higher family

incomes is most evident when kin and non-kin are combined, but

manifests itself in both the kin and non-kin sectors as well.

Why should income be reflected in network size? A number

of hypothes immediately co-e to mind. Income correlates highly

with edu -ti on, and education beyond high school may bring with

i a wi er circle of contacts outside the kin network. The

jobs which provide greater income to parents may also bring

with them greater access to social reletionships which carry

through beyond the workplace. It costs money\to maintain contact

with people who can only be reached by mail, telephone, cr automobile/

train/airplane, so tho!..e costs may cut the poor off from kinfolk they mig

otherwise think of as part of their networks. Most of the hypotheses

implicit in these possible explanations for the effects of income

on mothers' networks can be tested with-our own data, and will

be when time permits.

Ethnicity: The Size and Multistrandedness of Mothers' Networks

In Figure 7.9a -d, we present profiles based on the comparison

of ethnic with non-ethnic mothers at the three income levels.*

The small numbers of mothers in the two low-income cells remind

us of the need to be cautious with these comparisons. The profiles

seen to suggest, however, ah interaction between income and

ethnicity at the functional level of the network. The picture

Parents were classified in non - ethnic based upon their
responses to an open ended question about their cultural
background. Categories of responses, and percentages foreach Category, are provided in Table 7.4.
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Singles

n m 49*

Mar-eieds

n m 162*

7.38

Table 7.4

Non-Black Mothers

Frequency Counts of Actual Ethnicity Responses

by Marital Status

Ethnic

n m 89

Non-Ethnic

nm 122

Irish

Italian

Polish

9

5

2

45%

25

10

None

American Cult. Gen.

English

3

19

3

10.3%

61.5

10.3

\ German 4 20 Western European 2 6.9

:0 100%
Mixture 2 6.9

29 99.9%

Italian 22 31.9% American Cult. Gen. 56 60.2%

Irish 14 20.3 English 17 18.3

German 13 18.8 Western. European 10 10.8

Polish 6 8.7 Scandinavian 1 1.1

Eastern European 4 5.8 None 6 6.5

Mid. Eastern 3 4.3 Mixture 3 3.2

French Canadian 2 2.9
93 100.1%

Jewish 1 1.5

N. American Indian 1 1.5

Mexican 1 1.5

Greek 1 1.5

Asian 1 1.5

69 100.2%

*These figures include one extra single and one extra married
mother, for whom FarAly Background data was gathered, but not
Social Networks data.
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for non-ethnic mothers looks very much like that seen in Figure

Figures 7.10 a-d), the effect of ethnicity on the relationship

diminished (Figures 7.9 c and d). Further analyses will be needed

and income level on networ'. size at the functional and primary

levels.

levels, while for ethnic mothers the income levels are virtually

between income level and network size appears to be somewhat

to tease out the meaning of the apparent joint effects of ethnicity

indistinguishable. At the primary network level, however (see

7.7, except with somewhat greater spread between the income

The concept "multistrandedness" refers to dyadic network

linkages which contain multiple role or exchange contents (see

earlier under "constructs," and Figure 7.3). Here we have restricted

descriptive analyses to a consideration of the relationship

between ethnicity and exchange multistrandedness.

Summary data involving exchange multistrandedness (XMS)

are included in Table 7.5. The three content categories provided

are those instances in which network members were reported to

be available to the parent for four, three, and two categories

of exchange. The categories are independent; degree four is

not subsumed in degree three, nor degree three in degree two.

Both single and married mothers are included, although the data

for married mothers combine all three income levels.

It is not really possible from these data .o argue on behalf

of a consistent "ethnicity effect." The patterns are quite

similar at both the functional and primary network levels, in

multistrandedness of kin and nonkin as well as the two combined.

A comparison of reported kin non-kin usage betwee- s_ ogle and

2S2
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TABLE 7.5

Exchange Multi-Strandedness For Functional and Primary Network
by Marital Status and Ethnicity

Functional Network

Non-Ethnic

Ethnic

Total

Kin

Non-Kin

Total

Primary Network

Non-Ethnic

Ethnic

Kin

Non-Kin

Total

Kin

Non-Kin

Total

Kin

Non-Kin

Singles

u

4.1 4.1 c0 m

X
q .,

0:1 X3
4 w

oU

4 W
sJ

W E
COm

.ri

3 A X

Marrieds

0 Cl)

cI
W 4.1 W 4.1 W 4.1 W

0 W W 0 W U W
0 4 W row. W 4 M 4 W

w CA 4.1 4.1 c0 m 4.1 4.1 0.0 m w m
0-4 0 E C 0.1 E 0 -v-iWE
0 3 A X CI0 3 X 3 A X 0 3 A

2.00

(3.05),

2.48
(2,05)

3.97

(3.57)

1.30
(1.76)

2.98

(2.87)

4.33

(3.81)

1.07 1.07 1.21 .80 1.7C 2.16
(2.03) (1.28) (1.08) (1.15) (1.47) (2.09)

.93 1.41 2.76 .50 1.28 2.16

(1.41) (1.55) (3.39) (1.12) (2.00) (2.66)

4,11'' 1.36 2.71 4.091.73 2.79

(1.82) (2.84) (3.57) (1.86) (2.57) (3.97)

.63 1.42 1.84 .80 1.72 2.01

( .90) (1.54) (1.80) (1.07) (1.73) ( .22)

1.11 1.37 2.26 .57 .99 2.

(1.33) (1.95) (2.47) (1.32) (1.79) 2...),1

4 3 2 4 3 2

,

1.41 1.24 1.03 1.03 1.74 1.36,.,

(1.78) (1.66) (1.30) (1.39) (1.79) (1.5

.76 .48 , .52 .72 1.14 .99
(1.15) ( .87) ( .87) (1.05) (1.12) (1.29)

.66 .76 .52 .32 .60 .32
(1.11) (1.06) ( .91) ( .71) (1.09) ( .75)

1.16 1.68 1.47 1.61 1.57 1.32
(1.07) (2.38) (1.)U) (1.30) (1.64) (1.54)

.58 1.00 .74 .72 1.12 .97

( .77) (1.20) ( .93) (1.04) (1.42) (1.41)

.58 .68 .74 .29 .45 .35
( .77) (1.60) (1.52) ( .69) ( .80) ( .68)

KEY: 2.00' = Mean
A, (3.0 Standard Deviation )/

n's:

284

Non-Ethnic

Ethnic

Singles Marrieds
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married mothers reveals the pattern observed earlier for network

size and content; greater involvement with non-kin, and less

with kin, by single than married mothers.

It is possible, by totz,Illag across the three degrees of

exchange multistrandedness, to obtain an estimate of the "overall

multistrandedness" found in the networks of single and married

ethnic and, non-ethnic mothers. This total, when divided by

the mean size of the functional or primary networks for each

of thesethese subgroups, will Yield a "percent multistranded" figure

,ttlich indicates what proportion of the network is reported to

engage in at least two exchanges with the parent. Those percentages

at the functiOnal level for the mothers infour sample are:

ethnic singles, 59.5%; non-ethnic singles; 63.4%; ethnic married,

44.3%; non-ethnic married, 44.1%. The reader can see that substantial

differences eAist in percent of membership utilized for more

than one exchange content area, and that these differences are

between single and married rather than ethnic and non-ethnic

mothers. Further analysis will be required to determine how

much of the apparent difference by marital status is in fact

carried by income, since the single mothers have a lower income

as a group than do those^who are married.

The Effects of Work Status

A recurrent pattern emerging from the data presented thus

far has been the greater involvement with non-kin by/single

than married4mothers, when income is held constant. This pattern

has manifested itself both in membership at every level of the

network and in content-re ted exchan e. The workplace is one "

1 25
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of those sectors from which mothers are apt to draw non-kin

into their networks. The graphs in Figure 7.11 (a-b) show the

effect that involvement in the work sector has on single and

married mothers. Looking at Figures 7.11 a and 7.11 b the reader

can see that arking adds noticably to the total size of mothers'

networks, regardless of marital status. The effect may be a

little greater for-married mothers, but again further analysis

is needed to disentangle the effects of income from marital

status. Comparison of graphs c and d shows that what differential

effec,t, exists is manifested at the functional level of the network.

Working appears to.lead to utilization of a wider range of network

members, many of whom are relatives as well as non-relatives.

For single mothers, working seems to depress somewhat reliance

on kin, without involving non-kin to a proportionately greater

degree. Perhaps this is because the income from the job reduces

the ependence of single mothers on relatives to some degree,

111

__-/-

but 1r e additional time ccnstraints imposeu by the job do not

permit the correspondingly greater exchange with non-kin in

the content areas examined by our research. The increase in

non-kin is manifested at the total network level, but doesn't

filter down into the exchanges we have been interested in.

The datff in Figures 7.11e and 7.11f indicate that membership

at the primarylevel of the network is not appreciably affected

by the wostatus of either single or married mothers.

Figure 7.12 shows how differenccs in membership at the

functional Thvel translate into reported exchange. From these

data it appears that single mothers do "give up" exchange with

some network members by participating in the labor market.

2S
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We cannot tell from these data, however, how much of what was

given up was as much burden as benefit, nor whether the beginning

', of contact with those retained as partners in exchabge increasted

to compensate for the reduced number of active participants.

The pattern for married mothers is generally of increased exchange

accompanying employment, especially'in'& child-related areas.

It will be interesting to see whether this turns out to be equally

true at all income levels.

Several patterns are visible from a comparison of ;Figures

7.13 a and b. The increases in exchange reported by employed

married mothers come primarily from non-relatives. For sivie

mothers In the work force the reductions in exchange appear

.to be quite even_, distributed between kin and non-kin except

for emotional :I sport, w'.-;he the drop is almost exclusively

in the kin sector of the network.

Summary

We began this section of the chapter by asking the question

of whether there are social and economic factors external to

personal social networks which so affect their structural and

Internal working that they deserve special attention in the

analysis -- both of networks themselves and of the way networks

affect and are affected by the internal workings of the family.

The answer to that question, based upon our review of available .

data, must be a resounding "yes." It is clear from our networks

data that single and married mothers live in two different social

worlds, even when they have the same amount of family income

to use in running their families. Married mothers are kin-oriented;

2S9
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single mothers rely much more upon unrelated friends. Married

mothers have more single-stranded, or specialized, exchange

relationships; single mothers are more likely to rely upon the

same person tor' several different kinds of assistance. Job-holding

mothers who are married expand the range of people they exchange

sources with; those who are single contract that range. The

social networks of married mothers seem to be affected by their

ethnic status; the marital status of single mothers seems to

override their ethnicity in its effects on their networks.

A number of explanations can be put forward to explain the differences

. in these patterns of netwo)k structure and exchange. Married x

'mothers have spouses, who both contribute to the social world

themselvef..- and bring with them networks of, relatives and friends.

Single parenthood Fatus has stigma attached to it, which probably

affects what resources are available from network members, especially

in ethnic familief. Single mothers, because they are raising

children alone, face time allocation ,pressures not felt quite

so acutely by married mothers, and so may be less able to spread

their activities among'a large number of network members and

be more apt to rely on a smaller set of relatives and

friends. And single mothers are almost always economically

deprived.

The amount of income coming into a family affects both

the size of the network and the resources utilized wtthin it,

independent of marital status. The descriptive evidence presented

here leads us to hypothesize that economic security provides

a foundation for expanded social relations, perhaps through

an educational broadening of horizons and through the capacity

to pay the cost of maintaining Contact with a larger number

of network contacts (time, telep one, postage, automobile, etc.).
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Ethnicity, when viewed from the network perspective, has

proved to be somewhat elusive in.form and content. On the one

hand, strong ethnilties seemed to wash out the effects of income

on network, size. On the other hand, the solidarity and close-

knittedness commonly associated with ethnic communities was J
not manifested in unusually high degrees of exchange multistranded-

ness within,the social links maintained by our"tethnic" mothers.

We are left with the impression that ethnicity "'matter:0 for

personal networksy but are unsure about the parameters of those

effects.

Holding a job clearly'increases the size of the informal

network. Our data suggest that for married mothers this increase

might well.have special significance for the child; network

members involved in child- related exchalges are reported in

%

er

substantially larger numbers by job-holders than by mothers

who are not employed., We wonder whether this expanded social

environment might not contribute significantly to the positive ,

attitudes of, employed mothersreported so often in the research,

literature, and documented qualitatively in our own work chapter

Chapter 5); thebe larger networks may produce a feeling of

self-worth which is generated perhaps by a kind of recognition
,

that only social contacts outside the immediate family can 'Provide..

If such feel ngs exist in relation to employment, and translate '

....t- .

into exchanges on behalf of the child,,then these relationships

should 'manifest themselies in the analyses linking'the external

environment with perceptions of family members. These analyses

form` the basis of Chapter4 . ii .

One conclusion that we have drawn from these comparlsons

is that our analytical models shoUld be-3 buiit somewhat differently
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for single and married mothers. The 'second conclUsion is that

income, ethnicqy, and work status should be included as factors

or covariates in these models, if statistically possible.

0

The Vatidity of Network Variables

A
In tkis section we report the results of procedures undertaken

to determine whether the variables being used to buildtnetwork

constructs have validity; that whether our constructs are,

Measuring what we had idtended them to measure. As Chapter

2 indicates, there aretwo sets of analyses that we have completed

in order to see whether there are conce consistent and

empirically predictable patterns in the network data being Used

to measure informal systems)of support. Both involve zero order-

correlations. The first set of correlations is between selected

demographic characteristics ofindlvidual and family and.key

network variables. Demographic characteristics included are

mother's education, mother's age, family income, number of children

.in the family, years married (for married mothers only), number

of housing moves by the family in the past four years, and the

amount of time that the parent has lived in the present neighborhood.

Following presentation and discussion of correlations between
0

background and network variables, we introduce selected correlations

of network variables with each other. Included are: 1) the

correlations of network size (at several different levelp) with

exchansp content, frequency of contact, number of "difficult"

members, and satisfaction withithe network; 2) exchange content
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with freqiency, number of "difficult" members, and network satisfaction;

and 3) number of "difficult" members with satisfaction. Correlations

involving multi=strandedness and proximity would normally have

been included in this section, but conceptual difficulties associated

with these variables have forced us to delay the reporting of

those data until later in 1981.

Correlations Between Demographic Characteristics and Network
Variables

Five sets of network variables are examined here in relation

to the background characteristics oatl:i.n d on theirrevious page;

alnetwork size, exchange content, freque y of contact, number

of "difficult" contacts, and network satisfaction. Because

the.descriptive data presented earlier showed quite different

patterns for single and married mothers, the correlations were
,4

run separately for each of these groups and are discussed separately

below.

Network size - Two correlation matrices made up of'nine

network size variables and seven demographic variables are provided

in Tables 7.6 and 7.7; the first for single mothers (7.6) and

the second for their married counterparts (7.7). The tables

include, in addition to zero order correlation coefficients,

the appropriate means and standard deviations for each of the

network size variables. Coefficients are included in the tables

if they were significant at p=.10 or greater, or were .20 cm-

larger in magriitude.

Examination of the matrix in Table 7.6 indicates that network

size variables correlate most trongly with mother's education.
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Table 47.6

Single, Non-Black,Mothers

Correlation of size by socioTomic and life cycle characteristics.
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-<:.05
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Correlations less,than .20, or not
approaching statistical significance,
arp, not reported.
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32

Network Size

Total Network

Functional Network

Primary Network

Total Number Kin

Kin in Functional Network

Kin in Primary Network

Neighbors

Workmates

Others
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Table 7.7

Married, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Size by Socioeconomic and Life Cycle Characteris

Socioeconomic and Life Cycle Characteristics
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There is no corresponding relationship with income, the other

background variable related to socioeconomic status, but this

domes as no surprise because income varies relatiyely little

within the single mother group. Almost 80% of our single mothers

are poor, mirroring the national picture. It is interesti

and reassuring, to see that the relationship with education

is stronger for size of functional than of primary network.

'This is presumably because the. mother's view of who makes a

difference to her, her exchange patterns, and who she has access

toare quite influenced by how much schooling she has had, but.

her feelings about who is most important to here transcend educational

experience. This difference in correlation with maternal education

between functional and primary networks is reflected also in

the .-..omparison of kin with non-kin. The size of the category

7-'--flother," which is a large non-kin category for single mothers,

corre/ates much more strongly with education-than does the size

of the kin sector; perhaps because,linvolvement' with these non-kin

- tends to be less obligatory and more a matter of personal choice

than is involvement with relatives. The parallel with functional/prima

is kresult of the fact that non-kin predominate in the functional

networks of our single mothers, while in their printery networks,

kin predominate.

It is interesting to see that the size Qf the networt iecreases

at both the functional and 'primary levels Ls the number of children

in the family increases. This inverse relationship could actually

be a further mahifestation of the education effect if mothers

with more education have fewer children. ^

Also worth noting is some evidence to suggest that as the

number of housing-related moves increases,, the overall size
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of the network decreases. This relationship does not extent

into primary network.

The matrix in Tole 7.7 contains the equivalent correlation

coefficients for married mothers. Mother''s education again

r,
( stands out as the background variable most strongly correlated

with network size, although the relationships are weak than

had been the case with single mothers. Unlike the situation

with single mothers, however, family income is related to rieVwork

size. nearly as strongly as educational.level for married mothers,

because the range in incomes is far greater for these 161 mothers

than for their single\counterparts. Within the functional network

the higher correlation with non-kin than kin4 observed earlier

with single mothers shows even more strongly here. It is most

evident with mother's income in the comparison between total

kin and workmates or "others." The correlation with size at

the prima network level, while significant for family income,

is smaller than at the functional network level. This difference

is again dug to the predominance of kin in the primary network.

Number of children, which was negatively correlated with

size at both the functional and primary levels for single mothers,

shows that inverse relationship only for non-kin (workmates

and others) in the case of married mothers. Again, this could

be primarily an education or income effect. Years married,.

which normally increases. with number.of children, is negatively

correlated with network size for married mothers, especially

in the case of kin. This suggests that perhaps married mothers

become less dependent upon relatives outside the household for

assistance as time goed on.
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The content of exchanges - Tables 7.8 and 7.9 contain the

correlation of the same seven demographic variables with five

composite variables of exchange content; child related (child-

care and childrearing advice), practical, financial, e-ltional,

and work-related exchanges. Each network variable represents

the number of network members designated by the mother as utilized

for exchanges of that particular sort-. In ,ddition to data

generated for the overall membership involved with each exchange,

that membership is further distinguished' by kin and non-kin.

The pool of eligibles from which membership in a-given exchange

category is drawn is all those listed in the total network.

Because exchange membership is a sub-set of several size

variables (total, functional), one would expect many of the

correlational patterns betwedn background variables and network

size variables 4 be repeated here. Where such is the case

it will be atkn ftdged briefly, with more attention given to

patterns which our understanding.

The correlations for single mothers are presented in Tab:e

7.8. Strong positive relationships with mother's education

are evident as before. Quite visible; because of the way the

data are organized, is the pattern of higher correlations for

non-relatives than for relatives, except in the case of financial

exchange. More startling, though also reflected in the earlier

correlations, is the way that.the number of network members

involved with four of the five content areas. decreases as the

number of children in the family becomes larger. This happens
1

even though in several instances exchanges with non-kin increase

as the mother grows Older. Perhaps as the number of children

300
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"'able 7.R

Single, Non-Black Mother.s

Correlation of Functional Exchanges by Socioeconomic and Life Cycle Characteristics.
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Table 7.9

Married, Non-Black Mothers

Corrcl, tons of Functional Exchanges by Socioeconomic and Life Cycle Characteristics
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increase, older children begin to provide some of the assistance

to the single mothe; that would otherwise be sought from network

members. Or perhaps network members simply make themselves

less available to single mothers with large families because

ttie magnitude of the need expressed is overwhelming to all concerned.

The correlations of exchange membership with the background

characteristics of married mothers and their families, shown

in Table 7.9, also parallel the patterns seen in relation to

size. The relationships here are strongest with education,

followed closely by family income. As was the case with single

mot/

/hers,

these correlations are higher- with non-relatives than

relaelves, except in the case of financial exchange. While

the pattern of reduced exchange with an increase in the number

of children in the family is not as widespread for married mothers,

it does appear in relation to kin as the age of the mother and

the number of years that she has been married i-ncrease.

Frequency of contact - The correlations between frequIency

of contact with various network memberships and the background

characteristics of sOrgle mothers are shown in Table 7.10.

The relationships are, in general, weak and negative. Why should

n'equency of contact with network members drop as the mother's

educational and income levels increase? The most reasonable

explanailgin involves the relationship between network size and
5frequency of contact. It is possible, and data reported in

the next section of this chapter do in fact indicate, that as

the size of a mother's network increases, the amount of contact

that she has with any 2fven member of the network decreases.

Thus if network size/increases significantly with education,
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Table 7.10

Single, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Frequency of Contact with Socioeconomic and Life Cxcle Characteristics

Socioeconomic and Lfte Cycle Characteristics
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then the negative correlation between frequency and educational

level makes sense. What is less clear, is why similar correlations

with income ievel are seen for single mothers even though for

theM there was no positive correlation between income level

and size.

The significant correlations related to number of moves

and time in neighborhood fit a predictable Rattern. Frequency

of contact with workmates increases with time in neighborhood,

and for non-kin there is a decrease as the number of moves increases.

The patterns for married mothers are more differentiated
N.

(Table 7.1,1). Again we see higher education and income correlated

with lower frequency ofontact. However', the relationship

only holds for kin contacts. At the primary level, as the mother's

educational level increases, she reduces the frequency of her

contact with kin and increases frequency of contact with non-relatives,

but this pattern is less powerful than was the case with functional

network' members.

The increases in frequency of ontact with non-kin which

accompany increases in ,years married and number of children

also parallel smaller network size related to those life cycle

changes (see earlier). The pattern for married mothers seems
as

to be-that these changes are accompanied by greater contact

with a somewhat smaller set of non-kin network members.

"Difficult" network members - These are individuals included

in the network whom thlparent selected out as "difficult,to

get along with." Zero-order correlations with background variables

for both single and married mothers are presented in Table 7.12.

Number of difficult contacts is measured both as a generic category
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Table 7.11'

Married, Non-Black Mothers
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Table 7.12

Single and Married Non-Blak Mothers; Correlations of

Difficult Contactslwith Socioeconomic and Life Cycle

Characteristics of Respondent

Difficult Contacts

Singles
Total Difficult
Contacts

Diffict Kin

Difficult Non-Kin

Marrieds

Total Difficult
Contacts

Difficult Kin

Difficult Non-Kin
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and separately for relatives and nonrelatives. Looking first

at the correlations for single mothers, it is the relationships

With educational level and'family income which figure most prominently.

The how familiar pattern of correlation for non-kin but not

for kin is again evident. A little surprising is 'the higher

correlations. for' income than for educational level, as contrasted

with the absence of any significant relationships for single

mothers between income and the size or content variables. It

may be, that single mothers feel more free to identify the difficult

side of some network members when they have the "luxury" of

a decent income. It is also possible that this finding is peculiar

to our very small sample of moderate income single mothers.

The pattern for married mothers is similar to that for

single mothers; but with smaller correlation, coefficients.

Also interesting for married mothers is the way identification

of contacts as difficult increases with th.e number of housing

moves that the family has made during the past four years.

Satisfaction with the twork - Table 7.13 contains-the

correlations between three levels of perceived satisfaction

with support provided by network members and mothers' background

characteristics, for both single and married mothers. Two patterns

are evident for single mothers: overall network satisfaction

increases with age and educational level, and higher numbers

of housing changes over the past four years are associated with

lower satisfaction, especially in the area of practical and

personal needs. The reader ,:an see from a look at the data

for married' mothers that for them there is no zero-order relationship

between satisfaction and any of the background variables.
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Satisfaction with
Network'
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Tabl e 7.13

Single and Married Non-Black Mothers; Correlations of
Satisfaction (with Network Support) with Socioecoft:mic

and.Life Cycle Characteristics '

1'1

Singles 6
Parent-Role

Support
Practical & Personal
Needs

Overall Satisfaction

Marrieds
Parent-Role

Support
Practical & Personal

Needs

Overall Satisfaction
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Socioeconomic and Life Cycle Characteristics
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152 3.74 .91

156 3.99 ..I.

O <.10 [Correlations less than .20, or not approaching statistical
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* 4:.05
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Summary - This examination of the relationships between

selected'aspects of individual and family background and key

network variables gives us reason for optimism regarding the

validity of those network variables while at the same time increasing

our understanding of what-the social resources available to

mothers in differing circumstances look like. Three general

patterns can be identified which make us confident that we are

measuring what-we set out to measure. First, the network variables

show a consistent pattern of significant zero-order correlations

with the background variables related to sociaeconomic status,

mother's education and family income. Such relationships pervade

the social and scientific literature, and so their absence in

our data would have been puzzling. Moreover, the patterns of

correlation between these background and network variables are
,

differentiated in some sensible ways. They operate more strongly

at the functional than at the primary level of the network,

and with non-kin rather than with kin. We propose that this

is the case because mothers interact with their relatives and

the most important people in their networks, regardless of income

111
or educational level, while those social structural forces come

into play ill the social arenas less governed by obligation and 11
personal investment.

The second pattern which reassures us is the way income

works differently for single and married mothers, bearing no

relationship to network size and exchanges in the former case

and a significant relation in the latter. Again this makes

sense, in view of the restricted range in our sample

of single mothers. The third encouraging pattern involves the
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background variable, related to mobility, number of .moved-'-n

the past four years and tine in present residence. For single

mothers, as the number'of moves increases there is a decrease

in the size of the total network, frequency of contact with

non-kin, and overall satisfaction.4ith the network. The same

pattern is not found for married mothers, but this difference

is not surprising. Married couples change locations for reasons

quite different from those of single mothers; the former are

apt t.0 be demonstrating upward mobility by a move to a house

in the suburbs, while the latter are leaving an unsatisfactory

relationship, moving away from their parents, or shifting to

a less expensive apartment. The networks of married mothers

are also composed more heavily of relatives, who are prepared

r.o "move with you" in a way that the more numerous non-kin surrounding

single mothers may not.

We don't refer to the life cycle characteristics in this

summary of findings related to validity because too little is

known aboUt networks and life cycle changes to permit the use

of them as a standard. The patterns which are found in those

correlations do, however, begin to increase our understanding

of how the networks of parents evolve with individual and family

life cycle changes. The picture that seems to be emerging is

one in which-darried mothers tend to become involved with fewer

relatives and in more frequent contact with non-kin as they

ow older, are married longer, and have more children. These

changes are not seen with single mothers, probably because they

are younger, and because their marital status has alre;dy involved

them with non-kin at an earlier age.
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The second contribution to our understanding stems from

further exploration cif several distinctlons between family types

and network co nts whiched to structure much of this

correla oval analysis. For instance, our growing conviction

that single mothers are embedded in networks wit aracteristics

different from those of married mothers was st engthened by

these patt s of torrelations. Much,of this difference is

manifested n the kin/non-kin distinction, which has a solid

basis in t networks literature but has not been applied previously

to the st Hof informal support systems. Finally, these data

Oedence o the diinction between the functional and

p ary levels of the network. Clearly the relationship between

network membership and family background characteristics is

different for'each of those levels. These findings become the

basis, then, for continuing to emphasize the importaftce of distinguishin

between the networks of-single and married mothers, and utilizing

the kin/non-kin and functional/primary breakdowns in the analyses

to come.

Correlations Among Network Variables

A number of,questions about how network variables are related

to one another were underscored by the correlations with demutsi-aphie

characteristics just reviewed. Similar patterns for both size

and exchange variables at the functional level suggested that

these two dimensions of
t

he network are probably strongly related

to one another. Differences in the way membership at the funditional

and primary levels correlate with socioeconomic status variables

raise questions about how much the size of one varies with the
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size of the other. A positive relationship between size and

mother's education, combined with the finding that frequency

of contact dropped with the same increase in education level,

raises the possibility that average frequency of interaction

with network members may be reduced as the size of the network

grows larger. These are all questions which c n be addressed

with analyses which provide correlations bet een network variables.

In this section, we will examine six stets of correlational relation-

ships. Size will be correlated with other size variables and

with exchanges. Exchanges will be examined in relation to frequency

of contact, number of difficult network members, and satisfaction

with the network. Finally, difficult membership will be correlated

with network satisfaction. The reader can see from this list

that the emphasis is on exchange - related membership rather than

network size. This choice's predicated on tne fact that functional

size and exchange membership are strongly related (see below,

Tables 7.14 and 7.15). With the strength of that relationship

in mind, we decided to highlight exchange membership because

the 'relational aspects of the concept are better suited to an

understanding of informal support systems than is size alone.

Relationships among size variables - These zero order correlations

are contained in Tables 7.14 and 7.15 for both single and married

mothers. The reader can see that at the total, functional,

and primary levels the coefficients are in general large and

significant. The relationship between size of functional and

primary networks is stronger for single than married mothers.

The weaker relationship for married mothers reflects the fact

that their functional networks are larger than are those of

3.16
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T,thle 7.14

_------
Single, Non-Black Mothers

Correlations of Network Size By Network Size Variables
b

Total Network

Functional Network

r Primary Network

Kin in FN

Kin in PN

Neighbors

Workmates

Contacts from
Organizations

Others
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Primary Network
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Table 7.15

Married, Non-Black Mothers

CorrelatiOns of Network Size By Network Size Variables
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the single mothers. The size difference is caused in part by

higher incomes among married mothers (see earlier, Figure 7.17).

Among non-kin, the size of married mothers' networks bears

a more consistent relationship with how many neighbors and workmates

they include in those networks than is the case with their single

counterparts. However, for singles there is a strong and signifi-

cant relationship between overall network size and the number

of network members with whom they share an organizational affilia-

tion of some kind. Finally, the size of the "other friends"

.sector bears a strong relationship with that of the network

as a whole for both single and married mothers, although the

relationship is a little stronger for those who are single.

Size and exchange membership - Correlations between the

size of various network sectors and membership in the several

exchange categories are shown in Tables 7.16 and 7.17. The

reader can see that the coefficients are large.at the functional

level, especially for non-kin. This is less true for size of

the primary network, which appears to be governed by factors

somewhat independent of how many people are available to provide

child, practical and work-related, financial, and emotional

support, especially in the case of married mothers. Crucial

to understanding what affe3ts the.size of the primary network

may be the nature of the relationship between mother and spouse/father.

413o interesting is how much larger the correlation between

functional size and emotional support is for single than married'

mothers (.88 va. .54). Again the nature of the relationship

with the child's father may well be relevant here. Another

sharp difference between single and married mothers can be seen
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Table 7.16

Single, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Network Size by Exchange Content

iletwork Size
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Correlatioil less than .20, or not approaching statistical
significance, are tot reported.
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Table 7.17

Harried, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Network Size B Exchange Content
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in the relatiopship between number of workmates and work-related

exchanges with non-kin, where it is those who are married who

appear to, benefit from increase in the size of the work sector.

Finally, the number of other friends in the network correlates

with exchange membership much more strongly for single than

for married mothers, a pattern with which we are by now familiar.

Exchange membership with frequenyof contact - The relation-
,

ships between frequency of contact and the number of network
.

I

r

members available in each of the exchange categories are shown

in Tables 7.18 and 7.19. Several points deserve highlightirg.

First, the negative pattern of correlations 4inticipated earlier

in the chapter is observed here at the functional network level.

As the overall number of network members available in an area

of exchange assistance increases, the average rate of contact

with those providing the support decreases. Second, this pattern

appears to be operating primarily with relatives for married

mothers, and non-relatives for those who are single. Third,

there are non-kin for whom the pattern is reversed; that is,

average frequency of contact increases with'greater number of

certain non-kin involved in some exchanges. This is the case

with workmates for married mothers who have jobs, and also for

employed single mothers, though to a lesser degree. ,For the

single workers the pattern shows up to some extent with neighbors

as well.

Exchange members with number of difficult members - We

looked at these relationships dor exchange membership at both

the functional and primary levels of the network. The relationships

-32,1



Table 7.18

Single, Non-Black Mothers
Correlation of Frequency of Contact By Number of Contacts in Exchanges, Functional Nettiork
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Table 7.19

Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Frequency of Contact By Number of Contacts in Exchanges, Functional Network
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were stronger for single mothers at the primary level, and at

the functional level for those who were married, so we have

provided both sets of data in Tables 7.20, 7.21, 7.22 and 7.23.

In,general, as the availability of resources increases, so does

the number of difficult relationships, indicating that there

is some price to pay for reliance on the network in these content

areas. In most instances the correlation coefficients are larger

for non-kin than for kin. This pattern is most striking for

married mothers in-child-related exchanges with non-relatives

and with single women in work-related non-kin exchanges.

Exchange membership with network satisfaction - Here again

it is necessary to present data involving exchange membership

at both the functional and primary levels to capture the strongest

relationships with satisfaction for both single and married

mothers. The reader can see in Tables.7.24-7.27 that for single

mothers, satisfaction is most strongly associated with child-related

exchanges involving non-relatives at the functional level of

the network, and that the strongest correlations tend to be
!

with the motht."s overall assessment of her network. In the

case of the married mothers, however, the stronger relations

are at the primary level, and involve only assessment of support

in the parenting role. Again the correlations are higher with
...,.

non-kin than kin, except in the area of finan es,--6s expected).

Number of difficult members with network satisfaction -

These relationships are shown in Table 7.28. Only in the case

of single mothers are there noteworthy relationships. Satisfaction.

with overall support, and more specifically' with support in

the parent role and with practical and personal needs goes down

N\
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Table 7.20 ,
Single, Non-Black Mother

Correlation of Functional Network Exchanges By N mber of Difficult Contacts

Functional Network Exchanges
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Table 7.21

Married, Non-Black Mothers

tion of Functional Network Exchanges By Number of Difficult Contacts

Functional Network Exchanges
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Table 7.22

Single, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Primary Network Exchanges By Number of Difficult Contacts

Primary Network Exchanges
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Table 7.23

Married, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Primary Network Exchanges By Number of Difficult Contacts

Primary Network Exchanges
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161 4.07 3.12 .24** .18* .20*

161 2 2.43 . 8* .16*

161 1.14 1.60 .20** .24**

161 2.17 2.07

161 1.87 1.80

161 .30 .73

161 2.71 2.38 .23** .14# .24**

161 1.71 1.71 .15a

161 1.00 1.37 .21** .32**

82

78 .85 1.50 .23*

75 .65 1.11

* *<

Correlations less than .20, or not approaching
statistical significance, are not reported.
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Table 7,24'

Single. Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Functional Network Exchanges By Network Sisfaction

Functional Network Exchanges

Child-related
Exchanges

Kin

Non-Kin
Practical
Exchanges

Kin

Non-Kin

Financial
Help

A(in

Non-Ki

Emotional
Support

;(in

Non-Kin

Work-related
Exchange

. Kin

Non-Kin

Satisfaction with Network

6

0

U
M.-4
M Mr4 k

MOM >

49 47 46

3.31

111111111111111

3.38 3.72

IIMMMIMINOMMMOMMOMMIMMIN

48 8.92 6.31

1.22

I .2616

1.13
MIOMMENMEMMEMEM

.2816

1.33

.3316

48 3.77 3.05 11111111

48 5.15 4.51 .2816 .2816 .38**

48 8.06 6.34 .36* .35* .31*

48 3.63 3.16 .22 .2816

48 4.44 4.50 .35* .30* .30*

48 3.50 3.60 .2516 .30*

111111148 2.08 2.21 1 .27# .28#NMI48 1.42 1.84 I

48 5.83 6.76 1 .35*

48 2.17 3.00 INN .2816 .2816

48 3.67 4.57 1 .20 ...26# 111111

25 1.08 1.41

26 2.65 3.62

ME
< .10

*
G.05

**
.(.01

Correlations less than .20, or not approaching
statistical significance, are not reported.
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Table 7.25

Harried, Non-Black Mot rs

Correlation of Functional Network Exchanges By Network Satisfaction

Functional Exchanges

.Child - related

Exchanges.

Kin

Non-Kin
Practical
Exchanges

Kin

Non-Kin

Financial
Help

Kin

Non-Kin
Emotional

Support

Kin

Non-Kin

Work-tlelated

Exchange

Kin

Non-Kin

Satisficatio: with Network

.2)

P-1

0
0

6

tad

4.1

4)
14
Ct)

w
0
0.
0.

C/3

4.1

0
0
0
14
4)

ta
'0
4)
4)

44 t-I
ta

4.1 0.)

111111 Mil 152 156

3.56 3.99

111
1111

1111111

161

7.02

3.63

l

± .28**I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

1111121

9.57

4.84

161 4.73 4.89

IMII
111,111
161

9.48 Ingimagnis
11,1111N11111111111111

5.01

11E111.11111111101

2.67

1.1111111111.1

1.1111111111

ningMam
.16#

1

.1611

11111111111

4.20

161

INIMMIIIINIMIN
161

3.60

lei ME
161

mugmlimmill
11111/MMINI
11111111,1111111110111111----

79

11111 4.49

1.10 1.89

MN

MINIMM111111111111111
4.10

< .o5
**
<.01

Correlations less thati .20, or not approaching
statistical significance, are not reported.
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Table 7.26

Single, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Primary Network Exchanges By Network Satisfaction

1 Primary Network Exchanges
V

Child-related
Exchanges

Kin

Non-Kin

Practical
Exchanges

Kin

Non-Kin

Financial
Help

Kin

Non-Kin

Emotional
Support

. Kin

Non-Kin

Work-related
Exchange

Kin

Non-Kin

Satisfaction with Network

O 0
W

W Wax

111111111111111111111

11111111-3.38

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 1.22

47

11111111111111

46

3.72

immomm lemormis

rilli 3.67 ME 20 . 111,111 2611

48 2.06 MIMI
111111 1.60 Bill .26#

3.63 3:19 .1 .33* .30* .29*

11111 1:94 1.78 I .21IN 1111111

.48 1,65 MOM .261/ .2841

Pill 1.96 1.53 MIMI=
19111111=1

-48 .65 .81

.3" 1111111111M

111111111111I .20

48 2%94.111MISMIMMIM
PIIIINIMMII 11111111111111

IIIIIII 169 2.48 111/1111111111 .29*

26 2.00 1111111011111111111111

11111 .84 1,11111111111111=MN 1.85 11=111111111
<.10
05

**4;.01

Corelations less than .20, or not approaching
statistiai significance, are not reported.
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Table 7.27

Married, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Primary Ntork Exchanges By Network Satisfaction

Primary Network Exchanges

C

6
Child-related
Exchanges

Kin

Non-Kin
Practical

Exchanges

Kin

Non -Kin

Financial
Help

Kin

Non7Kin

ctkonal
Support

Kin

Non-Kin

14514-related

Exchange

Kin

Non-Kin

Satisfaction with Network

0
F-1 I

g r-I

u 0 0u w r4 0
O O u 0 0
O O.

0
U 0 mi

W 0W 0 0

3.;9I3.56 3.74

1111111111111U .98 .91

11111111111111

.161

.91

161 3.91 3.01

IIINUP111.111111

11011111EMPUIN

1.60

I .29**

I .29**

MIUMMIMIIIPINIMPII
MI
1111111111INIIIMIN
161

.0 .

10E11 .17*

161 ,,KM
11111.1111111111111111111

.30

2.07 I .24**

.73 IIIMMIIMM/I

11E111111111

161

PIM
161

IMI,:!0
INIUM11111
1111111111111/111111111is

2.71Nom

.65

11111111 .22**

MIEN

Emmoim

11E11

EMI.OM

<.10

< .05,
**<

.01

Correlations less than .20, or not approaching
statistical significance, are not reported.
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Table 7.28

Single and Married, Non-Black Mothers

Correlation of Difficult Contacts By Network Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Singles

Parent Role Support

Practical-Personal Needs

Satisfaction Overall

Marrieds

Parent Role Support

Practical-Personal Needs

Satisfaction Overall

Difficult Contacts

<5

C.)

4-1

ri
Q:c0

4-1

4-4 0
4-I 4-1
A b4

a.;

0 0
4.4

4-1 b4
4-1 I

444 0
,r1 0

Z

48 48 48

1-l4

1.69

65.

.96

--1.1_-...

1.37a'

45 3.31 1.22 -.32* -.52**

47 3.38 1.13 -.30* -.48**

-.23 -.47**

161 161 161

1.48 .99 .50

1.91 1,40 1.01

151 3.56 .98

152 3.74 .91

156 3.99 .91

<:.10

* <-.05

**<.01

Correlations less than .20, or not approaching
statistical significance, are not reported.
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as the number of.,individuals in the network judged to be difficult

increases. One interesting point is that this relationship

holds for relatives but not for non-relatives, whereas it was

the number df difficult non-kin that increased with'exchange

membership. It may be that single-mother status carries with

it conflict in the kin network which spills over strongly into

her overall assessment of her network as a support base.

Summary. The patterns reflected in these correlations,

among and between network variables again support both the validity

of our constructs and the enhancement of our understanding of

how parents in differing circumstances both influence and are

influenced by their network membership. The validating evidence

can be summarized briefly. Although the high correlations among

the size variables was anticipated because they are subsets

of one another, it is reassuring to see that the magnitude of

these correlations varies in sensible ways. And the fact that

the relationships are stronger for single than married mothers

does not come as a surprise. Most of the married mothers are

in families with higher incomes than those of single motherl,

and overall network size increases with income. Thus the pool

that married mothers draw from tends to vary in size more for

marrieds,,and this reduces the probability that the number they

identify as most important (primary network) will bear much

relationship with how many were included'in theaore encompassing

network.

The size of the functional network also bears significantly

upon how much in the way of exchange resources mothers report
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as available to them, especially if the network membeY6 are

not relatives and if the mothers are single. This relationship

\is strongest for emotional supp rt, which suggests that network

members may compensate for the dpouse in these cases where he

is absent.

The otheir finding which provides further evidence that

our network variables are operating in meaningful ways consists

of the negative frequency of interaction with relatives. While

this relationship be'ween size and frequency of contact has

not been reported in the literature, it is logical to assume,

other things beininqual, that as the size of the "working"

network increases, there would be less time available per capita

from the mother for regular contact.

Many of the findings in these zero-order correlations carry

us beyond construct validity; they combine to produce patterns

which help us understan4 how mothers in differing circumstances

organize what resources are available to assist themselves in

raising their children and meeting their own personal needs.

The most prominent pattern in these data describes the different

world of single parents. Probably because they are not living

with a spouse, the size of their networks is most strongly correlated

with non-relatives. These include workmates (for those with

jots) and neighbors, as well as people met through organizations.,

As the number of neighbors and workmates,-they include in their

. networks increases, frequency of contact with those people also

increases. Overall satisfaction with t r networks is quite

directly related to the nature of the exchanges single mothers

have with these non-kin, and that satisfaction is quite easily
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disrupted by presence in the networks of members seen as difficult

in one way or another. What is emerging, then, is the picture

of single mothers who are struggling to raise one or more children

and keep themselves going with very little money and not much

help from the child's father. Under these circumstances network

members, and especially non- relatives, become useful and important

resources. The strong correlations among satisfaction, resource

exchanges, and "difficult" network members underscore that importance.

Earlier in the chairter we were careful to reinforce Wellman's

(1981) point that network ties are not necessarily supportive.

The negative correlation between number of "difficult" contacts

and overall satifaction with the network by single mothers

is the first evidence that we can present in support of Wellman's

admonition. Because the finding is specific to our single mothers,

we do not expect it to be affected by the introduction of income

as a demographic control, but other controls (like mothers'

educational level) may alter the relationship somewhat.

The statistical significance of correlations between network

variables is teaching us a good deal about the use of social

resources by single mothers. For married mothers, however,

these patterns of association are much less pronounced. It

is logical to speculate that the presence of the spouse in the

household serves a mediating influence in the relationships

between the mother who is married and the members of her network.

We need to better understand the nature of that mediation.
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Preliminary Predictive Models:
Size and Content as Antecedents of Network Satisfaction

Earlier in the chapter; after describing the constructs

being used to represent the conceptual themes underlying informal

support systems, we made the distinction between the structural

and relational aspects of social networks. Some of the zero-order

correlation matrices just discussed linked structural to relational

variables, and in so doing ppovided a preliminary examination

of the association between ,network structure and the availability

of social resources. We learned, for instance, that as the

functional network becomes larger, there is an increase in exchanges

with non-relatives, and a redt-tion in the average frequiency

of interaction with relatives.

We have also been examining possible links between network

variables and the demographic characteristics of the mothers

anchoring those networks. There again we.found significant

relationships: both network'size and the number of network

members available in the various exchange categories were positively

correlated with family income and -mother's education. What

begins to emerge, then, is a primitive model of the relationships

among social structure, network structure, and the relationships

parents have with their network members. This model, shown

in Figure 7.14 is still in its earliest stage of development.

It is, nonetheless, useful for purposes of discussion and as

a heuristic device.

The box farthest to the left in the figure represents the

socioeconomic forces affecting the mother. To the right of

"social position" are the two boxes containing the structural
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and relational characteristics of the network. Below "size"

are four other characteristics of the mother which may affect
ihr

aspects of her network. The solid lines indicate relationships

for which there is some cle0 evidence in the data already presented.

Dotted lineekisidicate -her va iables and possible relationships

of particular interest.

On the right-hand side of Figure 7.14 are some perceptions

by the mother which we have reason to believe will be affected

by the demographic and network variables already discussed.

Perceived satisfaction with the network involves data gatherer]

with the social networks interview, while perceptions of self,

child, and spouse were provided through the interview focused

on stresses and supports. A discussion of the relationships

between social network res urces and perceptions of self, child,

and spouse will be resery d for Chapter 8. Here we limit ourselves

to a preliminary examin ion of relationships between network

characteristics and pe ceived satisfaction with available network

resources, as conditioned by key background characteristics

,(social position, marrt:7;170q4, work status). To accomplish

this predictive undertaking we went through a two-sz,age process,

first engaging in basic model - building with the use of step-wise

regression techniques and then including,the variables selected

in that fashion in an analysis ofOvariance.

Stage One: Variable Selection

and Step-Wise Regression

Choice of independent and dependent variables was influenced

by four separate conceptual considerations prior to the acquisition
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of information provided by the use of step-wise regression proce-

dures. The first of these considerations involves the general

hypotheses underlying the study as a whole. We have hypothesized

that there are forces outside the family which significantly

affect the capacity of parents to engage in activities with

their children which enhance the development of those children.

Therefore, variables representing forces external to the immediate

family need to be examined in relation to ones which affect

the capacities of parents.

In our model of adult development and behavior, the manifestation

of parentS' capacities is heavily influenced by their perceptions

of themselves as parents and of others in the immediate family

(the spouse, the child). These perceptions, which we view as

mediating between the personal social network of the parent

and the parent's activities with the child, are an essential

link in the conceptual chain, and as such must become a consideration

in the selection of dependent variables to be examined in relation

to network structure and content.

The third consideration, already articulated in.relation

to Figure 7.14 is our !interest in relationships between network

variables. Content variables like emotional support and support

in the child-rearing role become the dependent variables of

particular interest.

The final consideration, is both conceptual and methodological.

We recognize the need to avoid selecting dependent variables

which are simply subsets of intervening or independent vari.ables,

and therefore related by definition rather than because' of a

meaningful causal link. For instance, the number of child-related

344
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exchanges with network members at the functional level is related

to the size of the functional network, because the criterion

for membership in the functional network is participation ih

one or more exchanges (although not necessarily child-relAted).

'4n contrast, relationships between functional network si e and

child-related exchanges at the primary network level can of

be assumed, because the criterion for membership in the rimary

network is quite different from that used at the functional

level.

With all these considerations in mind, and mindful also

of the fact that we were severely limited by the time constraints

associated with completion of this report, the decision was

bade to emphasize for these purposes parental perceptions as

dependen:, variables, to be tested against the social network

as an inforMal system of support.. Therefore, although step-wise,

analyses were conducted with both the content of exchanges and

network satisfaction as dependent variables, we have included

only network satisfaction as an outcome variable in the analyses

of covariance with which we conclude this chapter. Parental

perceptions of self, child, and spouse are dependent variables

of still greater interest to us, but their consideration has

been reserved for Chapter 8. Two of the three measures of perceived

network satisfaction described previously will be examined here:

1) Perceived satisfaction with the overall amount of help

and support a mother receives from her network;

and
S

2) perceived satisfaction with the amount of practical and

personal help she receives from that subset of her netWork

who provide this kind of assistance.
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Selection of independent variables to be used as predictors

of perceived network satisfaction, while influenced by the conceptual

issues discussed above, also had to be consistent with three

analytic goals.

First, and perhaps most importantly, we wished to examine

perceived network satisfaction as a function of multiple, rather

than single, predictor models. This goal emerged from a desire

to reflect the. multidimensional nature of informal support systems

rather than to rely on single summary measures to represent

the social resources or supportiveness of a parbnt's network.

This strategy has the potential, for example, for 'revealing

dLffereni-..ial effects'of kin versus non-kin on perceived network

satisfaction, once controls for effects of overall size of the

network have been included in the model.

Our second analytic goal was to make sure that various

ipombinations of network size and content variables were tested

both with and without demographic variables (socioeconomic status,

life-cycle stage, and mobility) included as controls.

Finally, our third goal was to select combinations of network

variables which capitalized on what we had already learned about

kin/non-kin role distinctions and the different levtls of the

network (total, functional, and primary).

Step-wise regression was well suited to this stage of analysis,

given our model building goals and the presence of so many possible

predictors of perceived network satisfaction. SeVeral standard

step -wise regression techniques exist. For our purposes, we

chose the combinational procedure within SAS (Statistical Analysis

System), which selects (br inclusion into the model those variables
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that maximize the improvement in R2. This technique, developed

by James H. Goodnight, is considered superior to regular step-wise

techniques because it does not settle on a single model, but

looks for the "best" one-variable model, "best" two-variable

model, and so forth depending on the user's specificatigns.

(For more details on this technique see the SAS User's Guide,

1979 Edition, pg. 391-396.)

From earlier correlational analyses, we learned that perceived

network satisfaction is differentially related to a large number

of structural and relational measures of networks, as well as

to demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. This pattern

of relationships was further differentiated by mother's marital

,status. Drawing on this prior knowledge, we constructed four

different variable sets to be used as predictors of the two

measures of perceived network satisfacation described above.

In our case, each set of variables corresponded to a structural

or relational dimension of netwcrks. These sets of predictors,

inclUded: (1) a set of size variables; (2) a set of exchanges;

and (3) a set of additional network characteristics such as

role multistrandedness and frequency of interaction. In the

'fourth set, size and exchange-content variables were allowed

to compete with each other as predictors of network satisfaction.

Within all four sets, however, separate measures of kin and

non-kin as well as measures of different levels of the network

were included as possible carriers. For each of the four different

sets of predictors, we obtained the "best" two, three, four,

and five-variable models, and each n-best combination of predictors

was calculated with and without the inclusion of socioeconomic,
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life-cycle, and mobility factors as covariates. Each combination

of n-best carriers was also calculated separately for single

and married mothprs and within marital status separately for

ethnic and non-ethnic mothers.

The actual test statistics which resulted from these analyses

are not of interest to us and, therefore, are not reported here.

What has been gleaned from, these analyses, for building testable

models, is summarized below.

In general, these analyses showed that network variables

of size and content are better predictors of perceived satisfaction
)

for single mothers than for marrieds., The multiple correlation

(R
2
) associated with the best combination of three network size

1

I
variables, without dpmographics,in the model, ranged from a

high of .33 for ethnic singles (W=10) to a low of .09 for ethnic

marrieds (N=69). The ordering among sample subgroups was somewhat

different for the best combination of three network exchange
't

variables. Here the R2- ranges from .46 for ethnie)singles to

.08 for non-ethnic marrieds.

On the dependent side of_the equation,,we learned that

network exchanges are better predictors of perceived personal

and practical support for both singles and marrieds than are

network size variables, which serve as significant predictors

only of the outcome measures for single mothers. The picture

was more complex for perceived overall satisfaction. The size

variables did better for non-ethnic singles and marrieds, while

exchange variables were better predictors for ethnic mothers

-- both single and married. Based on these step-wise regression

results we made a decision to carry both dependent measures
4
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of network satisfaction through t. the next stage of analysis.

On the independent side of the equation, we chose to focus exclusively

on the two sets of network size and exchange variables. Among

the network size variables, the best overall predictors of perceived

satisfaction were those measures at both the total and primary

levels of the network. The best overall exchange predictors

of perceived network satisfaction also appeared to be verie)les

measured at tie primary rather than the functional level of

the network.

Drawing on these °empirical results and on our conceptual

interest in maintaining the distinctions between-kinfnon-kim*

and the structural and relational.features of networks,we decided

to build our preliminary models around priffiary networi, measures

of size and exchange. A further decision was to build models

combining network size and exchanges separately 16kin and

non-kin membership in the networks, in order that these structural

and relational features of the networks could be included in

the same models.

The specific variables selected from these step-wise regression

analyses for further testing within thg analysis of covariance

framework include:

the number of kin in the primary network (PN Kin) and the
number of non-kin (PN Non-Kin);

the number of primary kin who provide child-related assistance
(PN Kin Child) and the number of primary non-kin who provide
the assistance (PN Non-Kin Child); and

the number of primary kin who provide emotional support
(PN Kin Emot) and the number of primary non-kin who provide
this support.
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The total'size of the network (TN) and the size of the primary

network (PN) were also selected for testing within the covariance

framework.

The only decision remaining to be made involved determining

which demographic factors to include as controls within the

next stage of. analysis. On this -issue the results from the

step-wise regression procedures were unambiguous. Socioeconomic

factors such as family income and mother's education clearly

had the greatestsingle impact on mothers' perceptions of network

satisfaction. Other fadtors which also showed indications of

influencing network perceptions were mothers' age, and the number
ti

of children in the family. In both cases, however, the effects

of demographic characteristics were non-homogenous across marital

status and ethnicity combinations. Based op these res is and

on the constraints of time, the decision was made to include

only socioeconomic factors at the model-testing stage. This

final stage inthe analytical process, which we turn to now,

requires a great deal of experi.mentation before the best models

can be included in the analysis of covariance with regression

techniques. Our preliminary efforts, derived from the analytical

sequence described earlier, will be refined during the next

year for use in the evaluation of e Family Matters program.
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Stage Two: Analysis of Covariance Models and Tests of
The Homogeneity of Regression Hypotheses.

The second stage of exploratory model building was launched ,

in order to test a central theme of ecological research stated

earlier in-Chapter 3, that the main effects (that is the impor-

tant effects) are likely to be interactions. Translating this

maxim into a social network framework corresponds to saying,

that generalizations about the effects of network structure and,

content on perceptions of satisfaction cannot be made without

specifying the ecological context (or groups) for which these

effects hold. lb

.Analysis of covariance models provide an ideal structure

in which to test this hypothesis. .e-expressed within this

analytic framework, the maxim of ecological research corresponds,

in the case Of interactions between categorical and continuous

variables, to the test of the homogeneity of regressions.

Tests of the homogeneity of regressions hypothesis ask: to what

extent, if at all, are the regression coefficients associated

with a particular covariate different for levels of a factor or

interaction of factors? In sum, tests of the homogeneity of

regression hypotheses provide the statistical apparatus necessary

for testing components of the basic tenet of ecological research.

In order to explore the possibility that structural and

. relational characteristics of networks have differential conse-

quenses for perceived satisfaction depending on the sample sub-group,
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we fit two series of covariance models. In the first series

of models, the hypothesis of interest was primarily method-

ological, whereas.in the second series our focus was on examining

the relative contributions of primary network size and content.

More specifically, with the first series of models we asked: do

network variables, taken one at a time, differ significantly in

their effects depending on mother's ethnicity, work status, and/

or the interaction of tnese two- factors?

This methodological, or model-specification hypothesis is

not inherent to the first series of models. We could have beer's,

for example, interested in asking which network size and network

exchange variables were the best single predictors of perceived

network, satisfaction. This was not the hypothesis of interest

because, as stated earlier in this chapter, one of our analytic

goals was to test the differential contribution of network size

and network content adjusted for each other. In order, however,

to build the multiple-predictor models necessary to test this

hypothesis, we needed prior information. In particular, we

needed to determine for each network variable those sub-classes,

if any, for which it was necessary to estimate separate regression

coefficients. Inither words, we needed to know where we had non-

homogeneity and for which network covariates. This information,

which was gleaned from this first series of models, allowed us to

fit more parsimonious specifications with the second and more

complex series of models.

1
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For both series, we constructed models which imposed two

classifactory factors on the observed data: mother's subjective

ethnic identification and mother's work status. Justification

for including these factors can be found in several bodies of

literature. From the network perspective, Alba (1978) and Snyder

(1976) provide evidence that the networks of ethnics differ con-

siderably from those of non-ethnics, while Wilensky (1961) and

Jones (1980, see note 8) have argued convincingly for the power

of work status in influenping network characteristics. The cell

frequencies, along with the.marginal percentages which result

from imposing this classificatory structure on tt data, are shown

in Table 7.29.

No evidence exists in the network literature, however, that

would argue for the inclusion of "sex of child" as a factor in

the model. This is especiallly understandable when the networks

of interest are anchored on 'others' social relations in general

(and not only on those ties a pother maintains thro,:h her pre-

school child.'

Drawing on the results of fitting this first series of

models, we constructed two general multiple-predictor models:

one for kin network variables and one for non-kin variables.

Despite the absence of such evidence, significant mean
differences by sex of child and by sex of child and ethnicity
were observed in our data for key network variables. These
unanticipated results emerged after the models reported in
this section had been estimates and analyzed and, therefore,
too late for inclusion in the specifications discussed here.
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Table 7.29

Subclass N's represented by the 2 X 3 factoral design
of our analysis of covariance models, tabled separately
for Singles and Marrieds, Non-Black mothers'only.

Singles

N
Percent
Row Pct.
Col n Pct.

Marrieds

N
Percent
Row Pct.
Collumn Pct.

Non-Ethnic

Ethnic

Totals

Non-Ethnic

Ethnic

Totals

Not Part

Working Time

Full
Time

16

33.33
55.17'
61.54

5

10.42
17.24
55.56

8

16.67

27.59
61.54

10 4 5

20.83' 8.33 10.42

52.63 21.05 26.32

38.46 ',4.44 38.46

Totals

29

60.42%

19

39.58%

26 9 13 48

54.17% 18.75% '27.08% 100.00%

Not Part Full

Working Time Time

50

31.06
54.35
54.35

18

11.18

19.57

52.94

24

14.91
26.09
68.57

42 16 11

26.09 9.94 6.83

60.87 23.19 15.94

45.65 47.06 31.43

354

92 34 35

57.14% 21.12% 21.74%

Totals

92
57.14%

69
42.86%

161

100.00%
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These general models were fit with and without number of
_

difficult contacts, family income, and mother's education in

the equation forAtwo dependent variables and separately by legal

marital status. From this model-fitting sequential process, six

models were selected for discussion in this chapter. The exact

variables treated simultaneously in these six models, as well

as the classificatory structure specified for each model, are

listed in Table 7.30. Specifying the classificatory structure

involves deteymining for which subclasses of the sample separate

regressions should be computed. s- of Table 7.30 indicate

the explanatory variables included in each model, while the col-

umns indicate the dependent variable which was regressed on each

set of predictors. The results from fitting these models are

presented in Tables 7.31 through 7.36.

Before discussing tnese six models, however, a caveat is

in order. Although these models represent our first attempts

to test substantive network hypotheses, we recognize fully

the preliminary nature of these specificlions. The process

of exploratory model building can proceed in many different

directions. Our intention was to establish a model-building

and testing strategy that was defensible from both a substantive

/ and methodological perspective. After presenting the results

from these initial tests of the relative contributions cf net-

work size and content to perceived network satisPactio, we will

close with a discussion of what our next analytic steps will be.
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Table 7.30

Models for Analyses Of ?erceived Network Satisfaction

As a Function of Primary network Size and

Exchange-Contact

E = ethnicity
W = work status

E * W = interaction of ethnicity
and work status

Perceived Overall :'erceived Satisfaction
Satisfacti with ',with Personal and
Network -actical Support

Kin Models:

(1) Total Primary Kin
Number of Difficult Kin
Kin Child-Related
Assistance
Kin Emottona Assistance
Family Income
Mother's Educ tion

E

Overall
E * W

(2) Total Primary Kin
Number of Di ficult Kin
Kin Child- lated
Assist e-

t Kin Emotional-'Assistance
Family income Overall
Mother's Education E * W

(3) Total Primary Kin
Number of Difficult Kin
Kin Child-Related
Assistance

Kin Emotional Aisistance

Non-Kin Models:

(4) Total Primary Non-Kin
Non-Kin Child-Related
Assistance
Non-Kin Emotional
Assistance

Family income
Mother's Education

(5) Tot, .,.' PrLaary Non-Kin
Number of Difficult in
Non-Kin Child-Related
tssistance
Non-Kil Emotional
Assis4ance

?

(6) Total rimary Non-Kin
Numter of Difficult
No n--Kin

nori=Kin Child-Related
Assistance
Non-Kin Emotional
Assistance

56'

Over
E * W

Not ?resented

Not Presented
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The Relationship_ of Primary Network Kin to Mother's
f2.1ctptions of "Overall" Network Satisfaction

Turning our attention first to the series of kin models,

the reader can see that regressing perceived overall satis-

faction on the set of predictors depicted in Model 1 of

Taole7.30 yields very different results for single and married

mothers As Table 7.31 shows, fitting this model to observed

data results in an overall F ratio of 2.38 for marrieds and

1.17 for singles. While the F ratio for single mothers is

non- significant at p1.001, the F ratio for single mothers is

non-significant, with the same degree of freedom for the model.

The proportion of total variance, however, accounted for by this

model is considerably larger for singles than for marrieds.-

,,sing these measures to evaluate the overall goodness of
fit of a model, the researcher must consider the following
statistical properties of each. The F ratio makes a state-
ment about the probability of obtaining an F this large
or larger by chance alone, assuming the specified model is
the true model; therefore, in Model 1, there is less than
one chance in a thousand of obtaining an F this large or
larger by chance alone. The R-square, on the other hand,
is a measure of thou multiple correlation between the
observed Y and the predicted Y. This statistic, therefore,
is vulnerable to inflation due to multicollinearity among
the predictor variables. More specifically, in the case of
Model 1, an nC of .52 for single mothers could be the result
of a strorig predictive relationship between the model and the
observed Y/ or of strong intercorrelations among tne inde-
pendent variables. Since none of the coefficients associated
with the covariatesis significant for single mothers, one
suspects that the associated with this model is reflecting
multicollinarity more than a strong predictive relaionship.
This same interpretation will be used to evaluate all six
models presented in this chapter for their overall goodness
of fit to observed data.
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Table 7.31
Regress.o5 of perceived Overall Satisfaction on four kin Teassres of ser...ore size lnd exchange zontint.
including difficult contacts by LorK intl13. and on family income ana ,other's education

Dependent veriable: Perceived Overall Sat.sfsction

Married Mothers Single Mothers

Coefficient Zero-Omar
Indeperdent Variable b ( r ) latIo

Coefficient Zero-Order
b ( - ) Ratio

1. :tn. of kin in Primary Net. ( -.08 ) .:S )

Overall affect .084 2.02 .375 6.10*

R. for single predictor .04 .98 :9 1.69

Non-ethnic .112 ( .03 ) 1.14 -.579 ( .23 ) .92

Ethnic .003 (-.15 ) .00 .066 ( .12 ) .03

(1111) for achnicityl .80 1.43

2. io. of difficult kin (-.140)
Overall effect .31 531* .79 7.08**

R for single predictor .06 1.52 21 1.86

Not working -.226 (-.18 ) 92 -.234 (-.4*) .12

?art-time working .138 (-.15 ) .38 - 4.319 k- 61 1/ 1.59

Full-rise working .72 (-.09 ) 7.24** .625 (- 30 ) .66

(HR) for work status 3.73* 1.29

3. Child - related assistance. kin ( .02 ) ( .16 )

Overall effect .11 1.69 .603 9.12**

12 for single predictor .03 .93 .24 2.230

Not working .042 (-.04 ) .08 -.303 ( 25 ) ./G

?art-time working -.642 ( .23 ) 5.11* 17.740 ( -.32 ) 2.02

Full-cime working .117 ( .09 ) .18 .114 ( 19 ) .56

(HR) for work status 2.95 1.38

.. Emotional supoort. kin ( .03 ) ( 19 )

Overall affect .24 ..67* .65 3.13**

R2 for single ?radiator .05 1.44 .23 2.07#

Vot-working -.255 ( .08 ) 1.93 -.005 ( 32 ) .00

Part-time working .812 (-.08 ) ..45,* -15.840 ( .00 ) 1.82

Full-tims working .159 ( .04 ) .25 - 32' ( ..5 ) .10

(113) for work status 3.35* .94

5. Family income ( .08 ) (-.09 )

Overall effect 3.78 1.82 -9.35 .71

a- for single predictor 04 95 .09 .71

Overall affect from the six ' .000
predictor model

.35 .000 /1.80
6. Mother's education i 140) ( 29.)

Overall +disc: 06 .92 -.11 .18

1- for single oredictor .03 .79 38 .62

'ton-sthnic. non-vorking .074 ( 18 ) 34 1.179 .36 ; 2 50

gam-ethnic. part-time .777 k .19 ) 8.12** -2.008 (- 51 ) 5.29

eon- ethnic. full -cis -.229 ,-.17 ) 1.28 .179 ( 38 ) :0

Ethnic. son-working -.013 ( .16 ) .01 .208 1 23 ) .07

Ethnic. oart-rIme - 043 (-.29 ) .03 -1.254 33 ) .27

Ethnic, full-time .041 ; .4 ) 16 .010 ; ; .01

(M) for E * '.. 3 07* 31

52
12 for the six predictor model .23

F ratio for six predictor model 2.38** 1.1.7

161 48

,s.a) denotes the case of the homogeneity of regression.
within levels of the effects Indicated.

Indicates probabilliv .54 10

* indicates probability 3.5

5* indicates ;r0Dahl,lc' = ."
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Based on these criteria or evaluating the overall

goodness of fit, we conclude that this particular model speci-

fication represents e better fit to the observed data for

married mothers than it does for singles. Our conclusion,

however, would be very different if we restricted ourselves to

these same explanatory variables used separately as predictqrs

of overall satisfaction. Examining the overall effects asso-

ciated with treating each of these variables as s:ngle predictors

(these effects are shown in parentheses in Table 7.31 , the

reader can see that these variables are stronger more signifi-

cant predictors of perceived satisfaction for single than for

married mothers. The key question is: why does the predictive

strength of network kin variables change so significantly for

single mothers as we go from single to multiple, and simulta-

neous, predictor models? This question, as well as others

raised by this analysis, will be addressed in the summary for

this section on kin models.

Network Size Versus Network Content in Kin Models

Examining the partial regression coefficients for married

mothers in Table 7.31, we observe that, in general, network

assistance from kin has a greater impact nn perceptions of over-
.

all satisfaction than does the absolute number of kin in the

primary network. As the reader can see, he effect of total

primary kin (variable #1) on oerceived overall satisfactic., io

35U
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non-significant for ethnic and non-ethnic married mothers

alike; whereas, child-related and emotional assistance from

kin both have a significant impact on mothers' overall satis-

faction.

Looking still closer, however, we can obeerve tha_ kin

who provide child related assistance and emotional support

have differential effects on perceived overall satisfaction,

depending on the work status of married mothers. Furthermore,

the effect of work status on the relationship of the network

covariate to the dependent variable is not the same for these

two areas of exchange. Mure specifically, an increase in the

number of kin who provide child-related assistance has a sig-

nificant negative effect on the overall satisfaction of cart-

time working mothers; whereas, an increase in kin who provide

emotional support has just the opposite effect for this same

group of married mothers. Tests of the homogeneity of regres-

sions hypothesis were significant for both of these network

covariates; meaning that we could reject the null hypothesis

of no difference in regressions for sub-classes of the sample

defined by work status.

Translating this finding into an ecological framework,

we conclude that one cannot make inferences about the effects

of access to network resources on perceived overall satisfaction

without taking into account the larger context in which the

mother is located. In this case, the pertinent content consists

cf he mother's work status.
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Two key questions that arise from this analysis are:

first, why does an increase in child-related assistance have

a significantly negative effect on overall satisfaction, while

increases in emotional support have a significantly positive

effect; and second, why is this pattern of effects restricted

to those married mothers who work part-time? The first of

these analytic questions will be discussed in the summary

which follows this section.

What about the effects of "difficult kin" and demogra-

phic characteristics on mothers' perceptions of overall network

satisfaction? Turning first to the impact of difficult kin,

we observe that an increase in the number of kin labeled

"difficult or problematic" has a highly significant effect on

the overall satisfaction of full-time working mothers only.

But why is the direction of this effect positive and restricted

to full-time workers? Our interpretation of this result is

that while married mothers who work full-time-might experience

more conflict with their relatives, they also have more non-

kin, work-related contacs in their retworks to absorb or deflect

this conflict. At this stage of analysis this interpretation

is more speculation that anythirig else. Number of difficult

kin, however, was included in this model for another reason.

Adjusting total primary kin and exchanges with kin for the num-

of kin in the network who are "difficult" significantly

361
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dampens the differences in regressions for emotional support

by work status. Inclusion of difficult kart in the model, how -

\

ever, does not eliminate the differences in regression, rather it

increase's the probability associatedyith he F ratio for the

test of homogeneity of regressions from the .01 level to the

.05 level.

Finally, turning our attentionto the impact of income

and education in Model 1 on perceptions of overall satisfac-

tion, we observe the following: first, family income has no

significant effect on mother's perceptions of overall network

satisfaction. This non-effect of family income is consistent

'across marital status and holds up in both single and multiple-

predictor models. Second, and in contrast, the educational

level of married mothers does have a significant impact on their

perceptions of overall network satisfaction. This effect, how-

ever, only eterges when separate regressions. are computed for

the joint distribution mothers by ethnicity and work status.

Futhermore the significant positive effect of education on over-
.

all satisfaction is restricted to those non- ethnic mothers' who

work part-time: While non-significant, education has a nega-

tive effect for non-ethnic mothers who work full-time as well

as a negative effect for all ethni' mothers. Al.hough the

siomificant effect of education is limited to one cell in the

model, inclusion of.this term had imp:ications for estimating

the coefficients of other network covariates. In general,
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itt

t

including education by ethnicity and work status resulted
.

in lowering (although not eliminating) the significant effects

of child-related and emotional support' form kin.

The Role of Eth-icity in Perceived Overall Satisfaction

Results from Model 2, which are presented in Table 7.32

reflect an alternative .specification of the same network co-

variates. In this model; all network covariates are examined

separately for the two levels of ethnicity rather than for

the three levels of work status as they were in Model 1.

Separate models were fit in order to test the homogeneity of

regressions hypothesis associated with each classificatory

factor because there was no evidence from the first series of

models to indicate that network covariates should be examined

separately for the interaction of ethnicity with work status.

What do we learn from this alternative specification

about the relationship of primary network size and .exchange-

content to perceived overall satisfaction? First, although

fitting Model 2 to observed data results in a slightly

poorer it fOr marrieds and a slightly better fit for singles,
A

this finding itself does not contribute to our understanding

of overall perceived satisfaction. In order to address the

above question and determine what has been learned from this

alternative specification, we must examine the coefficients

directly.
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Regression of perceived overall satisfaction on four kin measures of network sire anh excnange content.
including difficult contacts by ethnicity. and on family income and mother's education.

Dependent

7ndependent Variable

Variable: Perceived Overall Network Satisfaction

Married Mothers Single moOers

Coefficient
b

Zero -Order F

(r) Ratio
Coefficient

b
taro -Order

(r) Ratio

1. No. of itin in Primary Nat.

.084

.025

-.011

(-.08 )

2.02

.04 .98

( .03 ) .04

(-.15 ) .01

.05

.375

-.572

.179

( .13 )

.19

( .23 )

( .12 )

6.10*

1.69

.96

.15

1.04

Overall effect

R2 for single predictor

Non-ethnic

Ethnic

(RR) for ethnicity'

2. No. of difficult kin (-.144) (-.444)

Overall effect .31 5.81* .79 7.084*

R- for single predictor .06 1.62 .21 1.36

Yon-ethnic .384 ( -.214) 5.24* .771 ( -.361) .71

Ethnic -.190 ( -.01 ) .44 .454 (-.62**) .61

(a) for Ethnicity 2.961 .09

3. Child-rakaad assistance, kin ( .02 ) ( .16 )

Overall effect .11 1.69 .603 9.12**

R2 for single predictor .03 .93 .24 2.234

Non - ethnic -.226 ( -.05 ) 1.66 1.237 ( .26 ) 1.77

Ethnic .110 (-.02 ) .36 - .305 (-.01 ) .09

(RR) for Ethnicity 1.77 1.26

4. Emotional support, kin ( .03 ) ( .19 )

Overall ef2act .24 4.67** .65 3.18**
2
for single predictor .05 1.44 23 2.078

Non-ethnic .500 (-.05 ) 6.4** -8.38 ( .14 ) 1.14

Ethnic -.338 ( .254) 2.19 .754 ( .31 ) 1.21
(KR) for Ethnicity 7.90 2.45

3. Family Income
( .08) (-.09 )

Overall effect 3.78 1.82 -9.35 .71
2

R for single predictor .04 .95 .39 .71

Overall effect from the six .000 .21 .00r 1.06

Predictor model

6. Motner's education
( .141) .294)

Overall `fact .06 .92 - .11 .18

R
2
for single predictor ( .03 ) .79 ( .98 ) .62

Non-echnierrTosini .021 ( .18 ) .03 .084 ( .36 .02

Non- ethnic, pert-cite .868 ( .19 ) 9.8644 -1.141 (-.31 ) 4.16

Son ethnic, full-tin* -.173 (-.17 ) .71 .244 ( .18 ) .19

Ethnic, non-working -.024 ( .16 ) .04 - .510 f .23 ) .59

ethnic, part-time -.105 (-.29) .14 .466 ( .33 ) .36

Ethnic, full-time .045 ( .44 ) 19 - .286 ( -1 , .10

'12) for t V -9

R- for six predictor model

--------L111-.1.-
.22 .48

F ratio for six predictor model 1.::** 1.27

161 48

1 6(.a) denotes the test of the homogeneity of regression 4 indicates

*vithin levels of the, effects indicated.
4*

indicates orobprobabilityab

.10

ility 6 .05
indicates probability 6 .01
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(

Focusing on married mothers, three features of this

model stand out. First, we observe that the effect of an

increase in the number of kin who provide emotional support

on overall satisfaction is significantly different by levels

of ethnicity. If fact, the test of the homogeneity of

regressions inuicates that the difference between levels of

ethnicity is greater than the differences among levels of

work status in Model 1. In this model, it is for non-ethnics

that increases in emotional support from kin have a signifi-

cantly positive /effect on their perceptions of satisfaction.

There is some 4idence, on the other hand, that ethnic mothers
/

fine less satisfied with their networks as emotional support

from kin increases. Second, we observe that by decomposing

child-related assistance from kin by ethnicity rather than

by work status we lose significance. The effect of'chlld-

related assistance on perceived satisfaction differs by levels

of ethnicity, although the difference in regressions only

approaches significance. In this model, it is for non-ethnic

mothers that an increase in difficult kin has a positive

effect on satisfaction.

Focusing briefly on single mothers, only one feature of

Model 2 deserves comment. Examining the effects of emotional

support from kin separately by levels of ethnicity rather

than by levels of work status represents an improvement in

365
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the model specification. It is also interesting to note ti -qt

the pattern of effects for this covariate are in opposite

directions for single and married mothers. Although not sig-

nificantly different froM zero, emotional support from kin

tends to have a negative effect on the perceptions of non-

ethnic single mothers, while it has a significant positive

effect on those of married mothers.

In sum, Model 2 is primarily important for the insight.

it provides on how to modify the specifications of our original

model (Model 1). The findings of Model 2 indicate that des-

3.

pite earlier results from single predictor models, emotional

support from kin should be.examined separately for the inter-

action of ethnicity and work status. Within the framework

of a multiple predictor model of overall perceived satisfaction,

the same specification change also applies to the number of

difficult kin in the network.

The Relationship of Primary Network Kin to Mothers' Perceptions
cf "Personal and Practical" Network Support

Results from Model 3, which are presented in Table 7.3J

represent a change in the dependent variable as well as a

change in the combination of independent variables being used

to predict this outcome. Rather than focusing on perceived

overall satisfaction, in this model we are interested in mothers'
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perceptions of the amount of help and support they receive

from kin in the areas. of personal and practical assistance.

This dependent variable constitutes a less global evaluation

of the network than does perceived overall satisfaction. Our

intention with this dependent variable was to capture the

relationship between a mother's needs and the capAity of

her network of social. relations to meet these needs; as such,

we consider this variable to be a more refined measure of

the perceived fit between personal needs and network resources.

As Table 7.33 indicates, the same specification of net-

work covariates was used to predict perceived satisfaction

with personal and practical support as was used in Model 1

to predict overall satisfaction. Model 3 differs, however,

from Model 1 in the absence of demographic covariates.

Family income and mother's education were omitted from this

model because neither of these demographic characteristics

has a significant effect on mothers' perceptions of satis-

faction with personal and practical support. This finding

is consistent across levels of marital status, and it holds

up in both single and -ultiple-predictor models.

In addition to 1 'ning that socioeconomic factors have

no significant impact on mothers' perceptions of personal

and practical support, several other findings from this %odel

deserve comment.
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Regression of perceived satisfaction with personal
and exchange, including difficultscontacts by work

1.33
practical support on four kin measures of network size,
us, and witnouc socioeconomic covartaCts in the model.

pependeet Variable:

tndebendenc Variable

Perceived Satisfaction with Personal and Practical Support

Harried :for jars Single Mothers

Coeff"ci^nt Zero-Order
(r) Ratio

Coefficient Zero-Order
(r)

F

Ratio
1. 3L):fk.1siapriz...zarNet.

.169

.224

-.009

( .09 )

.09

( .200

(-.07 )

5.76*

2.54*

3.100

.01

2.39

.393

.015

.003

( .13)

.13

( .27 )

.13 )

10.56**

2.089

.000

.000

.000

Overall effect

R2 for single pr

Non-ethnic

Ethnic

(HR.) for Ethnicity)

2. No. of difficult kin (-.04 ) t-.52**)
Overall effect .37 5.57* .77 10.24**
12 for sing predictor .09 2.50* .22 2.020

Not working -.076 (-.04 ) .07 -.213 (-.52**) .20

Parc-time wor g -?.A106 (-.12y ) ..14 -2.510 (-,40 ) ' .77

Full-time working / .530 (-.04) 2.46 .944 ( -.329) 1.960
OM for work status 1

1.30 2.03

3. Child-related assistance. kin ( .18*) ( .11 )

Overall effect
1

.23 5.15* .59 13.69**
1" for single predictor .09 2.43* .27 2.61*

lot working .040 ( .22*) .05 -.076 ( .29 ) .03

Part-time Id king i -.659 ( .13 ) 3.96* 4.912 ( .07 ) .49

Full-tim (irking .318 (-.09 ) .01 .380 ( .12 ) .24

(HR) f work statue 1.90 .46

Emotional support, kin
( .07 ) ( .16 )

Overall effect .41 10.39** .74 19.01**
2

1 for .s.-1-erbrcidictor .12 1.44** .34 3.54**
Not working .034 ( .27*) .02 .498 ( .33 ) 1.64

?art-time working 1.092 ( .23 ) 5.29 -4.352 ( .22 ) .42

Full-time working .220 (- 07 ) .31 - .370 ( .01 ) .01

(HR) for work status 2.05 .49

R" for four predictor model .20 .47
ratio for four predictot model 2.26** 1.329

N 161 48

1
(HR) denotes the test of the homogeneity of regression
within levels of the effect's indicated.
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Besides observing that fitting this model to observed

data results in a significant or nearly significant F ratio

for single;: and marrieds alike, the primary result of this

model is one,.of no finding. That is, while three of the indi-

vidual doeff cients show a significant effect for the network

covariates indicated there are not significant differences

in regression by ethnicity or work status. This finding is

equivalent to accepting.the null hypothesis of homogeneity

of regressions. In terms of our ecological framework, this

finding weakens the generalizability of the maxim that the

main effects are themselves interactions. It is interesting

to note in passing, however, that the significant effects

in this model are again associated with married mothers who

work part-time.

The primary implication of this finding is that our model

of perceived satisfaction with personal and practical support

is misspecified. Two possibilities are cons ered: either

these network covariates should be examined only for their

overall effects on the dependent variable or we have included

the wrong set of predictors in the model. In reality it is

vite possible that the model is misspecified on both counts.

Each of these ,possibilities will be explored in future

____/inalyses before we come to any concussions about the Illation-

ship of primary network kin to perceptions Df personal and

3 6 (,)
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practical support. \

Summary of Kin Models---

Whatwe have observed about the relationship of primary

network kin to moiLe:ss' perceptions of network satisfaction

is summarized in the following set of remarks. This set of

remarks represents obser.vations on both substantive and model-

building issues. And, as is frequently the case at this

stage of exploratory model building, this list of find'ngs

raises more questions about the relative contributions of

network size and content to perceived satisfaction than it

answers. Rather than serving as stumbling blocks, howEver,

the following list of observations will be usea to guide

the.ccnstruction of the next series of kin models.

1. The three alternative specifications of

primary network kin variables and socioeconimic

characteristics represent a bettr overall fit to

the observed data on married mothers than on singles.

This finding stands in contrast to the resalts of both cor-

relational analyses, presented earlier in ;his chapter, and

single-predictor models. While several explanations of this

finding are possible, the most likely interpretation from our

perspective has to do with the strong pattern_of intercorrelations

among network variables for single mothers.

3 -40

When highly inter-
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oorrelated variables are entered simultaneously

:.to an equation, the result can be that there is very _it __e

untque variance left o'er to account for the variations in Y.

The primary implication >f this finding is for model-building;

i.e., in fitting our next series of kin models we must take

are to include some network ex;loratory variables which are

as completely contained in eacn other and, therefore, are

not as highly correlated.

2. Primary network exchange variables rather

than primary network size have a greater impaot cn

perceived overall satisfaction, This trend is

not nearly as pronounced for perceptions of personal

and practical support.

3. Furthermore, we observed that the effects

rimary network exchanges with kin were signifi-

cantly different for child-related and emotional

assis:ance.

child-related support from kin tended to have a sig ifi-

ntly negative effeot on overal: satisfaction, emotion?\\

support shoed a stronger and positive effect on the depent

variable., This finding war restricted primarily to '.5.41-rriet -\\

mothers any within married- to those non - ethnic mttners wr.o

rflrl. part-time.

lased :n observations 1 and we -.:(1,ncl',Ade that
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mexe presence of kin is not enough to affect mothers', peroep-

tions of overe1.1 satisfaction either positively or negatively.

In order to have an impact on this outcome measure, it appears

tnat primary network kin must be providing a real service to

Mothers rather than Just symbolizing sentiment ties. This

finding on the relative contribution of "being there" versus

"providing something" has potentially powerful implications

for research in the area of social support systems. As was

pointed out earlier, research in these areas tends to assume

that presence in a network translates into support.

Why the effect of child-related assistance from kin is

negative is harder to Our interpretation here h:s

to do with the inherent nature of these exchange areas. That

is, while assistance in the emotional area is inht:rent1:7

supportive in nature, assistance on child-related issues

has the potential to be intrusive or critical. This line -;f

reasoning will be pursuei in future analyses.

"It is also possible thatithe negative effect of child-related
assistance from kin is an artifact of variable constructfan
...,rocedures. The variable, child-related assistance, combines
both "babysitting" and "advice on child-rearing." It is con-
ceivable that only those kin who p_ovide advi e cn child-rearing
are responsible for the negative effect Dr this /ariaole. To
test out this alternative explanation, ooth components of this .

compound variable will be included simultanecusly_in the -acdel
specifications presented here.

1
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-. Still focusing on primary network ex-

changes, findings fom models 1 and 2 alert us

to the !red to change our model specification

for predicting overall satisfaL-..lon.

In particular, results from these models indicate that

emotional support from kin should be examined separately for

each level of the interaction of ethnicity and work status.

This change in model specification is equivalent to testiro

for a three-way interaction among these variables. Ohild-

related assistance, on the other hand, appears to require

only separate regressions for levels of work-status, not for

_Levels of ethnicity.

5. Of the two socioeconomic characteristics,

only mother's education has a significant impact

on perceptions of satisfaction. The signtficance

of this variable, however, is restricted to non-

ethnic mothers, both single and married, who work

par* -time.

she cuzi- whirs!: remains for future analysis is why only this

particular group of m,_.thers is significantl, affected by el -

cation. Arguments that will be pursued have to do with if

cycle stage, recency of educational experience, and 'Ipward

*r.obility factors.

-:z

..). Finally, by analyzing the results of

Model 3, we have learned that the maxim of

3 7 :;
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ecological research provides a better _wide for

understanding the relationship of primary net-

work kin to overall satisfaction than it does

for perce tions of .ersonal and practical su port.

In the case of perceived satisfactIcAn with personal and prac-

tical support, the important effects appear to be truly main

effects. Support for this interpretation can be provided by

examining the overall effects associated with treating these

same network covariatesas single predictors of perceived

satisfaction with personal and practical support.

Non-Kin Models: The Reh,tionshi.p of Primary Network Ncn-Kin
to Mothers' Perceptions of Network Satisfaction

Using primary network measures of non-kin size ana con-

tent to predict mothers' perceptions of network satisfaction,

results in quite a different picture from that which was ob-

served earlier with kin. While there are still some oonsistent

patterns between these two sets of models, the emphasis nere

will be on highlighting the aifferenoeF. This discussion str tegy

stems from one of the analytic goals mentioned earlier in this

chapter, i.a., to explore the differential contributions kin

and nor -Kin to perceived network satisfaction. implementinz

this goal we reoognize that specific results from thasa two

sets of models cannot be dire^_t1y ocTrpared without caloulating

sl;and="rdized regression _oeffioients. Dur focus, .1-leref::re,
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will be on identifying opposing patterns which result from

fitting non-kin models to the same set of observed data. This

focus translates into the following four questions of organ-

ization:

First, what differences emerge in the overall pattern

of relationships between network characteristics of size

and content and perceptions of satisfaction when non-kin

measures of these characteristics are used as predictors?

Second, what are the relative contributions of non-kin net-

work size and content to understanding perceived satisfaction?

Third, how, if at all, do these differences correspond to

differences in the marital status of mothers? And fourtn,

how successful are thest nor-kin models in predicting perceived

overall satisfaction versus perceived satisfaction with personal

and practical support? The role of mother's education will

also be discussed in relation to non-kin Models 4-6.

The most dramatic difference between Models 1-3 and Models

4-6 is that all the non-kin specifications result in a sig-

nificantly better fit to the observed data for single mothers

'than tl,ev do for marrieds. This finding is in direct contrast

co what was observed for the kin models in Tables 7.31

through 7.33

By examining the goodness of fit statistics in Tables

7.34 :leer ugh 7.36 the reader can see that not only the
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Table 7.34

Regression of perceived ovetall satisfaction on three non-kin measures of network size and exchange content
and on family income and mother's education.

Oependent Variable: Perceived Overall Network Satisfaction

Married Mothers

Coeffic'ene Zero-Order F

.ndenendent Variable b (r) Ratio

1. No. of non-kin in Primary Net. ( .15f)

Overall effect .344 12.11**

---",R2- Fo-i iiti-jai pri-dictoi-- .10 2.70*
__ _

Ion-ethnic .017 ( .15 ) .00

Ethnic .093 ( .14 ) .05

(HR) for Ethnicity)
.03

Single Mothers

Coefficient Zero-Order
b (r) Ratio

.450

-1.61

- .34

( .25d)

8.82**

.24 2.18*

( .13 ) 5.52*

( .37 ) .92

4 2.00

2. Emotlaaal support, non -kin

Overall effect

1
2

for single predictor

Non-ethnic

Ethnic

(MR) for Ethnicity

( .19*) ( .29 *)

.50 15.76** .62 11.90** -

.11 3.33** .28 2.73*

.43. ( .12 ) 1.21 L.75 ( .22 ) 3.86*

-.131 ( .25 *) .08 .81 ( .47.) 1.96

.87 .89

3. Child-Teta:Ad assistance.

non-kin

Overall effect .44 14.29**

1 for single predictor .11 3.07

Non-working .063 ( .26.) .04

Part-time working -.021 (-.06 ) .00

Full-time working 4 .288 (-.05 ) .61

(HR) for work status .44

( .13 ) ( .26i)

.69

.75

-3.34

1.15

12.53**

.29 2.85*

( .29 ) 1.77

( .78.9 2.56

( .34 ) 3.24

2.06

4. Family.income

Overall effect

12 for single predictor

Overall affect from the five

predictor model

( .08 )

3.78 1.82

(-.09 )

-9.35 .71

.04 .09

.000 .27 .000 .22

5. Mother's education

Overall effect

1- for single predictor

11on-ethnic, non-working

Nom-ethnic, parc-time

Non-etlinic, full-time

Ethnic. non-working

Ethnic, part -tins

Ethnic. full-time

(HA) for E V

.144

.06 .92

.03 .79

-.037 ( .18 ) .07

.755 ( .19 ) 6 SO*"

-.207 (-.17 ) .96

-.034 ( .16 ) .10

-.139 (-.29 ) .20

.019 ( .44 ) .03

2.91*

.38

-2.67

- .30

- .12

.72

1
2

for five predictor model,

F "azio for five predictor model
161

.1.9

1.81*
48

( 190

.18

.08 .62

( .36 ) .56

( .51 ) 9..9**

( .38 ) 77

( .23 ) .04

( .33 ) .18

t, .41 ) .61

' 25

.57

1.99*

l(HR) denotes the zest of the how:gine/Ey of regresecn
within levels of the effects indicated.
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R-squares but the F-ratios associated with these models are

considerably larger for single mothers. The one exception

to this pattern is reflected in the results of Table 7.34.

Here we see that regressing perceived overall satisfaction

on a model with mother's education by ethnicity and work

s cus in the equation yields only a slightly better fit for

singles than it does fa.: marrieds. The R-squares for Model 5

and 6, however, account for over 60 percent of the variation

in perceived satisfaction with personal and practical support

and the F ratios associated with these specifications are

significant at 1:)1.001. Therefore, unlike the kin models

discussed earlier, the large values of R
2
associated with

these non-kin specifications are indicative of strong predic-

tive relatiOnships and not just of intercorrelations among

pre,--tor variables.

The strength of non-kin net/ork members for single

mothers should be no surprise. All the descriptive and

co-relational data presented, earlier in this chapter anti-

cipated this finding. Several new insights, however, have

been gained by fitting these multiple-predictor covariance

:rodels. Here the focus of our discussion will be restricted

primarily to Models 5 and 6.

The primary insight gained from fitting multiple-

predictor models is that tne relationships between non-kin
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exchanges and perceived satisfaction hold up even adjusting

for the effects of primary non-kin (size) and number of

difficult non-kin. The reader will remember that this was

not the case for single mothers when kin models were fit to

observed data. A further insight concerns the direction of

these effects and the elimination of certain effects for

particular subclasses of the single-mother sample.

In Table 7.35 which corresponds to Model 5 of Table

7.30, the relationship indicated by the zero-order correlation

between non-kin child-related assistance and perceived personal

and practical satisfaction has virtually disappeared (now as

a regression coefficient) for non-ethnic mothers% The same

thing is true of the relationship between mother's education

and the dependent variable for non-ethnic, non - working mothers.

In Table 7.36, reversals in the direction of effects are more

prevalent. In this model where there are no three-way inter-

actions among classification factors and the network covari,ate,

the relationship between non-kin child-related assistance and

the dependent variable changes from a positive correlation

coefficient to a significantly negative regression coefficient

for non-working single mothers.

Turning our attention to the second thing guiding this

discussioti, we now ask about the relative concributions of

primary network non-kin and exchanges with non-kin. Here

we see a more complex, less consistent, pattern of effects
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;ABLE 7.35
Regression of perceived sati faction with personal and practical support on four non-kin leasures of networ4.
size and excnange content, including difficult contacts by work status, and without socioeconomic covariates
in the model.

Dependent 'triable: Perceived Satisfaction with Personal and Practical S0000rt

Married Mothers

,Coefficient
b

'Zara-Order
(r) Ratio

Single Mothers

Coefficient Zero-Order
Irl

1. No. of non-kin in Primary Net. ( .150) ( .23 )

Overall effect .283 5,43* .311 5.76*

R2 for single predictor .09 2,3S* .15 1.25

Son-ethnic -.929 ( .11 ) 7.13** .171 ( .20 ) 1.21
A.

Ratio

Ethnic .007 ( .201) .00 ,545 t .2S ) .38

(SR) for Ethnicity- 1.75 .07

2. go. of difficult n,,n-kin ( .08 ) (-.05 )

Overall effe.r .50 6.10** .49 5.38*

R" for single predictor .09 2.39* .14 1.19

Son-working .380 (-.05 ) .58 -2.628 -.13 ) 20.70**

?art -time working .022 ( .18 ) .00 .524 ( .15) .18

:o 11-time working -.011 (-.60**) .00 .326 (-.10 ) .86

(HR) for work status .20 9.46**

3. Child- related assistance,

non-kin

Overall effect

R
2

for single predictor

Non-ethnic

Ethnic

(HR) for Ethnicity

.53

1.125

-.006

( .29**)

.14

( .06 )

( .19 )

14.75**

4.11**

7.51**

.00

2.08

.45 6.97**

.17 1.46

-.040 ( .42*) .00

-.511 ( .14 ) .67

.32

.. Emotional support, non-kin ( .29**)

Overall affect .53 11.97**

12 for single predictor .12 1.53**

Son-ethnic. non-working .384 ( .33*) .36

:ton - ethnic, part-time 1.613 ( .34 ) 5.11*

Son-ethnic. full-tine .350 (-.59**) .88

thnic, non-working .132 ( .19 ) .05

Ethnic, parr-time .125 ( .25 ) .03

Ethnic, full-time .126 ( .34 ) .02

(HR) for E * V .90

( .23 )

.43 7.45**

.18 1.36

- .202 ( AU) .08

.434 ( .51 ) .21

-.496 ( .07 ) 1.37

-.055 ( .580) 01

.529 ( .49 ) .29

818 (-,09 ) 1.08*

.99

a2 for four predictor model .23

? ratio or four pradictor nodal 2.31**

161 .8

.59

3.62**

" RR) denotes he test of the honogeneiry of regression

witnin Levels of the effects indicated.

3 7

0 indicates probability M .1)
* indicates probability 6 0)
** tad/Laces probability 6 01
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taLE7 .36
Regression of perceived satisfaction with personal and practical support on four nonkin measures of Network
size and exchange content. including difficult contacts by ethnicity, and without socioeconomi, covariaces
in the model.

Dependent Variable:
Perceived Satisfaction with Personal and Practical Support

lades:tad:meg:triable

Married Mothers

Coefficient
0

Zero-Otdar
(r)

F
Ratio

1. No. of non-kin in Primary Sec. ( .130)

Overall effect .283 5.43*

R2 for single predictor .09 2.48*

Non-ethnic - .329 ( .11 ) 5.86*

Ethnic - .611 ( 200 1.61

(ER) for tchnicity2 .17

2. No. of difficult non-kin ( .08 )

Overall effect .5) 6.10**

R2 for single predictor .09 2.59*

Yon - ethnic .223 (-.240) .50

Ethnic - .108 ( .10 ) .05

:RR) for ethnicity .31

3. Child-rola:ad assistance,

non-Ain

( .29")

Overall effect .53 14.75**

22 for trials predictor .14 4.11**

Non-working .892 ( .31**) 5.57*

?art -time working 1.001 ( .14 ) 5.06*

Full -tine corking .658 (-.400 2.07

(RI) for work status .30

4. Emotional support. COU-414 ( .29")

Overall effete .53 11.970*

R. for sing), predictor .12 3.63**

Non-ethnic .:26 ( .03 ) 2.43

Ethnic .071 ( .230) .02

(ER) for ethnicity 84

for four predictor model

ratio for four predictor nodal

161

.19

'(ER) denotes the use of the homogeneity of regression
within levels of the effects indicated.

330
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Single Mothers

Coefficient Zero -finder

b (r) Ratio

( .23 )

311 5.76*

.159 ( .20 ) .23

.733 ( .28 ) 1.97*

2.24

(-.05 )

.49 5.38* -

.14 1.19

-1.719 t-.11 ) 15.24 **

.116 ( .09 ) .12

12.33**

( .21 )

5.97*

.17 1.1e

- .731 .34 ) 5.06*

.407 ( 16 ) .13

.611 ( .24 ) 2.22

-.159

.13 '.36

16 ) 3.370

.440 .25

.o5
4
4.54**

indicates orobability 4 .10
indicates orooabilicy A.05

0* Indicates arooabilicy 6 .01
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than was observed far married mothers in the kin models dis-

cussed earlier.

As the reader can see by examining the regression coef-

ficients in Tables 7.3b-Y.36 it is only in Model 6 that

exchanges with non-kin have a greater impact on perceived

satisfaction than does the mere presence of non-kin at the

primary, network level. In fact, the results of Model 4 pre-

sented in Table 7.34, show that the effects of non-kin size

and non-kin exchanges are about equal in significance for

sinzle non-ethnic and part-time Norking mothers. Although

the coefficeints associated with these groups are significantly

different than zero, the results of Model 4 indicte that there

are no significant differences in the effects of network size

and content by ethnicity or mother's work status. While this

model is far from a final specification of the relationship

of primary network non-kin to perceived overall satisfaction,

we again have evidence that the main effects are not interac-

t,ions. It IS important to note in passing that this same

tentative finding of homogeneity of regressions in Model 4

holds up for marrieds and single mothers alike.

The results of Model 5 present yet another picture.

Here, with a three-way Jr' raction between ethnicity, work-

status and eL.otional assistance from non-kin, only emotional

assistance and the number of difficult non-kin'in the network

have a significant effect on the perceived satisfaction of

single mothers. The significance of these network'covariates'

33i
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is restricted to two groups of single mothers and is only sig-

nificantly different by levels of work-status for number of

difficult 'non-kin. The Situation with married mothers is

somewhat different, as the results in Table 7.35 indicate.

While nualbey of difficult non-kin has no significant effect,

the effect of priinary non-kin and,child-related assistance on

the dependent variable approach significance for non - ethnic

married mothers.

It is only in Model 6 that we see evidence of the greater

impact of exchanges with non-kin on perceived satisfaction

with personal and practical support. As the results in Table

7.36 show, this specification of non-kin network characteristics

also accounts for the best overall fit to observed data for

both single and married mothers. It is only for single mothers,

however, that we observe significant differences in the effects

of network covariates by levels of ethnicity and work status.

All the covariates in the model, with the exception of primary

non-kin, provide support for the basic maxim of ecological

research. The most significant differences by subclass are ob-

served for the number of difficult non-kin. Here, as we

would expect, perceived satisfaction is inversely related to

the number of difficult non-kin. The effect, however, is

restricted to non-ethnic single mothers.

Comparing the effects of child-related assistance to

those of emotional support, we again see a similar patt-rn to

that which was observed in the Kin models for these two covariaJei,:
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child-related assistance from non-kin has a significant

negative effect on perceived satisfaction with personal and

practical support, While emotional assistance from non-kin

is significantly positive in its. effect. The only di,_erence

in this pattern is that in the non-kin model it is non-working

single mothers who experience the negative effect of an in-
_

crease in child-related assistance, while in the kin models

it was married mothers who work part-time. The situation for

married mothers is reversed in this non-kin specification of

perceived satisfaction. Now the effect of an increase in

non-kin child-related assistance is significantly positive

for both non-working and part-time working married mothers.

The puzzle remaining for future analyses is why child-related

assistance from non-kin has a significantly negative'effect.

on the perceptions of non-working single mothers.

The role of mother's education in these non-kin models

is also similar to what was observed for kin. Again, it is

only when perceived overall satisfaction is regressed simul-

taneously on the set of non-kin primary network variables

that education plays a significant role in mediating mother's

perceptions of satisfaction. In the non-kin models, in con-

trast to the kin models, both singe and married non-ethnic

part-time workers show significant t_ffects for education.

The direction of these effects, however, is positive for
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marrieds and negative for singles. This finding of an opposii,.e

effect of education for the same subclass of singles-and

marrieds leaves us with yet another puzzle for future analysis.

Summary

Although many more ooservations could be made on the

differential contributions of kin and nonkin to mothers'

perceptions of networ satisfaction, we will restrict ourselves

to two 'summary remar s. First, although these models do not

represent final tbsts of cur substantive hypotnesis, we have

strong evidence to conclude that single and married mothers

base their evaluations of their networks on different network

resources. Furthermore, despite the differential contri-

butions of kin and non-kin, we have strong evidence that

satisfactidh with personal and practical support is far more

critical for single mothers than it is for marrieds. Both

Of these findings make sense particularly when placed in the

larger context of what we know about the ecr,logy of single

parenthood. The findings and analyses presented in this re-

port 7.ake a significant contribution * identifying and des-

cribing how the ecologies of human development differ for

single versus two parent families.

Future Steps in The Analysis
of Social Network Data

Once again there are many alternative diretions we could

35'4
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take as we continue in this pr.ocess of model building and

hypothesis testing. Several directions, however, have been

. .

identified' which are consistant with both 'our conceptual

and analytic goals. .As the reader w±l remember, these

goals were discussed earlier in the chapter. The specific

directions for analysis, which are listed below;'represent

the next logical steps in the iterative process of under-

standing both the interrelationships among network character-
.

ibtics and the interrelationship between networks and other

levels of the ecology of human development.

Directions for future analysis involve:

7.. Inclusion of more complex variables and multi-

plicative e.fects into the basic Aplanatory

models fog and ...n -kin.

More complex variables refers to measures of role and

exchange multistrandedress as well' as to the development of

indices which weight network exchanges and network size

components by the intehsity of interaction. Indicators of

intensity include freauency ofinteraction, duration of

contact and geographical broximiti. The desire to include

multiplicative terms in these explanatory models stems from

our interest in testing for "second-order-effects". The ana-

lytic strategy associated with testing for these effects ls

outlined in Chapter 3. In addition to the multiplicative

effects of mother's education and particular network covariates
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on'the dependent variable, we are interested in examining the

impact of network size and excHange with frequency of inter-

action and proximity, over and above any separate influences

.these variables might have.

2. Further examinations of the relationship of func-

network size, content, and intensity to the

pattern of effects already established between

primary network characteristics and mother's
/
per-

ceptions.

Broadening our focus to include functional network character-

istics should improve the predictive strength of these models

more for single than for married mothers. Anticipation of

1

this result is based on the correlational patterns for singles

and marrieds presented earlier in this chapter-

,*
3. Based on the developments and insights gainedfrom

11
. steps 1 and 2 above, a third direction will involve

incorporating kin and non-kin measures of network

ct.aracteristics into the same explanatory modeles.

This step is in keeping with our goal to analyze the differen

tial contributions "at kin and non-kin, at different levels

of the network, to mother's perceptions of satisfaction as

;gell as to perceptions of stress and support.

4. Cross-cultural comparisons using data from Black

as well as from ethnic and non-ethnic White mothers.

. These comparisons will again begin with descriptive and

correlational analyses and proceed through the two.-stage
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model- building process discussed in this chapter for non-

Black mothers only.

5. Cross-cultural comparisons using data from similar

investigations into the ecologies of human develop-

ment conducted in Wales, Sweden, Germany and Israel,

6., Analysis of the relationnips of network character-

istics to perceptions of satisfaction, as well as

to perceptiohs of 'stress and support, using data from

the 125 fathers who participated in our Syracuse

study. Once data frOm fathers have been satis-

"factorily described,, our focus will, shift to cross-

sex comparisons and to the construction of Family

.Networks.

7. Finally, based on progress from Steps 1-6 above,
".,

future analyses will involve construction of causal

models.

Structural equation models, as this class of models is labeled

within economics and. Sociology, will be used to estimate the

relatiohship of observed intercorrelations to underlying con-
,

structs, or latent variables. Estimating models of this kind-

will allow us to test t'wo types 2f hypotheses. First, we can

test hypotheses regarding the reliability of our empirical

variables as measures, or indicatorF, of the underlying net-

work constructs discussed earlier in this chapter. And second,

we can test hypotheses which specify the causal linkages among

387
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these network constructs or the causal linkages between net-

works and other underlying constructs relevant to.perceptions
e

of stress and support. JOreskog (1978), a principle author

of the statistical and csomputational techniques necessary

for estimating this class of models, exprepes the first type

of hypothesis in terms of fitting measurement models, while

the, second hypothesis is equivalent to estimating structural

equations models with unobservables.

4

presented here as well as on those presented in Chapter 3

In Chapter 8 which follows, we build on the results

in order to construct linkages between network characteris-

tics and mother's perceptions of intmafamilial striess.

.338
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c CHAPTER 8

PRIMARY NETWORKS AND MATERNAL PERCEPTIONS

Margaret L. Campbell, Moncrieff M. Cochran,

and- Charles R. Henderson, Jr.*

In this chapter, we report results frOm models that

represent our first serious attempt to construct-linkoges

across'' themes -- mothers" perceptions of

'themselves, their husbands, and their children linked to

characteristics of their priamry social networks taking

into account several independent variables simultaneously.

Our assumption in this analysis is that network resources

have an effect on the mother's outlook, and our models are

specified in this way. This assumption of implied direction

is also evidenced in Deborah Belle's work on social net-

works as a source of both stress and support for low-income

mothers (Belle, Note 1). Inspired by the "Bott tradition"

of sdcialnetwork analysis, Virginia Abernethy (1972' also

assumes a causal connection between network characteristics

and he maternal role.

Challenges to this direction of causality are, of course,

appropriate -- especial:Iy when analyses have been based

exclusively on non-experimental data. In the final section

of this chapter we issue subh a challenge and discuss the

likelihood of observing reversed causality based-en data

The authors of this chapter are listed in alphabetical order.
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from the intervention component of the Family Matters Project.

We used a model for the analyses reported in this chapter

that included three classification factors: mother's ethni-
.

pity (ethnic versus non - ethnic), family structure (single

versus married), and sex of target child. The maternal per-

ceptions we examined as depencInt variables were of the child,

the spouse, and the mothpr herself as a parent. On the inde-

pendent side, we initially considered a var.Ntyof network

variables, but chose to focus on the primary network, dis-

tinguishing those members who were kin from those who were

not (see Chapter 7).

1

Before developing more complex models, we first exallined, I
r each intrafamilial perception, the network variables one

time. These network variables included: size of the

total network, total kin in the primary network, total

primary-non-kin, number of kin in the primary network with

whom there are child-related exchanges, the corresponding

number of non-kin, the-number of kin in the primary netwo,"1,

with whoa; there are emotional exchanges, and the correswnd-

ing non-kin. We estimated and tested the individual signi-

ficance and the equality of the regressions of perceptions

on.network characteristics, separately for each of the eight
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subclasses defined by the three classification factors.

These results were used as a basis for specifying the more

complex models that are presented in this chapter: The

firngs, together withttheoretical considerations, led

to three basic sets of network variables to be examined

as groups: (1) total primary .non -kin, child-related ex-

changes with non-kin, and emotional exchanges with .lon-kin;

(2) total primary child-related exchanges with kin,

.and emotional exchanges with kin; and (3) total network,

total prim ;ry non-kin, and total primary kin.

The results for one variable at a time also were used

to decide for which subclas-4es regressions should be speci-

: fied se2arately, and for which they could be pooled. Since

these first-stage runs did not adjul for other network

variables, SES,,and other-demographic Characteristics, and

Vince the results.in more .compiete models could be different,

we were conservative in making decisionS to pool regressions

over subclasses. In the more complete models, we wished

to take into account the effects of socioeconomic variables.)

Based on the results of earlier .chapters, we selected family

income and mother's education as important variables to con-

sider. We included these variables as overall regressior

which allowed their effects to be examined at the overall

level, and reduced the complexity of the models that would

have occurred if they, in addition tc the network variables,

3J4



had been specified by subclasses. Each basic mociel. was

,analyzed both with and with4it these two demographic .1

k.,

variables in order to determine more completely he effects.

Table 8.1 shows tne final models we developed and

analyzed for tliis chapter. The columns are the dependent
.111

variables and, for each model, blocks of rowSepresent
..

the set of independent Variables. The table entries specify
,

.

,, on Which subClasseS the regressions were computed. Al'

models also, of course, include the three classifica:oion 11

factors t6'5emselves and their interactions. These modls I/

can also be viewedn terms of a schema such as that shown

in' Figure 8,1.
-,,

*Ow

The model that we- developed allowed single and married

mothers to be 1.6oked at simultaneously and separately. For

variables that are relevant only in two- parent families,
I

such as perception of the spouse, we examine only%

.

that sample.

These models' are of redsonable complexity, yet they

still cannot .e regarded as having ,":ached their final form.

Still to be examined are alternative
"
moinations of network

and demographic variables, neighborhoods ar.d neightorhcod

types, simultaneous equation models 4...nvening pore than

one dependen', va.riable, and alternative causal assumptions.

The Mother's Pe/enVns 017 He14self As A Parent

What,effects does the mother's pri.nary networie.,

access to ch1.1d-related and emotional support frcm pri-ary
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I
Models for Analyses of Intrafamilial Perception,.7

8.5-

Table 8.1

In Relation to the Primary Network

= ethnicity
P = family structure

x of child

Perception Perception Perception of
of Child of Spouse Self as Parent

5,1total primary kin overall ES
kin child-related overall ES
exchange
kin emotional EPS ES
exchanges

EPS
EPS

EPS

b.
total primary kin overall 7c EPS
kin child-related overall ES EPS
exchanges

I
kin emotional EPS ES EPS
exchanges
income overall overall overall

ll

mother's education overall \ 3yE,rall overall

total priamry non-kin overall overall overall
non-kin child-related
exchanges

EPS EPS . EPS

II non-kin emotional overall overall overall
exchanges

II
d.

total primary non -kin overall overall overall
non-kin child-related EPS EPS EPS

11

exchanges
non-kin emotional overall overall overall
exchanges

if

income overall
mother's education overall overall

overall _overall'
overall

e.
,

total network overall overall EPS

II
primary non-kin overall overall EPS
primary kin overall overall EPS

il

f.

total network overall overall EPS
primary non-kin overall overall EPS
primary kin overall overall EPS
income overall overall overall

li mother's education overall ci.vAral' overall
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'Is
Figure.8.l.

Intrafaidlial Perceptions as a Function of

Networks and Background Characteristics

Social Position

Income

Education

Marital Status

Ethnicity

Sex of Child

,

,........
Relations with

Network Members

----,..

I

.
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network members, have on her perception of herself as a N\
1

parent? Three basic models were used to address this question.

In the. first basic model, aspects of the kin network were

examined in relation to the mqther's perception of herself

as parent, while in a second, model, only non-kin networlf. character-
.

istics were included. In a third model, only network size

variables wen= included (in addition to the classification
a

factors) as predictors of the outcome measure. Each of

these basic models was analyzed with and without mother's

'education and family income included as covariates. Th4se

four models are sown in the last column entries for rows

a-f of Table 3.1.

Kin in the Primary Network

Looking first at the models involving kin, the most

obvious finding is that viFsiation in the number and behavior

of relatives viewed as "most important" affects only the
.%

perceptions of those mothers who are single. Locking at

Table 8.2, we see that it is the single mothers with strong

e'thpfc.backgrounds and with a female t _get child who are

most affectd by the support they have 'in their "inner circle"

of,kin. The perceptions of those mothers are enhanced as

the number of relatives grows larger, and as the emotional

support provided by them increases. In contrast, greater

involvement of these close relatives in child-related
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Table 8.2
Regression cf "Mother's Perception of Serf as Parent" on three Primary
Network Kin Variables with Socioeconomic -Coae.ates inthe model.

tndspendenc Variables Kin Tocal Nin Ed.:cat:on

Emotional ,/ Primary Ch1.14-Relatad 1

Exchanges
/
/ * Kin Excnanges Income

Coefficient / Coefficient Co.:Hi:tent 2oeffizient
b ?rob b . -nob b ;rub 1. ':ob

a

.1

Overall Effects:_

Education

Income

Overall

Effects by Smallest Subclasses':

N.1.9

11

14

.6

LO

9

35

30

Tests of Homogeneity of Regression:

For Entire Sample:

e.

1/2

(88)'(E)

000

.10 .08S

000001 .30

.58

.19

.02

.17

1 .20

-.16

41P1
422

*2P1

e2P2
(8.1)(E14,

sl

s:

(HR) (S1

e,s,
& .

ersl
e2s2

(Tit)(ESI

p:s:

;Ls,

P2s:

P2s2
(19.8)(1,5)

(11:4)(E?5)

For Two ?araats )nly:

t:

s:

85)(E)

al

(810(S)

.12

.40

-1.14

.06

1 59

.13

.11

79

.02

-1.49

.06

.46

-1.60

-.06

.30

.18

.62

15

-.07

.99

.20

-.07

-2.67

.41

.49

.4S

.92

:70

.03*

.35

.63

.63

.0741

.39

.14

.62

-23

.78

.30

05*

.93

26

.72

.11

23

.71

..9

.06 .39

-1.02 .07#

s'-.001 1.30

11 I .26

- .58 1

2.39 .00001*4

-.03

.13

.30

.55

-.0002

.03

-..1

-3.37

38

.40

1.90

.88

.32

.00'*.

.17 I -.09 .60

.2. I -.13

-.21
i 25 i .22

.04 t .0001** -1.11

0005** 15 34

.06

1.21

.35

-3 12

-.33

..5

-1.92

.03

- .6

-.09

.OSS 1.36

.31 3 36

.30 - 24

06# .73

.2. - 01

71 .12

.05* -1.38

32 I 59

SHR)(ES)

For One ?arent

,

E)

.11 .30

.02 .43

.19

.20

-.01

53

-.19

.7)

.24 .1

.7:

30

.11

.41

.19

.17

.60

.33

.303**1

)02*

-.86 04*
1

-.04 ,4

-3 27 36

..3 32

.01 .92

.0001** -2.14

.9 -.09
,

.6.

3004** . 93 '05**'

.94 -.05 ? 33
!

.02* - 15 .02*

05* 3.21 'Al

40 .15 61.

.11 .29 39

.33 . -.21 ..5

.300014-1.35 .002*

001* -3.'5 03*

36 -.35 )0
/

04 -1.66 02

.90 - 34 .'6

.10$ -.34 35

15 i 23 064

3 -- 2001** ,-3 67 )3* I

1,

.103**1

.06 60 .01 92

.35 .49 -.04 6-

1: 15 20 14

..31 .90 -.04 76

.12 .100 -.34 .35

- 27 30 - 01 )9

.13 78

.79 )5*

32 23

-.27 3)

.99 .26#

-2 11 211e

33 '9

04 36 - 34 93 I

- ..3 .17 ..3 32 i

L.:2 .0001** -2.14 003** i

-3 3002*, 5 13 A2.. 1:

- 34 36 - )5 0
.

73 , I.* -1.66 32 I.1 .:

-t 65 1'4 7 3 2: 5.

3 32 1001* 1 -; ': '1...._j

1
Ethialclty :1 non-ethnic. 2 ethnic) $ ildirates p6..10
Family Structure (1 one parenc.1 two parents) Indlcates pc 05

5 Sox of Target Child (1 boy. 2 girl) 4* indicates pi. .01

in) denotes the test of :h homogeratfil9regrasston within levels of the effects indicac4d.
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support (advicez child care) has a significant negative

effect on the perceptions of mothers describing their female

children.

Shifting to the non-ethnic, single mothers describing

girlS, we see a marginally significant negative relation-

ship between number of kin WI the primary network and per-

ception of self as a parent. Greater availability of child-

related and emotional support have a generally positive

but non-significant effect. The single mothers with boys

show no patterns of relationship between these network

variables and perception of self as parent that approach

significance.

While separate regressions by model subclasses Are

not calculated, only education has a marginally significant

overall effect on mothers' self perceptions. Increases

in mothers' educational level cend'to be associated with

more positive views of themselves as parents. Future analyses

of the role of education acid income in mediating mothers'

perceptions" will examine the interaction of these demographic

covariates with ethnicity, family structure, sex of target .

child, and work status.

Primary Non-Kin

'Table 8.3 shows the results of the model that did not

include the demographic characteriti:cs. The network

.100



Table 8.3
Regression of "Mother's Perception of Self as Parent" dn three Primary
Network Nph-Kin Variables.without Socioeconomic Covariates in the model. e

8'. 1

Overall Effaces of the '
Coefficient

Independent Variables
b ?rob

*Effects of
Coefficient

Non-Kin Child-Relaced Exchanges
0 ?rob

I

Total Primary Non-Kin -.10 .47

{on'-Kin Emotional Exchanges .36 .02

Sy Smallest Sabel

y.13 .094001 .76

Son -Kin Child-Related Exchanges -.10 .56 11 -.91.002 .09f

44 -.0140;31 .95

46 Or .13
2 2

.47

10 -1.81
e2P1s1

.05*

1.67
e2P1s2

...0000*

.1335
e2P2s1

.58

30 414.0, -.11 .72

44 Tests of domogeneity of Regression:.

For Entire SAWA:

el -.13 .35

t, -.03 .91

(HR) z (E) -.57 .63

P1 .40

.03 .83

(HR)(P) -1.09 .33

%PI
-.41 .19

41P:
.06 .73

e2P1
-.37 .88

1222
.01 .97

(01) (EP) -.77 .52

S. -.40 .14

s2 .19 .28

(11R)(4) -2.38 .05*

c els!. .04 .33

als2 -.39 .17

eisl
-.34 .080

e2s2 .78 .0002**

(8K)(ES)
'...

4.11 .0002**

P1s1
- 36 .089

Pls:
.38 .19

P2s1
.06 .76

9112
.01 .96

010(PS) -2.57 .03*

(1170(EPS) -.10 .36

For vo Parents Only:,

el
.06 .73

.re, 42 .01 .97

'.th(E) .10 .32

sl. .06 .76

12 .01 .46

(NR)(4) .09 .33'

MIER -.38 .38

For One Parent Only:

el -.41 .19

e2 -.v7 .615

ft (liK(E) - 67 .S3

s1 -.36 .030

42 .04 .19

Oa)(S) -2.47 .03*

(RR) ES) 4 86 .0001**

Ethnicity (1 ton-4thnic. : ethnic) * indicates p c. :0

Family 3crueture (1 one parent. :o parents) * indicates'a I. .35
S Sex of Target Child (1 ooy. 1 girl) ** indicates p s. 01

`1HR) denotes the test of he hoeogenei:y of regression within levels of the effects Indicated.
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variables are the non-kin equivalents of those in'the

earlier table: non-kin in the primary network, child-

related support from those non -kin, and the emotional support

they proVide. As Table 8.1 indicates, only the child-related

support variable,was specified separately for each model

subclass. Based on earlier runs, which shoWed notsigni-

ficant differences by stioclass for the other two variables,

We included them in these analyses as overall regressions.

It is clear from Table 8.3 that size of primary network

is not in itself a factor in the perceptions of these A

mothers w en the exchange variables are included in the

analysi. Howeveii, the exchanges themselves tell a differ-

ent story. With non-kin, as with kin, it is the single

mothers who are affected.

In the ease of child-related support from non-kin,

the data present a very differentiated picture. Again it

is the single mothers with ethnic backgrounds who. are sen-

sitive to changes in the amount of support available in

this area. But with non-kin, an increase \n child-related

support has an opposite effect on mothers' self perceptions

depending on the sex of the to get child. Single, ethnic

mothers' perceptions of themselves as parents seem to be

significantly enhanced by child-related support from pri-

mary non-kin if the child is a girl, and significantly

reduced when they have a boy child. Non-ethnic single

402
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mothers, on the other hand, tend to have less positive self-

perceptions with more child-related exchanges involvihg.

their daughters. This pattern observed in the data for

single mother results in significantly different regressions

for the thr e-may interaction of ethnicity, sex of child, and
,O

the network variable. There are no significant trends in

two-parent families.

The picture fer emotional support is one of an overall

positive relationship between it and self-regard a's a parent.

In fact, earlier analyses relating this single network

variable (emotional support from non-kin at the primary level)

to perception-of self as parent indicated that the mothers

most affected leire.single and from ethnic backgroundi.

Three Levels of Network Size: An Alternativ,elypothesis

A logical question that emerges from the analysis

of the two preceeding basic model specifications is: what

independent effects do primary network kin and non-kin

characteristics have on mothers' perceptions of themselves

as parents, adjusting fot trie size of the total network?

This question arises from a concern regarding the total

"pool of eligibles" from which primary network members are

selected.. By restricting our analysis of mothers' percep-

tions to the primary level of the network, we have avoided

addressing this issue. It is possible, for example, that
ti
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the effects of primary kin and nan-kin on the dependent

variable decrease once they ha9 been adjusted for the total

number of contacts in the network. Such a pattern of

effects would be consistent with the "choice" model of net-

work fu ?ctioning,as it has been developed by-C laude Fischer

(1977) and Mark Granovetter _(1-973) .

The "choide versus constraint" model stipulates that

the larger the pool of eligibles from which a parent is

selecting individuals for various rc4es or functions within

the network, the mare choice the parent can exercise in

making these selections. Based on this'lne of reasoning,
I

Granovetter argues that the mere presence of alternative

paths or selection'options can itself have a significant
Tr.

positive effect on an individual's perceptions of the world.

In the context of the models discussed above, this would
(

amount to a potentially spurious'relationship, between total

primary kin and mothers' perceptions of themselv0 as parents.

From the perspective of the choice model, such relationships

as we observed are potentially spurious because effects attri-

buted to the number of primary kin could actually be mediated

by the number of eligibles from which this subset wad

(

sele ted. This same argument' couL also be applied to the

rela ionships of primary network exchanges to the dependent

variable of interest.
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Ideally, this' line of reasoning shoulabe developed

for all model .4):-)ecifications which focus exclusively on
t

the primary level cf the network. Given. the constraints of
4

time, however, this working hypothesis will only be examined

as it applies to primary network size variables -- using

perceptions of self as parent as the dependent variable.

Additional Otsts Of this general hypothesis will be pursued

in future analysis.

Results of this' preliminary test of the "choice"

hypothesis are presented in Table.8.4.. CompAring the results

from Model f (se& Table 8.1) to the results we obtain from

treating each variable in the equation as a single predictor

of mothers' perceptions, we find only partial support for

the "choice hypothesis." With size of the total network

in the model, along with the two demographic covariates,

the effects of primary network in on the dependent variable

do indeed decrease, if not disappear entirely.

Although not presented here, the psults from these

single predictor models &how that with size of total network

in the equation, the coefficients associated with primary
e
network kin are no lonffier significantly different by ethni-

city, sex of child, or for the interactions of ethnicity

with family structure and family structure with sex of

child. This'dampening effect, however, is restricted only

to the coefficients and tests of homogeneity of regression/

405-



Table 8.4
Regression of "Mother's Perception of Self as ParentIon three Network
Size Variables with Socioeconomic Covariates in the model.

Over

Effe

Test

Fo

To

To

Independent Variables Total
Network

Coefficient
6 Prob

Total

Primary

Non -Kin

'oefficienc
?rob

Total
P71721,,,

an

Coefficient
Prob

Educition

Income

t
Coefficient

? b

8.15

11 Effects:

Education

Income

Overall 11
-.02 .49 .11 .27 .06

I

I

.58

11

.00001

t

.079

.72

ca by Smallest Subc1 .

N18 alp la
-I09 .26 .20 .46 15 .21

II $01$
.01 .94 ' .23 .21 -.61 .19

44 elpel -.03 .18 .11 .58 .14 .26

-.01 .66 .05 .69 .13 .16
46 is

1
p
2
s
2

.09 .26 -.83 .109 -.42 369
10 ezpol

9 t2P32
-.08 .57 .92 .01** .72 .14

35 ezpzsi
-.02 .46 .20 .21 .03 .73

.

30 e,p,sz
.01 .79 .04 .90 .10 .34

of Homogeneity of Regression:

Entire Sample:

el -.03 .23 .15 .16

,

.01 .97

ez -.002 .96 :08 .63 .11 .45

(HR)'(E) -.I . a .75 -.40 6

' PI
-.02 .13 .47 .01 .95

;,

P2
-.02 . 10 .34 . 1M .069

(MR)(?) - ' .

`IPL
-.04 .43 .21 .21

...=11__.L___,..

-.13 .64

$1P2
-.03 .18 .08 .50 .14 .089

$2P1
.001 .99 .04 .39 .15 .5o .

$2P2
-.01 .79 .12 .49 .06 .38

4R ST) -.$4 4 .42 .5 - 7 37

$1
-.02 .57 -.08 .50 03 .79

sz -.02 .64 .01 .02* .08 .53

(UR)(S) .01 -.57 -1 96 069 - 23 77

$141
-.07 .12 .15 .36 .25 .11

elsz -.001 .97 .14 .25 -.24 . .31

$2$1
.03 .41 -.32 .24 -.19 .11

ersz -.04 .62 .4a .05* =1 .11

(HR)(ES) -.25 18 1.51 .05* 2 17 006** .....

POI -.001 .99 -.J2 27 -.03 .86

P1$2
1%

-.04 .63 .57 .01** .05 .37

Pel -.03 .14 .15 .22 .08 .29

P2$2
.0002 .99 .05 .78 .11 .109

(HR)(PS) .14 ...9 -1.99 .02* -.11 .89

(H01)(US) -,25 1.93 .03 ' 01 01..

Two Parents Only:

el -.03 .18 .08 .30 .14 .089

ez -.01 .79 .12 .49 .06 .38

4Lacl) -.04 44 - 08 85 15 45

si -.03 .14 .15 .22 .08 .29

sz .0002 .19 .05 .78 .11 .109

(HR)(S -.07 ,24 21 40 x_06 78

(HWES) -.07 .35 .79 .08 71 4

One Parent Only:
A

-.04 .43 .11 .21 -.13 .64

. ez .001 .39 .04 39 .15 38

1112.SE)
I - 08 67 34 ,3 - 55 .,

11 -.001 .99 -.32 .27 -.01 .36

sz .. -.04 .63 1 .37 .01** J .05 37

aunts% AP 7t1 -1 !A Ull** 1 - 17 41

.m (ES) -.25 IS 1,72 2.09 106.*

E Ethnicity (1 non-ethnic. 2 ethnic)

P Family Structure (1 one went. 2 cum parents)

S ex oClertet Child (1 bov. 2 eta)

indl .ces pi .10
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I

for the pooled sample of single and married mothers. The

effects of primary network kin on single mothers' percep-

tions of themselves as parents appear to be only slightly

affected by tb inclusion of size of total netwo24 in the

model. Size of,the total network by itself, adjusted for_

tte effects of primary network kin and non-kin, has no*
/

significant 4ffect on eithgr single or married mothers'

perceptions of themselves as parentg% In contrast to primary

network kin, there is some evidence that the effects of

primary network non-kin are increased when size of total

network'is controlled. Again, this tentative pattern

appears to hold only for single mothers.

While this analysis by no means represents a compre-

hensive test of the "choice hypothesis", the results we

obtained do indeed fit patterns already observed intour

data. In particular, it is not surprising that controlling

for the effects of the total network has a greater impact

on married mothers than it does for singles. As was observed

in Chapter 7, married mothers have on average both larger

total networks and more kin than their single - parent counter-

parts. These moan differences in favor of marrieds;.

however, tend to disappear as we go from the level of

total network to that of the primary. At the primary - twork
4

level, marrieds have only slightly more kin than singles,

4 ;
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but considerably fewer non-kin. Therefore, by controlling

for the size of the total network, we compensate single

mothers for their initial size disadvantage and place the

burden of prediction solely on the effects of primary kin

and non-kin. The end result for non-kin is one of advantage

for single mothers since at the primary network level they

have more strength in this suit than their married counter-

! parts.

Summary

Let us briefly summarize what has been learned about the

effects of the size and functioning of the primary network

on the mother's perception of herself asta parent. First,

the primary network (as represented in these models') is

related much more strongly to the perceptions of single

md'thers than to married mothers. In both kin and non.-kin

models, the significant effects are restricted to this sub-

sample. Explanations of the enhanced role networks play in

the lives of single mothers are presented in Chapter 7 as

part of the discussion of correlational trends in the data.

Second, while both relatives and non-relatives have

significance to the perceptions of these single mothers,

their impact varies depending on the exchange-content of

the relationships. The important implication of this finding
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is that we cannot generalize about the role of kin or

,nora-kin in the lives of single parents, without specifying

what aspect of their lives we are discussing. Non-Kin who

providechild related assistance can be both an asset and

a liability depending on the sex of the target child, whereas

emotional support appears always to have a positive effect

irrespective of the source. The size of the kin and non-

kin components of the primary network also have different

impacts on the lives of single mothers. Here we speculate:

are relationships with kin more prescribed a:Id therefore

more predictable in both the demands and limitations they

place on single mothers? Answers to such questions must

wait for further analyses, when we begin to combine all

aspects of kin and non-kin'networks in the same model.

Third, a strong ethr4c backgro=d appears to enhance the

effect of the primary netw rk on these perceptions, and

that effect transcends h kin/non-kin distinction. Fourth,

we observe partial support of the hypothesis that the-eff"e'ks

of primary network kin on the dependent variable are mediated

by the total pool of eligibles from which a mother selects

these "most important" relatives. And finally, how support

affects mothers' perceptions o' themselves as pare'its

depends in part on the content of the support provided.

Emotional support has a generally positive effect,
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reg djess of who provides it (kin/non-kin). Child-related

involvement can Ihave a negative effect, especially in the case

of ethnic mothers with boys and non-ethnic mothers with girls.

It is interesting that these should be the same subgroups

that were identified as "focal" in the earlier chapter on

family perceptions. There the hypothesis introduced took into

account differences in family roles and ideologies associated

with ethnic versus non-ethnic families. In such an interpreta-

tion, boys are seen as especially falrored in ethnic raml'10

and girls in less traditional non-ethnic families. Thus, to

return to the curreMt findings, single mothers who have unam-

biguous child rearing goals for the child being described may

firid involvement in child rearing by close relatives and friends

unnecessary and even annoying. Where there is less clarity*of

goal (ethnfc girls, non-ethnic boys), kin might still bf. viewed

as interfering, but the views of close friends might be seen

as helpful.

Relationship of the Primary Network to
Mothers' Perceptions of the Child

In this section, we examine the effect the primary networks

characteristics have on mothers' perdeptions of her (target)

child. Again, two basic models were used to address this question.

Primary Network 'rip

Findings involving relatives in the pririary network

-4
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.ef

are summarized in Table 8.5, The reader can see that the *

number of kin in the primarirnetwork is, over all groups,

positively related to posit ye perceptions of the child.

While this variable was not specified with separate re-

gressions by subclaeses,,examination of previous analyses

(that did not include other network variables) relating

size of the primary network to perception of the child

indicated that the effect is quite similar across married

and single mothers, regardless of ethnic background.

Turning to the exchange resources provided by kin

primary network members, we find no contribution made by

,4.,.._ child-related support to how the motheY2 perceives the child.

A check of the analysis that included all three network

variablis but excluded the demographic covariates showed

that child-related support still had no significant relation-

ship with perception of the child, so it is not that an

effect is being washed out by the presence of the education

variable. Yet earlier, when child-related support was

analyzed, as the' only network, variable in the equation, some

difference's in relation to the perceptions of the child did

emerge. Because those providing support to the mother are

a subset of. the primary network, it is possible that the

effect of child-related support is dampened by that cf

primary netWorAize. Further light on the matter is pro-
:

vided by the results pertaining to provision of emotional
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Table g.5
Regression of "ftotheris Perception of Tar6et Child" on three Primary
Network Kin Variables with Socioeconomic Covariates in the model.

Overall Effects of :he
:a dependent Variables

Coefficient
o *rob

I

Education .20

i Income -.301 .O709347

Total Frinary Kin .15 .0071!

i Kin Child-Related Exchanges -.12

Kin Emotional Exchanges .23
'11

I

I

J

I

8.21

Effects of Kin Emotional Exthanges ?rob

Sy Scaliest Subclasses':

M.18 elp,S1

11 e0:12

44 419:i:
46 e7p,s,

10 e2p2s,

9 co,s,

35 e2p2s2

30 e,p,s,

.)5

2.21

.35

-.14

.30

.11

-.07

.084

.:a

.35

.33*

.71

.44

.57

.77

Tests of Homogeneity of Regression:

For Entire Sample:

el .0 .064

32
.35 .76

(HR)-(E) 2!:1 .16

91
.41 .09t

22 .05 .69

NM(?) 1.:5 .15

3191
.73 .061

.62
,3792

38 .76

3292
.02 .90

(0.)(EP) 1.20 .23

sl .07 .63

s2 .38 .394

( RR)(S) -:.25 .21

als2 .16 .41

.45 .379S.
4251 -.01 .95

e2s2 .62

kill)(ES) - 74

913:
L9 .42

9132
.62 .12

9231
-.35 .75

9232
.14 .34

fRR1( 2S) -..9 62

(g1) (3S) .:6

For :wo ?srients On17:

el .07 .62

e2 02 .90

(RR)(E) .Lo 79

s2 -.05 .75

s, .1: .34

ela)(5) -.38 .33

(RR)(E5) - .J64

For Ong Parent' Only:

el .73 .064

42 08 .76

(411)(E) 1.31, .13

S. .19 .-2

s2 .62 .12

(RR)(S) i7 .34
I

(RR)(ES) Jet 49

t E:nrat4c1 (1 non-stnnic. 2 etsnic)

? Facile Structure fl one ;arena. 2 two ;scents)
S Sex of Target Child (.1,. )o.e. 2 girt)

0 Lvdtcates

tidicpces
Inditacos

o S ..0

p e )5

' 31

Senses the test of the nomogenoirr st regression witain levels PE the effaces Lr.plceced.
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support, which in this model has regressions specified

separately by subcJasses. There the pattern of effects is

similar to that found in the fully specified versions of

primary network size and child-related Lippart, except that

the generally positive effect of emotional support on per-

ception of the child is somewhat stronger for ethnic than

non-ethnic mothers. A comparison'of the model containing

several network variables with the single-variable analysis

,indicates that they are almost identical in regard to thiS

variabl6 suggesting that the effects of emotional support

are not being altered by inclusion of primary network size.

Such could still be the .;ase, however, for the child-related

support variable.

Finally, we observe that education once again has a

significantly positive overall impact on mothers' per-

cept!.ons of their children, controlling for the effects

of primary ki . Family income, Cr. the other hand, has

no 'overall effect in this model. More complete tests of

:he role of demographic characteristics in mediating per-

ceptions of the target child depend on examining these

regressions separately by ethnicity, family structure, and

sex of target child.

Primary Non-Kin

The results pertaining to the model relating non-kin
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mbership in the primary network to the mother's perceptions

of the child are shown in Table 8.6. The-reader can see

that number of non-kin at the primary level, has n.; effect
0

on these perceptions. It is interesting to see that child-

related assistance from non-kin again has a negative effect;

in particular, the child is perceived as more difficult

when more non -kin are involved, primarily in the case of

single mothers, especially single, ethnic mothers of boys.

The analysis shows no significant effects for emotional

support for non-kin. Again we compared these findings

with those generated earlier in the analysis of the single

network variable and found that in the earlier model, emo'r.

tional support had quite a strong positive effect on per-

ceptions of the child, primarily for married mothers and

especially ifthey were non-ethhic. The question becomes,

what'else in the more inclusive analysis might have acted

to wash out the effect of emotional 'support? We know that

controlling for educational background was not the cause

since there is no significancsofor emotional support in

the three-variable model that did not contain the demographic

covariates. In an analysis of an additional model, omitting

only the child-related exchange variable, we found that

the positive effect of emotional exchange still was present.

Thu it appears that the benefits of emotional support Rio

not exist when differences in chg.id-related support from non-

kin are controlled for.

414
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Table 8.6
Regressiod of "Mother's Perception of Target Child".on three Primary
NetTork Non-Kin Variables with Socioeconomic Covariates in the model.

Overall Effects of chi
Independent Variables

Coefficient
b ?rob

Effects of
Non-Kin Child-Related Exchanges

Coefficient
b _ *rob

Education .17 .004** i By Smallest Subclasseslt

kmcome .001 .90,

Total Primary Non -Kin .01 .93 I

Not4)tir. Emotional Exchanges .14 .42

Non-Kin Child-Related -.28 .16 !

Exchanges i .

3

A

8.214

21.18 191'1 -.15 .66

11
4/ '2

-.13 .83

44
41y241

.19 .47

-
46

40212
-.001 .99

:10 egisi -2.06 ', .04*

9
42P1s2

.10 \.72

35 292s1 , .07 78

----303 -.22

Tests of Homogeneity of Regression:

For Entire Semple:

el -.02 .91

42
-.53 .080

4141--.- 2.02 .13

P
1

-.36 .081

22 .01. .96

(HR)(?) -2.28 .080

41;1
-.14 .61

41P2
.09 .61 .

4291 -.98 .060

4292
-.08 .73

(HR)(EP) 1.34 .31

11 -.49 .11

s2 -.06 .15

(RR)(S) -1.69 .20

e1s1 .02 .94'

132 -.06 .84

42s1
-.99 .061

4232
-.06 .78

(HR)(ES) 2.02 .12

91s1 -1.11 204*

9152
-.02 .96

9231 .13 .52

P2s2
-.11 .60,

(HR)(PS) -2.66 .04*

. HR !PS 2.24 .391

For Two Parents Only:

41
.09 , .61

42
-.08 .14

HR E .34 .47

sl .13 :32

s2 -.11 .60

(HR)(S) .49 .30

( HR)(ES) -.11 .33

For One Parent Only:

el -.14 .68

e2 -.98 .060

(HR)(E) 1.68 .18

..
sl -1.11 .04*

s
2

. -.02 .96

tS-J-9111-.-------L11------ILL1.--
(HR)(ES) 2.13 .080

1
I Ethnicity (1 * non-ethnic, 2 ethnic) *OF 0 indicates p 4 .10

? ?amity Structure (1 on. parent, 2 two parents) * indicates p s. 05

S Sex of Target Child (1 boy, 2 iirl) ** indicates p 1., 01

2(HR) denotes the cost of the homogeneity of regression :within levels of the effects indicated.
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Summary

The place to begin in summarizing what has been learned

from these analyses of the relationships between Mothers'
A

0 primary networks and their perceptions of their children is

that educational backgrdund plays an important role in those

perceptions regardless of the character and workings of
1y Y

the primary network. A second important finding is that,

whereas the effect of the network on perception of se

parent was confined es' single parents, ..tow with the shift

in focus to the child, some significant effects appear for

married mothers as well. These effects are stronger for

married mothers with ethnic backgrounds than for non-ethnics.

Thy third. generalization that appears warranted is that

relatives play a stronger role than non-relatives in mothers'

perceptions of the chil whereas with perception of self

as parent, it is the non-kin for whom there is a somewhat

stronger effect. Finally, it is clear here, as with percep-

.tion of self as parent, that availability of child-related

assistailce bears quite a different relationship to maternal

,perceptions than does emotional support.

The Relationship of Primary Network to
Mothers' Percepti ns of heir Spouses

Because the focus here is on the pouse, the sample

for these analyses was limited to mar ied mothers. Again,

6
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models both including and excluding 'he two demographic

variables were analyzed. Family income proved to have a

marginally significant, positive effect on perception of

the spouse in both the kin And the non-kin models, and the

same was tilki.e for mother's education in the case of the

kin model. While significant in themselves, these demo-

graphic variables have very little effect on the'relation-

'ships between the network variables and perceptions of tie

spouse.

No tables are presented in this section because our

analyses indicate that there is essentially no clear rela-

tionship between. aspects of the primary network and mothers'

perceptions of their husbands. There is some indication

that more child-related exchanges with non-kin increase

positiveNitudes toward the spouse,,but only for ethnics

discussing their sons. And while the data do suggest a

weakly positive relationship between emotional support from

relatives and view of the spouse, the major finding is the

absence of significant results. This is interesting in the

light of the relationships found for the same mothers

between support from the same network members and percep-

. tions of the child. Feedback from these most intimate

of network members apparently influences the way mothers
oft-

view their children, but is much less of a factor in how
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a-
th y view their husbands. Or is it the other way around?

Is it the positive or- negative view the child that

guides how mothers organize and utilizetheir networks?

This question of causality is one of the issues discussed

in the final section of this chapter.

The Primary Social Network and Mothers' Perceptions

A useful way to begin the last section of the chapter

is to look back at Figure 8.1. Through$he analyses in

this chapter, we have confirmed lin s b tween relations with
°

primary network members and mothers' per tions of them-

selves as parents. The link between the,,primary network

and the mother's view of the child has also been tentatively

established, but our preliminary efforts in building

predictive models have not yet found strong relationships

with the mother's view of her spouse. We have also

identified some effects of key demographic variables on

perceptions of family members, which still hold after

adjustment for variations in primary,networks.

This final section is organized around three issues.

First, what can we learn from differences and similarities

in the way these three maternal perceptions are related to

thc primary network? This comparison will take into consi-
1.

deration differences in marital status and ethnic background,

as well as the distinction between kin and non-kin members
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of the primary network. The second issue is that of

causality: does anything that we have learned so fial lend

itself better to confirming one direction of causality than\\

No another. Filially, we will address the issue of what

the next'steps in this line of analysis should be.

Intrafamilial Perceptions

Why is it that' for single mothers it is their view of

themselves as parents that is related to the size and func-

tioning of the primary network, while for married mothers,

the link is to perceptions of their children? Is there an

explanation thaf might also recognize the absence of rela-

tionships between primary network and ,perception of spouse?

As a h;pothesis-generating exercise, we begin by suggesting

that single mothers feel the need for network support more

acutely o a day-to-day basis than do married mothers be-

causeyley ar4-,without adult Compa onship in the home on

a regular basis. They are also aising their 'ildren alone

and therefore need child-related assistance, but first and

foremost are their own personal-so ial needs. Married

mothers also have the need for cial support from adults,

but some of the need is surely fulfilled by their husbands.

Thus married, mothers are more likely to view the network as

primarily for use in addressing needs arising from the

1
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presence of the child, and less likely to associate it with

their feelings about themselves.

There is something about an ethnic background that

seems to enhance the positive relationship between married

mothers' views of their children and the resources available

from their primary networks. Most of these network members

are closexelatives who have a strongtsense of family and

community and provide a .solid base of unconditional support

to young mothers. They hay also meddle which would ex-

plain why there are Some negative relat nships associated

with the provision of child-related as opposed to emotional

support. The intensity of these relationships, seen strongly

between ethnic mothers and the members of their primary

networks, may well be attenuated somewhat in the non-ethnic

situation.

While the child as a tOpic of conversation and dis-

agreement is not only appropriate but encouraged between

the mother and her close re,aives and f iends, such exchange

in'relation to the spouse is fraught With tension and social

risk. In that light, it is not surprising that primary

network resources have no general bearing on mothers' per-
,

ceptions of their husbands. One would, however, e\pect

an inverse relationship to exist between amount of spouse

involvement in family affairs and use of network resources,

especially for childcre. The search for such a relationship

0-
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will-be a part of upcoming analyses.

The Question of Causality

Do mothers' views of themselves and their children

influence how they use, their primary networks, or is it

the nature of availa le network resources that in part

determines how they view themselves and others? We cannot

resolve the eternally difficult question of causality with

the data at hand, but again some thoughts for discussion

will be useful as the starting point fQr further analysis.

Important at the outset is the reminder that it is the

primary network with which we have been working in these

analyses; this is a small subset of the total network,

and it is selected by the mothers themselves as of special
$

importance.
. I.

One conclusion drawn for Chapter 7 was that the

balance of kin and non-kin in the primary network is quite

different for single and marriea mothers; non-relatives

make up nearly half of the primary network membership for

single mothers, but ess than a quarter_ for married ones.

We suggest as a working .hypothesis that such a difference

is a product of differing needs in those two groups of

mothers; that is, the curcumstances of single parenthood

dictate a need for social telations with adults who are not
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related. Might those circumstances not also place heavy

demands on a mother's perception of herself as a parent,

since she bears much of that responsibility alone? Her

feelings about herself may, in turn, increase or decrease

the probability that she will reach out for contact

relatives and friends, thus determining tht size and compo-

sition of er priMary network.

Does a other initiate and maintain contact with friends

and relatives because she has confidence, or because she is

feeling needs based on inadequacy? Much of what we have

been doing in the Family Matters program has been based on

the former premise: an enhanced self-image, especially in

relation to parenting, leads to growth of social activities

and exchanges with adults. The data presented in this chap-

ter do not contradict this view of the relationship between

self-perceptions and social relati s. Positive perceptions

are associated with an increase in tocial relations. But

which comes first? It is a question that we should be able

to answer by examining changes over time in the networks

of mothers heavily involved in the home-visiting portion

of the Family Matters program. There we have concentrated

on enhancement of the mother's view of herself as a parent.

If we find evidence of such a positive change and it is

accompanied by increased network activity, then we can
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argue quite convincingly that a'positive sense of self

is a prerequisite to heavy participation in exchanges with

relatives and friends at the primary network level.

Next Steps

Further steps in the analysis of linkages between

social network characteristics and parental perceptions will

draw heavily on the results of the model-building process

outlined at the end of Chapter 7. Developments and refine-

ments of the basic explanatory r:odel for kirnd non-kin

variables at both the primary and functional levels of the

network will be incorporated into our cross-theme analyses.

The continuing goal of these analyses is to add to our

understanding of the ways ih which network characterisfics,

both structural and reltiopal, mediate between the external

world of social-structural forges, and the more immediate

context in which development takes place: the family.

Throughout future analyses.,_we will continue to ask if

network ceharacteristics have differential effects on per-

ceptions of intrafamilial and eggternAl aspects of the parent's

life depending upon the social context in which she or he

is located.

Perception of oneself and of other ly members, and

the informal support provided by relatives and frierls,
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combine with other external forces and with existing patt;7-ns

of parent-child activity to produce the ecologies into wnich

we have ventured with the Family Matters program. In the

final chapter of this report, the implications of our base-
t

l'ine findings for the implementation of o'.,.r parental empowerment

program are discussed in some detail.

.
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CHAPTER. 9

IMPLICATIONS FOR PROGRAM EVALUATION .

Moncrieff M. Cochran

The reader of this report has, by now, been introduced to

the more than 209 white families in our study from a variety of

perspectives. The ten program neighborhoods have been profiled,

and a close look taken at the families living within them. Part-

and full-,time work for pay have been scrutinized for their

contributions to the supports and stresses experienced by married

mothers. The relatives, neighbors, and friends who make up the

social networks of mothers have been examined in some detail for

an understanding of the roles they play in family life, and the

processes through which they influence and are influenced by

mothers' perceptions of self and family members. These perceptions

by the mothers of themselves as parents, of their children, and

of their husbands have been explored in relation to their marital

and working status and their ethnic backgrounds, yielding for

married mothers the unexpected finding that ethnic background has

associated with it an especially positive view of the boy child,

and non-ethnic heritage the girl.

It has undoubtedly been easy for the reader to lose sight of

the fact that all these analytic initiatives have been in the name

of the intervention program. Yet evaluation of our parental em-

powerment effort is the principal purpose for which the National

Institute of Education su ported the Family Matters Project, and
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so it iiappropriate that we use the inter ention program as the

context within which to summarize our findings.

In order to properly understand how the worlds surrounding

these urban families, and mothers' perceptions of what is bcth

inside and outs'.de their families, might affect and be affected

by the intervention effort, one mus: have a clear understanding

of the developmental framework underlying the program itself.

This frameworl , and the beliefs out of which it has evolvel, are

detailed elsewh re (Cochran and Woolever, Note 1; Cochran, Note 2).

By way of summary, it can be said that the framework emphasizes

adult development as the vehicle for the development of the child.

Central to this aspect of adult development is the perception by

the parent that she or he.is important and worthwhile. For that

reason,we have worked hard in home visits and neighborhood

cluster groupings to enhance parents' perceptions of themselves

as parents, and of their capacity to deal effectively with the

external environment. There has also been an emphasis on activi-

ties which would increase parents' perceptions of the child as

interesting, cooperative and capable. If these perceptions of

self as parent and of child are a primary target of the interven-

tion, then of course it is essential that we understand in detail

what perceptions our parents brought with them to the program

experience, in order that we might be able to anticipate the

impacts that participation might have had on different segments

of'the participant sample.

The purpose of enhancing parents' perceptions of themselves

and of their children has been to increase the involvement cf those
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parents in the activities of their children, add in so doing to

enhance each child's ability to engage successfully in activities

both inside and outside the Home. For that Oson, we have

devoted'a portion of'data collection and analysis to understanding

the relationships between parents' perceptions of their children

and the activities they report themselves as engaged in with them.

We are realistic enough to believe, however, that sheer enthusiasm

for, parenting and desire to manage the outside world on behalf of

the child is not enough, that the world beyond the family must

make some accommodation to the childrearing process if parents are

to succeed with their children: For that reason many of our

analyses have focused'on those external contexts: the neighborhood,

the world of work, the social network of relatives and friends.

In a modest way the intervention program also addressed thoSe

external contexts, in particular some aspects of the neighborhood

and neighboring networks.

In the discussion which follows, the external contexts

affecting program implementation and impact are treated first,

begiaIng with the program neighborhoods and then proceeding to

paid work and social networks. These are followed by considera-

tion of perceptions focused inside the family--the mother's view

of herself as a parent and of her child--as they might affect

implementation of the Family Matters program. The chapter

concludes with a profile of the struggle engaged in by single

mothers as they raise their children in an indifferent end some-

times hcstile world.
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The parental empowerment program developed by Family Matters

has employed two basic strategies for involving families in

parent and child-related activities: home visiting and neighbor-

hood cluster building. These two approaches will serve as

reference points for the discussion of program implications.*

The Neighborhoods

The central theme arising from Heather Weiss' analysis of

the ten program neighOrhoods derives from her use of Suttles'

defended-neighborhood concept: that the physical, social and

ecological characteristics of the low resource neighborhoods

(LBJ, Tallman-South, Lexington-East Fayette) combine to signifi-

cantly restrict the geographic and social range of the families

living within them. Geographically, the parks and'other public

areas are available but functionally inaccessible; broken glass

and heavy use by unfriendly teenagers eliminate those areas as

contexts for parent-child activities, and force families to remain

in small, rented apartments which rarely include any safe outdoor

play space. These neighborhoods are perceived by Project parents

as unsafe to walk through, especially at night, and the percep-

tions are backed by crime statistics. Length of residence in the

low resource neighborhoods tends to be short, and other neighbor-

hood residents are perceived of by our parents as unlike themselves.

*The reader is reminded that the analyses in the foregoing
chapters have not included Black famines, and that therefore this
discussion of implications for program effectiveness cannot include
that important part of the Syracuse sample, Dr. William Cross is in
the process of completing a final report focused on Black fami-
lies in the Family Matters Project for the Administration or
rhildrenlYouth, and Families, which will serve as the basis for
hypothesizing what sorts of effects program involvement might have
had on Black Projedt Families.
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Enough residents in these neighborhoods are invdived with public

agencies of one sort or another so that visible, unexplained

participation in the Family Matters program may have attached to

it the stigma associated with deficit oriented "public assistance".

1

It is not difficult to a i'tipate the consequences of life in one

of these low resource nei orhoods for program implementation and

impact. Home visitors wic be greeted with great caution, and

trusi/Cbuilding will be a long, slow process. Once trust is

established, and parents become convinced that the Worker believes

in them, whatever desire there may be to increase joint.activity

with the child will be seriously restricted by close quarters in

the home and no safe parks within walking distance. Cluster-

building with neighbors will not be pCssible before ,trust with

the Family Matters worker is well established, as there will be

much suspicion to be over-come.- Once rpighborhood contacts have

been established, maintenance of them will be made difficult,

especially for single mothers, by the dangers' associo.ted with

walking in the neighborhood of', meeting in the park. Generally

speaking, then, ,what we have learned about the low resource

neighborhoods can be used to argue persuasively that these

neighborhoods. will be distinguished from the 'seven others by

the difficulty program workers will have in establishing trust

with parents and in being able to provide useful infor at-ion and

support to them over a sustained period. Of the two strategies"

available to program workers,sone Would expect the home-visiting

approach to be the more, successful one under conditions as

conducive to defensive withdrawal as those described by these

parents.
4311



The shift from low to moderate income brings with it some

real benefits at the neighborhood level, if one can generalize

from our sample. In Eastwood North and Nedrow, unlike in the

three low income neighborhoods, there is substantial agreement

that space is available for activities with the children and that

neighbors are generally friendly and

associated with crime and broke

that those poverty-relate f

glas

ven helpful. Fears

gone. It is' clear

must have a dampeLingrtes, whit

impact on any intervention effort, are not present. What seems

to emerge in the neigh8Orhoods whose residents are unshackled

from the confines of poverty is diversity, not necessarily within

the neighborhoods but between them. While Eastwbod North and

Nedrow both have families who are living somewhat above subsis-

tence, they are di,fferent in many other ways. Eastwood North,

located close to the city center, consists primarily of small

houses,built very close together, rented or owned by strongly

ethnic families. Nedrow is a suburban village, isolated from

city services, where,familles without strong ethnic ties live in

their own homes 4:90% owner-occupied). There is good reason to

believe tSat these differences would affect the way a parental

empowerment program is received in the two neighborhoods. One

would expect Eastwood parents to move cautiously, needing to

understand that Family Matters is not a "welfare" prog am and

wanting some approval from relatives and friends befor becoming

too involved. Homervisiting would appear to be a comfortable

alternative, with ethnic ties possibly making the clustering

option somewhat superfluous. In Nedrow, however, the absence
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of closely knit ethnic ties anda p'aucity of urban social

activities and services might combine to stimulate interest

and receptivity toward paraprofessionals interested in young

children and their parents. Positive comments made by the

parents in that neighborhood about their neighbors suggest that

a program which brought families together in clusters might be

welcomed.

The other five program' neighborhoods in the sample have in

common middle income families, and the (tability that those

economic resources can insure. Families seem to share an enthu-

siasm for their living areas and an appreciation for the way

neighbors support each other and keep an eye on the children.

Again, however, this secure eccnomic foundation has awned rea

diverzity. Liverpool, the "New England" suburb, differs markedly

from the Irish and Polish 'lipperary Hill or the predominantly

Italian Schiller-dadsworth, two city residential neighborhoods.

Westcott- Thornder. and Salt Springs, also city residential areas,

are racially integrated and very heterogeneous in social character

and life style, making them quite different from either their

ethnic or their suburban counterparts. Again, one would expect

these differences to be reflected in how the Family Matters

program it received, and the way that it affects amines in the

five neighborhoods. Liverpool residents, who are reasonably well

off financially and living in a self-contained c mmunity with its

etown distinctive character, mignt be tolerant o programmatic

efforts without really coming to grips with'its assumptions and

goals. In the strongly ethnic neighborhos, one would expect a

41 :3 2
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certain wariness about the inherently intrusive nature of the

program, but a multiplier effect in those cases where acceptance

was gained. Home visiting might be seen as welcome 6ontact with

views from beyond the ethnic-island, and clustering either

unnecessary or a natural extension of networking already underway.

In Schiller-Wadsworth, the strongly patriarcal family arrange-

ments and continued use of another' language (Italian) might

combine to inhibit mother, from participating actively.

Certainly neighborhood clustering attempts that crossed social

boundaries already established in the neighborhood would meet

with considerable resistance: The racial and economic diversity

characterizing Westcott- Thorndon and Salt Springs might well lend

itself to the home-visiting approach but mitigate against

neighborhood clusters, unless pressing neighborhood-wide issues

could be found to serve as a unifying force.

One would have to conclude from our analysis of program

neighborhoods that the only melting-gpt brewing in Syracuse is

poverty. The abse'hce of resources serves to bring a certain

sameness of character to our low-income neighborhoods. Once the'

safety net provided by moderate income is available, however, it

is the differences among neighborhoods, rather than their

similarities, which come to the fore.

Work Outside the Home

Mothers working outside the home carefully select jobs the

timing of which will accommodate the needs of the family as they

perceive them. This is the major finding documented by
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'Heather Weiss in the chapter on work. For a number of married

couples, the task of fitting employment together with parenthood

is viewed as including child care prov"ided by the parents them-

selves. The kinds of employment which make it possible for both

parents to hold jobs, and yet one be at home throughout the day

(shift Work, weekend work), leave them very little time together

as a couple or as a total family. What might these complicate

schedules mean for an intervention program designed to encourage

and reinforce parent-child activities and.the sharing of parenting

responsibility batlAeen husband and wife?

Three perspectives seem relevant, two of which would compete

with program effectiveness and a third which might point the way

to inrormation valued by parents. The starting point must be

with what Heather Weiss refers to as the principal cost associated

with the work schedules of couples in which both parents are

working, especially if thY work full-time: the pressure associ-

ated with a lack of time. If the Family Matters program is

perceived as requiring time which is already in very short

supply, then those families will need to be convinced that the

progf'am can provide them with something very dsetul before they

will be willing to part with such a precious commodity. To the

extent that the program requires, or even implies the importance,

of, both parents together, it is likely to antagonize those for

whom work schedules make such an arrangement impossible. Such

an expectation would be more apt to emanate from the cluster

grouping than the home visiting approacn. Home visiting is also

more easily adapted to scheduling problems than is clustering,
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because it does not.need to accommodate the schedules of four or

five families simultaneously.

A second potentially negative consequence of the Family

Matters program for working parents is psychological: the

possible guilt created in those parents who feel that the program

expects them to spend time with their children which is not

permitted by the current work arrangement. This danger is reduced

for the couples in our sample by the special effort many of them

have been made to ,select work arrangements which permit one of

them to be with the child at all times. I. the case of single

mothers, however, tit danger is especially great. Again, the

capacity of program operations to accommodate the schedules of

working parents is crucial. One way to be facilitating in that

regard has been through provision of child care arrangements at

cluster meetings, so those meetings can accept parents and

children together rather than becoming another time when the

parents must leave the child in order to participate.

It is apparent from our analyses that designing a daily

routine which makes possible both satisfying parenting and

employment outside the home for both parents requires great skill

and perseverance. Two kinds of support might be useful to such

parents: emotional support from understanding others, and good

ideas about how to make the best possible use of available

resources. Family Matters could be useful to parents, married

or single, who are working long hours outside the home, by

providing these kinds of support, through either home visits or

neighborhoods clusters.
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Personal Socia2Attworkt

The most dominant finding in Chapter 7 was that the

network worldkof single moths is sharply different from that

of married women. For that reason, the neLt.,Jorks of single and

married mothers will be discussed separately in relation to the

intervention program. This distinction is'inade in anticipation

of the final section in this last chapter, which integrates

various thrpads from the rest of the report on behalf of under-

standing how single mothers will respond to Family Matters'

offerings.

Married Mothers

A quick review of findings related to the personal social

networks of mar4d mothers yields the following facts: 1) less

family income is associated with smaller networks; 2) a strong

ethnic background seems to compensate for low income, increasing

the size of networks in poor families; 3) kin-folk, predominate

in the networks of married mothers, although this situation is

attenuated by increase family income; 4) work outside the

home increases the size of mothers' networks at every income

level; and 5) as the number or neighbors and workmates i1Z mothers'

networks increases, so does frequency of contact with th-gm.

Several aspects of these findings are pertinent to an understanding

of how the Family Matters program might be received by married
A

mothers. First, it is clear that
1
several features of the

"natural" society contribute to increases in network size, especi-
).

ally if one 12 poor: embeddedness in a strongly ethnic family and
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working outsid the home. To the extent that participation in

the intervention orogram, and especially in the clustering

portion of it, could be expected to expari*Krent,) social

reference groups, these natural social forces might compete with
41,

the attraction of that aspect of Family Matters. The hypothesis

is, then, that the networks of married mothers fro'. strong ethnic/

backgrounds and those working outside the home will be less

affected by program participation than will those of non-ethnic

housewives. Second,'it appears that the "luxury" of maintaining

a greater proportion of single-stranded non -kin in the network

comes with increase in family income. Therefore it seems

reasonable to predict that the "network-building" potential

in program participation will be/the greatest for non-ethnic

middle income mothers who are not employed outside the home.

There is much more to Family Matters than cluster-building,

with its attendent rotential foaffecting personal networks.

The home visitor may be particularly attractive to mothers whose

capacity to sustain network relationships is already heavily

taxed. Such a person can provide many of the assets without

the liabilities of a multi-stranded network member, and can be

flexible enough to accommodate the demands of tight schedules

or the particular expectations of different ethnic groups..

Single Mothers

Like most single mothers nationwide, those in o r sample

tend to be living in or close to poverty. The demands associated

with running a household and raising one or more children alone
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a

are great. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that terse

mothers have larger networks than do married mothers at the same

income level. The networks of single mothers are also more multi-

stranded in their exchange patterns than those of their married

counterparts, and include a much gher proportion of non-kin.

There is some indication that their view of themselves in more

affected by "difficult" contacts in their networks than is the

Base with married mothers, perhaps becayse their reliance upon

network support is more pronounced.

Other thingXpeing equal, one would expect the Family

Matters program to be especially appealing to single parents.

The program provides a sympathetic non-relative as home visit-og,

who makes a few demands and. can provide a variety of kinds of

information about children, parenting and community resources.

Cluster groupings are availabe as a means to meeting non-

relatives in the neighborhood, a need heightened by the fact

that single mothers are often living in neighborhoods are

relatively new residents. In fact, other things are not equal.

As we point out at the end of this chapter, a number of constraints

combine to discourage single mothers from neighboring.. At the

same time, the demands they face are strong incentie to become

involved with the program in'one way or another. For that reason

we expect to find that single mothers have been the most active

users of program resources over time, and that their children

have received the most benefit from prcu'am participation.
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Mothers and Children: Perceptions and Activities

ilAs pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, intervention

by Family Matters workers is aimed primarily at enhancing parents'

perceptions of themselvet and their children, on the assumption

that that changes in these attitudes will lead in turn to more

activities with and on behalf of their children. With this

central purpose in mind, it becomes obvious that prediction of

progi;am impact depends on a clear understanding of parental

perceptions prior to introduction of the program. The analyses

and interpreta.tionsin Chapters 3 and 4 by Urie Bronfenbrenner

and Charles Henderson are illuminating in that regard., While a

number of the findings related to single parents are bein-

reserved for a separate report; it is apparent already ,,hat those

mothers paint a more negative picture of their child/ n than do

the married mothers. This exhaustive series of analyses has led

the authors to the conclusion that parsnt-child interaction is

most likely to produce desired results when it occurs in a

context that accords status and value to the roles of both

participants. The findings leading to this conclusion involve

the positive value placed on boys in ethnic families, and girls

in nonethnic ones, g.nd the way those positive perceptions by

mothers are enhanced by positive work experiences outside the

home, especially if the subculture supports mothers in the wage-

earning role.

Just how the program will affect perceptions so conditioned

by ethnicity and work status is difficult to predict. Certainly

progt,am workers have been unusually sensitive to ethnic and
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cultural variations. This has not, however; included bias in

favor of children of one sex or another, depending on ethnic

background. C.)erhaps, then, the effect of support for the

parenting role will be to reduce ethnic and working status

differences by providing a lift f)r mothers in these niches

where less status and value have been Previously available

to them.

The finding that parent-child activity leads to posi-

tive perceptions of the child only after that activity

reaches a critical level of intensity has important rami-

fications for program evaluation. We have had no good

way to tell whether there is a relationship between inten-

sity of participation by the parent in program activities

and the intensity of activities with the target child.

Should such a relations ip exist, and assuming that a

higher level of parent-child activity and positive percep-

tions of the child lead to greater success by the child in

school, then it becomes important to distinguish high- from

lower-intensity participation in the program as we compare

program with non-program families and examine changes

occurring between baseline and follow-up. The data needed

to distinguish families hea ily involved in Family Matters

from those involved less in-ensively have been carefully

compiled, and will be prepared for analysis during the

fall, 1981.
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Single Mothers if

A fundamental question for the ecology of human development

is how much the developing individual can control the environment

within which that development is taking place. Is development

simply channeled by external forces beyond the control of the

individual? Or do the needs perceived by the dpveloping person

act as motivating forces which lead to active manipulation of

the environment? The data in this report suggest that the answer to

both those questions is "yes". Yes, socioeconomic forces channel

low income families into a limited number of low-resource, low-

status neighborhood, where they maintain personal networks of

limited size and scope and raise their children in an environment

benign at best, and often hostile. And yes, within the constraints ,

imposed by low income and ailack of educational opportunity, there

are signs that parents respond to their own needs as they perceive

them by actively molding the environment to relieve stress.

Heather Weiss has described in Chaptr 5 the lengths to,whicli

parents in two-parent families will stretch in order to maintain

two wage-earners in the family while at 'the same time caring for

their childrethemselves in their own homes. A still more

dramatic example, however, is provided by the single mothers in

our sample, While analyses of the data provided us by white, single

mothers has not progressed quite as far as those using data from

married mothers, what material we have examined suggest'S that

,,others raising their children alone are engaged in a continuing

struggle to alter the ecologies surrounding them in ways that

meet their particular needs. Although forced by the lack of
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resources to live often in substandard housing, usually in

neighborhoods characterized by deteriorating facilities and high

crime rates, these women maintain larger social networks than

their married counterparts, and areTore likely than married

mothers to engage in network relationships which are multi-

functional in content. Cut off from the kin network somewhat

by the absence of the fathe- andl-Iperhaps, by the stigma associated`

with single motherhood, they compensate by maintaining regular and

sustained contact and exchange with a relatively large set of

unrelated neighbors, workmates, and otner friends. Although

usually so poor that they cannot afford the capital investment

needed to buy thPir way into middle resource neighborhoods, a

number of the single mothers in our sample have established their

families i1 subsidized niches within the neighborhoOds of home-

owning families,' and have - busily tied themselves into informal

support networks already in operation in those apartment complexes.

This constant struggle to maintain a family and raise a healthy

child in uncaring and even hostile economic and social circum-

stances is remarkable for its courage and tenacity. The Family
. r

Matters program was designed to make this struggle a little bit

easier for all participating families. Single mothers should

have found our services particularly useful. Whether they in

fact did is a story which only they can tell. We eagerly await

their verdict.
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APPENDIX 6.1

THE SELECTION PROCESS
A.

NEIGHBORHOOD APPENDIX I:
'SHE SELECTION PROCESS

0

Heather Weiss

From the outset, the Comparative Ecology Project has been

designed both to understand and to effect some of the ways in

which ,a family's physical and social context influences.. its

capacity to operate as a child rearing system. One of the key

contexts, influencing the child both directly and indirectly,

is the neighborhood. Therefore, rather than simply drawing
0

a random selection of 300 families with three-year-olds, the

Project chose to study the effect of neighborhood context on

development by first selecting a variety of types Of neighborhoods

and then 'sampling families within them. This design allows

the examination bf some of the ways in which the neighborhood,

as both physical and social entity, influences the cnild's develop-

ment.

The field site chosen for the study s Syracuse, an upstate

2 New York city of approximately 197,000 pe le. The city has

a'decidely ethnic flavor, visually evident in Irish bars, Polisn

clubs, and Russian Orthodox churches. It has a long history

of attracting various immigrant groups. During the 19th century,
bra

Syracuse was the leading salt-producing area in the nation and

attracted numerous'imittrIntsfrom Ireland, Germany, Italy,

and Poland to work in the mines. Throughout the second half

of the 19th century, and into the twentieth, these group's settled

in various parts of the city. Currently, although "the homogeneity,
4

and clear identity of these nationality neighborhoods have been

somewhat dissipated by time, assimilation, and the harrier to
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new immigrants....the areas persist and retain cultural

characteristics" (Martin, Munger, finkhea0, et al., 1961, page

25): The 1970 U.S. Census indicates that 26.5,percent of the

total population consisted of foreign-born or first-generation

Americans. Over time, the city proper has evolved from a set

of independent and sometimes rival towns and villages, each

with its own economic base (Hall, Note' 3). However. one set

of political analysts has concluded that contemporary Syracuse

is a community'in which the separate parts relate more to outside

extra-community forces than they do to each other (Frederickson

and O'Leary, 1973). As an urban research site, Syracuse provides

a wide variety of neighborhoods distinguished by a similarly

wide variety of factors.

e choice of particular neighbirhoods for the present

Study involved a complex set of procedures begun in the fall

of 1977. The initial work addressed the question of just what

constitutes a neighborhood. As :chose who study neighborhoods

almost universally recognize, there is no precise definition

of what a neighborhood is, although most recognize that neighbor-

hoods have social as well as geographical characteristics (Keller,

1968, Hojnacki, 1979). In her extensive review of the literature

on urban neighborhoods, Keller (1968), for example, found that

neighborhood was an ambiguous term, but that the concept seemed

to have some combination of four elements:

Essentially, ... (neighborhood) refers to distinc-
tive areas into which larger spatial units may
be sub-divided the distinctiveness of these
areas stems from different sources whose indepen-
dent contributions are difficult to assess:
geographical boundaries, ethnic or cultural charac-
teristics of the inhabitants, psychological unity

2
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among people who feel that they belong together
or concentrated use of an area's facilities for
shopping, leisure, and learning Cpg. 89).

One of the factors that makes neighborhood delineation especially

problematic is that, frequently, geographic and subjectively

defined boundaries do not coincide. Some neighborhoods are

easily identified by geographic isolation, compatible and homogeneous

residents, or historical tradition. Others have few, if any,

such easily identifiable markers. This has led many who, study

neighborhoods to conclude that a self-definitional approach

is an important starting point, in the process of neighborhood

delineation (Hojnacki, 1979; Regnier, 1976). Simply put, "a

neighborhOod is what the people who are there say is a neighbor-

hood" (Berger and Neuhaus, 1977, page 9). The Comparative Ecology

Project's neighborhood selection strategy took this subjective

element into account from the outset.

The task of neighborhood selection, as one of its executors

noted, required a process that b.kkanced somewhat conflicting

interests:

identifying the 'natural' or widely-recognized
desighations of distinct socio-geographic neighbor-
hoods, while at the same time, meeting the scienti-
fic needs of the project in the course of neighbor-
hood identification (Hawkins, Note 4, p. 4).

Tie latter included the need to have an adequate demographic

distribution of families$for statistical analyses. (A detailed

description of the necessary distributions and their statistical

rationale is presented in Henderson, Note 5.) Specifically,

the statistical design first required the designation of neighbor-

hoods large enough to contain a sufficient number of families

with three-year-old children. According to the research design,

3
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these families were to be sampled, where possible, equally from

the groups defined by marital status sex of child, and race.

Therefore, a simultaneous and two-fold procedure was used to

select neighborhoods; it involved the analysis of census and

other data, and the collection and analysis of field data through

systematic neighborhood observations.

One of the Project's chief souces of information about

Syracuse neighborhoods was the 1970 U.S. Census. A number of

census tract figures were important in neighborhood definition

14(

and selection, including: median income, mean,incoule, percentages.

of families with incomes at various levels above and below poverty

standard, percentage of Black families, number and percentage

of female heads of household with children under 18, automobile

available per household, percentage of foreign-born, median

years of school for'residents over 25, occupational characteristics

and unemployment percentages, average rent and the mean poverty

value of households in each tract. This information was plotted

onto city maim by census tracts and, later, by designated neighbor-

hoods. The above combination of census data provided information

in three realms useful for the selection of project neighborhoods:

the availability of economic resources and racial and ethnic

composition. Areas were then designated by socio-economic (low,

moderate, middle, middle-upper, upper-middle), racial (Black,

white, racially mixed), and ethnic (ethnic, non-ethnic) status.

The census data, however, had two drawbacks. First, by

1978, the data were verging an obsolescence, particularly with

regard to neighborhood racial composition. Therefore, census

4

data on race was supplemented by the informed judgments of Syracuse-

4
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based staff members and knowledgeable community professionals,

including people from the local community planning agency.

The second drawback of the census data was that in the wider

county, as opposed to the city areas, the census tracts' were

not a reasonable approximation of the neighborhoods, so it was

'necessary to rely on other sources for county data. Consequently,

the Project consulted more recent sources of information which

had been collected by the Syracuse-Onondaga Community Planning

Agenc3, particularly in the areas of income and ribusing conditions

(Hawkins, Note 4). All of this information enabled the staff

to plot the socio-economic, racial, and ethnic dharacteristics

of the city and county by census tract.

Meanwhile, a team of observers was in the field beginning

observational assessments, based on some of the initial census

delineations. In reviewing the selection prOess after it was

completed, one staff member wrote that when the census and obser-

vational assessments "are undertaken in a staggered but simultaneous

procedure (with some document data collection ,receding the

observations, to help focus and guide the latter), volunteers

(are) most helpful in validating or building neighborhood boundaries

and socio-geographical profiles of each area."

The volunteers, primarily young mothers, donated their

time, knowledge of mothering, and street-sense of the city and

county to conduct an extensive series of observations. During

the fall of 1977, they walked and drove around, "charting tentative

bouhdaries, noting physical landmarks and constructing boundaries

and important centers of activity" (Note 4, p. 13). They also

talked with shop owners and residents. In order to record data,

5
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a special Neighborhood Characteristics Observation Form was

designed. It included a map deS6ating local sctibol, street,

and natural boundaries, importipt physical features, and space

to describe the characteristics of people observed. The observa-

tional data proved to be an important supplement to the census

and planning agency information; in several cases; the observational

evidence pointed to boundaries drawn inappropriately'(Note 4,

p. 14). A large number of the eventual neighborhood candidates

in the city were identified through this observational procedure.

As neighborhood candidates began to emerge, the issue of

balancing "natural" neighborhood boundaries and of obtaining

varied neighborhoods with enough families with the characteristics

specified in the research design was resolved. The selection

team decided to focus the next series of observations on city

and county elementary schools as,the "focal points around which

we would most likely find the highest concentration of families

with young children" (Note 4, p. 14). Project staff analyzers

argued that while most families might not describe their neighbor-

hood as the two- or three-mile perimeter' around a given school,

this area would be likely to yield a sufficient number of appropriate

families. The school-based strategy was also seen as taking

into account an important local ecological inflaence -- the

school and its associated support services (Note 4, p. 15).

Consequently, during the spring of 1978, a second phase of field

research began. "The basic strategy here was to plot every

neighborhood school in the city and inspect and identify it

as, or as not, an appropriate study neighborhood area" (Note

4, p. 15). Some of the resulting neighborhoods were roughly

identical to census tracts; some were Rot.
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In this fashion, the team attempted to combine the "natural"

criteria and those required by the research design to designate

neighborhood candidates. The result was thirty-two potential

city neighborhoods and twenty-six potential county neighborhoods.

The next part of the process required careful checking and categori-

zation of these areas according to their socio-economic, racial,

and ethnic characteristics, and the selection of neighbOrhoods

which could be matched for purposes of the program-control evalua-

tion design.

In the spring of 1978, the results of the selection team's

work and the statistical sampling needs of the Cornell staff

came er in decisions about neighborhood selection. It

was clear from both points of view that race, ethnicity, and

socio-economic status were key factors, and that they were combined

in var ways in Syracuse neighborhoods. Ethnic considerations,

for example, were very important in several of the city's moderate-

and middle-income areas, ut in other neighborhoods ethnicity

was less of a factor due to the heterogeneity of !,he population.

Once a table showing distributions of race, ethnicity, and socio-

economic status by neighborhood had been(completed, the selection

team and the Cornell staff made several decisions about the

final selection(cf neighborhoods from the list of 58 candidates:

1. To select neighborhoods grouped by combinations of
incoma (low, moderate, middle), location (city, suburban),
ethnicity (ethnic white or non-ethnic white) and race
(Black, white, racially mixed).

Not to have a balance of city and county neighborhoods,
whioh would reflect the actual population, distribution
but rather, to forego representativeness and to focus
primarily on city middle- and lower-income areas.

4 7 rl
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3. Not to have contiguous neighborhoods in order to lessen
the possibility of contamination of the control group
by adjacent program groups.

4. To maintain randomness in the selection of the final
neighborhoods, the names of all the potential neighbor-
hoods were put into a hat, and all those which fell
alone, in pairs or, in threes in their cells, automatically
qualified. (The remainder were determined by the
order of the draw.)

5. To follow the lead of the project's Swedish colleagues
and draw neighborhoods in such a way that they were
likely to produce about twice as many families as
needed. "This feature tends to make each project
neighborhood larger than that which most parents in
these areas would identify as 'my neighborhood' "
(Note 4, p.2).

After the 10 program and control neighborhoods Were selected,

ffi

the search for families within them with three-year-old children

began. This part of the effort began with a hand search of

census and birth records to identify the total pool of eligible

families from which project participants would be drawn. After

the search of the records was complete and the'staff attempted

to locate the families, however, less than half of the families

could be located living at addresses given in the records.

The staff as a result had to conduct a door-to-door su vey in

each of the 18 neighborhoods in order to locate the entire pool

of eligible families. The staff also conducted an extensive

inquiry with, the school system, day care centers, and private

and public child welfare agencies to insure that the entire

pool of neighbhood three-year-olds had been located. After

each neighborhood pool was complete, a stratified random sampling

technique was employed to draw approximately 16 families for

each of the 18 neighborhoods yieldinglan eventual sample of

276 Project families. Within neighborhoods, the stratification

factors were race, maternal marital status, and sex of

8



Individual family income was not a stratification factor. The

Project decided to focus on neighborhoods with primarily middle-

to lower-income families, there are, however, some higher-income

families in the sample. This simply reflects the fact that

higher-income families sometimes live in middle- to moderate-

income neighborhoods. In order to have a sufficient sample

of Black and single-parent families fur analysis, these two

groups were over-sampled. Some neighborhoods, as initially

drawn, simply did not contain the necessary distribution of

families for the research design. Consequently, later redrawing

of some neighborhood boundaries was necessary. In the LBJ neighbor-

hood, for example, the boundaries were redrawn to include a

white single mother. Map A (at the end of this appendix) shows

the way in which the ten program and eight control neighborhoods

were distributed in and around the city of Syracuse. Table

1 below shows how different types of families are distributed

,within and across 18 neighborhoods. The empty cells on the

table illustrate two things about the intersection between the

ecological realities of Syracuse and the demands of the research

design. First, some neighborhood types are so infrequent that

the Project could locate only one of them; Westcott-Thornden,

a middle-income, urban, racially mixed neighborhood, and Salt

Springs, a middle-income, urban, Black neighborhood are cases

in point. They are the only representatives of their respective

types in the Syracuse area. Therefore, as program neighborhoods,

they do not have perfectly matched controls. The empty cell

on the table secondly show that within neighborhoods, it was

sometimes impossible to find enough families with three-year-olds

451
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to fit all the stratifying criteria for sample selection. In

some cases, the reasons are self-evident: Eastwood-North, for

example, is labeled a moderate- income, ethnic white, city neighbor-

hood and, as such, one would not expect many Black families

for the Black cells in the design. In other cases there are

empty cells by chanCe; the lac4 of single-parent families with

three-year-old girls in Tipperary Hill is an example. These

empty cells do raise issues for statistical analyses. But as

the Project statistician has pointed out, while sample distribution

challenges the limits of known methodology, there are ways of

dealing with the difficulties (Henderson, Note 5; pp. 11-1.6).
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4PPENDIX 6.2

*
NEIGHBORHOOD PROFILES

,

These profiles of the Project's program neighborhoods were devel-
oped by Heather Weiss with the assistance of Betsy Edinger. Once

the format was arranged, the observations and analyses of the neigh-
borhoods were conducted by Artis Lee, Betsy Edinger and Maggie
Baker. Demographic data and social networks material were compiled
by Nancy Burston, Ann Bell, and Heather Weiss. Substantial editorial
assistance was provided by Ann Pitkin. The help of the above is
very much appreciated.
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LBJ:

NEIGHBORHOOD PROFILE

Betsy Edinger
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KEY: LBJ

1. Northern Boundary: James Street
2. Sedgewich Area: wealthy residential
3. downtown
4. offices
5. television studios
6. apartment buildings
7. private nursing home
8. motels
9. point of LBJ triangle closest to downtown: location of an old

apartment house
. 10. Southern Boundary: Bumet Avenue

11: bars
12. warehou s
11 auto SerVi
14. supply store (auto and other small businesses)
15. vacant lots
16. interstate 690 ,-
17. discount houses
18. milk' processing plant (Darileo)
19. small family restaurants
20. the Villa,
21. pockets of housing
22. Lodi Street
23. Oak Street
24. Eastern Bounary: N. Beech St.
25. Lincoln Park
26. a) Dr. Weeks Elementary School

b) Dr. Weeks playground
27. a) Clinton Elementary School

b) Clinton Park
28. Hawley Avenue
29 small grocery stores
30. gas stations
31. housing that is in better condition than the norm
32. Schiller - Wadsworth Park
33. St. Joseph's Hospital
34. University-Hospital Area (3 hospitals)
35. NEHDA
36. Baptist Church
37. Episcopalian Church
38. Catholic Church
39. Church of the Living Word

4,

40. drugstore
41. loundromat
42. small storefront businesses located along Hawley Ave., including: a vacuum sales

and service shop, a rug & tile store; and a small gymnasium
43. bookstore known for "adult literature"
44. Shop City Mall
45. Chicago Market grocery store and shopping mall
46. Caroma's
47. seaford store
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LBJ
Neighborh000d Profile *

Direct Observations
Boundaries

The boundaries of the Lodi, Burnet, James neighborhood basically form a triangle.

James Street', the northern boundary is a major artery to the downtown area and is

part of a local truck route that passes thrOugh the city. The northeastern edge of the

neighborhood borders on one of the wealthiest residential areas2 in the city of Syracuse.

Travelling toward downtown3 on James, the street quickly changes in character from

residential to commerical..On both sides of the street are buildings that house office

space4 insurancensurance companies, banks, realty companies, and law firms. Two television

studios5 are also located along this stretch. People in this area live either in one of

the high-rise apartment buildings6 or in the private nursing homey. Two better quality

motels8 are located here as well. All of these businesses and living areas are in very

good condition; lawns are landscaped and well manicured.

Where James Street meets Burnet Avenue9,
the neighborhood boundary forms one

of its three points; this one is closest to the downtown area. Here, an old apartment

house stands where many single, older men live either on public assistance Dr very low

incomes. It is much more characteristic of the neighborhood as a whole than are the

offices and other living areas along James Street.

Burnet Avenue', the :.outhern boundary, is also a heavily-travelled, commercial

street. The businesses here ar f a different nature from those on James Street and

the road is much narrower and oorer condition. Numerous barsll are intermixed

with warehouses'2, auto service13 and supply stores14, and occasional vacant lots15

from which arl 'interstate pass16 is clearly visible. Discount houses17, parking lots,

dnd a large milk pilocessing plant18 contribute to this commercial atmosphere. A few

small family restaurants19 and alsViliat20 one of the city's finer Italian restaurants

are Mixed in with the other businesses. Occasionally, there small pockets of deteriorating

ho 1. Most of these houses are close to the road, thus limiting, the size of the front

. *Eulas Boyd, Liz Keilyt and Mary Maples all played an impt,rtant part in the
preparation of this profile. 463



yards. Behind these houses are parking lots, foundations of once standing buildings,

old barrels, and abandoned trucks, giving the area the appearance of an unused wasteland.

Occupancy is primarily indicated by Beware of Dog and No Trespassing signs.

The eastern side of the triangle was originally I-cal Street22 which was extended

to Oak Street23. But, unable to find enough families with young children for our sample,

we extended the boundary further to N. Beech Street 24. This is a residential side street

similar in appearance to the less travelled streets within the LBJ triangle. One of the

houses has a small upholstery business behind it, but there are no other signs of commercial

activity. Families living between Beech and Oak streets appear to be living under the

same economic and housing conditions as the rest of the neighborhood; and the children

attend the same schools. However, there are some important differences. None of

these streets run directly through to James Street, so that they have less traffic than

many other streets in the neighborhood. People living here have access to Lincoln Park 25,

the largest recreational area in the neighborhood, without having to cross any major

streets. Finally, children do not have to cross busy streets to get to the elementary

school 26a orto the playground 26b beside it.

.Internal Boundaries

There are no apparent internal boundaries that demarcate changes in type or Co

of housing, but most of the streets that run through the neighborhood carry a lot of

traffic and restrict the mobility of many residents, especially young children. (Respondents

defined their neighborhood in very different ways, often giving the street they lived

on as the only boundary. No one could give the neighborhood a specific name, and people

/frequently complained of feeling isolated.)

Oak22 and Lodi Streets23,are the most heavily travelled of the streets going through

the neighborhood. Both have te businesses than the other streets and traffic is faster

moving because of fewer stop igps. On Lodi Street, the abandoned Clinton Elementary27a

School stands. Its small playgound27b is the only recreational area readily available

464
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to people living within the original bo daries of the Li13 triangle. To get to other recreational

areas one has to cross a major street. Sin the playground at Dr. Weeks Elementary

Schoo126b is located on the eastern side of Oak Street, people living between Oak and

Lodi Streets are separated from every playground in the area.

All of the streets running between Burnet, James, -- and Hawley Avenue28 are

hazardous to young thilait.-rt because they are so busy. Stop signs slow the cars, but

frequently they fail to make a complete stop before proceeding through an intersection.

More bars11, small grocery stores29; and gas stations3° are found along these streets.

One family in our sample lived on Butternut Street31,
several blocks north of James

Street. Although the hotAing and economic situation of this single-parent family is

comparable to that of people living in the LBJ neighborhood, this is a totally different

section. This family has access to different stores and services, and the elementary

school is not within walking distance. This family, living closer to the heart of a predominantly

Italian district, has contact with different people from those who live in the LBJ neighborhood.

Residential Areas

Most of the houses in this area look as if they lad been built some time ago, and

a variety of styles and types of.houses can be seen on every street. The oldest houses

are large and have distinctive ornamentation, such as hand carved doors or porches with

unusual trimming. Frequently, these houses have been divided into apartments. Smaller,

one family houses have been built between the larger ones, resulting in a much smaller

space between houses than there was originally. This variation in style can be seen

on every street. There are occasional old apartment buildings. Most streets in the neighborhood

have some sort of business included among the houses. Businesses of one :ort or another

are dispersed throughout this neighborhood so that even residential streets include at
least one commercial address.

Generally, the houses are in poor condition, needing paint and structural repairs.

Sections of many houses are sagging badly. On some shingles, similar to those used



for "nofing, cover the original wooden facade. It is not uncommon to see houses without

siding. Very few homes in this area have storm windows. Many windows are boarded

up or covered with plastic. A few people have taped cardooard over holes in their windows.

There are some vacant and boarded up houses in the neighborhood, and several show

signs of recent fires, but 'here is no apparent pattern in the location of these burned

houses. For the most ix ., houses are occupied no matter what condition they are in.

There are occasional For Ft.)ht and For Sale signs, but nothing to indicat,:: that people

are moving from the neighborhood in any great number.

Even though most of the housing is in p)or condition, there are some exceptions.

The area closest to downtown9 is in the process of being restored. Those houses that

have already been reaZored seem to be in perfect condition. A few single family homes

near Lincoln Park31, at the opposite end of the neighborhood. are in very good condition.

These places often have more yard space and are better kept than most of the other

houses. On some of the other streets, one or two houses are ou _.anding because they

are so well-maintained.

A typical front yard in this neighborhood is small. backyards often adjoin, creating

a large area where the back§)of houses on the next block could be seen. Attempts at

fencing off private lots are;erratic and are usually made with a variety of obstacles

and fences. Weeds are the most common type of vegetation, although there are also

occasional apple trees which form small orchards. However, the general effect of the

yards is that of a wasteland. Half - standing houses, abanckoned cars, trucks, and appliances

contribute to this impression. )
Trees ar'e planted along most of the streets. Considering their variety and age,

they may have been planted by some of the origin'al owners. Occasionally, there are

short rows of younger trees; these are probab!ireplacements for the elms that died

in the city several ye.ars ago.

The only sighs in the neighborhood posted by the residents are No Trespassing and

Beware of Dog sighs; there are quite a number of these. Because this observation whys

4
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conducted in December, I encountered Christmas decorations on almost every house.

Most of these were elaborate in design and some people had set up nativity scenes on

the.: front porches or yards. (Despite the fact that some people in the interviews expressed

concern about leaving things outside, none of these displays appeared to have been touched

by vandals.)

44$

Recreational Centers and Playgrounds

Several parks and playgrounds are within walking distance for the people who live

in this neighborhOod.- H9wever, many people have to cross busy streets to get to these

parks.

Lincoln Park 25
is the largest in the neighborhood. It is located on top of a hill from

which there is a beautiful view of the city. The park has a pool and a playground, both

situated within a large open area. One could imagir,e this as a perfect place for family

recreatior,, but many respondents complained that it is overrun by teenagers and unsafe

for little children because of drag racing and broken glass. (I walked through this park

at several times of day. Despite frequent police patrols, the respondents' claims were

accurate. Late afternoon and early evenings were peak periods when young people tended

to congregate and drag race. Alcohol was prevalent, and many teenagers were also

smoking marijuana.)

Schiller-Wadsworth Park32,
although outside t' i neighbOrhood, is also used by some

of the residents. It is within walking distance for most but getting there involves crossing

James Street. Schiller-Wadsworth has less litter and seems to be in better Condit;.,,

than Lincoln Park. There is also a pool and playground area here, together with a tot

of open space. The same problem with the teenagers ( xists, but to a lesser degree.

More families tend to use this park than Lincoln Park. Police patrol this area frequently.

The area that seems to be used the most by young children is the playground next

.to Dr. Weeks Elementary Schoo126b. It has a large, open field, and at one end are slides
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and climbing apparatus in very good condition. The playground is visible from houses

alongside the park. It is fenced off from Oak Street, but is so open and exposed that

trouble makers could easily be r., -.en.

On Lodi Street is a small fenced in area known as Clinton Park27b. Some of the

climbing apparatus and the small basketball courts are deteriorating. Although I saw

some small children here, there were many more at Dr. Weeks school.

The Hawley Youth Organization (HYO) is locate'.: in the Dr. Weeks elementary school 26a

complex. Like other sections of the complex, it is in very good condition. Services

provided by HYO are dis-ussed below.

Services

People living in this neie,borhood have access to a number of hospitals and health

clinics. Generally, people choose St. Joseph's Hospital 33, because of easy access. The

University-hosplta134 area is also within walking distance, but getting there _mails .
crossing many busy streets.

The Northeast Hawley Development Association (NEHDA)35 was started by a group

of people who originally belonged to a larger organization. Because of certain political

differences, the HYO and NEHDA split off from this larger group. Respondents described

HYO as providing adult education, recreation, daycare and counseling services. NEHDA

was described as taking an adyocacy roie in the areas of police protection, helping people

aconire funds, and helping with the actual work on home improvements. NEHDA is

a storefront operation that also helps people brir-j; down food casts through cooperative

buying.

Several churces of different denominations are located within the neighborhood.
i

i
.The Baptist26 , Epscopalian37 , and Catholic churches 38 are well established and seem

to be well attended. A smaller one, the Church of the Living Word,39 looks less prosperous

and is located bghincla locked fence that separates the church from the commercial

buildings on Burnet Avenue.
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Dr. Weeks Elementary School 26a is centrally located and is within walking distance

for,all of the people in the neighborhood. It is a relatively new school and is in very

good condition. It has a pre-K program and provides parenting seminars for people in
the neighborhood.

Commerical Areas and Businesses

Commercial enterprises are concentrated most heavily along James Street and

Burnet Avenue, but a variety of smaller businesses are scattered throughout the neighborhood.
Barsll,

gas statioos30, and corner stores29 are the most common among these. Located

in the center of the neighborhood are a drug store° and laundromat41. Many smaller
tusihesses42 ar ituated in old storefronts along Hawley Avenue: There is quite a variety,
including: a vacuum sales and service shop, a rug and tile store; and a small gymnasium.

The only bookstore43 in the area is known for its wide selection of "adult",literature.

Major shopping for food and clothes has to be done outside the neighborhood. Most

people travel several miles to the Shop City Ma1144 for groceries. The mall also houses

clothing storez and a general discount store. The other grocery store (Chicago Market) 45

is even closer, but few people mentioned that they used this one. Downtown3, which

is easily accessible, provides a variety of stoes where people from this neighborhood
car. shop.

Two reputade Italian restaurants, (The Villa2° and Caroma's46) a pizza parlorI9,
and a seafood store47

are located in the neighborhood. Them-- are also several small

restaurants19 located in storefronts built into homes. The two Italian restaurants are
often frequented by outsiders, while the smaller ones are more apt to serve people from
the neighborhood.

46J
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People

This neighborhood was quite active at all times of the day and into the night. The

people I saw were mostly white. Many people of different ages entered and left their

homes and walked along the streets. Some older Black men were seen near the Burnet-James

intersection and, occasionally, small groups of Black teenagers walked through the neighborhood

The largest concentration of Blacks was seen at the local elementary school, when teachers

brought their classes out to the playground for recess.

During business hours, many people were visible in the commercial areas. An entrance

to one of the discount houses along Burnet Avenue needed a policeman to direct traffic.

Deliveries were being made to the many stores along these streets. At night, activity

centered around the bars, although there were small groups of people (usually couples,

or groups of men) walking along many of the streets.

Policemen frequently patrolled the neighborhood, getting out of their cars from

time to time and having conversations with people. The mailman seemed to be well

known here, and he often stopped to exchange a few stds with people as he passed.

(One man exclaimed from across the street, "It's narder to move around in this weather

than it was 25 years ago, eh'? ")

Groups of teenagers tended to hang around the various corner stores or in the parks,

often commenting as single women passed by.

4'10
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Lin: Demographic Profile of Project Families*

The Neighborhood survey characterized LB3 as a low-income, city neighborhood

with a population that included both Black and white families. The families in our sample,
however, are all white with the exception of one Black single mother. The majority
of the families are low-income; in fact, twelve of sixteen have yearly incomes below
$9,999 and seven subsist primarily on welfare support. There seems to be racial tension
in the area and it is a part of Syracuse which some Black people feel is unsafe for them.

k

The families in our sample in this neighborhood are predominantly single parents;
there are ten single-parent families and six two-parent families. The low rents of area
apartments may be one of the fators that draws single parents.

The rr jority of the mothers (12) are under thirty, although the 6 married women-....
(and their 'husbands) are, on the average, older. Three of the married couples are in
the very late thirties and forties. Ten of the families have three or more children.
The single mothers have considerably more education than the married ones. The average
educational level of the five married women who provided educational information is
8.6 years. The single mothers average 11.6 years and seven of the ten have high school

. degrees. The six married fathers average 9.8 years of education; tine had completed

thigh school. The majority of the families are Protestants or Ca:) lics; three families
report no religious affiliation and one is Fundamentalist. The m)thers' ethnic identifications,
in order of descending frequency, include American-white, West European, Italian, Irish,
English, and Afro-American. These statistics suggest that there are important differences
between the single and married residents and that 1.33 is a neighborhood characterized
by diversity.

The differepces in the situation of the one and two-parent families and aspects
of the'neighborhood's character are pointed up by the information on home ownership

and residential mobility. Only three of the families, all two-parent, own their homes.

* This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy burston
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The six arried couples have lived in LBJ an average of 17 years, while eight Oitthe
,

ten single ents have lived tre for two years or less. The mobility of the single
,--

parents is further indicated by the fact that they report an average of 3.9 moves, rarely

one move a year in the,past four years. Seven of the nine families who do not own cars

and eight of the nine welfare recipients are single parents. These statistics s est

an environment in which poor and transient single parents live in apartments am st

a few two-parent homeowners who are --gewhat better off.

The data on family income show that the majority of the families are poor. Seven

of the families, including three married couples, are trying to support three or more

children on less than $10,000 a year. As stated, seven of the families receive their primary

financial support from welfare. All six fat hers are emskyed in blue collar jobs with

the exception of one white collar worker. Three work c.,,er 40 hours a week. Six mothers

work and are split between part and full-time employment. Two of the single mothers

are employed full-time and their earnings are the primary source of support for their

families. One husband and wife, each working at two blue coil s and between them

putting in 163 hours a week, earn slightly less than $20,000 a year.

The picture that emerges from these figures is mainly that of a group of white
[

families with few resources few own' omes or cars and most are struggling to survive

with below poverty level incomes.

The social network material colleicted from the ..E33 mothers shows that in comparison

with the other nine program neighborhoods these mothers report close to the lowest

average number of neighbors in their networks. However, when one examines the LBJ

mothers' reports on their contacts with neighbors for practical, financial, and emotional

support, the comparative averages show that neighbors are more important for ese

things in LBJ than they are in many of the other neighborhoods. LBJ ranks ourth in

terms of average number of neighbors who are also part of the itirn twork;This
/suggests a pattern such that irk comparison to the other prografriiieighborhoods, A-13J

mothers have fewer neighbors in eir networks but report more exchanges wi/f1 those

neighbors they do consider" important for various forms of support.
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Respondents' Perceptions

In this neighborhood that we have defined as "LBJ" (from the triangle formed by

Lodi, Burnet, and James streets), we find people of differing religions, ages, marital

status, and ethnic backgrounds. Although social service workers call this area-the "golden

triangle" because of the number of welfare and child abuse cases, none of the residents

surveyed defined the neighborhood by these boundaries or gave it a specific name. Formal

ratings of the neighborhood ranged from positive to negative extremes, but ratings did

not ' em to be related to length of residence or home ownership. Peoples' ideas about

their neighborhood were generalized from experiences with immediate neighbors and

circumstances and attitudes about people of differing race and age had a big effect

on perceptions of the neighborhood. The only consensus from the respondents about

the people who lived here was that there was a prevalence of alcoholics and "punky"

teenagers.

In the physical environment of LBJ, two distinct trends are evident. On the one

hand, there are restoration projects and an effort toward renewal of an old, historic

neighborho^d. On the other hand, th7e is an increasing number of boarded up and abandoned

houses. St. oral services and organizations are trying hard to move this, neighborhood

in a positive direction.

The center of the most influential of these services is Dr. Weeks Elementary School.
(-

This neighborhood school goes beyond the normal scope of education, housing a youth

organization, holding a parenting seminar, and providing a pre-K program, which was

vsed more than the other services. This program was spoken of positively because of

its location; it is within walking distance for all of the families. Because it is housed

in the elementary school, older brothers and sisters could help bring younger children

to and from school. People were gla-t that their children didn't have to take a bus at

such a young age. Many parents felt that theirsarticipatic.) in the program provided

them with the opportunity to meet other people in the neighborhood.
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All respondents were satisfied with the quality of care their children received.

They saw the pre-K program as giving their children necessary preparation for school

entry. It also enabled some parents to work or get things done around the house knowing

that their children were well cared for. Academic and social preparation were not

the only things parents felt their children acquired:

They teach her to work with her hands...like how
to pour without spilling, to tie her shoes, to cut
or paste... It's good because it teaches her things
that are important that I just can't find the time
to do myself. It makes my job alot easier.

Another service, HYO (Hawley Youth Organization) is also located in the school

complex. HYO provides day crre that is used primarily during summers and after school 4;

hours by working mothers in cur sample. The day care program provides supervised

play and instruction in crafts, as well as some field trips. ,

Several adults mentioned that they took part in sewing classes offered at HYO.

Both the pre-K and HYO programs were offered free or on a sliding fee scale based

on income.

The school also offered a 'Positive Parenting" group that was extremely important ,$

to at least one resident:

Its been a great support to me in helping to understand
my children. We can talk about specific problems
and everyone tries to help you. I've learned a
lot about myself as a parent and I've gone through
some helpful changes. It's helped me to be less
uptight, because I've seen there are solutions even
when it's hard to see them by yourself.

Another organization that had a positive impact on residents was NEHDA (Northeast

Hawley Development Organization). It is a neighborhood cente- described as providing
t*

advocacy for residents in the areas of police protection, counseling and emotional supp6rt

services and assisting with funding and work on home repair, and buying food at low

cost though a cooperative. Two individuals, who were described as "dedicated", run

the operation from a storefront located in the center of the neighborhood.Various people

who used this service considered them close friends.

12
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The general feeling about health care was positive. St. Joseph's Hospital hoUltes

a health clinic and is within walking distance for residents living in the LBJ neighborhood

Almost half of the respondents used the clinic and were very satisfied with the quality

of care. The only complaint about the service itself was made by a woman who said

she had "to wait hours" whenever She went to the clinic. Expense was not an issue for

routine care, but, several individual; who had sought psychiatric help had to discontinue

it after one or two visits because of the cost.

Five respondents considered neighborhood churches important to their families.

One woman who sent her children to the Catholic School felt that it made a big difference:

"When my daughter was going to first communion classes you could see the difference:

Catholic School children, tney just'sat right there and public school kids were running

through the pews. You can just see the difference of...I call it law and order."

Most neople felt that they had easy access to small convenience grocery stores

and to a drug store in the neighborhood. Typically, people remarked, "bori are really

high-priced but they're there if you need something desperately...that's good." Besides

convenience, there were other reasons why people liked these stores:

It's a place that (my son) likes to go on errands
with grandpa to pick up little odds and ends. I

give (my son) the money and he'll pay for the things.
It teaches him about money and he likes having
a little responsibility."

A larger supermarket is located in a shopping center miles from the neighborhood

but direct bus service is available. Opinions about the convenience of shopping there

were evenly divided. Most people with cars like co shop there. Of those who used the

bus, most praised the service, but said that the trip home was difficult because of having

to carry packages and watch children. Some people resorted to using taxis for the trip

home, thus, increasing their shopping expenses. Although theistance was inconvenient

for some people, one wom was glad that "they aren't right on top of us, because of

all the traffic and outsiders they tend to bring in."

Access to downtown, either by bus or on foot, made shopping for general family

needs a lot easier. People who worked downtown enjoyed the close proximity they had

13



to their jobs. In general, easy access to downtown was important to most respondents.

For recreation, respondents mentioned two of the city's parks (Lincoln Park and

Schiller-Wadsworth), the playground at the elementary school, and Clinton Park, located

across the street from a losed elementary school. Most people who used these areas

were pleased with them . There were some complaints about lack of supervision for

teenagers, but most people still allowed their children to go to these parks. However,

one woman did place restrictions on her children because: "It's the Blacks...the minute

they come in...outi Out of there, because they take over. They want the swing. They

want this, they want that and the white kids can't do anything." This woman reported

that NEHDA was working on getting someone to supervise the parks.

For some people, the parks offered more than just a place for the children to play:

Our major recreation is going to (my older son's)
Little League games in the summer and the field
is about a two-minute walk from here so that's
really cInvenient. I also don't have to drive anywhere
to take (my son) to his practices because he can
come and go on his own.

Other services mentioned by a few individuals as being important to them were-,

a laundromat and the library which were very accessible. One woman cited several

neighborhood organizations that she belonged to. The "LB2 Action League"cand "Syracuse

United Neighbors" were said to promote community action and awareness on specific

problems the neighborhood faced. She liked her involvement in these groups because

"it gives me something to do outside the home - something worthwhile, indirectly it

benefits the kids, too...well, it helps make crK. ...:,ighborhood better."

According to one respondent, the neighborhood includes "Blacks, whites, Chicanos

and Arabs." However, some people were careful to note that there were mostly white

people in their immediate area. People tended to emphasize their southern boundary

which separated them from a Black neighborhood.

Most people would consider this the southside
but it's actually the northside. But, because it's
so close to the all-Black section, most people

4 7 f;
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do consider it a bad section-they give it that names
which I don't personally consider it.

There were a number of residents living here who had moved from the "southside" area

and one white respondent commented:

It's better than the southside- that's ghetto Black.
It's nicer to raise kids (he.i'e) than down thereI
don't believe kids should be raised in the ghetto.
They don't have much of a chance. Kids here
are (my daughter's) type.

Sometimes, respondents extended their northern boundary across James Street into

a more affluent and predominately white section. Many referred to their neighborhood

as being an Italian section, although from background characteristics of our sample,

we see quite a mixture of backgrounds.

There are also people of differing ages living here. Younger people often pointed

out the presence of older people, who in turn, were careful to note the "newcomers."

We do know that there is a decreasing number of families with small children because

one of the elementary schools was closed and boarded up due to the lack of enrollment.

In recruiting families for our sample, we also had a problem finding families with young

children and had to extend our original boundaries outside the Lodi-Burnet-James triangle.

Neither the younger nor older people in out sample viewed each other as enhancing their

own situations. Both tended to believe that they had nothing in common with their neighbors.

Younger respondents often complained of being lonely and wished that there were more

people of their age with whom they might develop friendships. One woman, who complained

about the number of old people, referred to an older couple that didn't like children

playing on talc sidewalk. This didn't kother the worn-en too much because, according

to her, "no o pays attention to them." One of our older respondents, (a grandmother

who had adopted her two grandsons) felt that the people in the neighborhood let "their

kids run wild and (them children) aren't watched properly." Our older respondents tended

to be more defensive about their property and carefully screened playmates for thei..

children. They viewed the younger people, usually renters, as transients. In fact, with
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the exception of one married couple who owned their own home, no one had rented the

same apartment for more than two years. The two older respondents had owned their

own homes for 7 and 12 years; these people had also grown up in the neighborhood.

It was difficult finding single parents for our sample in this neighborhood. One

person we did interview felt she was unique and that she had to isolate her son and herself

from her neighbors:

All the kids around here have daddies. They tease
(my son) about not having a father. So, I don't
even let him play with the kids because they end
up picking on him.

Although this woman had lived in the neighborhood for two years she often felt so lonely'

she didn't know what to do with herself. However, these feelings were not expressed

by other single parents interviewed.

Although people often felt isolated from those of different age and marital status

from themselves, the harshest words were usually directed towards people of a different

race:

We have alot of niggers and Puerto Ricans around
here, plus, a couple of salt and pepper couples
(mixed). These peopie you always have to be careful
of...they're dirty and almost all of them have bugs
of some sort. So you really have to watch your
kids and defend your property. These people have
no concern for their own selves much less anyone
else.

Strong anti-Black sentiments seemed to be characteristic of many people who lived

here. When two of our program workers were beginning to organize this neighborhood,

they were told by several people not to bring in any Blacks to work.

The one Black respondent had in this neighborho .d didn't seem to realize the

furor centered around people of her race. She stated that she did not really know many

other neighbors, but felt the neighborhood was "very quiet" and "working out very well"

for her..

There were also other people and places present in the neighborhood that made

respondents feel they had to keep a close eye on their children. "There are too many
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bars - cne nn every corner...there is a fight almost every night and rough people hang

out on.the street. I never know what's going to happen and I don't like my kids around

these kinds of people - they're just a bad influence."

People felt that the bars brought people iota the neighborhood who wouldn't ordinarily

be there. Some of them were said to live in boarded up businesses and houses. Respondents

felt that the prevalence of alcoholics was something that had to be contended with at

all times of the day and not just around bars. "We also have a bunch of alcoholics across

the street that congregate there all day. Their language is filthy and.I just don't want

my kids to hear it. So, I am the one who has to suffer, because I have to restrict my

kids and not let them on the street." The number of people drinking was mentioned

by just about everyone. One person even declared, "everyone is staggering."

Although the emphasis was on the bad influence of these people on their children,

there was also concern over personal safety. "Whc knows what they'll do," or "my kids

find them around here and get frightened...Drunk people are vicious" were some comments.

These general impressions came to life for one individual:

We had a small incident that kind of scared the
heck out of me. Some drunk for some reason thought
we had his carton of cigarettes because he couldn't
find them and he threatened to break through
our door...he was a big guy and the police had
to wrestle him to get him off our porch.

Another group that caused parents to worry was the teenagers in the neighborhood.

Described as "these punky kids, these ones that get high on stuff," they created problems

mostly because they were hard to control (called people names, pushed around

the little kids) and drank in the parks, leaving broken glass behind. Those people who

lived near the parks felt that it was "a pain" to li-*en to the noise teenagers made, but

the larger problem for everyone was the litter they left behind. Some parents were

afraid to let their smaller children go to the parks because of the broken glass. Teenagers

in the area were also the focus of other worries:

The kids here are bad-you hear about 13 and 14-
year -olds having babies. In this neighborhood
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(my daughter), can learn all the wrong things at
the wrong ages. The kids never use birth control

-- and know (nothing) about want (my daughter)
to know these things and I don't know when to
tell her about it. That's the one thing I'm really
worried about.

In addition to these problems, parents also worried about heavy traffic. They felt

they had. to keep a close watch, especially on the younger children. Complaints were

made about drunken drivers, teenagers drag racing, and fast moving cars that did not

obey stop signs. 'Because of the danger of crossing streets, many potential playMates

were separated;

People did not like having to restrict their children, but this problem was eased

by the private space available to most of the people. Havindia backyard was a very

big help and most respondents, even those in apartments had a yard: A yard was typically

"the only place I don't have to worry about them." People who wanted to could then

screen the children they would let their children play with.

Generally people felt safe and felt they could control events outside their homes.

No break-ins were reported and most people "hadn't heard of any." However, people

were careful about leaving things outside. "You can't leave anything out or it's gone,"

statesfone parent. One woman 'who anticipated this problem planned to bolt her newly

bought swingset to the ground. People stayed in their homes, especially at night, when

many felt the streets were not safe because of "all the wild people around here."

The only people who seemed to really worry about safety in their homes were a

small group of women who were afraid of their ex-huoands, and one woman who felt

that "it can be real creepy because everyone around here knows that I'm alone - they

know there isn't any man here to protect us - how do I know that they won't try to come

in here to my house?" A milder concern came from first floor apartment dwellers whose

windows were close to the ground.

Peoples' feeling of security was increased by the police prOtection.in the neighborhood.

Many people felt that the police "were around a lot," an,' that the teenagers respected

them and knew not to fool around with them. Most people knew the two policemen
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whose area this was to patrol and personal relationships had been established with them.

"They're always"at the store (reference to family owned smoke shop). They know I haven't

gdt a phone and so they watch me lock up and follow me half a block until they know

that Pm safe and on my street. They come into the store and talk to me, even on their
.

days off." One woman who particularly liked these two officers wrote a letter to the

police chief in order to keep them- in the neighborhood.

For apartment dwellers, the sense of security was enhanced by living on the second
n.

floor and by having windows that were high enough off the ground to prevent easS' entry.

Good locks on the doors also contributed to a feeling of safety. One women felt that
,

her apartment was "one area where I do feel safe because I am in an apartment house

with a family who cares'about me." k.

.
Most people felt that they had adequate space in their homes and apartments.

People who owned their own homes or rented a full house were the most satisfied. Some

apartment dwellers feat 'a little cramped' in bad weather,,because their children could

not play out in the yard. Some home owners h..d taken measures to improve the condition

of their homes which made rn feel even more comfortable.

My house is the best house on the block. We had
it done over and itsmore like a showcase of the
neighborhood...My kids like it. I mean, they go
in some houses and then come home and see what
they've got. I don't think they'd ever want to move,
even if I did.

Having enough bedrooms for everyone seemed most important to people when they described

their space. Most of the time, people spoke about a need fcr adequate sleeping arrangements,

but one woman spoke about discipline: "(My son) is able to have his own bedroom .1

find it convenient because if he's bad, I can isolate him in his room and because he hates

this, he usually straightehs out pretty quick." Two people who lived in apartments, did

not have enough bedrooms. One of them didn't particularly care but said the Welfare

Department was putting pressure on her to find a place with more bedrooms. The other,

who had to make'her bedroom in the dining room because of her large family, felt that
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she couldn't leave. "Nobody likes five children. It's hard to find a place with five children.

That's the only thing that keeps me here...I don't have no choice."

Peoplekving in apartments tended to hetless satisfied with their housing. Those

renters who felt best about housing usually had close interaction with a landlord, either

because the owner was a relative or lived in the neighborhood. In these instances, landlords

often took on other roles: "He's like a father to us all. He lowered the rent to a price

we can afford without much trouble and he helps me with errands (driving) if my husband

can't take me. I can depend on him fanything." Under this kind of circumstance,

business transactions became more personable: "(My landlady) is very understanding

about my financial situation and if something comes up, I can delay the rent and she

doesn't come down on me because she knows I'll pay when Ican."

Other people who felt that their landlords just came "to collect the rent" and didn't

cneck on the condition of their apartment were the ones who were least satisfied. Their

main concern was the appearance of the houSe or apartment: "It needs a lot of fixing.

It's not very nice looking on the outside, The landlord don't want to do nothing or paint

it or nothing." One woman was willing to do the work hers$,1f:

If the walls were painted then the place would
look halfway decent and it wouldri't be so bad.
i've tried to get the landlady todgive me paint
and I would paint this place myself but she won't
dolt. And I'm always home r-o I always have to
look at these dingy walls.

There were other isolated complaints about electrical wiring, absence of smoke detectors

and a proper fire escape, and having no doors do the bedrooms. One woman who had

water come in her.apartment when it rained decided on "not paying the rent this month"

to pressure the landlord into fixing things.

Lack of privacy was most often an issue when people could point to a specific source

which intruded into their 'lives. These people would generalize this experiace declaring

that this "is a very nosey neighborhood." One woman was upset by the noise coming

from a club near her home gurinethe early morning hours. In most instances, intrusions
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came in. the form of people who expressed disapproval over some aspect of a person's

. life.
4

My landlady lives across the street and she watches
everything. She watches who visits me and she
watches how many lights I have on because my
utilities are included in my rent. It's almost like
"Peyton Place" around here.

I don't like the people. next door are religious.
If Pm tired; I'll have a eer and they don't approve-
theydon't care for me. (

Another woman said that the woman across the street told her to keep her blinds-shut
I

while Watching TV But, on the other hand watching othdr people's activities gave at

leastone`Orso.n pleasure. "It kelps me Occupied. I can-be a busybody and no one 7.in

watch me from the balcony."

Privacy was an important factor in 'satisfaction with housing and those who had

a whole house to themselves seemed most satisfied. "I.siti.ink it helps when you have

a house set aside from the rest, because you don't havez-to be interdependent on one

another. It's a matter'of choice," stated one respondent. Though many people did express

negative feelings about neighbors, an equal number felt their neighbors were "nice...friendly

kinds of people but not nosey."

Individual neighbors often proved supportive to respondents, especially in the area
of child cares Although relatives were primarily used as a first source, neighbors were

reliable for shorter periods of time (*tor appointments, shopping trips).* Those without

relatives in the area, depended more heavily on neighbors. Generally, people felt they

could count on one another to watch out for each other's children and often referred

specifically to the busy traffic and to the playgounds. Ratings in 'the childcare area

Indicated that all but one person felt generally good or very good about their arrangements.

One man even felt that the "bums, alcoholics, and winos" had a positive effect: "I think

it's good that (my partner's son) could live here just to sfmple more or less what city

life was like in his younger years." There were also other people who felt that this exposure

would help teach their children ways of dealing with other people that would help them

later on in life.
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Peoples' greatest support usually came from within the family unit. Married people

depended on their spousei for emotional and financial support, while single parents often

cited themselves as their greatest strength. Money from welfare was also very important

to certain individuals. Both married and single parents were proud of their children.

Frequently, parents' pointed to their children's various achievements, especially when

"they do good in school." 1-

Despite the fact that there were many complaints voiced by respondents about

the neighborhood, there are several reasons why one would expect them to stay. Given

the fact that most living on limited budgets, the rent and mortgage payments in

this area are at least manageable. Home owners felt their payments were "as low as

can be." "Nobody would believe our payments - its more like 1890 prices than 1979."
J

Most renters felt that the rent was reasonable, but some complained that it was "hard

with the little that 'welfare gives you." Those people who had access to porches and

back yards felt they had more control over events affecting them. Most people felt

they had enough space in their homes to be comfortable*and those who had lived in comparable

neighborhoods felt that this one was much safer for their children and themselves.

The neighborhood school is considered to be excellent by most people using it.

It provides many servicel to support people in their parenting roles and provides a common

meeting place for the people who live here. Perhaps when the children of the people

in our sample are going to school, they will find more in common with one another and

begin to forget their differences. In the meantime, there are a variety of neighborhood

organizations trying to involve people in working for a better community.

The LB3 neighborhood is in a state of flux. Restoration projects are beginning while

slowly more ho-es are being abandoned and boardedup. Some of the buildings here

have been registered as historic landinarks. Funds have been used to restore them and

small businesses have moved is t. Many business owners and landlords live in the area

and thus have e personal interest in the neighborhood. The availability of low interest

loans and grants for the purpose of fixing up homes 11.s been a positive force in the neighbor-
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hood (and high income apartment buildings have been built along James Street for area

professionals who desire close proximity to downtown). CoMmunity organizations are

working hard to bring people together while residents are stressing differences amongst

themselves,' feeling as though.they have nothing in common. Besides counteracting

these attitudes, organizations will have to work hard to overcome the many other stresses

felt by low-income families as the general economic condition worsens. At this time,

the future direction of this neighborhood is difficult to forecast.
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KEY: Lexington-E. Fayette

1. Erie Blvd. Easf

2. Maple Street

3. East Genesee Street

4. Cherry Street commercial district.

5. Croly Street

6. Salt Springs Housing Project

7. Eastview (Fayette Arms) Apartments

8. Salt Springs commercial ditrict

9. Columbus Park

JO. Westmoreland Park
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Lexington-East Fayette

Neighborhood Profile *

Direct Observations
Boundaries

The northern boundary of the neighborhood known as Lexingtori-East Fayette is

Erie Blvd. East.(i) Along this major artery are numerous commercial enterprises. There

are a great may gas stations and several automobile sales agencies, as weii fast-food

restaurants and many other businesses. Although this street is technically located within,

the Lexington-Fayette neighborhood, it is used little`by residents.

The western boundary of Lexington-E. Fayette is LAJpieStreet.(2) This street is

primarily made up of two family dwellings. Between E. Fayette Street and Lombard

Street there is a large automotive repair shop. This shop has a large off-street parkiiig.

area aneiconsequently traffic or rxrkiim conditions for the rest of the street do not

seem to be affected.

East Genesee Street(3) forms the southern boundary of the Lexipgton,Fayette area.

Although East Genesee Street is comprised mostly of presidential structures, there are

also a number of doctoi's offices and churches there. There is also a small commercial

district (4)
located near the intersection of E. Genesee and Cherry Streets.

The eastern boundary of the neighborhood-b-Croly Street{5) This street is lined

With one- and two-family dwellings and several apartment complexes. The -residences

-nearest E. Genesee Street tend to be in much better condition than those nearest E.

Fayette. Father north, near Dakin Street, houses once more become well kept and more

expensive looking.

Residential Areas

There are two large housing projects within the Lexington-Fayette area. One is

considered low-income and the other moderate income, however, both appear fairly

run down. Both projects are located on E. Fayette Street.and are4adjacent to each

other.

*Euth Boyd, Liz Kelly, Mary Maples all made valuable contributions in the

preparation of this profile.
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Salt Springs Housing Project(6) is the older of the two. It consists of three-story,

red brick buildings separated by expanses of asphalt and grass. For the most part the

buildings are dingy and ru9 down. However, one of the structures is being-tenovated

extensively both inside and out. There a plan to renovate all the buildings one at

a time while moving the tenants from one building to another until all work is completed.

The inhabitants of this complex are pTimor;ly low income Blacks.

The newer of the housing projects is alled Eastview Apartments (7) It is located

just west of Westmoreland Avenue and Salt Spr:rgs Housing Project. This complex consists

of several two-story red brick buildings with a number of balconies on which can be

Seen lawn furniture and outdool- grills (apparently not in use forothe winter). The residents

of this project appear to be predominantly black. Despite the fact that this complex
f

is referred to as being a'"moderateincome facility," most of the people residing here

appear to belong to the lovier end of the economic scale.

A good number of the residences in the area in general appear to be in a declining

state. There are several empty, bocrded-up houses. Although there are a number of

houses that appear to be in quite good shape, these are exceptions rather than the rule.

Commercial Areas and Birsinesses

There are two commercial districts in the Lelington-Fayette neighborhood. One

is located near the intersection of E. Genesee Street and Cherry Street(4) and consists

ofa bank, a small grocery stor4 three)bars, a take-out restaurant, a dry-cleaner, and

a carpet retailer. This district ate` ppears to be well utilized by people in the area, despite

the Sact that it has become somewhat run down.

The other commercial district(8) is located in a sad and decaying area in they

of.the Salt,Springs Housing Project. (Since this district allo lies partially in the Salt

Springs neighborhood, we have describcid it in two profiles.) This area is the vestige

of what was once a thrjying commercial district that boasted two large supermarkets,

several dry cleaners, a number of delicatessens, and other small businesses: Now, although
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a few enterprises still struggle to suOlve, none of the original establishments remain,

and the district has taken on an 9'andoned took. There are huge gaping loth where once.

large supermarkets stood. Many vacant stores line Fayette Stree; most are boarded

up. The only surviving businesses are a bakery, a fast food establishment, a bar, a liquor

store, a beatity parlor and a small grocery store where prices are described as "ridiculous"

by residents of the area. Up until mid - January 1981 there was another small grocery-

store located on E.' Fayette Street, but it has since gone out of business.

Most of the businesses at this area are either owned or run by Blacks with the exception

of the bakery and surviving grocery store. The bakery is owned by a Jewish family but

employs both Blacks and whites who ore not family meMbers. The grocery store apparently

is owned and operated by some middle-eastern men whose Teputations are regarded

as "suspect" by a number of residents in the arec.

Most of the people I encountered on the street were Black; the majority appeared

sullen and resigned.

Recreational Centers and Playgrounds

There are two recreational facilities in the Lexington-Fayette neighborhood, Columbus

Park(9) and Westmoreland Park. (I0) Both facilities are relatively small and limited

in what they can offer.

Columbus Park consists of a small playground with a few swings, a climbing dome,

and a sandbox. This area takes up only a small portion of the park. The rest of this

block-long park consists of a relatively large grassy area with benches scattered about

under several shade trees. The park is usually strewn with shattered glass and even

during the summer months is not heavily used. There have been numerous attempts

by residents to have the park cleaned up and patrolled to keep teenagers from drinking

and smoking "grass" there. These attempts have not been successful and consequently

the park is effectively unused by families in the area.

Westmoreland Par.k.is composed of a couple of basketball courts and a playground

with some climbing apparatus and swings. The park is a fenced in area nearthe corner
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of Westmoreland Avenue and Erie Blvd. Directly in front of the entrance are two "caution"

signsifacing in both directions, imploring drivers to look out for children who might

be crossing to and from the park. (There-apparently has been a history of accidents

here due to the heavy flow of traffic to and from Erie Blvd.).

Both Columbus and Westmoreland Parks are primarily utilized by Blacks.

People

Most orThe people I encountered in the Lexington-Fayette Street area were Black.
b

Most appeared to be working class people of low tomoderate income. Most white people

encountered were *ither merchants in the area or persons using the banking facilities

on Lexington Avenue. Few appeared to reside in the neighborhood.
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Demographic Profile of Project Families *

Before families were recruited for the project, Lexington-E. Fayette was characterized

as an urban, low-income Black neighborhood. Demographic and background information

about the fourteen families in the sample supports this characterization. All of the
4

families, with the exception of one interracial couple, are Black. The average annual

family income of the Lexington-E. Fayette sample is only $10,007, and incomes.frange

from $3,240 to $11,800, excluding one married couple (both of whom work at profssional

level positions and earn a total of $40,000 per year).

Most of the thirteen parents affiliated with an organize-1 religion are Protest

but two are Jehovah's Witnesses, one is a Fundamentaliit Christian, and one a Southe

Methodist.

The Lexington-E. Fayette sample includes five married couples and nine single
,

mothers, three of whom are living with their parents. The single women appear to have

more economic hardships to deal with than the married couples do. In the first place

they have more children (x = 3.( I) than the couples do (x 2.4). Secondly they have

an average income of $7,015, as compared with the married couples' average income

of $15,394. All six of the project families receiving welfare benefits in this neighborhood

are headed by single women, as are the five families.who use Food Stamps. Only one
-

married couple does not own a car, but the other seven.ppople4ithout cars in this sample

are single mothers.

In terms of mobility, both the married couples and single women seem to change

residences fairly regularly. Eleven of the fourteen families had moved had least once

in the post four years, and six of those had moved more than once. All but one of the

familiei in the Lexington-E. Fayette sample are renters.

The average age of the men surveyed is thirty-three, while the women average

about fou)7ors younger. Most of the parents (13) hove at least a high school education,

but only two pf The men and two women studied beyond high school.

*This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.
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In the Lexington-E. Fayette group, seven mothers are'employed, four of whom

work full-time. This income is essential since four of the employed women are single,

and the money earned by the three married women totals 43% of their average family {

incorn`e. Three of the women hove professional level jobs; the others are blue collar

workers. F6ur of the five fathers in this neighborhood are employed, all at full-time

jobs. The three blue collar workers earn less than $10,000 per year, while the one father

with a professional level job earns $25,000. The Lexington-E. Fayette neighborhood k...

sample is for the most part quite homogeneous. Most of the families areBloc}<, Protestant,

blue collar, and all but one are quite poo. r. Most families have from two to four children

and none own their own homes. The married couples seem to fare a little better in general

than the sic.11e mothers do.' The singlewomen rely on a variety of sources of support

including employment, welfare, and in three cases, living in their own parents' households.

The social network material collected from the Lexington-E. Fayette families shows

that in comparison with families in the other nine program neighborhoods, the Lexington-E.

Fayltte parents have the third largest number ofneighbors both in their social networks

in general, and in their primary networks in particular. These parents turn to their neighbors

relatively frequently for emotional, financial, work-related and child-related support.

However, this neighborhood falls to seventh in terms of the number of neighbors who

are also relatives of the project families. The Lexington-E. Fayette families vary a

great deal in the number of neighbors they mentioned in their social networks; some

parents listed none, and others as many as thirty-three. However, in all categories
f:

the women averaged many more contacts with their neighbors than the men did.
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Re7ondents ' Perceptions

CoMmercial Areas
2,N

There are two distinct commercial areas in the Lexington-Fayette neighborhood.

One is located on the eartem boundantof the neighborhood near the intersection of

E. Fayette St. and Croly Al. The other is situated on the southern boundary near

the intersectica.of E. Genesee and Cherry Streets. Both of these areas consist primarily

of a "convenience" store, a beauty parlor, a dry cleaning establishment, and a bar.

Despite the relatively easy accrs-to the "convenience" stores in the neighborhood,

most respondents were quite unhappy with these businesses. Many felt that the prices

they had to pay for goods at these stores were excessive.

One respondent stated:

We don't have anything like a main grocery store
where they don't rob you.-defore-otways-(much)
more (at the small stores) than the larger stores
... We really need a supermarket nearby.

There seemed to be a general feeling in the L-F area that the neig as

experiencing a decline. One respOndent observed that "everything around here is burned

up or torn down."

Those respondents who ownedcars tended to have more positive feelings out

their shopping experiences than those who did not. The statements of these two respondents

typify this effect:

Getting things done and getting places are no
problem, I have a car. We have a small shopping
center nearby.

I think it's rotten if you don't owa a car. If you
don't have a car things are bad. Rus service is
not that good. The stores are too far away.

Recreational Areas

There are two parks !mat

7
within Lexington-Fayette neighborhood. One of the

p rks is Westmoreland Park and is a fairly Substantial facility consisting of several basketball
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courts, cl;mbing structures, and.other playground apparatust The other park is a small

area located opposite the mercial district near Cherry Street. This is a facility

primarily gedred toward small children and their parents, consisting of a swing, small

bing structures and a large sandbox. There are also a number of benches and se4ral

shade trees as well as a large decorative fountain that is no longer functional. This

park is usually strewntzdith broken glass.

Most respondents felt that the recreational facilities in the area were either too

far away or were not well maintairvd. A large number of the parents interviewed expressed

a need for a facility that they would feel safe letting their children have the run of

without undue concern about traffic and broken glass.

Child care

The majority of respondents felt that their child care arrangements were adequate

or better. Those respents expressing dissatisfaction with these arrangements were

generally parents who did not have access to day care facilities.

Most respondents stated that for informal child care service (babysitting) they relied

primarily upon their relatives and were quite satisfied with these arrangements.

Safety

The issue of safety was not one which dominated the thoughts of respondents in

this neighborhood. Most safety concerns were centered around traffic problems rather

than any fears of personal harm or property safety. People who lived on the main arteries

of E. Genesee Street and E. Fayette Street expressed concern about the busy streets

and the need for more traffic lightsand crossing guards.

The general view of the neighborhood in terms of personal and property safety is

probably quite close to this respondent's perceptions:

(The neighborhood) is okay, about as good as any
neighborhood. I feel pretty safe here for both
.myself and my family.
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However, there were a couple of respondents who did not fee quite so positive about

their safety. The concerns of these respondents were aimed at teenagers in the area.

One of these parents stated:

It's not sasecure around here. I mean the (teenage)
boys around here will break into your house if
they jet a chance.

Playmates )
The issue ofowhether or not there were enough children of the same age as the respondent's

child in the neighborhood was not the primary concern of most parents interviewed.

The greater concern was that the respondent's child might be negativelyinfluenced

by the behavior of other children in the neighborhood. Consequently, although there

appears to be no shortage 9f potential playmat4s in the neighborhood as a whole, many

respondents indiCated that their children were experiencing a loss in this domain.

Since I've been living here in this house it's been
harder because of the neighborhood. The kids
use dirty language. Mr(older) child will spe I
out the dirty words to me. I don't like that.

vI don't think it's'such a good idea for (child) o
ploy with (the children around here). She picks
up bad habits.'

... Almost everybody here keeps their kids to themselves.
T, hey don't let their kids play with other children
at least they try to prevent it. It makes it hard
for (my) kids to find something to do.

Services

Most of the families in the Lexington-Fayette area use private physicians and generally

feel That these f ilities are easily accessible and reliable. Many of the respondents

use Medicaid and mber indicated that this somewhat limited the choices they had

for medical care despite their otherwise satisfactory feelings about the facilities. These

two Medicaid users ii strate,this point.

I use e Upstate Medical Center Pediatric Clinic
(as w II as it's Neurology Clinic). They are okay.
I'm not really crazy about (the Pediatric Clinic),
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but it's okay. I'd rather h a private doctor
but the ones I like are either' far away or don't
take Medicaid patients.

I use a private doctor for ( ild) he's good with
her and she's comfortable ith him. I never have
to wait and there is no p blem with getting appointments.

Another agency that was frequently mentioned as having a significant impact upon

families in the L-F area was the Department of Social Services. Most respondents stated

that welfare was Crucial to their families from a fin ial standpoint but that it exerted

a great deal of negative pressure upon them on a perso level. Many felt that the

agency purposely attempted to lower recipients' self-esteem exploited the fact

that theie people had nowhere else to turn:

I think (welfare) asks too much of your personal
business and tries to embarass you.

I'm on welfare but I don't like it. They make you
feel like a dog because you need some help.

Because of the age of the: target children at the time this interview was given,

few parents mentioned school as a service that was important to them. However, one

respondent with a school-aged child did voice the following concern:

I don't know enough about the curriculum (of the
school an older child attends)... I don't know what
they're teaching him. I haven't been told what
they're doing but I'm planning to make a (visit)
soon.

H sing

ost respondents were not very happy with their housing arrangements. All but

s one of the families interviewed were renters. Most of the respondents in the L-F area

residein the two housing complexes on E. Fayette Street, and not one of these families

felt good about their housing arrangements. The conditions that respondents found most

disheartening were cramped living space, the pervasiveness of roaches and rodents,

and the lack of privacy.
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nThere is no place for\ y son to run. There is not
enough space for (my children) to play, in. ,

My kidi need more space to play in.' Sometimes
they play in the hallway but I don't like that because
it's cold out there.

(This apartment) is ree;ly too small and there
are roaches that- we can never seem to get rid
of... We can't control the heat and it gets cold
in here. Or else you 'bum-up.' The maintenance
is terrible (here).

The
they only o.

r (in this apartment) e too small...
c stand the damned r afid

arns
I t *
e erminate once in_a-while. T e only good thing
is the low rent.

The noise over my head, the loud music gets on
my nerves. If they were in their own home they
could play their (stereoi) as loud as they wanted
to, but being in an apartrtient building makes a
big difference.

The management (of this complex) is bad. They
.don't seem, to care about the people. The heating
is one good examyle, 'hey turn on the heat when
they get r not when we need it.

YI /
Finances

. In terms of their overall financial condition, most respondentS f t that they wer0 A

struggling just to make ends meet; Both working people and peopl 'fare were

. generally displeated with the amoUnt of money they had at th ,ir disposals Most of the

concern expressed centered around the issue of providing for their children:

I wish I had more money to do more things for
my kids. I'd like to bUy them nice things but I
can't afford it... Kids' clotheg are so expensive
and that's hard for me because I have four kids
to buy clothes for. And we need new furniture
but I can't afford to get it.- I just wish 1 had more
money.

I never have enough money. I would like to put
my kids in Cathblic school but it costs too much.

We don't have any real big expenses except for
the upkeep of the house. My husband has a moderate
income. With both of our salaries, we manage.
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Although I work, I never seem to have enough
money to do the things I want. I like nice things
and I want my kids to have nice things ut'l can't
always buy them.

I have to be on welfare because I can't: find a job...
Welfare should give more money to people,

We couldn't survive without (welfare, although)
it doesn't provide enough money.

The hard part-of raising my daughters is that I
don't have a job and I have to depend on welfare.
It's hard anyway you look at it because there is
no esa way when yoy depend on welf7e.

We never seem to have enough money. The cost
of living keeps going up and wages don't. It's a
constant struggle... We seem to manage, but we
barely make ends meet.

.Church

Although a number of respondents stated that they and members of their family

aftended,church occasionally, only one mentioned the church as being a very significant

influence. This family was a member of the Jehovah's Witness faith and had this to

say about their religious experience:

We are Jehovah Witnesses and that's the most
important thing in our family's life. I guess because

'it gives us a sense of moral standards... Livi
from the Bible has given our family strength a
a sense of consciousness.

Despite this respondent's feelings about the effect of'religion upon her family's

life, she was one of the most dissatisfied, parents interviewed when it came to the physical

and financial her life.

t \

Transportation

The majority of the families interviewed in L-F did not own a car. The lack of

convenient transportation appeared to increase greatly respondents' feelings of isolation

and added to the financial burden they experienced through the higher prices they had

to pay for goods in their neighborhood.
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Neighbors

Most respondents stated that they kneW very few people in the neighborhood. Those

people who had established a small circle of friends felt quod about them, but hod reservations

about people in general who resided in the area. Some respondents expressed concern

about neighborhood teenagers and what they preceived as a pervasive drug problem

in the area, especially in the housing complexes. A number of respondents felt that

there was a growing element of people who did not care about the neighborhood and

that consequently the area was becoming run-down.

I don't associate with many people around here,
but the few I do deal with are O.K.

I don't know many of my neighbors. The few than
I know are good friends of mine.

I don't talk to the people) my neighborhood.

I don't know too many people, I find it hard to
get to know them. Most of the kids (around here)
go to different schools and you don't get to meet
their parents.

I can't even let my kids go out and play unless
me or (my husband) go out and watch them. The
teenagers smoke "reefer" in the hallways and drink
wine. I don't want my kids exposed to that,

.1 don't like the idea of the teenagers getting high
in the hallway while (my child) is waiting for the
bus.

I like the area, but the neighborhood has become
run-down. I mean...people with no sense of responsibility
(are moving) in... The people in this neighborhood
just don't care and things have become very run,
down.

Despite these negative feelings, a number of respondents felt good about the people

heir neighborhood.

I like the neighborhood. 'It's quiet and peaceful.

Living in this neighborhood is pleasant. It is convenient
(and) friendly... My family enjoys (living here).

This is a very friendly neighborhood. The people...are
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warm... I feel really"good about the people. They
are friendly and try to help if they are needed.
In &time of crisis everyone in the neighborhood
would be there to help out.
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3. 'Cheney Street...

4. Midland Avenue

S. South Avenue (along this street are located commercial establishments)

6. P dominant)ty white, run down section of neighborhood
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10. South West Day Care Center
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Tallman-South
- Neighborhood Profile *

Direct Observations
Boundaries

neighborhood known as Tallman-South is defined on the north.by Tallman Street.(I)

' This is a rately traveled artery connecting a number of major thoroughfares that

traverse the city from north to south. The buildings on this street are primarily residential.

Maly are run down and in serious need-of paint, others were partially boarded-up. There

are also a couple of empty, glass -stern lots.

Onondaga Avenue(2) forms the western boundary of the neighborhood. This is a

well traveled street along which all structures are residential. The houses here are

well kept and spacious. Most have large well manicured front and back yards. Most
b,

of the people I observed on this street were white teenagers whose clothing suggested

affluence.

Cheney Street (3) forms the southern boundary of the T-S neighborhood. This street

too, is entirely residential. The houses nearest Onondaga Avenue are in fairly good

shape, but as I traveled further east on this street I noticed that the housing deteriorated

significantly.

Midland Avenue(4) makes up the eastern boundary of th-61-S neighborhood. It is

a much-traveled thoroughfare consisting primarily of residential houses and apartment

complexes: The houses are very rvn down and there appears to be broken glass everywhere.

The street does not appear to have been cleaned in some time. There are quite a few

abandoned houses, severai.of which appernb have burned.

South Avenue(5) runs north and south through the neighborhood and is the main

commercial district. This is a large street with a considerable amount of traffic. The

existing businesses along the street do not appear to be flourishing and many storefronts

are boarded up. There.are a number of residential dwellings in rather advances stages

of disrepair interspersed among the business ventures on South Avenue.

*The authors wish to acknowledge the important contributions made by Eulas Boyd,
Liz Kelly, and Mary Maples.
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Residential Areas

Almost ail of the houses located within the T-S boundaries are in a deteriorated

estate, needing either serious structural repair or extensive painting. The area east of

South Avenue appears to be +he most depressed. Here is where most of the abandoned

houses and empty lots are

laden streets. West o .. Avenue the houses seem to be faring a bit better, although

they still exhibit signs of decline. The streets here are much cleaner than they are west

of South Avenue, and there are fewer vacant buildings. More people were out and about

ted. This section is also characterized by glass-and rubbish-

and their demeanor was much more gregarious.

Onondaga Avenue(2) in the western part of the neighborhood, provides a stark contrast

to both of the previously mentioned areas, since most of the residents are obviously

affluent. The houses are :mmacirlate, as are the lawns. Late model automobiles are

parked on the street and in the driveways. Also, in contrast to the eastern sector, Onondaga

Avenue is filled with small groups of white teenagers playing various games in the yards

and along the side iyf the street.

Stuck in a small corner on the southeastern boundary of the T-S neighborhood is

what appears to be a pr nantly white, rundown section.(6) There is one street that

consists c' nos+ entirely abandoned houses. It even appeared that there were people

living in at least one of the boarded up buildings. A number of young white children

with tattered clothes and soiled faces were playing in the streets. A number of white

adults, both male and femdle, were engaged in moving furniture from a house into vehicles,

apparently in the process of changing residence.

Commerical Areas and Businesses!

Almost all commercial establishments in the T-S area are found on South Avenue.

On this street are a large number of bars and liquor stores and several small businesses

can be found on either side of this busy street. There is a dry cleaning plant, a beauty

shop, a used furniture store, and a theatre which shows "x-rated" movies.

(5)
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Aside from these apparently struggling enterprises, there are a large number of

boarded up storefronts and huge empty tots covered with broken glass.

Outside of the liquor stores and bars, groups of young Black men were congregated.

They were drinking from liquor bottles which were inside brown paper bags.

On South Avenue between Daisy and Clover Streets, is the South-West Community

Center (7) This is a large sprawling two-story modern looking building with few windows.

(8)Further south on this street is Merrick School,. an old-three story, red brick building

with an open area in front which is used as a playground. Adjacent to the school is a

small church(9) whose denomination could not be ascertained from the street.

Recreational Centers and Playgrounds

There appeared to be no major outdoor recreational facility in the T75-arega4--Outdoor

facilites are attached to the two day care centers in the neighborhood and to Merrick

School (8) These are small playgrounds with a number of climbing structures, swings,

and slides, obviously geared toward young children rather than teenagers or adults.

The South-West Community Center on South Avenue is used primarily by teenagers

and all of its facilities, must be located indoors because I saw none from the street.

The South-West Daycare Center(I°) is located on Rich Street and is a well maintained

brick building with a fenced-in play area in front. There were no children in the playground

at the time of my observation. However, there were a number of groups of children

being taken for walks by employees of the center during my observation. One group

of children were watching an old wood-frame house being demolished next door to the

c\e..ter. The center itself appeared quite spacious and bright, sporting large tinted windows

on all sides. A number of bright decorations and colorful photographs cut from magazines

dressed the windows.

The Southside Daycare Center(7) is located on Clover Street. It is a large one story

. building with, a play area facing the street. The usual assortment of playground apparatus

was apparent but was not in use at the time of the observation. The building itself was
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windowless as viewed from the street. A number of yellow "mini- buses" were parked

in an area adjacent to the center. Neither children nor adults were seen in the vicinity

of the building. Since I was there in the early afternoon, it may have been "nap-time"

for the children.

People
4.

Most of the people encountered in this neighborhood were Black and appeared to

be of low or moderate income. The only significant area where affluent people were

observed was on Onondaga Avenue; all these people were white.

Most of the people encountered on South Avenue were gathered in clusters near

the many liquor stores on that street. These people appeared to be quite "down-and-out,"

and were given a wide berth by passersby. Most of these men were drinking alcohol

from bottles wrapped in brown paper bags, and talking in loud, raucous voices. They

were all Black.

On Tallman Street most pedestrians I encountered were Black. On the two occassions

that I encountered white people on this street, they appeared to be isolated from the

Black residents. All along Tallman Streei.groups of Black people clustered on porches

or around automobiles laughing and chatting. Children rode bicycles and played touch

football in the streets.

Generally, people I came across during my observation of the area were friendly,

if a bit reserved. Most acknowledged me with a nod or a slight wave although none

attempted to engage me in conversation. My overall impression was that this was

cautiously friendly neighborhood, It is my feeling that my being Black had a good deal

to do wip the sort of reception I experienced.
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Demographic Profile of Project Families *

Prior to the collection of data in the Tallman -South inner city neighborhood, it

was described as primarily having a low-income Block population. The demographic

characteristics of the seventeen families recruited from this area substantiate this description.

Of the 17 families in thpsdmple, the majority are Black (n=12), 2 are white, and 3 are

interracial. The average family income is $10,673. 0

Many of these families had not lived in the neighborhood for very long. In fact,

ten had lived there for only eighteen months or less, and only three families had lived

there for ten years or more. The families seem to be very mobile, thirteen of them

having moved within the past four yedrs, an average of almost three times per family.'

Only three of the families own their own homes. These statistics suggest that the Tallman-

South neighborhood is not one which attracts permanent residents.

The sample includes seven women who are single parents and seven married couples.

There are-also three interracial families, consisting of single women living with partners.

Most of the men and women who identified themselves with an organized religion indicated

thafthey ore Protestant, while two others are Catholic.

All of the project families here tend to be quite large, having from two to seven

children, and the average number of children per fainily being 3.65. Over half of the

families have four or more children.

Themornen Overage 29 years of age, and the men 35. The women tend to have

a little more education than the men in this sample, b'4 both groups' averages are very

lotw (10.6 and 10.2 years)..

Many of the families in the Tallman-South sample are quite poor. In fact, twelve

of the seventeen families earn less than $10,000 per year, and ten of those families

are on welfare. The other five are Black married couples earning from $16,000 to $24,000

per year. The one Black married couple with a relatively low annual income ($8,700)

* This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.
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had very little education; the husband in this family is unemployed. The one married

white couple in this sample has a very low income ($13,400) compared with the rest of

the married couples. Ten families do not own cars. Seven of the men are employed

--l'altime or more and two hold a second job. One man works half-time and two are

unemployed. All except one of the employed men work in blue collar jobs. Four of

the mothers work, two of them full-time. The working women earn an average of $5,240

per year.

In general, the families in the Tallman-South neighborhood sample appear to have

difficulty coping. financially. Most of the families are large, undereducated, and poor,

with many single parents. Few own their own homes or cars, and most are on welfare.

They live in a hostile environment described by the project field staff as "depressing,"

"a high crk'Ne area" and a "hell hole," where many people are "afraid to go out" and tend

to "keep to themselves."

The social network material collected from the Tallman-South parents also suggests

a neighborhood in which people "keep to themselves." In comparison with the other

nine neighborhoods surveyed, these parents report a very low average number of neighbors

in their networks for nearly all Types of contacts. On the other hand, Tallman-South

ranks third in terms of average number of neighbors who are also relatives. As far as

number of contacts with neighbors for child- related, practical, or work-related supports, .

Tallman-South residents rank seventh among the ten program neighborhoods. Respondents

are more likely to rely on people they know very well, such as those in their extended

family network. If they do turn to a neighbor for support, then that neighbor is probably

also a relative.
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Respondents' ons

One of the most commonly shared perceptions of the respondents in the Tallman-South

Avenue neighborhood is the lack of adequate facilities at which to procure groceries

at reasonable prices-1nd at which there is a reasonable expectation of finding what Is

wanted. Many parents mentioned that there were seveul "necessity store nearby,

but indicated that they felt these businesses were unacceptable because'gsf high prices

/and inadequate stock. The per of two representative, respondents were as follows:

This neighborhood doesn't have much. Almost everything
is missing. There isn't a decent-sized grocery store.
I have to go a very long way to do any kind of shopping.

There are stores around here but there isn'tanything
in them. There's no meat or many other things...everything
(costs) so much money anyway.

.../- .

In the area of recreational facilities, most of the parents interviewed expressed

the feeling that there was a general lack of acceptable programs for their children.

Although several respondents mentioned a particular recreation center as being in the

neighborhood, the overwhelming majority stated that they would not allow their children

to attend this facility because of the lack of supervision and the "wildness" of the teenagers

there. Two typical responses were:

...^-,..

Thereis sane recreation at the 'Southside Center'
if you want to go there but it's too wild there. The
kids are wild. I don't let my kids go thrAsio,

The recreation facilities are here but the staff is
underqualified at all the centers.

The respondents who mentioned recreation centers located in the neighborhood

or nearby, generally tended to view them,as being for male teenagers and felt that tbis

in itself excluded their families.

It should be noted that many parents of pre--teenage children felt that there were

no r realism facilities offered to their children in the Tallman-South Avenue neighborhood.
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One, thing lacking is recreation. The (Southside)
center is close by but, they don't have activities for
the little children.

I wish there were more areas where the kids could
play. There aren't any playgrounds in our neighborhood.

Very few respondents mentioned/the parks located on the periphery of the Tallman-

South Avenue neighborhood (-Ind those who did Were generally non-committal, with the

exception of one white respondent in this predominantly Black neighborhood:

I don't to to any of the parks around here. WW'go
all the way to Lincoln Park (about an hour's bus ride
and walk away). I have no choice but to (go there)
J>ecause at that park people won't bother us because
we're white. Over there; there are all kinds of people
and they don't pick on each other....in the parks
around here there is too much going on.

Child care, whether Provided by formal day care agencies or by informal arrangements

with babysitters and relatives, was thought to be quite good by every respondent interviewed.

Out of the 16 parents questioned, 12 rated their child care arrangements as "excellent."

The rernaining 4 respondents rated these situations as "generally good."
q

The majority of children in this neighborhood sample were involved in some formal

day care situation (11) out of 16 of the respondents indicated such an involvement).

This respondent sums up most of the perceptions and feelings of the parents whose children

attend day care centers: ,

I o

I feel good t (my son) going to day care because
it gives him chance to be around other kids and
learn things i school. (He) loves going to day care
because he g places like the-circus and to the
park. He Ilk it. He can't wait for the bus to pick
him up. I st the people they have working at
the day e center. I mean, think they ore responsible
people.

The five respondents did not use formal day care fcicilities alj ted upon relatives

for the greater part of the child care needs. The relative most often mentioned in

regard to child care was t respondent's mother or mother-in-law. Every respondent

who used these relatives spoke very postively of the experience.
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My mother (is very important to me). She's just
great! If I need someone to take carof my kids,
she's always there.

Who else coUld.be a better babysitter than a grandmother.
They love kids. wegood bewese it helps me do
the things I want to do. When something comes
up she's always there to keep (my son) for a while...She's
my mother, I love having her take care of (my child).

(My son) loves staying with his grandmother. They've
always been close...(She's) my mother so I feel good.

The issue of safety within the neighborhood was of concern to many of the respondents

in the Tallman-South Avenue area. Of the parents expressing concern about safety,

the majority were most apprehensive about harm coming to their children. Some respondents

worried about the number of "derelicts" that they viewed as being prevalent on South

Avenue (the main street of the neighborhood). All three of the white respondents in

thia neighborhood expressed the belief that the neighborhood was unsafe for them primer Hy

because of their race. Although there may be some truth to these perceptions, there

appectrobe a good deal of evidence that by and large their experiences and fears do

not significantly differ from those of the majority of Black respondents. A number

of the parents interviewed mentioned teenagers as the source of the greatest amount

of anxiety about safety ;n the neighborhood. These respondents spoke of "roving bands"

of teenagers who were "hanging out," 'lust looking for trouble."

The following are a number of comments by (spondents indicating the variou

so rces'and areas of concern about danger in the neighborhtod: .

I'm afraid for (my daughter) to play outside alone
because of the 'bums' around here.

Were not that safe. I don't think we're that safe.
There are a lot of criminals on the southside. We
mostly stay in the hcivse and keep to ourselves.

(My children) can only play in the front *yard and
there are only two families that they are allowed
to visit. They can't eyfn play in their own back
yard because it's like d 'thruway.' People use it like
it was another street corner...Around here, everything
in the world goes on...robber?, rape, dope-everything!
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This isn't a very safe neighbOrhood. There's a lot
of young people roaming the streets at night. There's
a lot of drug traffic in the neighborhood, too. We
never let out kids outside by themselves, not even

- in the daytime. %

It's rough sometimes. I can't send (my child) out
, to play on her own because the kids knock her down

and punch her...mciybe it's because s the only
white kid around here. On warm it is real bad
because (my daughter) begs me let her go outside
and I can only let her out if I go with her. It bothers
me a lot. I don't think that they would hurt her really
badbut I still worry.

And a Black respondent states:

I just keep my kids close to house: IVs not very
good (around here). There are lot of shootings
and things going on around here. I don't lef my kids

' out in this neighborhood. -A couple of weeks ago
there was .a kid around here who threw a baby into
the creek!

Two other respondents commented:

ft*

This neighborhood is pretty dangerous as far as crime*
is concerned. The adults who live here are very
cautiobs and keep to themselves because all kinds
of people 'hang out' in this neighborhood. The kids
don't mind at all, they knew everybody and aren't
afraid but the grownyps.are. They are afraid of)
kids in the neighborhood, teenagers who 'bang out
all day in the streets.

I worry about the neighborhood because it's very
dangerous. 1 cal never let (my son) out..:(the Black
children) constantly-pick on my kids because they're
white.

One respondent seemed to voice the feelings of a great many parents in this area:

I'm always hearing police sirens in the middle of
the night. I worry about.the kids. I often just want
to go away - Move- just be someplace else. But
I don't have the moneyito move.

Despite these rather gloomy perceptions of the neighborhood, there were six respondents

who-,felt fairly safe. These respondents generally were people who knew a number of

people in the area and who had lived in the neighborhood for some time.
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I've been here three years and I've never hod any
trouble, so I guess I'm safe. I don't think there is
any danger, really, unless the creek overflows. (There
is a large creek thatruns through the neighborhood
and sometimes floods surrounding areas.)

I feel secure because I've lived in this area for so
long and believe people won'harm me or my family...if
I didn't know the people I'd be scared because this
port of town has a bad reputation. But as I said,
we feel safe. I'm close to a lot of people here and
we trust each other.

I feel-safe around here. My mother lives in the next
block and so do alot of my relatives. It's all right.

A few respondents appeared unconcerned about the issue of safety as did the respondent

who told an interviewer:

I don't worry about safety but I guess the area is
not considered very safe.

Others adopted a cynical attitude:

As far as crime is concerned, this location is as good
as any other because you could be robbed anywhere
you live.

One feisMy resident stated:

As far s crime, two houses on this street have been
broke into recently. But there's somebody here
all the time in my house, so we feel pretty safe.
Nobody would want to break into this house unless
they wanted, to get shot!

Two other safety related issues brought up by respondents were those of traffic

patterns and abandoned houses. Two respondents who were concerned about traffic problems

had this to say:

...the cars speed through here like crazy. Kids are
arwoys getting hit by cars.

Sometimes when there's a heavy snowfall cars are
parked so tightly on this one way street that emerging
vehicles can't get through. I think that's a hazard.
If there's a fire or something we'd be in trouble.
The cops should ticket people more.

I I
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A respondent who was concerned about the growing number of abandoned houses in the

neighborhood told an interviewer:

I wish they would board up some of these old houses
because it can be dangerous for kids...you know kids
are going to play in empty houses.

The issue of whether or not there were enough children in the neighborhood for

the respondents' children to play with did not appear to be a significant one, since only

one parent mentioned this as something that was important. Most respondents seemed

to think it more appropriate to limit their child's contact with other children in the

neighborhood than to seek out playmates.

The majority of respondents In the Tallman-South Avenue neighborhood stated

that they were satisfied with their houSing situation. Most cited the presence of a sizeable

yard, internal spaciousness, and the. amount of privacy as contributing to satisfabtion

with the housing situation:

We have enough space. We have a back yard which
is what I like the best. The kids are not cooped up
all the time like they were in my old neighborhood.

We have four bedrooms and a large back yard so
we have enough space. When the kids get on my
nerves I can always go into another room and close
the door.

We hiive a back yard and that makes it ideal for
the kids because they don't have to play on the sidewalks
or in the streets.

We all love (this house). (My daughter) loves it here
because she's got all the space. We all have lots
of room. If I want to talk to my mother and want
some privacy, I can just go upstairs. Also, since
it's a house and not an apartment...1 don't have to
worry about the neighbors and their noise...I can
always get away from (my children's) noise by putting
them in a room upstairs.

Of the respondents who felt that their houSing situation was not satisfactory, most lived

in apartments and the sources of these respondent& displeasure were the absence of

precisely those things which satisfied other respondents,. Apartment dwellers in the

12
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sampIe reported additional souces of stress and unhappiness such as unreliable and uncooperative

landlords, as well as the presence of mice and other vermin. Below, five renters describe

their housing situation:

The complex is too cidsf to the streets and there
is no play area within the complex itself.-it is a
little too crowded.

If I ever move I hope I get a bigger place. (My kids)
have to sleep on the couch. That's cairag.

There is no privacy at all. Everybody is in everybody
else's business. People (are) always watching to
see who (is). coming into your house. I don't like
that.

The landlord takes his ovm sweet time about fixing
things...the landlord is hod becasue he doesn't do
repairs when it's needed. Theihouse is falling apart.

I have roaches and mice.,.the superintendent of the
building is bad at fixing things, he takes his time.

Most 'respondents felt that they were paying reasonable rent for their dwellings,

however almost all respondents stated that heat and utility bills were a great hardship

for them. One respondent had this to say about the situation:

This is a good apartment in terms of rent. I only
pay $140 a month. It's the heat bills that kill me.
Niagara Mohawk is threatening to turn my heat off.
Last week I turned the heat down and...my baby
got sick-.) don't think Niagara Mohawk should be
allowed to just turn off people's heut. I know I owe
them $70 but I still think that it's wrong.

In terms of finances most families seem to be somewhat hard-pressed to make

ends meet. The best, hat most families in this neighborhood seem to be doing is typified

by the statement of this respondent from a family in which both spou' ses are working:

We do pretty well with both of us working. (There
are) no major problems at all.

However, most respondents are less fortunate, particularly those who must rely

won "welfare" one kind or another:
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Welfare doesn't give me enough but what can I do?
So far we have been able to keepour heads above
water...lam really careful with the money, I always

ke sure we have enough to eat. We could use
m e money, but they're just,not going give it
to us. A

I use Ifdre and foodstamps. I feel embarassed
to'say t is but welfare doesn't give me enough money.
After I pay the refit, I hardly have anything left
over -- but the food stamps are great.

The only income we have is welfare, so we are on
a budget. I seem to always run out of money...Somimes

hove to borrow rrioneP from my friends to tide
me over until ichreck day'.

Every time I turn around the kids seem to need something.
Right now they both need winter coats and boots
but welfare don't take that into consideration. They
just give me the same amount of money...Last night
I couldn't sleep hecause I was worrying about whether
or not I cciula get them warm clothes before winter
comes...Money is alwOys a problem around here.
Not enough to buy the things we need and not enough
to buy the things we'd like., I spend more time worrying
about our money situation thqn anything else.

Man non - welfare families in this neighborhood sample also expressed some dissatisfaction

with their financial condition:

We're co ng but it's a struggle from month to month
with t bills. We manage but we have to--work very
hard... t least we have enough for the basics like
food, reriti-dril clothes. If it's a mild winter I'll be
happy

(The respondent here alludes to the rising cost of heating one's home.)

Right now I'd say we're keeping our head above water
but we have to watch every dollar carefully.

A number of respondents, bath on and of welfare, cite the Food Stamp Program

as a significant cvntribution to their "making ends meet." "Welfare," however is often

seen as unsensitive and 5ntrusive:

I really feel that Pm being 'ripped-off' by Social
Services. Every check I get from (them) is a little
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smaller. They never explain why. They just keep
chopping off a little bit. They send me a bunch of
papers that don't make any sense but they never
explain anything.

Welfare is all right, but they definitely don't give
You enough to live on. Food Stamps are recii important
because without those you just couldn't make it.

l_don't like being on welfare. I would rather work
for my money. 1 don't +ike people telling me what
to do. (Food Stamps) are nice (however). We have
extra money for little odds and ends like detergent,
and utensils.

Most P milies interviewed in the Tallman-South Avenue area used public clinics

and felt that ere was good and reliable medical care available at various facilities

throughout the city. Of the 16 respondents interviewed, 11 used public clinics, one used

both public clinic and a private doctor, and the remaining 4 used private doctors exclusively.

All respondents stated that they felt good about the facilities.

Apparently, organizations and service agencies dc not enjoy much favor in the Tallman-South

Avenue neighborhood because only one respondent reported utilizing any agency other

than daycare centers. This respondent spoke of a counselling agency located in a co. unity

center in the neighborhood.

The, Family,Service Program at the Southside Multi-Purpose
Center has been a big help. When 1 have personal
problems, there's someone there I can talk to. They're
also helping me find out if my-Jord is cheating
me.

Transportation did not appear to pose a problem for any of the respondents in this

neighborhood, although the majority of respondents did not own cars. Most mentioned

that there were two or three bus routes accessible to them. Despite the fact that these

respondents did not associate their lack of personal transportation with any problems

they might have as a family, it should be noted that these families were among those

who complained of not having,access to lower prices and greater selection available

at supermarkets.

Almost all respondents in the Tallman-South Avenue neighborhood felt that the

area in general had become quite run down and that the commercial district-on South
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Avenue was t source of greatest concern. These respondents felt that the large number

bars and li stores, along with the "drunks" and "derelicts" that seemed to be fixtures

outsi hese espdblihments, constituted a hazard to their children, both physically

and, orally: Outside of a unonirrus dislike for the "street people" in this particular

area, the respondents' feelings and attitudes t ward their neighbors and other people

in the neighborhood' were somewhat varied. /
Many respond4nts expressed a laissez faire attitude toward their neighbors, stating

that they kept pre much to themselves and did lot actively engage in getting to know

people who lived around theft-A number of the parents interviewed said that they did

not know anyone in .their immediate neighborhood.

I don't know anyone around here...I gyess I'm just
not one to get out much. t

The respondents who gave this response were not, however, neutral. Most expressed

the tacit feeling that the neighborhood was, after all, a somewhat hostile and dangerous

one and that sequestering oneself was one way of surviving. This underlying apprehension

seems to be succinctly expressed the woman who stated:

I don't bother them and they don't bother me.

There was one respondent who felt that the neighborhood had no redeeming values

whatsoever. This was a single young woman raising five children by herself and living

in a deteriorating house on a block composed primarily of run down dwellings. The street

is strewn with broken glass and appeared not to have been cleaned in quite some time.

It was this woman's feeling that

It's not a very good neighborhood. it's the grown
ups most of the time. They raise a lot of 'sand'.
It's bad enough when the kids get into fights without
having-grown-ups getting involved...right now I'm
looking for someplace else to live. I can't take it
anymore!

4

All three of the white respondents in this sample felt that the neighborhood was

hostile towards them because of their race. These families stated that they had little

16
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or nothing to do with their neighbors. Two of these respoQdents claimed that their children

had been "beat-up" by Black children because of the raciaidifference. None of these

respondents r lated any instances of violence or intimidation at the hands of Black adults.

Wh er or not these perceptions by white respondents are accurate,is not easily determined,

because a number of Block respondents report similar experiences at the hands of other

Block residents of the neighborhood.

There were several respondents who felt comfortable in the neighbcrhood and even

enjoyed the experience. These people lived in various parts of the neighborhood so it

would seem that their perceptions are not based on being located in any geographic

area. The two respondents who felt most positive about their neighborhood have lived

in the area for a number of years. This respondent has lived here for 16 years:

It's a nice place to live if you know the people...l've
been living here long enough to get to know quite
a few. If you don't know the people, it can be rough
-- lonely and cold.

And this respondent for three years:

I like living here. I think it's a nice neighborhood
to live in. I'm friends with most of the people (here).
It's a (racially) mixed neighborhood and that counts
when you've got "mixed" kids...I feel that if you've
got "mixed" kids, they should be brought up in a
neighborhood where there are white families and
Black families together. This way the kids won't

up to be prejudiced one way or the other.

lt would appear from the responses of the majority of parents interviewed that

many people depend a great deal on relatives for support; every respondent in the sample

relied upon a relative as a primary sauce of babysitting. Many felt that having access

ti extended family members resulted in on enhancement of the quality of their lives:

My aunt is really important. She really makes life
easier (for us). She's always there. I can go to her
for anithing.

My kid's grandmother is important because she sometimes
buys them clothes and takes care o( them. That
makes it easier for me.
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My mother...heips out by always being there for
us. She gives good advice and really cares.

18
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KEY: NEDROW

I. Northern Boundary: Stonefleld Road and Southland Drive

2. Green Hi s F ms'5ZNopping Plaza. Stores included in the plaza are a large drugstore,
SLpertn lawn and garden center, K-Mart, meat shop, liquor supermarket, beauty
salon, floral shop, women's fashion shop, Radio Shack, and a fabric shop. There
is also a bank and credit-lending institution located amidst the stores.

3. Southern Boundary: W. Conklin Avenue and Randall Street

4. Private airport and the beginning of the Onondaga Indian Reservation.

5. Eastern Boundary: Marshlands

6. Interstate 81

7. Western Boundary: Onondaga Creek

8. Bridge over Onondagta Creek at Darwin Avenue. Only access to playground for
people living in northern half of neighborhood

9. Utility power station

10. . Kelly Park playground

I I. S. Salina Street

12. Small businesses located in people's homes

13. Small pockets of housing along Salina Street

14. ommercial establishments along Salina Street

. 15. airily in sample Vio moved 5 miles south of Nedr w

16A. Large supermarket

I613. Large drugstore

17. Gas stations

18. Bank

19. Restaurants
A. McDonald's
B. Pizza Hut
C. The Inn

20. Post Office

21. Fire department

22. Laundry facilities: laundromat and drycleaners
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23. Chdrch Assembly of God

24. Church Catholic

25. Church - Presbyterian

26. Rockwell Elementary School and Playground

4
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1
Ngdrow

Neighborhood Profile*

Direct Observations
Neighboihood Boundaries

The boundaries of the neighborhood known as Nedrow surround a small community

of homes, commercial areas, and Wooded lands. A sense of transition from country

to citytharacterizes this suburban neighborhood.

The northern boundary(I) its made up of two streets: Stonefield Road(I) and Southland

Drive.(I) Stonefield Road is a dead end, residential street that carri ittle traffic.

Southland Drive is slightly more traveled and is adjacent to Green Hills Far s (2) a

shopping mall tha s the largest concentration of stores in the area. To't north

of this boundary are more residential areas that extend fowurds downtown.

The southern boundary is made up of two residential streets: W. Conklin Avenue(3)

and Randall Street (3) To the south of W. Conklin Ave. lie the open fields and small

runway(4) of a private airport. The more rural community of the Onondasas Indian Reservation(4)

also lies just to the south of the Nedrow area. Some evidence of country life remains

on these two streets. The houses are spaced far apart and several barns are still standing. 1
Behind one of these barns is a large - fenced in area for horses. Newspaper boxes, typical

of rural delivery, stdnd in front of the houses on W. Conklin and Randall. The rural I/
atmosphere of Nedrow is enhanced by little evidence of housing to the south and the

presence of rolling hills to the east and west of the valley in which the neighborhood

lies.

To the east, the residential streets are bordered by a low-lying marsh area(5) that

quickly gives way to a wooded hillside. This protects the people living in this area from

the sights and sounds of the interstate(6) on the other side of the hill.

Onondaga Creek(7) is the western boundary of the neighborhood. The creek is dangerous

because of its fast moving current and the fact that it has no fence to separate it from

the residential areas. This would be a particular problem for people living in the north-west

corner of the neighborhood because the creek passes so close to their homes. Evidence

help.in preparing this profile. I
* The authors wish to thank EulaSfloyd, Liz Kelly, and Mary Maples for their
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that children do venture very close to the creek is found under a bridge(8) that passes

over the creek at Dorwin Avenue. Graffitti, mostly a mixture of names, are printed

all over the bridge foundations. The creek is less of a problem to the south because

it is separated from the residential areas by a mooded area. One possible cause of concern

for residents down here is a large p6er station(9) that borders the residential area.

A chain that crosses the road and a sign, "DANGER: HIGH VOLTAGE WITHIN" bars

access to this area. Onondaga Creek separates the neighborhood from Kelly Park,(10)

which is the only playground in the area besides the one at the lotql elementary school.

Internal Divisions

South Salina Street,(I 1) which cuts through the center of the neighborhood, is basically

a commercial district where all of the businesses in the area are located, except a few

small ones housed in people's homesel?) Law offices, a welding shop, and a saw sharpening

business are 9.xamples of this kind of business. A few pockets of homes(I3) line this

section of Salina Street, but they are dwarfed by the many commercial-establishments.(14)

Salina is a four lane rood that carries heavy traffic to the stores in the area. It also

is a main artery that cuts through the entire city and passes through downtown Syracuse.

Because of the cormercial establishments and the heavy traffic, Salina effectively

divides the neighborhood in half.

Areas that include one or more side streets are often isolated frott one another

because there are no streets that connect them besides South Salina Street. This would

make it difficult for potential playmates to get together without the involvement of

an older person to watch for tragic.

We also had one family who moved to the pountry,(15) five miles south of Nedrow,

Siring the interviewing process. She lives in a rural area and her perceptions of her

'neighborhood' would be expected to be quite different.

32,
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Residential areas

Moving away from Salina Street in any direction one notices a quick change from

a cornmmerical to a residential atmosphere. Most of\the homes appear to be occupied

by one famib,. The style of housing differs in the northern and southern sections of

the neighborhood; in the northern part are newer Cape Cod or ranch-style h? es, as

one moves south there is an increasing number of older two-story wood structures.

These, larger, older homes become predominant at the southern end of the neighborhood.

Each house in the neighborhood appears to have the use of its own backyard. These-

vary in size from smellier more regular plots to irregular and generally larger amounts

of land aroisiid the houses in the southern part of the area. Every yard has more than

adequate room for children's play and family recreation. Frequently, the yards have .

swingsets, barbeque grills, and picnic tables. A number of families have above-ground

swimming pools, and occasionally, I saw hanging tires from tree limbs to provide a swing.

Many yards also serve as storage space for recreational vehicles. Numerous boats, campers,

and snowmobiles were seen parked alongside or behind the houses.

The space between houses also varies in size, but there was always sufficient distance

so that privacy would not appear to be a problem. On some of the older homes, one

or more porches are attached and most houses have garages. 'Many also have separate

tool sheds for storage.

With a few exceptions, the condition of the housing end upkeep of property seemed

very good. Lots that do not have houses on them do not have the appearance of abandonment

because often these lots are merely wooded areas left undeveloped. Along with the

older trees 'that line many of the streets, these wooded areas enhance the appearance

of the neighborhood.
4

There was no litter at the time of observatim The few houses which appeared

slightly damaged showed signs of deterioration due to the weather, and most often only

needed to be painted or have sagging porches fixed.

Traffic was at a bare minimum on most of these side streets. Those streets that

directly cross Salina Street tended\to have a few more cars on them, but the dead-end
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streets had none except for vehicles of people making deliveries and ol the people who
r

lived there. One indication of light traffic are the many basketball hoops posted along

the road by various families. Children would have to be in the street to play the game.

These streets were well lit, but often had no sidewalks.

Few signs were posted on peoples' property. No "FOR SALE" signs were seen and

only a few "BEWARE OF DOG" signs. Graffitti have been written on some commerical

buildings and on a bridge that crosses Onondaga Creek. Graffitti mostly.appear to be

the work of teenagers declaring their love for a certain individual or proclaiming their

favorite rock group.

There were many American flags flying outside peoples homes. It is difficult to

discern if this is a regular occurence because the observation was done on the days surrounding

the inauguaration of a new president and the release of the American hostages from

Iran.
A

Commercial Areas

Commercial establishments in the Nedrow area are limited, with few exceptions

(see above), to the main artery that cuts through the center of the neighborhood, S.

Salina Street. The largest concentration of stores is located in the Green Hills (2) shopping

plaza, where there is a large drug store, a supermarket, a lawn and garden center, K-Mart,

a meat shop, a liquor "supermarket," a beauty salon, a floral shop, a small women's fashion

shop, "Radio Shack," a fabric shop, a bank and c credit and lending institution.

Although is is no great distance to the southern end a the neighborhood, another

lane supermarket(16a)
and a drugstore(I6b) are located a few blocks closer .to people

living there. A variety of gas sts:ins,(17) another
"Pizza Hut,"(19B)

and for more formal dining, "The

various businesses.

bank, I 8) and restaurants( I 9) ("McDonald's,"( 19A
119C)Inn" ) are intermixed with the

. (20) .Various services including the post office, fire department,(21) a laundromat,(22)

and a dry cleaning establishment also along S. Salina. The bus stops at each corner

4
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makes its way to and from downtown. The only local church, Assembly of God, (23)

located within the defined boundaries is also on S. Salina. A Catholic(24) and a Presbyterian

church(25) are both within a 10 minute drive from the neighborhood. Rockwell Elementary

school(26) is located just off-Salina Street in ?he center of the neighborhood.

In addition, there are a variety of businesses including: trailer sales, interior decorators,

-a motel, a saddle shop, a tree nursery, an ice cream drive-in, a furniture store, and

a photo-studio. Al! of these businesses are in good physical condition and appear to

be thriving.

Services .

There are no services located in this neighborhood other than those mentioned along

the commercial area of S. Salina Street. The fire station, along with it's primary function

of firefighting, houses a limited medical clinic which primarily provides immunizations.

This facility is a well-child clinic held every two weeks. It is staffed by a doctor and

a nurse from the Onondaga County Health Department. The clinic treats children from

birth through five years. This is one of the few settings in the neighborhood where mothers

with young children meet each other. From time to time the fire station holds benefit

dinners and weekly Bingo games. t

Rockwell School (26) holds a story-hour once a week for pre-schoolers in the area.

The school gym is open to the public for a few hours on the weekends.

The only formal pre-K environment available to Nedrow resid,nts is a paid nursery

school in the basement of the Presbyterian church(25) several miles from the neighborhood.

Transportation to the nursery school is not provided

Recreation Centers and Playgrounds

The lack of recreational facilities in the neighborhood was one of the most frequently

cited complaints that respondents had. The only playground(26) actually located within

the defined boundaries is at the elementary school. It is relati,ely small, but the swings
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and climbing apparatus are in good condition. Busy traffic separates this playground

from those people living on the western side of-Salina Street.

A larger playground is located in Kelly Park." on the opposite side of Onondaga

Creek near the northwest corner of this neighborhood. The playground has swingsets,

slides, and climbing apparatus and lies adjacent to a large field where basebal or football

could be played. The condition of the pork is excellent and a tall fence lines the creek

banks on the opposite side, but not on the Nedrow side. Access to the park requires

crossing the bridge at Dorwin Avenue, probably the busiest road in the area, other than

Salina Street. This hazard together with the unfenced portion of the creek lining the

residential section would make access to the park difficult for young children.

The lack of recreational areas in the neighborhood is probably not as much of a

problem here as in other areas because of the individual space available to people on

porches and in yards. There is more available open space in the form of wooded areas

and fields that surround much of the southern section. Since traffic is minimal, the

streets could be used by older children for play.

People

The activity on Salina Street is quickly left behind on all of the side streets in the

neighborhood and the peacefulness of a stable, residential community prevails.

In warm weather, one would expect to see children out, playing basketball or playing

in the yards. As it was, I saw young children only in the company of their parents walking

along the street. I observed old& children and teenagers walking home from school.

These were people of all ages in the neighborhood, mostly walking along the street

or shovelling out their driveways. (Most we- &I hello as I walked by.) Although observations

were mainly done during working hours, I did notice a surprising number of middle-aged

men around the neighborhood. Perhaps, since Nedrow is mainly a working class neighborhood,

this phenomenon might be attributable to shift work or to recent lay-offs at many local

companies.
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Everyone I encountered in the residential areas was white. There were a few Blacks

and native Americans in some of the stores and walking along Salina Street. These proportions

are also characteristic of cur sample in which we have one Black family and fourteen

white ones.

A number of people were seen outside their homes, mostly taking care of their

own property or on an errand of some sort. Occasionally they would stop for a short

chat with a neighbor or the mailman. Even when groups of teenagers were coming home

from school, there was nothing that anyone was doing that could be considered disruptive

to others. At least at this time of year, a quiet peacefulness best describes the activity

in the neighborhood.

/
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Demographic Profile of Project Families *

Before fqmilies were recruited for the research project, Nedrow was characterized

as a suburban, middle-income, non-ethnicwhite neighborhood. Demographic and background

information about the families subsequently recruited validites these characterizations.

The fifteen families that constitute our sample in Nedrow are white, with the exception

of one single Black mother who lives with her own parents and her three children. There

are ten married couples and five single mothers, three of whom live with their parents,

and one with a male friend. The one remaining single mother lives alone with her children.

Two families in the sample listed no religious affiliation, one family belongs to

the Jehovah's Witnesses, and the remainder are equally divided between Catholic and

Protestant affiliations. Many respondents describe their ethnic identity as "American,"

but there were a few exceptions. Six families labelled themselves as English, one as

Canadian, one as Irish and one as Afro-American.

The mothers in the sample are, by and large, in their mid-twenties to mid-thirties

while the average bge of the fathers is a few years more. In comparison with some

other program neighborhoods, Nedrow families are larger. The average number of children

per family is three; only one family has a single child; ten families have three or more

children.

These statistics suggest a group of settled families who are beyond the "starting

out stage" of family development. This concept is further borne out by the figures on

housing and length of residence in the neighborhood. Twelve of the parents own their

own single-family homes; the three who rent are single parents. Most of the families
t

have lived in Nedrow for five years or longer, although three single mothers have been

there six months or less and report several moves in the preceding four years.

The ;ncome, occupational, and educational information about the families in the

sample indicates the vast majority have high school educations and that the fathers

*This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.
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work primarily in white collar jobs. Four of the ten fathers work more than 40 hours

a week. Four of the married women and three of the single ones are employed. The

former tend to be in white cc,Ilar jobs (three of the four), while the single mothers work

in blue collar jobs. The figures on total family income show that there are four families

with incomes below MAO a year;- three of thesedare single parents (four of the five

single parents receive welfare assistance). There are six families with annual incomes

between $10,000 and $20,000. Five families have incomes over $20,000. The average

income of the two-parent families in the sample is $17,734.

In sum, The Nedrow families in the sample tend to be in the middle stages of child-rearing:

the parents are in their late twenties and thirties and typically have several children.

These parents own their homes, earn close to $18,000 a year, and have lived in the neighborhood

for several years.

All but one of the single parent3 in the sample live in multi-adult households. MI

the single parents and the one two-parent family w.;th an income below $10,000 are

relatively poor in the context of this neighborhood. A consequence, some services available

to lower income families ure not offered to Nedrow residents.

The social network material collected from the sample families shows that among

program neighborhoods, Nedrow parents have the fourth largest number of neighbors

in their networks. However, when one examines the number of Nedrow neighbor who

are also Members of the parents' primary networks, Nedrow falls to ninth place This

lack of emphasis on neighborhood contacts is further pointed up by the relative number

of neighborhood contacts the families reported for child-related, Practical, financial

and emotional support. The overall neighborhood means suggest that Nedrow parents

are less likely to turn to neighbors for these things hen families in other program neighbor-

hoods.
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Egsgondents' Perceptions

The people of Nedrow give the impression that they are happy living where they

do. Generally, they feel that their neighborhood is a safe and desirable place to 'raise

children and that it also provides the necessary conveniences of everydaylife. This 1.

attitude is reflected in respondents' ratings of the neighborhood; all but.one person rated

the neighborhood as "geherally good" or "excellent." The one exception was a low income

woman who rated it "more good than bad," citing the lack of services, daycare, and

urban renewal programs.

When respondents were asked to define the boundaries of their neighborhood, they

did so in very different ways. Few respondents placed the boundaries more than several

blocks away from their homes. Although there was no common or strong identification

expressed about the area, people felt that they shared with their neighbors a common

concern for their homes and for providing a good environment in which to bring up children.

Access to Commercial Services

Most of the respondents used the Green HilisShopping plaza area for general shopping,

although a few who lived toward the southern end of the neighborhood preferred to use

another large grocery store and drug store located closer to them. Respondents considered

the Green Hills shopping district to be very impoiiant in meeting their general shopping

needs. People felt that the shopping areas were within walking- distance, making it easier

to pick up medicine or a few items if need be. The fact that most stores are on SOuth

Salina Street and not interspersed within the residential sections was also appreciated.

A typical observation was, "I'm close to (the) stores and yet not too close, like in the

city." However, two women did not feel that local commerical areas met all of their

shopping needs. One of these women felt the lack of a department store.She said it

was inconvenient for her to have to catch a bus downtown with her children for this

type of shopping.Ahother woman felt that she had quite a distance to ,travel to shop.
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This mother had recentlymoved to a home in' the ountry approximately five miles to

the south of Nedrow.

Recreational Areas

Recreational areas and centers posed much more of a problem for people living

in this neighborhood than for people in other areas. There is a park and playground (Kelly

Park!_) along the western border of the neighborhood that is easily accessible to most

respondents, but three families live an the opposite side of Salina Street and have fio

cross it to get to the park. Despite the park's convenient location, only three people

mentioned that they used it. These parents accompanied their children or else allowed

them to take part in supervised summer recreational programs offered by the city's

park service. The biggest problem with the park involved a concern for the safety of

children; Onondaga Creek flows swiftly along the birder of the park, and parents complained

at there was no fence to stop children from venturing too close to the dangerous current.

From time to time, local newspapers have reported drownings of adu:ts and children

who have fallen into the creek. Most parents were well aware of this and woul.not

bllow their children to go unaccompanied to the park to play. The creek, not traffic

or street violence, was considered the greatest hazard in the neighborhood.

Since everyone had a back yard, the need for recreational areas for young children

was diminished. Furthermore, the local elementary school provides some free recreational

programs for children.

The neighborhood is good for the children. On
Saturday, the school is open for two hours, so
the kids can use the facilities; gym and playground.

Rockwell School is close and they have storytime
every Wednesday that (my daughter) just loves
to go to. I know all the teachers -- they ZEIT/
my kids and I feel good about that.

Recreation for adults and especially teenagers was much more of a concern for

respondents. There had been talk of building a youth center, but no action had been
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takers. Parents often had to dive their older children to recreational facilities and

when respondents were asked what was missing in their neighborhood, they often cited

lack of places for their teenagers to go.

I'd like to see a bowling alley or a family movie
theater within walking distance, so as the kids
got older, they would have recreation centers
within walking distance where they could go and
they wduld be safer closeby.

Although no specific incidents were reported by respondents concerning problems

with teenagers (i.e., vandalism, drugs); a general concern was voiced that their inactivity

might eventually result in problems. For people who did not have access to a car, the

unavailability of the recreational areas intensified their concern. "If you don't have

a car, your kids don't get to do anything. Kids wouldn't get into so much trouble."

Pre-SchooloProgramp

A small minorit of children attended pre-kindergarten facilities. One of these
. t

families managed to find enough money to send then. daughter to a paid nursery school

housed in the basement of a church. This mother was very satisfied with the exposure

her child was getting to other children and.to learnirg activities. Two other families

had their children picked up by a bus to take them to n daycare facility in the city about

5 miles away. Both of these parents had to fight eligibility requirements to get their

childien into the facility. Cbmplaints were also mode that the bus was often late or,

at times, never showed up often causing these people to have to make last minute alterations

in their plans

One of the mothers who stated that she was not prejudiced, felt that because her

children were the only white kids in the class at the daycare center, problems were

arising. She said that they only served "soul food" and because her children didn't like

it, they would have to go hungry until they came home. She also felt that it was creating

some problems with her children's view of Black people:
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(My son) came back one day and said "that school's
for Black kids." I teach them not to be prejudiced,
but they feel different.

Despite these problems, both women were happy with the quality of care their children

received and the fact that the center allowed them to get "a brealerfrom their kids.

Childcare Arrangements

Five respondents expressed a need to have a daycare facility° i-n)he area. These

people did not have low enough incomes to be eligibiefor daycare facilities in the city,

nor did they have the extra money to be able to send their children to a paid nursery ..

school. Parents' main concern was to get their children into a situation that would help

prepare them for school entry. Several felt that if they had a few hours each day away

from their children, it would allow them to get more done around the house and relieve

A

them of certain parenting pressures brought by never having any time for themselves.

One single parent said, "I could use ...daycare nearby. It would give me a lot more freedom
-,..

416

and maybe I Could to go work."

People in this neighborhood relied heavily on informal care arrangements, usually

from relatives. Parents who could'count on the help of members of the immediate family

or on relatives who lived nearby were the most satisfied with the quantity and quality

of the care. All but three respondents relied heavily on relatives in this regard. Exchanging

responsibilities with a neighbor often served as a back up for times when relatives were
.1

not available. Occasionally for a weekend night out people relied on neighborhood teenagers.

Two people wile did not rely on relatives or exchange with neighbors regularly paid teenagers

to watch their children. With one exception, parents were not satisfied with the quality

or reliability of these sitters; they would often worry when they left their children.

Parents in this situation offer a sharp contrast to ..tose parents who could leave their

children with relatives, but, even some of these people wished they could get a reliable.

teenager to sit on occasion. Everyone felt that neighbors could be counted on in case

of an emergency.
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The respondents evel of trust in child care providers and their perception of the

quality of care were generally quite high. All but three respondents robed this domain

as "generally good" or "very good." The three who rated their situation lower felt that

it as "mare good than bad," usually citing the desire to have a paid sitter that they
.

could r on on a regulpr basis for weekend evenings.

INIiighborhood Safety

The issue of safety was a concern to almost half of the families. Their largest

problem wad over the fast moving creek that marks the western boundary of the neighborhood.

Perceptioniof the traffic problem varied widely from "traffic in this neighborhood is

at a minimum" to "we're too close to Salina Street -- cars race around the corners.

I get nervous." Traffic was most often a problem for people living close to Salina Street

and for the one family who lived on this street. Most families expressed little concern

about heavy traffic and allowed their older children to play in the streets in front of

their homes. There was mild concern over the lack of sidewalks on some streets, but

this was mentioned only briefly by two respondents.

There was no concern expressed by residents over their physical well being on the

streets at any time of the day or night. Similarly, people felt safe from the threat of

vandalism of theft. They often felt safe leaving their children outside to play for prolonged

periods, but several mothers restricted their smoller children to an area close to home.

Most of the respondents' comments were along the following lines:

We don't have to worry abdut violence or crime...it
just doesn't happen.

It's safe, the kids leave their bikes out and nothing
ever happens.

I like itokIt's a dead end street and the kids can
go out for hours and hours and I don't have to worry
about them.

The only concern foe safety, mentioned by two respondents, had to do with dogs

in the neighborhood. One woman felt that the leash law was not properly obeyed and
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that some csf the dogs that roamed in the neighborhood were vicious. She said that one

child had been bitten. Another woman complained that one of her neighbors used an

electrified fence to keep their dog in the yard. She was concerned about young children

accidentally touching it and she was trying to get her neighbors to take it down.

The majority of people, however, seemed to think that the neighborhood is safe.

Only one respondent felt a need for a police station in the area, saying that would make

her feel more secure. This need was not felt by other respondents.

Medical Care

Eleven families in the Nedrow area relied on private doctors for medical care.

Although cost was a problem to a few, these people felt that the quality of care they

received was good. Two of these families said .that they went to the local fire station

where a there is limited medical facility, to get shots for their children. Two other

families relied solely on this clinic for their medical needs. One respondent took-her

family into the city to use the clinic at Upstate Medical Center. There was one family

with three children, who had had recent financial problems who presently had no care

at ail. t

I used to take the children to a private doctor.
But, we haven't gone to any doctors in over a year.
Now, I'd have to look for someone who accepts
Medicaid.

There were. complaints about the cost of rivate care and one person felt that the

doctors'itffices were too far away. People who sed the clinic at the fire station found

it to be very convenient and appreciated the fact hat the care was free. People also

felt that there were a number of hospitals that w re close enough so that they would

not have to worry in case of an emergency.

Seven of the families mentioned tat they attended church services. Two of these

attended only occasionally, one woman stating:

We go to church once in a great while -- when
my mother is here (laughs).

I5.
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But, for the rest of these people, their involvement in church extended beyond Sunday

services. Whether Catholic, Protestant, or Jehovah's Witness, these people often attended

extra events, such as additional services, Bible study groups, parenting seminars, or

couples' groups. Often a priest or minister was on important family friend.

Our priest has given us very good advice on understanding
ourselves and our children. He has helped our
marriage to be what it is...a goctd one.

In one instance, members of a church grouped together to help a family with financing

work that needed to be done on their septic system.

(The city had) condemned us -- said we had two
days to get out. We had no money, no food even.
The guy showed up to pump (the septic system)
out...He said they told him to tell me the Lord
was supposed to pay for it., People from church
got together. and all pitched in. They wouldn't
say who even. A day later, we got a check for
$42.80 saying "The Lord's Money" on it. (My husbend)
was out bf work. It was a bad time for us...You
know who your friends are in a situation like that.

For those people who mentioned Organizations as a positive force in their lives,

church groups were the most frequently noted specific type of organization. Bowling

and Bingb groups were less mentioned, but were important as a source of entertainment

for. the few who did mention them.

The local elementary school, was seen as beneficial because of its recreational

programs for children, and, to four respondents, was important because of it's proximity.

These people felt that the school system was a good one and one person felt that "it

was on important advantage" to have a school that was not part of the city school district.

Other services. less frequently 'mentioned (less than three responses) were access

to bus service and having a fire station close by. Having a Pizza Hut and McDonald's

located.on lina Street were important for family recreation in some instances.

Nedrow is somewhat of a self-contained community. It is not part of the city,

nor could it be considered the country. At times, this situation is advantageous ("It
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is not part of the city school district") but, on the other hand, needed city services are

much rnore difficult to obtain. For instance, eligibility for day rare located in the city

is difficult to obtain. One woman reported difficulties related to location in her. attempts

to get some help through urban renewal programs, to repair her home.

I don't qualify for any city programs nor do I qualify
for Onondaga County Programs. We're in between,
even though, we qualify for these programs financially.-\s
My girlfriend lives four blocks away. They qualified
for urban renewal. They got the whole house renovated.
They got a new furnace, a new roof, they got the
house painted. I applied and qualified financially,
but they said I lived too far out of the city. Then
we applied for FHA to help fix the house but was
told we didn't live far enough outside the city.
Nedrow doesn't qualify for any of these programs
we need so bad.

Housing

Most respondents were quite happy with their housing arrangements. All but three

people owned their own homes, and two of the families who rented had a full house.

All of the families had backyards that were used as play areas for children and for general

farAily recreati

We have a nice, big back yard with a swimming
pool and-that constitutes a lot of the whole family's
summer fun.

-A number of families mentioned that they had put pools or swingsets in their hack

yards for their children. Most people had fenced off these yards, so parents worried

less about the safety of young children.

People tended to be less satisfied with the space available inside their homes. Their

major problem was the lack of bedrooms, and complaints were made that children of

different sexes or of widely differing ages. had to share a room together. Many of these

people had plans to extend their living space and do the work theMselves. But, in the

interim, the lack of bedrooms often forced children to play in the more general living

quarters, and privacy was sometimes difficult to attain.
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Families with two children or less were most satisfied with their housing situation.

Except for the face that we don't have a dining
room, I think this house is an ideal size for a family
with two children.

One man felt that his house was "a good starter -- I have remodeled the bathroom and

kitchen. 1 like it as a place to live." It was usually the addition of a third child which

caused people to begin to feel cramped in their living quarters. The one mohter who

lived in an apartment felt that her son "has a lot of room to run in the house...He has

his own room (shared with his brother), but before, we only had one bedroom and the

kids slept in the living room." However, she also felt that it was difficult for her to

be alone and really get away from the kids in the amount of space available inside her

apartment.

Most of the houses in this neighborhood are similar in structure and size, yet people's

perceptions of the availability of privacy in their homes differed. Both family size and

people's individual needs seem to affect perceptions. One woman liked her children

to play in the living room and kitchen while she was working. She simply liked having

them around her and didn't feel any need to be away from them. Of course, for others,

the opposite was true.

Generally, people viewed their neighborhood as a pleasant one where people made

a real effort to maintain their homes and their yards.

Most of them take care of their homes -- economically
its maintained its real value,,i4 not increased.

For the most part, people were satisfied with the present condition of their homes, although

many talked about future plans for improvements that they make do themselves.

'he house needs work on it, but we are doing it
as we can. There are no complaints.

I love this house, I feel like one of these days (we)
will get all the work done on it. I'd like to get
the kitchen painted, the bathroom painted, and
some work needs to be done on the upstairs of
the house. But this house is just fines
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The one exception to this general sense of well being was voiced by a family who

felt that they had bought a home that required a lot of work thpt they had not anticipated.

(Their f financial situation wouldn't allow for the improvements they felt were necessary.

This is the same family, previously mentioned, that was unable to acquire funds for

renovation of their home because of its location.

People generally did not raise the subject of the cost of their housing. The few

who did felt that their mortgage payments were within their budget. The only complaints

were about the cost of utilities. How4er, in this instance small size was regarded as

a virtue; people were glad that their houses were small so that utility bills could be
v,met without too much difficulty.

Neighbors and Neighboring

Respondents often described their neighbors as "friendly, nice, willing to help out,

even if you don't socialize with them." The consensus was that on the one hand, you

didn't have to be too involved with your neighbors, but you could count on neighbors

to keep an eye on your children. People preferred this atmosphere and privacy was

an issue in only one instance in which a respondent felt that "the people of Nedrow are

c\gossipy bunch of people and I don't like them at all. I don't have anything to do with

the people around here. I don't want a bunch of nosey neighbors ::ominsover to drink

coffee." This was a uhici..te viewpoint and in extreme deviation from everyone else's

opinion. Most people felt that their neighbors were considerate and dependable people

who made things easier by "being there when (we) need them."

The majority o eop!e did not look to their neighbors for close friendship. One

of the three responde is :n our sample who lived on the eastern side of Salina Street

wished that there wer more young people who lived close by, "people who could really

be My fri nds." Sinc two of these 'respondents felt that there were no young children

in their n iih1225600d for their own to play with, one might conclude that this part of

the neighborhood is made up of mostly older families.
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For the most part, people felt that:there were plenty of children in the neighborhood.

In the northwest corner of the neighborhood where half of our sample families live,
,

-people felt there was an abundance of children:

The general atmosphere is very nice, there are
lots of kids around, so my daughter has the opportunity
to play with children. We moved here basically
because there were so many kids here, some in
each age group for all our kids. There must be
50 to 60.kids on the street.

Parents were also happy with the quality of children in the neighborhoOd. "It's a

good place to raise kids, ne problems with the neighborhood kids...no destructive children."

One woman voiced a concern she had for her older children. She felt that because she

sent her children to parochial school, they were considered outsiders and hcd problems

making friends. This concern was not mentioned by any other parent.

Most respondents felt that their neighborhood provided a supportive atmosphere

for their parenting role. When asked where they received their greatest support, all

but two people cited family_ members. Usually they mentioned spouses, but at least

half of these people extended this beyond the immediate family to their own parents,

brothers, and sisters. These people depended on their extended family mostly for advice

and consultation about the upbringing of children. There were two exception:: one

single woman felt that her religion (Jehovah's. Witness) was her most important source

of help, one man felt that he received a great deal of help from "outsiders," like "teachers,

athletic coaches, and friends."

When people were asked what their most serious problem was, one-fifth of them

replied that tney didn't have any. Only two families cited finances as a serious problem.
.,

One of these was on welfare, and the other parents, who had the second highest income

in the sample, felt that more money would allow for more "extras" and freedom to spend

more time on family vacations. The remainder of the people tended to define their

most serious problems in one of two ways. Some expressed a concern about loss of influenc

over their children as they grow older. They worried about future peer pressure that
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might get their children into drugs or petty theft. The other source of concern for some

parents was over what type of job they were doing as parents.

(My biggest problem is) wondering if I'm doing
the right thing. There's no way of knowing. (You)
try to do your best with your child, but (I) cannot
be positive.

The impression that one gets of the Nedrow neighborhood is that it is a stable community

and a good place to bring up children. There are very few problems that people face

here. The biggest one, no fence to keep children away from a fast moving creek, is

relatively minor comps o probl s faced by the people in iIher neighborhoods.

People feel that they have con ro over events in their neighbor lood; the availability

of private yards seems to contribute th this feeling. People enerlIly feel good about

their schools, neighbors, and the other children in the nei borhood. Most shopping

can be done within walking distance, but the strs do,not encroach on most of the residential

areas. For other shopping needs, downtowr is a 1\59,finute drive and a direct bus service

is available for those people without cars.

Most of these people probably will stay in the neighborhood. Even though many

find they are "growing out" of their houses, higher interest rates on a new mortgage

may deter them from moving. Since many people planned to work on their houses themsE.lves,

it might be easier to expand than to buy a new home. Only those people with low incomes

might bee ected to leave the neighborhood. Services frequently found in the city

(health clinics, urban renewal, daycare) are not crvc, table to any great extent in this

neighborhood. Two respondents expressed a clear desire to move, but this w 'ls to escape

conditions in the home rather than problems with the neighborhood. One woman lived

with her parents and preferred to be on her own. The other family wanted to get out

of a house that was in poor condition and which they didn't have the money to fix up.

Both of these were low income families who, at least temporarily, were stuck in their

present situations because of the lack of money. however, even for the low income

people, the advantages of living in the Nedrow neighborhood may outweigh the disadvantages.
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A far more typical view was expressed by one woman who said of her neighborhood:

17pe here for the rest of our lives, as far as
now.

22
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KEY: Eastwood North

I. James Stret

A. Commercial center of James Street

2, Midler Avenue (eastern boundary)

3. North Avenue ,(western boundary)

it. Abandoned school building

5. North Avenue Superette

6. Eastwood Housing Project (also north-west corner "niche")

6A. Play area of-E.H.P.

7. End of city line

8. Industrial park (outside neighborhood)

9. Route 298 (outside neighborhood)

10. Lillian and Dunlop (corner of)

11. Hazlehurst Avenue

12. Lillian Avenue

13. Dunlop Avenue

14. Ashdale Avenue

14A. Ashdale Apartment:,

15. Huntington Elementary School (outside neighborhood)

16. Henniger High School (outside neighborhood)

17. Blessed Sacrament Church (outside neighborhood)

18. Eastwood Baptist (outside neighborhood)

19. Lillian Avenue and James Street

20, CollingWood Avenue

21. Edwards Avenue
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Eastwood-North ,

Neighborhood Profile *.

Direct Observations

The area defined as Eastwood-North is on the eastern boundary of the city limits.

Eastwood was a separate, independent village until it was annexed to the city of Syracuse

in the 1930's and in some ways Eastwood still maintains this fairly distinct identity.
a

AI.

Feelings of being independent from the city are reflected in residents remarks such

as: "We moved out of the city and into Eastwood three years ago." Visually, Eastwood-North

is also different from other areas in the city; this fact is a product of its history. When

Eastwood was being developed, a different set of standards -- village standards rather

than city standards -- were in effect. For example, some streets have no distinct sidewalks

and therefore no cu bs. Eastwood residents have often complained of unfair treatment

When it comes to getting street and other civic repairs from the city.

Boundaries

Eastwood is situated just two minutes from downtown Syracuse, and one enters

the area on James Street(1) -- a heavily travelled artery carrying all types of commercial

and private traffic. Jarlles Street is important for three main reasons. First, it forms

the southern boundary of the neighborhood. Second, James Street is the commercial

centerCIA) c; the area and runs throughout the length of the neighborhood. Finally,

James Street, which runs east-west (see map), is used as to connect with Midler Avenue(2)

which runs north-south.

The western boundary of Eastwood-North is North Avenue.(3) This is a narrow

'residential street with small clapboard houses, the majority of which are one-family.

The eastern boundary of the neighborhood is marked by Midler Avenue -- the second

busiest street in the area. This is a very wide street containing larger homes and more

space than other streets in the neighborhood.

The northern boundary of EastwoOd-North is actually the end of the city limits.(7)

A series of dead-end streets serve as u barrier between the neighborhood on one side

*Eulas Boyd, Liz Kelly, and Mary gaples each made important contributions in

the preparation of this profile. I 5o7



itar"and an industrial area (a) on the other. Standing on Lillian or Dunlop Avenue(10) one

looks across overgrown, empty lots at warehouses, (8) factories,(8) and Route 298.(9)

Internal Boundaries

The most obvious internal boundaries found in the neighborhood are the Eastwood

Housing Projects(6) and other surrounding apartment buildings in the northwest corner.

On Hazelhurst Avenue,(1 I) Lillian Avenue(I2) and Dunlop Avenue(I3) are private apartment

buildings of modem design; these private rental properties stand in sharp contrast to

both the Eastwood Housing Project and the well-kept, single-family homes hich surround.

(Seeing these three very different kinds of housing within such close proximity to each

other an.very unusual experience.)

Residential

The Eastw ousing Project,(. 6 ) which was built in the 1950's for low income whites,

is a state funded facility. Its design, layout and management have given it the reputation

of being one of'the better public housing facilities in Syracuse. This project is strikingly

different from the rest of the neighborhood by-virtue of its design and s;ze; it contains

200 apartments and is built entirely. cf plain, red brick. Each apartment is divided into

two floors and has a small lawn irl6front. No decoration or design distinguishes one house

\Ifrom the other. The 200 living units are blocked into courts and each court has it own

play area and parking space. The management is located right within the project a

in addition to rental and maintenance responsibilities, also runs a recreational center

for teens. The entire project appeared to be in good condition.
0

Across the street from the E\.H.P. stands the private rental properties already mentioned.

These were expensively and distinctively constructed; one building even has a fireplace

in each of the ten apartmentS\ Ouside of this immediate area, one other private apartment

building, called Ashdale Apartments,(I4A) is located in the center of the neighborhood

on Ashdale Avenue.(14) This is similar in design to those already described -- modern

and distinctive.
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On North Avenue, a narrow street with small wooden houses, some homes show

signs of wear and tear such as chipped paint, or broken garage door's but generally, disrepair

is not In evidence. Front lawns are very small and most garages are located behind

houses, leaving no room for backyards. On North Avenue stands en abandoned school

building.(4) Most of its windows are broken and others are boarded up. One block futher

down is the North Avenue Superette,(5) which is a corner market operrseven days a

week; it advertises "Ice Cold Beer."

Throughout the rest of the neigbhorhood, housing-is fairly consistent in terms of

size, appearance, and style. Houses are generally small and placed very close together.

Some have back yards which are fenced in. Others have no back yards because this

space is taken up by garages. The majority of homes here are simple; there are very

few decorative entrances, landscaping, or other featu'res which differentiate the houses

from each other. Most are neat and well maintained, with only an occasional house

showing signs of needed repair. There appeared to be no pattern with regard to condition

of housing within the neighborhood. Throughout its entire area only four homes could

be categorized as being in a state of disrepair (falling porches, broken steps), and two

of these were obviously being worked on.

The only slight difference in housing was found on the eastern boundary of Midler

Avenue.(2) Houses here appeared to be built by people with more substantial incomes

--houses are larger, have more space between anti around them, occasionally have architectual

fineries such as stained gloss windows. It was on Midler Avenue that the only "For Sale"

sign was observed in the neicr Mood. Three "Beware of Dog" signs were also observed;

these-were randomly placed I. ighout the area.

Comnfribt Area's

The commercial center of Eastwood North is located on James Street. This is a

fairly large area that contains all types of shops, which include: haraware stores, food

shops, restaurants, bars, drug store and childrens' clothing store. (IA) The presence of
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certain stores here in some way reflects the sort of population that lives in Eastwood-North.

For example, there are two second-nand shops which deal either in used clothing Or

furniture.

Other services found in this commercial strip iNclude a Post Office lti?liclitywar

launcmovie theatre and two karate schools:(IA)

This part of the neighborhood could be viewed as a "service neighborhood" that

is, an area used by people who are not local residents. For example, several truck drivers

had parked their vehicles on James Street and were eating in the local restaurants.

One young man who was driving a New York Telephone truck tered the White Tower(' A)
fast food restaurant and exited carrying a large take-:out order. A steady flow of commercial

and non-commercial traffic was being serviced at the gas station, and many shoppers

who arrived in cars were observed entering and leaving the large Byrne Dairy(IA) which

advertises weekly "specials."

Recreational Center and Playgrounds

Within Eastwood -North there are no parks, playgrounds, or other centers set aside

for the recreational needs of the community. Apart from those 212y_ facilities located

within the Eastwood Housing Proitec ,(6A) t'iere is a small play area located behind Huntington

Elementary Sch loo (1.5) and is therefore called Huntington Park. This area has a swimming

pool, a playground, and some open play space which incitides two baseball diamonds.

In order to get there, residents of Eastwood-North must cross James Street and then

walk up a hill. (I had trouble locating this park and when I asked three different residents

for directions, the last one stated: "There's a small area behind Huntington School but

there's no park that I know of around here.") Although the observation was done on

a Monday, the pork showed very few signs of having been used over the weekend --

no tracks in the snow, etc. Some grafitti were on the walls inside the park. Residents

also have access to ice skating at Henniger High School(16)o which is a short bus or car

ride away.
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Services

Located on Homecraft Road and James Street, just five blocks from Midler Avnue,

stands Blessed Sacrament Church(17) which houses the largest organization in this predominantly

Catholic neighborhood. Aside from religious services, Blessed Sacrament provides a

parochial school which educates some 500 children from the community. Other services

provided by the church include: Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, BINGO, volleyball for adults,

family outings, and counseling.

A much smaller church, Eastwood Baptist,(18) is located on Nichols and James Street;

this facility provides day care and nursery school services.

Centrally located on James Street is a public library which provides a weekly story

hour for pre-school children and film programs on Saturday afternoons. Presently it

is also running an adult film series which includes travelogues and old Hollywood classics.

People

By far the greatest number of people observed in Eastwood North were found in

the commercial center on James Street. Here shoppers, mostly women, were walking

into and out of stores, carrying packages. Most were on their own with the exception

of those young women who were holding their children's hands. Ore woman who was

carrying groceries and had two children with her kept caution' -q the older one to hold

on to the younger one's hand. (This was obviously because of the busy traffic on James

Street.) A substantial number of these shoppers were older women who were also standing

on corners waiting for the downtown bus. A young couple who looked fairly poor walked

out et the thrift shop earring a used lamp and small side table. Both walked down North

Avenue,( 3) the western boundary of the neighborhood. Three teenagers were standing

on the corner of Lillian and James Street,(I 9) one threw a snowball at a passing bus.

All the people observed in +he commercial area were white, with the exception of one

young Black man who walked out of the dry cleaners carrying an army onifOrm.

Throughout the rest of the neighborhood very few people were observed. An elderly

man was shovelling snow on Collingwood Avenue (20) and a woman with two young children
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were unloadilg groceries from a staticnwagon on Edwards Avenue.(21) Two young adults

who were carrying books walked out of Ashdale Apartments,(14A) as they passed a woman

who was shovelling snow at a private house right beside the apartments, they greeted

each other.

Within the Eastwood Housi Prc'ect(6) about eight people were observed. Six

were white and two were E ack. One white woman was carrying an infant in her arms

and one Bleck woman was holding a toddler's hand. An elderly white man, who obviously

was part of the maintenance crew, was shovelling the pathways clear of snow.

6
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Demographic Profile of Project Families *

The Eastwood-North survey characterized the neighborhood as a moderate-income

city neighborhood with a white othnic population. The sample of families from this

,_neighborhood supports this description, since it consists of sixteen white families and

one Black family. Most of the individuals identified themselves with a particular ethnic

heritage -- for the most part Italian, German, or Irish, with a few mentioning Polish,

Canadian, Austrian, Dutch, or French descent. Most of the parents are Catholic, with

the exception of three Protestants and one Fundamentalist Christian. According to

the field staff, there seems to be a strong Catholic community in Eastwood-North, relying

upon the local Catholic Church and its various outreach programs for support.

The project families in Eastwood-North tend to be quite small, with most having

one or two children. The differences in the environments of the one and two-parent

families are clear. Six of the women are single and living alone, while two are su.gle

and living with a partner. Nine women out of the seventeen are married. Most of the

married couples own their own homes, while most of the single mothers rent apartments.

in fact, three of the single mothers live in the same state-funded housing pi oject. All

of the married couples own their own cars, while five of eigh; single mothers do not.

The financ:al situation of the families in the Ec..wood-North sample is also closely

related to marital status. The married couples average over $20,000 income per year,

while the rest of thd families earn less than $7,000 per year on the average, with s'

of the eight single mothers or. welfare.

The parents in the Eastwood-North sample are quite young; thirteen out of the

seventeen women are under age 30. All of the men are under 35 years old, averaging

about a year and d half &der than the women. According to the field staff, some of

in)a younger families in the study feel i:olated due to the large number of older families

in\ the neighborhood and the absence of peers for their children to play with. Many of

*This section prepared by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burstcn.



the project families have moved into the neighborhood quite recently, and they also

seem to move often. Thirteen of the fai,iilics in the sample have moved within the past

four years, most of them two or more times. Only two of the families studied here

have lived in the neighborhood for six or more years.

The men in the Eastwood -North sample, all with at least a high school education,

tend to have almost two years more education than the women. Five of the women

did not complete h.gh school, and only two studied bind high school. Almost half

of the women are employed; three of them work full-time. One woman works at two

different part -time jobs. The employed women earned an average of $5,212 annually.

All the men in this t7mple are employed full-time, except one who is unemployed.

The men are about evenly divided between blue collar and white collar jobs, with

the exception of one man whr works at a professional level job. This neighborhood is

described by the field staff as "working class." One respolent said "I don't know my

neighbors because I work all day." 'Inis statement may have something to de with the

fact that nine of the fathers work 40 or mere hours per week outside the home.

In general, Eastwood-North seems to be a qt,set, homogeneous neighborhood, where

he married couples in the sample live fairly comfortably, but are somewhat isolated.

Life appears to be more difficult for the single mothers who have fewer resources to

rely on.

The social network material collected from the Eastwood-North parents shows

that they reported a strikingly low average number of neighbors in their networks, compared

with the results from the other nine neighborhoods. In fact, Eastwood-North ranks last

in terms of average number of neighbors in the primary network, total neighborhood

contacts, as well as contact for child-related, practical, financial and emotional support.

This neighborhood ranked a little higher (sixth) in terms of average number of neighbors

who are also relatives. Overall, neighbors do not seem to provide the project families

with much support. Some families mentioned no neighbors as sources of support and

the greatest number of neighbors any family mentioned was only eleven,,the smallest

maximum number reported in any of the program neighborhoods.
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Respondents' Perceptions

The neighborhood defined as Eastwood North is probably one of the better known

areas in Syracuse. This is primarily due to the fact that unlike quieter, residential neigh-

bohoods, Eastwood contain c commercial strip that attracts 'people from other parts

of Syracuse. Outsiders may come to shop leci senf. I-f the convenience stores, to eat

in one of Syracuse's well known restaurants, to or drink in one of its bars. Others may

come to take lessons in one of its two karate schools and many more may simply pass

through Eastwood using James Street as an east-west route. James Street also connects

with Midler Avenue which connects points north and south; all these factors make Eastwood's

-
4e"

ommercidI strip a very busy section with lots of traffic and other activity.

Many residents identified their neighborhood in very broad terms, often including

boundaries that are a distance from their own home. (This seemed to point to respondents

viewing Eastwood as a section of Syracuse rather than a more personally defined area.)

Still, some residents (all women) did view their neighborhood as being that area which

immediately surrounded them. One respondent who lived in the Eastwood Housing Project

viewed her neighborhood as starting and ending with her housing project.

The majority of respondents' formal ratings of the neighborhood fell into ihe "generally

good" category, but five respondents stated their opinion as "generally bad." Consistent

overlap betwe_n these dissatisfied opinions was related to fears concerning the heavy

traffic on James Street.

The commercial section of James Street includes many conveniences (see previous

section).The majority of respon4nts felt positively about the commercial district in

their neighborhood :Ind shared the belief that:

It has or is near everything we need -- stores,
shops, Post Office, laundromats, eating places,
etc. -- they're all accessible.

Another respondent likened this commercial section to a small village:
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Shopping and getting places is no problem. We
have like a little village here and we have everything
within walking distance.

Eastwood is convenient to two other large shopping areas: downtown Syracuse and Shop

City Mall. Residents thought of these places to go when they needed to do special shopping.

Only one respondent stated dissatisfaction that related to shopping:

I have to walk at least ten blocks to get to the
supermarket. Let me tell you its cold out there
to have to walk so far...(and) that little store on
the corner is such a rip-off.

This respondent, who lives in the Eastwood Housing Project, is referring to the little

market on North Avenue located two blocks from her house. However, her sentiment?

are not shared by the two other respondents who live in the Eastwood Housing Project.

One possible explanation for the difference coould be that this respondent does not own

or have access +o a car, nor does she have any friendships within the project, or outside

it.

By far, the largest and most used organization in Eastwood-North is Blessed Sacrament

Church. Aside from spiritual and religious matters, Blessed Sacrament has an extensive

Parish Outreach program which touches on the needs and interests of the community.

e of these are: counselling services, senior citizen programs, a parochial school,

anc BINGO. Many of these programs involved some of our respondents. One particular

type of counselling offered by the church, coiled "Mo;riage Encou.nter," was cited c

being very important in the lives of two respondents:

It gave (my wife) and me a new start. It was -omething
we were looking for since we never had much
luck communicating.

Another parent had found the counselling services to be very helpful with problems she

had been having with her child. Ooe mother who had fears of sending her child ra public

school found support in having Blessed Sacrament Parochial School as an alternative

-- a choice she would probably make. Three other respondents were involved with this

Church because of the spiritual and emotional support it offered to families.
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A public library which is centrally, located on James Street was cited as being an

important asset in the neighborhood by three respondents -- one which they used often.

Other agencies, groups, or organizations used by respondents were public assistance

services such as: Food stamps, Medicaide, Welfare or SETA (Syracuse Employment

Training Program). This latter program, SETA, trained one Black single parent with

skills that enabled her to obtain her first job. One consistent complaint shared by those

who used the Food Stamp Program was that the stamps weren't adequate to pay for

todays rocketing food costs. One welfare parent who was experiencing legal difficulties

with her ex-husband used Legal Aid (services for low-income people). This was a very

helpful service for her:

I'm very impressed with the help they've given
me. They explain to me what has to be done and
are always available to help. I'm very happy that
I have someone to turn to.

One particularly striking contrast to the above experience concerning social services

was oftered by another respondent who was also on welfare and stated that the social

services she received were not helpful. In fact, they were identified as a source of stress:

"People at welfare make you feel humiliated and they're not even offering enough support."

When asked to identify any ser-ices or hela.she needed but wasn't getting, this respondent

stated:

I wish that there was someone or someplace to
II when I feel like Pm going to kill my child.

......-----
Half our respondents used formal chid care arrangements such as Head Start, nursery

school or day care center. Every parent who used these formal arrangements stated

satisfaction in terms of convenience and the support it gave them and their children.

This was`especially true for working mothers who could go to work and not be worried

about the car and safety of their childrn. One aspect that most parents highlighted/
invo,ved relationships with teachers. :ihe following typifies the sentiments of many:

I went to the school and it's really wonderful...
It's clean and neat. The staff is fantastic -- they
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really care doout the kids and are concerned about
the parents; they let me know what's going on
and involve me in what (my child) is doing.

Aside from these formal arrangements, all but one respondent had access to and

a variety of informal child care arrangements' such as neighbors, relatives or Iteopagers

in the neighborhood. Most respondents had access to a "stand-by" babysitter -- someone

who could be counted on in an emergency or at the last minute. This person was usually

the respondent's mother.

The one respondent who did have difficultiei with her child care arrangements,

rated it as "very bad" stating:

I wish we did have a regular babysitter -- someone
we caulditust and_depend upon. Then (m-rportner)
and I could go out together once in a while.

This parent's need is made poignantly clear when one realizes it was she who wished

for someone to turn to when she felt like killing her child.

Perhaps the one need that was consistently identified as missing in the Eastwood-North

neighborhood was the lack of recreational facilities. The only local park is a relatively

small one located behind Huntington school. This park has a playground, two baseball

diamonds, and a swimming pool. Other than this small park there is no other recreational

area in the neighborhood. The following statement reflects majority opinion:

Recreation (is) a problem because there is no place
around here. (My child) and I usually hcv'e to find
one somewhere else.

One parent who has used Huntington Park stated:

i would like to have a decent park closeeby. The
one we have has been taken over by teenagers
and there's glass everywhere. (My child) got badly
cut last year...it's dangerous! I plan to call the
park service before next season comes -- it's frustrating!

A separaie distinction must be made for the three families who live in the Eastwood

Housing Project. As stated before, the project is divided into courts and each court

has its own playground and play area. In addition to this there is a teen center which
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provides recreational activities for the many youths within the project. One respondent

summed up her opinion this way:

We have a real nice playground and plenty of space
for the kids to play without going near the street...
They have a recreation hall in the complex and
they have movies, arts and crafts and games to
play. It's a nice facililty and it's a place for (my
child) to go with some of the older kids so she
doesn't have to depend on me.

Other respondents used parks and recreational facilities outside the neighborhood, such

as ice skating rink at Sunnycrest School or the YMCA. But these are accessible

only to those who have cars or are willing to take a bus. It was this lack of recreational

facilities that prompted one parent to wish that the abandoned elementary school on

North Avenue be turned into a community recreational center.

.The issue of safety for Eastwood North residents was primarily a matter of traffic

safety. qugh one respondent mentioned a law which prohibited trucks from entering

his and neighboring streets, the vast majority of respondents still had fears concerning

the heavy traffic on James Street. This worry was so severe for one fami!y who did

not want +'leir children crossing James Street on their way to and from school, that

they were trying to move out of the neighborhood before the children became school

age.

In terms of violence or crime in the neighborhood the majority of respondents shared

this opinion:

I usually don't think of our having a crime problem
or anything like that.

On:y one family had had personal contact with crime; their house was broken into three

weeks af tel.' they moved into Eastwood-North. Two other respondents knew of similar

incidents'that occured on their streets. Nevertheless, the dominant view was still one

in which residents believed crime existed everywhere, but Eastwood-North remained

fairly safe. One respondent who lives two blocks from the Eastwood Housing Project

had fears concerning the young people who live there:

13
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For the most part I feel the house is safe. But
--the housing nearby is bad. There's a housing project /

a few blocks from here and especially in the summer,
young people are always passing by in groups on
the way to James Street. That mattes me nervous.

The three families living in the Eastwood Housing Project had no fears concerning

traffic. With regard to violence or crime, the project has its own security patrol a

service which was very important to one resident's feeling of security:

I feel safe here because we have security patrol
and they are always walking around at night --
if they see anything suspicious they investigate
it right away."

The second resident of the EHP felt safe primarily because of other residents within

the project who appareptly.share a sense of responsibility for each other's welfare:

Things have been really good and with all the people
around, I fee secure here because people watch
out for everyone else.

These two respondents who shared similar feelings (one white, one Black) lived in the

same himing court but their opinion was not shared by the third respondent who lives

in another court:

...nothing has happened to me but boy! 1 keep hearing
about things. I don't let (my children) out on their
own. God! if anything happened to them.

Excluding E.H.P, our sample contains five renters and seven home owners. Many

home- ownera were engaged in home re airs or remodelling -- usually adding on some

type of needed space such as a bedroom family room. The majority of respondents

were basically satisfied with their housing arr ngements but a common complaint was

for more space within the houses and between the houses. TN_ following complaint

was shared,by several other residents:

It's too small. There's only two bedrooms so the
boys have to share. It would be good if they each
had their own space. I don't like having houses
on both sides right on top of me. Cramped. If



you open your windows in the summer, you hear
everything next door.

Renters' experience with landlords vcried from the very best to the very worst.

Some landlords fixed things as soon as they were made aware of a problem, and others

simply ignored complaints. Those renters in the EHP were all satisfied with their housing

arrcngements for the following reasons:

I. these rental units a split lesel design, thereby providing more privacy,

2. apartments were rent controlled so rents were reasonable,

3. the complex has it's own maintenance crew which is on hand to take care of

any housing problems.

The majority of respondents' formal ratings concerning their housing arrangements

fall into the "generally good" category and many residents highlighted the affordable

rents and mortgage payments in Eastwood-North.

Resp-idents' sentiments concerning neighbors-Nes evenly divided between those

who had neighboring ties and those who had none. Respondents who felt positively about

their neighbors shared the opinions that:

They're very nice and pleasant -- easy to get along
with.

and

.there are a majority of people here, yet it's
small enough as it has a sense of community.

In contrast, the other half of the sample felt oiienated.and neighborless. Different sources

were identified as being responsible for this but there was no pattern with regard to

location within the neighborhood, length of residence in the neighborhood or other factors

such as renting vs. owning. One respondent identified the presence of renters in the

area as being responsible for his lack of neighborhood ties, adding the comment that

people constantly change. Another respondent felt that he never got to see any of his

neighbors because they worked shift jobs in factories. However, the one consistent

complaint concerning neighbors was directly related to the presence of older people

in the neighborhood. The following statement was typical:
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It's an older neighborhood. There's not many, couples
our age. I like older people but it would be nice
if it were younger. There would be more people
I would have things in common with. /

Another difficulty that this age gap presented to two families was the tension that resulted

when people with very different life styles live next door to each other:

1

I don't like the neighbors, they're rotten. They
don't have any patience' with anybody...the women

'next door are old and go to sleep at 6 PM. They
get upset if my kids are making noise after thot4.

P ps the most consistency in terms of liking and accepting neighbors was documented

from a g those-respondents who lived in the large rental properties of the Eastwood

Houstrig-Pitifiefand 'Aahaale Apartments. Liking and accepting neighbors included acts

of sharing and helping each other aut. For example, the one Black respondent in EHP

stated that her neighbors were very quiet and nice and that they shovelled her walkway

for her in the wintertime. Added to these positive factors, this single mother identified

another positive dimeision concerning her neighbors: "People mind their own business

and thats the way I like it." Another respondent in EHP stated:

all my neighbors are fortunate...we all get along.
It's give and take -- if someone needs a sitter
or to borrow something we always help each other
out.

This opinion was shared by another single mother who lived in the private rental property

of Ashdale Apartments and referred to neighbors only as being those people within her

building:

It's really nice here, everyone is young and we
shave similar life styles...I can also count on these
people to help me out with the children if I get
sick or something... It's nice to have helpful people
so close. I can count on anyone at any time.

HoweV'ef, one problem this respondent in Ashdale Apartments did face was the

lack of peers fo.r her child to play with. This problem existed for nine of the seventeen

families in Eastwood North. The following statement illustrates these families' situation:
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don't like the neighborhood for (my son's) sake.
There are no children his own age for him to play
with.

One respondent stated that the neighb.orhood was too quiet and provided no stimulation

for children. This feeling wet associated with the number of older people in the neighborhood

and in fact, the problem was so serious for one family that they elected to move out

of Eastwood-North:

The people around here are mostly older folks
without kids. That's one of the main reasons we're
buyiNiq hp.me/in.the_suburbs. So (mrchild)will
have kids to play with.

However, this problem is no longer faced by at least one respondent:

(It's) fantastic! It used to be that there were a
lot of old people here but recently three (houses)
were sold to young families. So now there is a
younger group... It's good for (my son). He has
enough young people to play with.

The eight families who stated sarfaction with the number of peers for their children

to play with are randomly pia* throughout the neighborhood, and of course for those

residents of the Eastwood Housing Project this problem is non-existent because of the

'concentration of young people in the facility.

In the issues of help and problems, the majority of respondents identified their greatest

support coming from within the family. Spouses and partners turned to eabh other for

emotional support and reliedon each other to help them get through hard times.

Single parents admitted: to, heving_various fears and difficulties, yet despite these

they were coping. This ability to cope was recognized in themselves as a source of help

and one single mother found:

I discovered that the world doesn't end when you
lose a man who doesn't treat you right.

The overwhelming majority of families identified their biggest problems as being

their financial situations. Pareryts were experiencing worries connected to meeting

17
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their families' basic needs such as food costs, heating bills, and house payments. The

following opinion was shared by many of the Eastwood-North residents:

I think (our biggest problem) is the financial situation
thct we're getting along barely. Everything

seems to go up except the salary. That would
proably be the biggest thing.

18
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KEY: Liverpoo:

1. 'Commercial area

2. Oswego Road

3. Tamarack Street,

4. Cypress Street

5. Sycamore Street

6. Vine Street

-7. -South Willow Street

8, Griffin Field

9. Onondaga Lake

10. First Striet

11. Outlook Street

12. Hickory Street

13. Birch Street

14. Zogg Middle School

15. Liverpool Elementary School

16. Liverpool Junior High School

17. Northern extremity of neighborhood

18. Water towers on green area

(9. St. Joseph's Elementary School and church

20. Cemetary

21. Cypress Street

22. Melvin and Sixth Street

23. Large modern apartment complex

24. McDonald's

25, Pudgie's Pizza

26. Hyde's Restaurant

27. Post Office
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Boundaries

Liverpool

Neighborhood Profile*.

Direct Observations

IO

Liverpool is located northwest of SyracUse, six miles from downtown. About two

miles outside of Liverpoot;one exits Route 81N and drives along the shore of Onondaga

Cake, This is a.psiticularly scenic drive because of the green, landscaped areas which
.

border both ire lakeand the road. (About one mile before the village is a small bridge .

with v le painted letters, saying "Liverpool - White Power KKK ".)

Upon entering Liverpool by this route, orwis in the southeast corner of the village

near Oswego Road. This is a very busy, bustling commercial:strip(I ) with various kir*

of businesses, shopping plazas, and various types of architect.. re. Although most of these

businesses bre lo,:ated along Oswego Road(2) (up to Tamarack Street(3)), there are also

businesses on some of the side streets which touch on Oswego. (2) These side streets
(4) (5) (6) (7)are: Cypressp. Sycamore, Vine and South Willow Streets. Essentially all com-

mercial enterprises are concentrated in this southeast section of the village. Also found

here is a large athletic facility, Griffin Field,(8) at which various recreational and special

events are held throughout the year.

The southern boundary of Liverpool is fOrmed by Onomiaga Lake.(9)

The western section of the neighborhood, around Outlook,( I I) Hickory(12) and Birch

Streets") is strictly residential. Homes are all single-family. in excellent condition.

In this section is ZoggAlistlihool,(14)'-a la.rge, stately looking brick building which

has an extensive recreational area surrounding it. This area includes two tennis courts,

:two basketball courts and a soccer field. The facility is a good one in itself but is all

the mere so since it is attached to the educational and recreational facilities of the

Liverpool Elerneyntar School(15) and Liverpool Jr. High School(16) a,! amounting to

approximately 12 acres. Bothcilities are similar io the Zogg middle school in layout

and upkeep! they are large, brick buildings

* Eulas Boyd, Liz Kelly, and Mary Maples haveviach made important contributions

to the preparation of this profile. I



surrounded by decoratively landscaped, expansive grounds. (Note: Both the Liverpool

Elementary and Jr. High are located outside the neighborhood as defined by the map,

but are included here because of their practical importance to the area and because

of the large number of neighborhood children observed using these facilities on the day

of this observation.)

The northern end of the neighborhood") is basically outlined by a hilly, wooded

and undeveloped piece of land. In this section two` owering water tanks (18) stand on

a large green field on top of a hill. (Two children were obseried flying kites here.) One

block east of these to ers is St. Joseph's Elementary-School and Church. (1 St. Joseph's

is a new facility of m em design which also has a large surrounding recreational area.

The church and part of the schooliare built into a small hill; a winding lane serves as

an approach. This facility is as well maintained as the schools in the western section

of the neighborhoOd. Across the street from St. Joseph's is a small, country-like cethetery(20)

that is also built on a slight hill. The housing surrounding these facilities is similar to

the housing found in the western section of the neighborhood -- well kept, middle class

homes.

The eastern section of the neighborhood is bordered by Cypress Street,(21) a quiet,

residential, tree lined street.

'Internal Divisions

Visually, psychologically and socially the commercial district, which is in the southeast

corner of the village forms the most striking internal boundary in the neighborhood.

Basically this district is concentrated in the area to the immediate east of Griffin Field(8)

and extends alor , Oswego Road, (2) ending at Tamarack Street(3) There are also shops

and small shopping plazas at the intersections of Oswego and several side streets. Shoppers
4.

on foot and in cars enter and leave the numerous businesses in this area. Traffic is often

congested as vehicles wait their turn to merge with other commercial and private traffic

that fills the streets. North, south, east, and west of this area the quiet residential

character of the village predominates.
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Residential

.
Homes in the eastern section appear to be older than it other sections of the neighborhood

and although none are runs down, some appear to be in need of painting. One exception

is a small niche of house; ong Melvin and 6th Streets(22) which are strikingly different;
from the rest of the neighborhood.. There is a cluster of seven homes here that show

all the visible signs of being "run-down" -- porches falling in, broken steps and back .

yards which contain assorted parts of old automobiles. Another striking difference observed

in this section (which is technically just outside the neighborhood boundaries) is the

presence of a very large, modern apartment con)plex(23) built entirely of -natural wood.

These apartments and the run-down homes mentioned above stand in sharp contrast

to the rest of the neighborhood.

With the exception of the/mall niche of run down houses found in the northeast

section of the neighborhood, the consistent picture of Liverpool is one of single-family,

well kept homes. Throughout the area, residences have moderately-sized front and

back yards and are separated from each other by varying amounts of space; none look

crowded. Most streets are wide and lined by towering sugar maples. The fact that there

are no cars parked on the street, because all homes hay garages, adds to the feeling

of spaciousness.

Homes surrounding the commercial center and eastern boundary are older and tend

,to be bigger. Many are built of brick and are landicaped by older trees, whereas homes

in the northern and western sections appear to be newer and have more of a "planned"

look to them. They are, for example, similar in design and construction. Many have

4bay windows and entranceways that are u crm from one house to another. Lawns
$

and yards are landscaped with young trees a shrubs. Although there are some hoines

throughout the area with swimming pools and campers, the most expensive looking houses

were found in the western section. The majority of houses there have fireplaces; neat

bundles of wood stacked outside many residences.

/
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In the southern section of the neighborhood, First Street(10) runs parallel to the

lake shore and on. it's eastern end (the part that touches on the commercial center) are

stores and small houses in fairly good condition, However, as one moves west on First

Street, away from the commerical cater, homes become larger and are meticulously

well kept; especially after S camo Street (5) homes show greater signs of wealth and

have a beautiful view of the lakefront.

0No "Be. rare of Dog" or For Sale" signs wer observed.

Commercial Center

As stated before, the commercial center of the village is a bustling nook of activity

which includes businesses, services, and a variety of large, old buildings which are archi-
/

tecturally varied and have an historical appearance, Businesses include a large food

market, clothing shops, shoe-store, insurance company, pharmacy, gift shops, and several

outdoor equipment outlets. There is also a variety of eating places, some of which are

fast food facilities rich as McDonald's(24)and Pudgie's Pizza.(25) However, the most

notable restaurant is one which is,a landmark in the area, Haim.(26) and is famous for

its hot dogs. People come from all over Syracuse and outlying regions to eat here, often

waiting in long lines which extend into the restaurant's parking lot., This is a particularly

familiar sight in the summertime when weekend visitors come for the many recreational

actimitiL._$ at Onondaga lLIlLe(9) and the park which borders it. Other services here include

the Post Office,(27)kFire Department, Liverpool Public Library(29) and a drive-in110
movie theatre (30)

Interspersed with the businesses in this area are several impressive looking buildings,

each having° unique architectural style. The first is First United Methodist Church(31)

which stands at on Oswego and Vine. This is a scenic, New England style church with

a simple white exterior, single pinnacle, and a plain purple door. Next to this is a Masonic

Temple(32) built entirely of plain brick with one large decorative entrance. Both of

these buildings are in excellent condition and are surrounded by small green areas, traditionally
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landscaped with evergreens and assorted bushes. One block northwest, on the corner

of Oswego and Tulip, stands the First Presbyterian Churph.(33) This is another distinctive

looking buildingsalthough r- more dominating as a result of its size, design and layout

than either the Methodist Church or the Masonic Temple. First Presbyterian stands

three stories high, has several ornate stained glass windows and is surrounded by extensive

grounds with tall, evergreens. Just one block outside the commercial district, on Hazel

(34)and vine Streets, is yet another church, St. Paul's Lutheran. (34) This appears to be a

much newer building and is conservative in size and decor. A simple cross stands on

top of its plain brick one story pinnacle. This structure alsO has a green, landscaped

area surrounding it and is in excellent condition.

* Although the commercial center is an active business district, it is also a pleasant,

interesting area that combines the old fashioned look of a village with that of a progressie,
.

affluent town. For eXample, in contrast to the graceful older buildings just mentioned,

stands the modern, fresh architecture of the Liverpool Public Librar29) and Post Office(27)

which are also in the heart of the commercial center. Another aspect which adds to

this area's attractiveness is the presence of greenery. Apart from those areas surrounding

the churches and,Masonic Temple, there are two large village greens(35) on Oswego

Road. These greens are lined with II maples and are beautifully kept.

Services

The only service obseived in the Village of Liverpool were those of,the Post Office,

Public Library, and two 7161- seri schools affiliated with St. Paul's Methodist and First

Presbyterian churches (previously described).

Recreational Centers and Playgrounds

The variety and extensive presence of recreational facilities is one of the more

significant ospetts of this neighborhood. Touching on the commercial center of the

\Wage is the well known athletic center, Griffin Field.(8) Here local football and baseball

e
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games are held as well as semi - professional games. In addtion to various athletic activities,

Griffin Field also houses special events s as the Scottish Games. The field is a professional

facility with bleachers, special lights for night games, and parking facilities for the

many spectators who come here. Behind Griffin Field is an extensive park which borders

Onondaga Late136) and runs along the entire southern border of Liverpool. This is a

well used, popular spot for sun-bathing, jogging, picnicking, and walking. Another major

athletic facility surrounds the handsome educational facilities in the western section

(see page 2) of the neighborhood. There are to be found tennis courts, soccer fields,

baseball diamonds, basketball courts, and wide open space. The entire facilities found

here measure approximately 12 acre;.

More recreational facilities surround St. Joseph's School(' 9) in the northern section

of the neighborhood. There are basketball courts, a playground, soccer field and open

play spae.3. All these facilities ore excellently maintained -- no litter, grafitti or broken

apparatus was observed. In addition to these more formal facilities, other "greens"

exist, such as the large area surrounding the water tanks (see page 2) and smaller triangular

areas where adults and children were observed relaxing.

People

Due to te beautiful weather, many people were outside engaged in a variety of

activities. Sane adults were working on their campers while others raked leaves or

did some other form of yard work. Numerous children were seen playing on the sidewalks,

village greens or athletic fields. Many hod expensive looking bike-3 and all were well

dressed. A number of young mothers were slowly pushing baby car, iages or relating

in one of the recreational facilities. Several older people were also observed bet they

were all in the area surrounding the commerical district and around the eastern border.

One young man who stood out from all the others because of h;s shabby clothing was

observed on Melvin Avenue(22) which is the area containing several run duwn houses.

By far the greatest number of people I saw were young children and young mothers.

6
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saw several teenagers, but these were all located in the commercial .area. Only

I,--- .. flz
two Blacks were observed and they were on line Outside,l-lydets`"/ Restaurant. The

t
rest of the people observed in the neighborhood Were white.
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Dern e ctareiNtfordlies *

The Liverpool neighborhood survey characterized the neighborhood as a. middle - income

suburban area, with non-ethnic white residents. Derriographic characteristics of the

sixteen families in the sample from this village confirm this description. All are white,

and when asked about ethnicity, all responded "American," with the exception of three .

people who'said they were of West European descent, two who described themselves

as'English and one as Irish. The families are fairly evenly divided between Caiholic

and Protestant afiiliation. All of the households consist of married couples, most of

whom hcive two or three children. The average number of children per family is 2.6.

ihe Liverpool sample seems to consist of a very stable group' f people. Only six

of the families hod moved in the pasffour,years. The other ten families had iivecrin

the village an average of eight years. The great majority of the couples own their own

hcmes and all but one family has at least one car. Most of the parents are under 35

yeari old; the womens' average age is 32, and the rnenst, 33. The field staff reported
p.

that there are many' older people in the village of Liverpool, and that tlie families in

the sample, even though quite a bit younger, seemed to enjoy coexisting with the older

people.

All but one of the men have at least a high school education; three have conipleted

college or done graduate work. The women tend to have a little more education than

their husbands. All the wives completed high school and five finishes college. Over
,,,,,.

half of the mothers work outside the home; four vyorking full-timeond six part-time.

4 Financially, these families appear to be quit well off, 'making from $1 1,000

$29,000 per year. The average annual family income is $19,884. There are no families

receiving welfare benefits. All of the men are employed; five wo more than 40 hours

per week. Mod of the men have blue collar (NI-4) or white collar N=7) jobs, while two

have professional level positions.

* This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.
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Overalls Liverpool appears to be a very settled community and is described by the

field staff as *Insulated" and "middle class." The families in the sample are notablet '

fdr their homogeneity; all ar9 two-parent, non- ethnic white families with abode average
A

levels of education and income.

-The social network data collected from the Liverpool. parents shows that among

the ten program neighborhoods, Liverpool parents rank ninth in the number of neighbors

who are also relatives. However, they ranked quite high (third) in,terms of the average

number of contacts with ritiObors for child-related and practical support. This finding
i

is supported by the field staffs; description of the Liverpool couples. They found that

many of the parents could not easily turns their own extended families f5r child care

and other kinds of practical support since their relatives did not live nearby. They were,A.

however, willing to asl< their neighbors for help in child care and related kinds of support.
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Resporirlsints ' Perceptions

The people of Liverpoo/comprise a stable, white, community, characterized (as

in our sample) by two-parent families with above average income. They boast of peaceful,

treelined st ets and a general atmosphere conducive to raising children. Few people

mentioned tension caused by the environment in whidh they lived. Racial differences

were mentioned by only one person who felt "badly because we don't have exposure tc

racial and cultural differences unless we go into the city." The variety of agts of different

people in the neighborhood was generally considered to be a posiTive attribute. The

older People were often thought of as providing stability to the community and, at times,

took on roles appropriate to members of an extended family.

Most people defined their neighborhood as the "Village of Liverpool," and identified

village boundaries as the borders of the neighborhood. They also centered their concerns

around the village rather than the city of Syracuse. If a problem arose, respondents

felt confident in their ability to change things through the village Board of Trustees

or at the village meetings.

People found it important to be able to walk to the stores concentrated in the southeastern

section of the neighborhood and to the various recreational areas located throughout.

This general sense of well-being was reflected in respondent's ratings of their neighborhood.

All but one respondent felt that their neighborhood was "generally good" or "excellent."

The one family which constituted the exception cited specific differences with immediate

. They planned to move, but stay within the Liverpool area.

The main problems that people mentioned did not stem from the immediate environment,

but rather from concerns posed by the larger society and by "uncertain times" and changing

values. People seemed to be searching for the traditions and ideals of their parents'

generation. To some extent, the environment of the neighborhood and homes helps to

recreate some of this feeling.

The general atmosphere of the neighborhood often enhanced peoples' attitudes about

it. Some people compared the area _So a small New England town. One man described

the area in the following way:
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I am proud of the neighborhood. It's a pleasant,
pretty, and clean area to live in. All the trees
make it really pleasant and goodlooking.

Many other people found "the village settirg " with "older type homes, houses that have

character" important to them. They felt they had the best of both country and city

living.,

it's attra we. I like being-on the lake and close
to the co mercial part, but it's like the country.

Although the commercial area has been slowly growing, it is still contained to the

southeast section of the neighborhood. Both the variety of stores and their close proximity

were often mentioned as an asset by respondents. Even though half the families in our

sample owned two cars and all but one family had one car, the-fact that people could

Walk to the commercial area was what they liked about their location. Two respondents

explained:,

I like it. It's close to the Stores. You can walk
anyplace you have to get to.

It's close to the village -- we can bicycle or walk
to the library, to (my daughters) school, to the
store. We don't have to rely on a car.

Recreational areas were often viewed as plentiful, if not always within walking

distance. Walking distance_was often determined by how many or how young the children

in the family were. if parents did not feel the younger ones could make the distance,

they felt the short drive was an easy alternative.

The most frequently mentioned area was the park that extends for several miles

along Onondaga Lake. Many people take their children to the small play§round located

here or use the park for family picnics. A number of people mentioned that their families

like to bicycle along the shore.

The number of open fields around the schools and around the neighborhood were

not mentioned as recreational areas that people used, except in special circumstmces

where the fields extended from backyards. One explanation might be the focus of the
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interviews on the three year old child in the family: People tended to look for places

that had playgrounds or areas of structured activity for recreation. One parent, who _

had older children in the family made the general comment that "this is nice for kids,

because they can walk to most places without us driving."
1

Other than playgrounds, people frequently mentioned the library and pet store in

the village as important places to have nearby. Over half of the people interviewed

felt that close proximity to the library made it easy for them to take part in the various

programs offded for children. The once-a-week story hour was the most frequently

mentioned, but a few people said that they had taken their children to puppet shows

and movies there as well. Sometimes, people brought their children there just "to see

the bulletin boards and pick out books." Vting the pet s, J re was mentioned by five

people as an activity they like to do with their children. Walking there was considered

part of this activity and going in "just toilook" was the goal. In fact, when describing

recreational areas, respondents often concluded their statements with comments like;

(I"(We) have a lot of nice places to walk."

A few people recognized that there were playgroJnds in the area, but complained

that they were not within walking distance because of the children's age. Most of these

people talked about a playground in the village center that is accessible, but at which

the swings and slides had been disnitintled. There were various reasons given as to why

this playground was unusable. "The village fathets are afraid someone will get hurt

and sue them," was one of them. All of the people who felt affected by the condition

of this particular playground felt that they might be able to change things by talking

to the Village Trustee, sown Board, or bringing it up at the next village meeting.

Another type of recreation that some people felt that the area lacked was a swimming

. These people wanted to start their .children on swimming lessons, but felt that
the dr e into the city or to other areas that had these facilities wos too far. People

felt that this problem would be solved when the branch of the YMCA located near them

was completed. (As of this writing, the YMCA in this area is open and operational.)

5:)0
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Althou0 the plan in the center of the village was/not equipped, the park

wcs frequently used for other activities that people enjoyed:

They have band concerts, and field days, and art
shows. There's always something going on there
and you cm stop and have a variety of experiences
there. I think that's neat.

A number of respondents felt that they had access to recreational areas for their

own use. Country clubs, tennis clubs (that provided babysitting), and Rod and Gun clubs

were the most frequently mentioned. Often people said that these clubs provided "a

nice, active, social outlet" for them individually, or with their spouses for "the few hours

together away from the house."

There wage instance, however, in which a person felt that belonging to a group

created tension. Specifically, one mother mentioned a drama group that at times, required

a lot of time away from home.

V
(It) interferes because it requires a strong commitment
and a lot of time. I really try to juggle it, but,
at times, I feel torn and,quilty, but I can't give
it up. It's the one thinOWtside the family that
I can truly involve myself in.

-1\11?Child care was viewed as "ggnerally ood" or better by three- ourths of the respondents

and most people in the sample relied solely r heavily upon relatives. Leaving children

with relatives often gave parents "peace of mind't while they were gone. Usually, if

there was one relative used, several others were also available to babysit. In these circum-

2tances, people felt that they were "very fortunate to have all these babysitters. It,
.:,..

makes it easy to get out and do things." The only complaint voiced in these circumstances

was from those who relied entirely on relatives.

The people that I have available to me are terrific.
I can't find any fault with them at all. My only
complaint is, 1 wish I had more people outside
the family. I donq like to depend solely on my
family and relatives.

There was a subgroup of people who did-not rely on relatives but felt good about

their own arrangements. These people used a combination of paid sitters and an exchange
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arrangement with one or more neighbors. All t ut one of these people :Tiled on at least

one of these arrangements several times a week. They all felt comfortable with the

quality and availability of the care provided.

Three people rated their child care situations lower than the rest, even though they

had several sources of cpre that they found-reliable and available. Two of these people
la
found that living too far from their relatives was their major problem. The focus of

their feelings was not so much for their relatives' use as babysitters, but for their contri-

bution to a sense of belonging Ad general influence they could provide for children.

Those two respondents described their situetions as follows:

The isolation is very difficult for me -- being
away from my mother, father, and my sister.
I think there are many more influences in the
world today to affect my kids and there's no place
to run...I tell you, you just never know how much
you rely on your fami?), until you have kids of
your own. Then you really see.

The isolation I feel is awe.someWhen I was young,
I had so many more adult models around and I'm
certain this made it easier on my parents. Everyone
helped out...when I was young and if I got sick,
my mother could turn to my grandmother for advice
that was founded on raising fkie kids. Today,
I have to go to a pediatrician and pay money and
he doesn't even really know (my son).

The other person relied on two of her relatives but wanted outside sitters as well.

Only two people used formalized services for child care, with the exception of those

who used care at their tennis club or while attending church. These two people used

a center referred to as "Mother's Day Out." Both of these mothers used this center

on a regular basis, approximately, five hours per week. The thing that they liked the

best was the exposure their children were getting to others who are the same age as

their own. One of the mothers felt that it was_good that her son "learns to conform

to the rules."

Irrespective of the type of care people used, all but one person felt they could rely

on neighbors, relatives, or friends if something unexpected came up. The one exception
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was a mother -phofelt that without her family around there was no one she could rely

on.

All but one family felt that their involvement with a particular church was important

to them. Frequently, this extended beyond weekly attendance. Many of these people

belonged to women's and men's groups affiliated with their church and attended other

social functions as well. Many sent their children to Sunday school, and for one woman,

her involvement in the church choir provided her with a "creative outlet."

The church was seen as having an important role in strengthening the family for

quite a number of people.

Church is important for keeping the fcifnily together,
especially, as the kids get older. Good people
tend to belong to church.

Several people mentioned involvement in "marriage encounter" groups or had sought

helpful advice on /dealing with family problems from a priest or minister. When asked

about community counseling services, everyone who had looked for help, or thought

that they might in the future felt that they would go. through their church or a church-related

organization.

People often used their church as a way to get to know other people.

A lot of our life really revolves around (church).
A lot of the people we h ve gotten to know, we've
met through church. Alt ugh, a lot of our-conversations
and social activities are t based there, we meet
at each others homes. I mild say that that is
probably 75% of the b d with people we're really
the closest to. It's given us a foundation to build
on as far as the people we call on for help or who
we have helped.

The close proximity of the school and the quality of the school district were often

cited as "another reason we moved here." The fact that the school was within walking

distance `and that children would not have to be bussed was the main attribute.

We are very close to the elementary school and
(my son) has already begun to identify it as "his
school" and is looking forward to going. I like
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the fact that the children will be able to walk
to school when it's time, This is one of the major
reasons we chose this neighborhood.

The close location of the school also provided parents and children with more flexibility

in their schedules.

The childre can walk to school rather than take
he bus, so have a of more time in the morning

to get r with a I le more flexible schedule.

I iike tha the ki can walk to school...it gives
them mor om to come and go as they want..
If they have to stay for extra activities, they can
without problem of transportation.

Most families in the Liverpool area used private physicians for their health core

needs. They were, generally, confident about the quality of care they received, although

a few people complained about the cost involved. Two people used health clinics for

their children's medical needs. One of these women used the clinic not because of financial

reasons, but because she felt the quality of care was better than what she w able to

get from her private pediatrician. She retained the pediatrician for emergenc -use

only. Both women were pleased with theauality of care they received.

One service that was important to three women in the neighborhood was a volunteer

organizati called FISH hich provides transportation for people in the community

who need it. w f the people helped provide transportation, while one person was

on the receiving end of this service.

Two factors that were less frequently mentioned (less than three responses), but

were important to certain people, were the close proximity to the fire station and easy

iaccess to bus service.
i

Safety was a concern for respondents only when speaking aboui traffic conditions.

The en people who mentioned the subject were evenly divided in their opinions. Comments

ranged from the positive statement:

There isn't a lot of traffic on our street, yet we're
right on main rout s. For us, it's kind of an ideal
location. It's a very omfortable place to live.

16
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to:

The traffic in front of our house has become so
bad, I don't let (my son) outside in the front yard
without someone to watch him. I hate being forced
to do this, but the traffic is so bad, I don't dare
do otherwise.

The wide variety of perceptions of the traffic Problem probably reflects the differing

nature of the streets in the neighborhood and varying distances from the commercial

area. As illustrated in the above comments, people's perceptions may differ, even when
c

both consider themselves on a "main route."

Only two people talked about safety in the neighborhood in terms of crime and
,.._/

vandalisin .'Both people felt that there was no need to worry about this in Liverpool.

Most people described their neighbors favorably, noting "the different age groups

-- elderly, Middle-aged, people with small children. Also, (thereis) a mixture of large

and small families." Over half of the respondents specifically noted the presence of

older people in the neighborhood. When speaking in general terms, they often used the

word "exposure." They felt that "older people are good for the kids."

Some people noted specific ways in which these "older" peOple helped them as parents.

We've gotten to know the (Older) couples next
to us and actually they've been valuable for the
wisdom we don't have from our own parents (because
our parents live so far away). Again, it gives the
kids an exposure to all different ages.

But, it was not only the parents who benefitted from these relationships

guyan older guy o lives right next door
and he's kind of ado ted (my daughter) as .the granddaughter
he never had. Ther s kid of a special rapport
between them. She 'sees him out in the yard and
wanders over and sits and talks to him.

Two people presented exceptions to this favorable view of the older segment of

the population. Both of these people also complained of the lack of young children as

playmates for their own children. One woman felt that her neighbors, "mostly retired,"

were "nosy busybodies with nothing else to do but gossip." The other person wished
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that she had "more people our own age to establish friendships with, closer kinds of

friendships." This family after living in the neighborhood a year and a half decided to

pir-tbeir house up for sale and move to "a new housing development here in Liverpool.

It's a development for young fainilies so we're hopefui of finding children for (my son)

and younger touples for (us)."

There was also one person who desired closer relationship with her neighbors, but

felt that couples her own age could not really understand her because of differences
vs-

in "ideas of family."

Rayely is there somebody that can really understand
land that we cm use to weigh our ideas of family,
ecause it seems that oor ideas of family are not

mon anymore. A generation older than us
there were quite a few people that you could turn
to, but not our age. I can think of two families
our age who also have four or five children and
we have a real strong bond with them, but they're
not in our immedi e neighborhood.

01

Even though the majority of re ents felt pOsitive about their neighbors, generally

speaking in the terms; "nice," "friendly," "willing to help out;" several people complained

of alienation. 11...was most often related, as with the woman previously quoted, to the

loss of ideas anuNdeals of the previous generation. One gets the impression that if some

of these individuals could turn back the pages of time; they would certainly do so.

We seem to be getting more alienated without
enough support systems in the community to aid
in blocking this separation. There is a gross difference
from when I was a kid and we could run in and
out of our neighbors houses...there was a sense
of community trust I feel very sorry my children
won't be able to experience. We are losing this
trust.

Explicit in these quotations, and perhaps implicit in the many favorable statements

regarding the exposure respondents' children have to older people in the neighborhood,

is a desire to retain some of the values of an earlier time,. Often, when people talked

about their homes, they cited the "character" of an older home or compared it to "the

house we grew up in."

18
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I lo our house. It's an old house; it has roots;
it's not just a house. it has a character that's
all its own end I love this; it's established.,"

But, people seem to sense the disparity in their ideals and the reality of their lives.

This was made most apparent when asked at the end of the interview, what their "most

serious problems" were. A few examples were stated as follows:

The most serious problem for me is trying to deal
with the expectation I had when we had the children...to
the degree that (I) wasn't realistic, it causes problems
for me. It could be less lonely.

(My most serious problem is) the immediate, day
to day need to talk to someone and the reality
of everyday life and .there being nobody there.

And for this woman who felt that society had changed to such a degree that the only

ones who got ahead were those who "lie, cheat, and steal:"

think the uncertain future is the most stressful
aspect of my parenting role. To feel so insecure
about your children's future is a little frightening.

This issue of a "changing society" was also talked about in reference to i ldren.

The only specific complaints about other children were made by six respondents who

felt that there weren't any young children for playmates. Those families whose children

had children to play with, never had a 'problem with the "type" of children available.

The concerns expressed were about the future role they might play and the problems

parents face thCit they never had to face before.

Peer pressure makes ( parenting) harder, especially
when the kids hit school age.

The drug thing and the teenage pregnancy issue,
both make it difficult. I worry and I'm at a loss
as to how to prepare my kids for these kinds of
issues adequately.

People were very satisfied with the condition of their homes. There were isolated

complaints concerning roofing, water in the basement, aid the disarray in some of the

homes where people were in the process of remodeling. Most people described their
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homes as "spacious," pleased with the amount of bedrooms and available ploy space

for their children. They often pointed to the areas outside the home (i.e., backyard,

porches and sidewalks) that increased the amount of spacep,available to them. Two out

of the sixteen families in our sample, rented their homes. Both of them were happy

with theamount of room they had inside their homes. But, it was the home owners

who seemed most exuberant about their housing situation:

It's a comfortable house. It feels like our own
place when we walk in. We've been able to put
roots here.

It's a homey, nice little house. It's paid for --
'all ours.

My heart is in this house...the kind of house we
always wanted -- it's great.

Despite people's general satisfaction with their homes, there were a few isolated

complaints where people felt they needed more storage space. a game room, a larger

back yard, or another bathroom and bedroom.

People were often proud of the condition of their own homes and that of the surrounding

houses. They seldom seemed to worry about the general upkeep of the neighborhood.

However, one family dill experience problems with a next door neighbor whom they

hod asked to pa- int his garage. When he did not, they built a fence between their houses,

apparently, not improving relations. R annoyed this fem.:), "terribly that a few people

don't keep their houses up." Although this family was fairly satisfied with the peuple

they had as neighbors, they felt they would like at least one change:

I could trade some of them in for higher social
economic people who cared about their property.

Privacy was seldom an issue when people were talking about their neighbors. Most

of the people who talked about it felt that they could "do or be what we want." They

attributed this to indi%,idual home ownership and the fact that "the houses aren't one

on top of the other." There was a potential concern voiced about this matter by the

only family who lk/ed in a building with several other apartments. Although they presently
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were not experiencing any difficulties, the fact that they didn't have any control over

who moved in or out was a mild concern for them. They felt this could be a problem

in the future.

Privacy was usually talked about in-the context of the home. No one seemed to

experience any difficulties here. People frequently mentioned the amount of "floor

space" and bedrooms availahje to them as reasons why they had no problems. But, probably

the most important reason people cited was the physical layout of their homes. The

two-story structures that the majority of peopl lived in, with the bedrooms upstairs,

was frequently mentioned as a reason people liked t it homes. This was "because (my

husband) and I can carry on normal activities wit waking the children." Some people

also felt that the physical layout of their homes provided their children with needed
0

privacy

She can be up in the living room doing her own
thing and I an see or hear what she is
Sa they're supervised without feeling like I'm supervising
them. I think they're a lot of positive reasons
why that has to happen sometimes.

In what most people considered an environmer't that posed no great problems to

their job as parents, it was the informal help from their immediate and extended families

where people received their "greatest source of suppport." They often included their

upbringing, religion, and own "inner resources" as important sources of help.

When people were asked to define their most serious problems, one-quarter said

that they didn't have any. An equal number of people cited the alienation (previously

discussed) brought on by a "changing society" and "the insecurity of the times" as their

biggest problem. Linked to this, was the lack of reinforcement that four mothers felt

they needed but didn't get regarding their parenting role.

Just wondering if I'm doing the right thing with
the kids. It's what I worry about most.

The insecurity of not knowing whether I am doing
the right thing with my kids...for example, am
I giving (my son) enough freedom?
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Am I doing what I should be'doing? Am I being
'a good parent? I never know if I'm good enough. ,--

-...... .
Two parents felt that the lack of agreement with their spouses ever how to

,
discipline

the children was the most serious problem they faced. There was only one family who

felt that money presented their biggest problem because, !'we're both kind of trying

to get the kids things we never hod which is kind of hard."

Only a few peqple made statements concerning their commitment io stay in the
...

neighborhood. The mqjority of these pertained to the close proximity of the schools

and Or perception that the quality of the schools was good. People also felt that their
,../

neighborhood provided them with the necessary stores and most of the recreational

facilities they desired. Home ownership by seven-eights of our sample and satisfaction
...,

with their homes are additional reasons why people would be expected to-stay. No one,......._

expressed fecr for wsonal safety or of people being a bad influence on their children.

The two people who wanted to move, planned to stay in the Liverpool area.

Because of the village atmosphere, "pretty" residential areas, and good school systems,

many people chose to live in this neighborhood in the first place. In this'stable community,

people nave found the fulfillment of what most people would consider CI dream come

true.
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KEY: Tipperary Hill

I. Northern undary; West Genessee Street
2. downtown
3. eastern Boundary: S. Wilbur Avenue
4. railroad ycirds and factory warehouses
5. Southern Boundary: Cooliridge Avenue
6.. Burribt Park

'7. Arboretum
8. Western Boundary: Myrtle Avenue
9. graveyard
0. streets that carry the most traffic:

Avery Ave., Milton Ave & Tompkins St.
1. streets that carry some traffic, but not as heavily travelled as 10:

Cayuga St., Hamilton St., Schuyler, Ulster
2. streets that have slightly more affluent homes than the rest of the neighborhood:

Coleridge Ave. & Emerson Avenue
3. small pockets of stores
4. small restaurants
5. convenience grocery stores
6. Coleman's
7. Wheeler's
8. loundromat
9. drycleaners
20, clock repair shop
21. glass stores
22.liquor stores
23. shoe repair shop
24. beauty salons
25. ceramic shops
26. bars.
27. shopping plazas
28. movie theaters
29. Eastern Orthodox Church (3)
30. Episcopal Church (1)
31. Roman Catholic (1)
32. Pentecostal (1)
33. Methodist (I)
34. Seventh Day Adventist (1)
35.St. Patricks (Catholic School)
36. St. John the Baptist Ukranian School
37. Public elementary school (Porter)
38. Public high school (Fowler)
39. Public Library
40. funeral homes
41. Lewis Park
42. Boys Club
43. Ukranian National Home Bowling Center
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Neighborhood oun/daries

The boundaries of the neighborhood known as Tipperary Hill surround a predominately

residential section inside the city of Syracuse. 1

The n?rthern boundary is West Genesse Street,' a major artery-to the downtown

areal. ,This street changes in character as it borders the neighborhood. On the western

Tipperary Hill
Neighborhood Profile *

Direct Observations

part, is mostly, single -unit housing, but the street becomes increasingly commercial

as it heads eastward, towards downtown.

The eastern boundary, S. Wibur Ave.31 is a residential street with some commercial

establishments. It separates the neighborhood from the sight of railroad yards 4 and

factory warehouses that lie to the east.

Cooleridge Ave.5 is a lightly travelled side street that marks the southern edge

of the neighborhood. Homes are built on only one side of this street and overlook the

grounds of Burnet Pork6 directly across.

The western edge of the neighborhood is bordered by various open and wooded areas.

In the southwee corner is an arboretum7. Extending from the arboretum behind the

houses on Myrtle Ave.8 is a graveyard9. Both of these areas appear to be in good condition.

Between the graveyard and W. Genesee St., one home can be seen amidst the heavily

wooded area that surrounds it.

Internal Divisions
SO

The outer boundaries of the neighborhood tend to separate it from other residential

communities nearby. Inside

divide the area.

the neighborhood there are few physiccl factors ,which

Some of the streets carry more traffic than others. Avery Ave., 10
iMlton Ave., 10

and Tompkins St. 10 are the more heavily travelled of these streets. However, the traffic

*The authors wish to acknowledge the valuable contributions made by Eulas Boyd,

Liz Kelly, and Mary Maples.
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is slowed by successive intervals-of stop signs and traffic lights. Cayuga, I f Hamilton,' 1

Schuyler 1, and Ulster Streets' carry less traffic, but are not as quiet as the remaining

side streets. All of the streets mentioned would be a hazard for small children, but

they are not so heavily travelled as to create barriers inside the neighborhood.

There are also small pockets of housing that differ somewhat in style, size, and

condition horn the majority of houses. Along Myrtle Avenues to the west is a pocket

o newer homes. Coleridge and Emerson Ayes. have several homes that are larger and

appear to house more affluent families12 than most of the other houses. In the northwest

corner, on Wilbur Ave.,3 are some homes whose condition Is slightly worse than the

rest. These differences appear to be more variations from the norm rather than conditions

that set certain areas distinctly apart.

Residential Areas

Tipperary Hi!I is a pr inately residential area with small pockets of stores.I3

and restaurants l4 located whey= some of the busier streets intersect. Most of the homes

are older, two-story, w med structures that vary slightly in style and ornamentation

from house to house. Some of these houses appear to be divided into apartments; often

the only indication of this is the number of mailboxes outside their doors, but other

houses in the neighborhood were originally built as two family flats. The only apartment

house noted here was a brick structure that was not "much larger than many of the surrounding

houses.

Very few of the houses are not well kept up. Despite their age, few seem to need

structural repair. Occasionally, a house can be seen that needs touch-up painting. Almost

all have open or enclosed porches.

Back yards are available to most people. They vary in size, but all are large enough

for people to use for recreational activities. Many people have swingsets, grills, or

basketball hoops behind their houses. There are often picnic tables and laundry lines

here, too, and frequently these yards adjoin the yards from the next block over. Usually

2
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there is a fence\running between these yards, but this is not always the case between

next-door neighbors. Many people have planted gardens in the bock and front yards

as well.

This residential community's (atmosphere is enhanced by the variety of old trees

that line the streets. The houses are built on rolling hills giving a unique character to

the neighborhood. Few signs Were posted on people's property. There were a few "For

Sale" signs seen, and only one "Beware of Dog" sign. Despite the city's "leash-law,"

marry dogs were running free.

There were several indications of identification with the Irish community. A number

of shamrocks were built into the stained g windows of one church, and in other places

Shamrocks hung in front of bars and restaurants. The most notable example is the traffic

light on the corner of Tompkins St. and Milton Ave. Here, the green light is on top.

This neighborhood gives the impression of being a quiet community where people respect

one another's property.

Commercial Areas

Commercial establishments within the boundaries of the Tipperary Hill neighborhood

are limited to a variety of small stores, restaurants, and services located in small pockets

interspersed throughout the neighborhood. The small, convenience rog_sax- 15 stores

are usually built on the first floor of a building, with apartments overhead. The several

small restaurants have a tavern -like atmosphere. Two of these, Colernan's16 and Wheeler's l7

are well known in the city for their fine food. They have a very healthy business for

lunch and evening meals and there is a high level of activity around these places during

those hours. There are also other small businesses located within the neighborhood which

include: a Laundromat, I8 a dry cleciners, 19 a clock repair and sale shop,20 several glass,

ttlY2221
22liquor stores, rea shoe repair shop,23 beauty salons,24 and two ceramic shops 25

There are, in addition, several bars.26 Two of these, Jack McGroarty's and Shenanigan's,

display shamrocks and one calls itself an Irish Pub. 607
Major shopping areos27 are located in each direction. Each of these shopping plazas

has at least a supermarket onddrugstore, but there are also discount stores and speciality



shops located in two of these plazas. In addition, there are two movie theaters28 located

nearby. AB of these areas are within a five-minute, drive from the neighborhood, and

the stores in the downtown area2 are within a ten minute drive.

Services

There are quite a number of churches located within the neighborhood. The single

most prevalent denomination is Eastern Orthodox, although a great many residents are

Irish Catholic. Three Eastern Orthodox29 churches stand in the neighborhood. In additicil,

there are churches for each of the following denominations: Episcopalian30, Roman

Catholic3I, Pentacostai32, Methodist33, and Seventh Day Adventist34. All of these

are in good condition, but the Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholic churches stand

out because of their unique and imposing architecture.

There are two religiously afflicted schools in the neighborhood: St. Patrick's (Catholic)35

and St. John the Baptist Ukranian Catholic School 36. There is a .blicplsatatahool37

located just outside the neighborhood across the heavily travelled Genesee Street, and

a public high schoo138. is just outside the southeastern section of the neighborhood.

kbranch of the Public Library39 is on W. Genesee Street, and two funeral homes

are within the boundaries of the neighborhood.

Recreational Centers and Playgrounds

Burnet Park6
which borders the southern edge of the neighborhood, is one of the

::sty's, largest and finest parks. it houses the city's zoo, and has a swimming pool and

baseball diamond for summer recreation. It has playground facilities and large open

areas that overlook the city. All of these areas are in good condition and very little

litter can be seen. There is also a smaller park, Lewis Park14, and an arboretum7 that

offer places for families to go within the neighborhood. Both of these are in excellent

condition. In addition, there is a Boy's Club42 in the neighborhood that provides recreational

activities for children, further the "Ukranian National Home BowlingCenter"43 provides

recreation for people of a variety of ages.
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People

There were people of all ages in the neighborhood. Olderipeople were seen apparently

on errands or shoveling out their driveways. Mothers with young children could be seen

working along the streets, as well as, childreri Walking home from school.

During the lunch hours, groups of businessmen and working women were seen entering

the various tavern-restaurants, espeially Coleman's,I6 which was previously mentioned.

No Block or other minority groups were seen in any part of the neighborhood.

There was an air of friendliness surrounding these various activities. People would

often stop to exchange a few words with one another and frequently initiated a "hello"

as I walked past. The mailman also contributed to this atmosphere, talking to various

people he encountered. (I had a rather lengthy discussion about the weather with him.)

A kind of trusting friendliness best describes the interaction I observed in this neighborhood.
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Demographic Pmfilts*

The Tipperary Hill project families are a relatively homogeneous group. Ony two

of the sixteen families are headed by single mothers. All the families are white and

at least one parent in eight of the sixteen,families describes him or herself as Irish.
A

The neighborhood is known in Syracuse as the Irish section of the city, although it has

also been the site of recent Russian and East European immigration. It is no coincide

that this is the area that has the'nation's only traffic light with the green light placed

over the red. Nine of the families are Catholics, two are Protestants, two are a mixture

of Catholic and Protestant spouses, and one is Eastern Orthodox. The women range

in age from the mid-twenties to mid-thirties and their husbands are mostly intheir thirties.

Four of the families have a single child and seven have three or more; the average number

of children is 2.56. The vast majority of parents have a high school education.

The figures on length of time in the neighborhood indicate that the parents in the

Tipperary sample are residentially stable. The average length of time in the neighbwhood

is slightly over six years and only two families, one a single-parent family, have lived

in the neighborhood two years or less. Nine of the sixteen families have not moved

in the previous four years. The sample is evenly `split among home owners and renters;

figures on monthly housing costs indicate, that eleven of the families pay less than $200

a month in mortgage or rent and no one pays more than $250.00. Five of those who

rent live in apartments and three in single or two- family dwellings. Only one parent,

a single mother, does not own a car,

Many Tipperary Hill families describe themselves as working class and this is borne

out of least by the data on their incomes and occupations. Five of the families, including

the two single parents, have incomes below $10,0002.bne family in this lower income

group has an unemployed father and their income derives largely from unemployment

benefits. Seven families earn between $10,000 and $19,999 and fourearn over $20,000.

*This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.
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Two of these in the higher bracket achieve this status with the help of a wife's earnings.

Two of the families, including one of the single mothers, receive welfare payments;

none of the families reported receiving food stamps. Examination of the fathers' occupations

reveals that ten of the fourteen are in blue collar occupations and that one of the four

in a white collar occupation has a blue collar second job. Eight of the men work more

than forty hours a week, and two of these have second jobs. Six of the mothers are

employed, two part-time and four full-time. Three of the full-time working women

are marri and contribute over $5,000 yearly to their family's total income.

The inf motion on the parents' social networks shows that the Tipperary Hill parents

rank fifth among all program neighborhoods in total average numbers of neighborhood
,e-

contacts. Their middle position relative to the other program neighborhoods is maintained

when one looks at average number ottontacts used for child-related, practical, and

emotional support. Families in this nel orhood also rank in the middle on the mean

number of neighbors who are also relatives and mean number of neighbors mentioned

as part of the parent's primary network. These figures suggest that neighbors are at

least a moderately important source of support for Tipperary Hill families.
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Respondents' Perceptions

The people of Tipperary Hill give the impression that their neighborhood is a special

one, comparing it with their own memories of what neighborhoods used to be like. They

say that they have "a good mixture" of people who share common goals and concerns

for one another. Many people characterized themselves as working class people, who

depended more on the informal help of their neighbors and relatives than on public services.

The neighborhood was also seen as providing the necessary conveniences of everyday

life. All but two respondents rated their neighborhood as "generally good" or "excellent."

The two people whose general opinion differed, also said that they were not very involved

with other people in the neighborhood. Both of these families were low-income and

rented their homes.

One of the most frequently mentioned features of the neighborhood was its close

proximity to three major shopping centers, all of which have grocery stores, drug stores,

tInd clothing stores. These areas are all within a five-minute driie of the neighborhood.

Since all but one person owned a car, access to these areas was not a problem. The

bus service was important to the one family without a car and to seven others who depended

on it as an alternative. Everyone that used the bus service commented that it waa very

convenient and accessible.

Within the neighborhood, small businesses such as "corner" stores, laundromats,

liquor stores, and a delicatessen were cited as not only making things easier for parents,

but also for some, as providing a focal point of activity:

We have a nice corner store which is nice, especially
in the summer. I can take the children down to
get ice cream or candy. You sae a lot of yeer
neighbors cbwn there, and its not so fast-paced
that you can't take the time to show your children
how to count change or pick things out for Themselves.

Two other resources were metioned by the majority of respondents as being important

to them. The recreational facilities of Bumet Park and the smaller Lewis Park were
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described as within walking distance by all except one person. Both parks were mentioned

in the context of family outings or special trips, but day to day activities were described

as being centered more around the house and yard. P rhaps, having these facilities

available is the reason why not one single resident m ioned access to the country

as being important to them or their family. There was one woman who wished that

she could live in the country because that is where she was raised and she preferred

the rural atmosphere. She had this to say about her present situation:

My ideal place to live is in the country. If I can't
be in the country, I'm content to be where I am.
There isn't any other place I'd rather live within
the

Several respondents mentioned the Boys Club and Girls Club located within the

neighborhood as another important recreational feature in their area.

These clubs provide a place for kids to go do something
creative, usually something artistic, like painting...(they)
give the kids a place to go end things to do, especially
in the evenings. There's no need to roam the streets
for lack of something to do.

Only two respondents voiced criticism of recreational facilities. One felt that

there were no swimming facilities designed for use f unger childr'en in the area.

The other felt that it was difficult to use some facilities because "those things are for

the rich - nothing we could afford."

Several people belonged to adult recreational groups, usually centering around activities

such as bowling and bingo. This was often the only recreational activity ,ot people

did without their children. c)ne woman who belonged to one of these group, with her

husband commented, "I don't know where else we could go and have a variety of things

to do."

Five of the respondents used formal child care services. Four of these used paid

,nursery school or pre-k facilities, the other used a social service "day care mother"

to babysit for her children while she worked. The people who used the pre-K and nursery

schools were generally quite sctisfied with the quality of care given. .The emphasis

was on the experiential and traditional learning aspects of their children's'development.
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I think (my son) gets quality care and attention.
11 has broadened his experience outside the home.
He is being taught things that I don't have the
experience with or probably the time for.

The woman who used the day care mother was appreciative of the fact that the care

was reliable and noted that "I never had to miss work because she wasn't available."

But, this mother had serious questioniabout the quality of care her children received:

I'm not pleased with my day care mother because
she just has that T.V. on all day and doesn't do
anything else for my kids other than feed them

mand

make sure they're safe. This really bothers
me...l feel real bad. I know what children need
to develop. I know they should be getting stimulation
and my kids aren't.

There was only one woman who expressed a desire td use child care facilities and

was not. Her complaint.was ovecAthe cost involved, not their availability.

People in this neighborhood relied heavily on informal care arrangements, usually

from relatives. Quite frequently, this was supplemented by exchanging responsibilities

with a neighbor. In addition, a number of respondents paid various teenagers from the

neighborhood which allowed them time to get out of the house and socialize with their

friends.

Most respondents were very satisfied with the quality, availability, an reliability

of the care these people provided. All but three respondents rated this domai as "generally

good" or "very good." The three who rated their situation lower felt that it was "more

good than bad" citing different reasons for why they felt the way that they did. One

woman had recently moved into the neighborhood and didn't know anyone whom she

could ask to help out. Another knew of and wanted to use teenagers in the neighborhood,

but her husband would not allow it. The third person felt that one Of her "greatest problems"

was "not being able to get babysitters when we need or want them."

There were only a few problems cited concerning the use of relatives; in a few

isolated instances, parents complained that grandparents spoiled the children, making

it difficult for'perents to readjust to the rules and regulations in their own homes. Two
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respondents felt reluctant to call upon relatives whenever they needed someone to sit,

because they did not want to impose.

Neighbors often helped watch children for a specific period of time, but many more

people felt that neighbors were available in a more general sense.

les a very good neighborhood. The people here
are very considerate and concerned. They care
about (my daughter) and watch out for her if she's
p!cying outside.

People in this neighborhood felt confidence in the teenagers they paid to sit, often

because parents knew the sitter's parents. They felt secure leaving their children because

if a problem arose, the sitter's parents lived close enough to help out. No matter what

source of care respondents used, all felt that they had friends, relatives, or neighbors

that would help out if something unexpected came up.

The issue of safety, specifically of crime and vandalism, was not a problem for

the clear majority of respondents. Frequently, this was said with a sense of relief.

A few people said that they didn't bother to lock their doors and that they felt safe

on the streets, even while out alone at night. Most people attributed this to the concern

of their surrounding neighbors.

(I) feel very secure,about bringing a young child
up here...(because of) the concern and interest
of the neighbors who you can count on, and the
fact that it is a very safe neighborhood...it's really
still a community.

Another respondent also felt that it was the help of other neighbors that kept tie area

safe, but also related the feeling of safety to the length of residence of some of the

families:

As for back as I can remember, it's been a low
crime rate area. Probably because the same people
still live here.

The main concern for safety relates to a variety of busy streets that cut through

the neighborhotiti. Parents' focus was on their small children's safety, and although many
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felt that more stop signs would help alleviate the problem, there was no indication that

anyone was ,:)ing something about this. Although the majority of our sample lived on

the busier streets, there were a few people who lived on less traveled side streets. These

people, if they commented at all, felt that "it is a very safe neighborhood with very

little traffic." The concern over busy traffic was eased by the fact that most people

had access to play areas (i.e., porches, back yards) where they could restrict their young

children.

General health care needs for the respondents interviewed were primarily met by
t4

the use of private doctors. Only two respondents relied on clinics for basiecare for

their families. Both forms of care used were well thought of in terms of quality and

hours of availability. The main objecticn raised was that of cost.

While these general needs were met, two families who had needs for special counseling

services or programs were severely disappointed. Both found the available services

to be grossly inadequate. One woman who had a long history-of fighting to obtain services

that she needed'had made some headway, but her battles had left her tired and discouraged.

(I'm) sick and tired of begging for things. You
feel like you're always downing yourself. You
get sick and tired of showing people all your business.
I'm sorry but, I've had it. I'm sick of fighting all
the way down the line for help. I'm just not ready
for another fight myself. It's been it years
of struggle and I'm tired. I'm ti -.:d of politics
and I'm tired of proving that it has to be me that
is the one that does something. I've fought for
(my son) and I've fought for a lot of others...and
I'm tired.

This woman also felt that there were not adequately available resources for people in

the middle income bracket that the gpod opportunities went to people on social services.

"I've tried to get involved with them, but what I've found out is that they don't give

a good crap about people like me." The other person (who had special needs) gaye up

after several unsuccessful attempts and is now trying to deal with his problem on his

own.

Two-thirds of the people interviewed attended church on a fairly regular basis.

Their basic involvement was attendance, although a few people involved themselves
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in teaching Sunday school classes or had a more personal friendship with the pastor.

For one person, having several churches within walking distance contributed to the general
t

atmosphere of the neighborhood.

If nothing more, it creates a nice atmosphere.
It gets you out Sundays and into the neighborhood.
The church becomes n strong center for community
activities and is really a our community.

(
For me, I like having a place I can t to easily
if I just need to be by myself.

Another resource tt-at was frequently mentioned were the various schoolsboth

public and parochial --that children could or did attend. There was a mixed reaction

about the proximity of these schools. Seventy-five percent of the respondents said that

the school was close, and that their children would be able to walk the distance when

it was time_for them to attend. One of the parents who felt that the distance was too

great said that she would have to chive her child every day. But the main concern for

others was a busy street that children would 1.1rve to cross on their way to one of the

schools. Very few people commented on the quality of the school itself. Those that

did, generally summed up in this way, "I am relieved that my child has a good school

to go to in the neighborhood. It's important to me that he won't be bussed, and it will

be easier to take part in school activities for me."

One of these schools offered a free lunch program that one of the two families

on public assistance sed. She comments:

(This) program has been very important and beneficial
to our family. The kids would get a good, balanced
lunch for free. They're going to close that school
down soon though - maybe this summer. I don't
know what we'll do then. It's a shone.

Other resources that were less frequently mentioned (less than two responses} were

libraries, downtown, police patrol, restaurants, and laundry facilities. In each instance,

there was a positive,statement made that referred to availability. There was also one

low-income family who had beriefitted from an urban renewal project which had fixed

up their home. The local Christmas Bureau also provided help for this same family.
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"Last year the Christmas Bureau gave us a choice of food (a whole Christmas dinner)

or toys. We took the food. That was the first Christmas any of the kids celebrated."__-

Besides the desire expressed by one parent for low-cost, pre-k facilities and a rie

need expressed by two other people for specialized health care services, there was one

other area in which a person felt she needed assistance, but did not know where to turn:

I wish they had a job training program for housewives
who have been home for a number of years and
want to get a job...where women wouldn't feel
uptight to go.you lose confidence in yourself
when you're home with kids for years.

Unforturtately,'w1

hat this woman perceived as a kick of service is really a lack of communication
li

Just this service does exist in the Syracuse area through the local BOCES chapter.

Most of the people interviewed viewed their neighborhood as having a good mixture

of young and old people, families of long term residence and newcomers. "There's a

little pride in the neighborhood, not like 'clean your yard,' but a sense of community."

This "sense of community" was felt by many of the people interviewed, but was most

often emphasized by those people in our sample who hod grown up in the neighborhood.

The following quotations serve as examples of this trend:

I think that there's a sense of neighborhood around
here...because many of the residents have been
here for a long time. Quite a few of them are
the same people I knew when I was a kid growing
up in this house.

I can sit out on the porch and many people will
stop by to talk. Most of the people here I've known
since I was a child, some were even my babysitters.
We're like one big family here and that's a secure
feeling. I can count on the people in this neighborhood.
We look out for one another.

Even for those people who did not express a strong relationship to the community

as a whole, there was a feeling that "if you need something - it could be anything from

a car to a hammer, you name it - the neighbors are there." This general perception

was that the neighbors were reliable people, willing to exchange favors, help out in an

kt, emergency, and keep an eye on each other's children.
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While the importance of having reliable neighbors was often stressed, the majority

of people did not egress a need fer involved friendship. A common view was expressed

by one woman in the following comment:

They're very neighborly, friendly. I'm not that
involved with any of my neighbors, but they are
certainly friendly enough in passing.

There were, however, a few exceptions on how this characteristic was perceived. Two

people felt the atmosphere was superficial, and that people were closed and hard to

get to know in any depth. One of these people felt that the "neighbors are nice enough

but I don't feel close to any of them." The other, a single parent, had moved to the

neighborhood recently and had not established any friendships at the time she was interviewed.

She said she felt isolated and had some concern for her safety, but did not relate this

to her being a single parent.

The only other single parent in our sample viewed the neighborhood specifically

through the eyes of a single parent.

I feel that although I am a single parent who never
married, I am accepted here and I'm not an outsider
in any way...when I go outside, I'll be asked how
the boys are, how I am - it really is almost like
the way you think neighborhoods used to be long
ago. People here really do care...and it's real!

There was very little mentioned about other children in the neighborhood. Most people

felt that their children had access to at least one or two playmates. Quality was mentioned

as an issue for two parents who felt there were "a few tough kids with bad mouths" in

the neighborhood. One of these people accepted this as a fact of life saying, "some

of the kids are rowdy, but you have that everywhere."

The only other real complaints made were isolated. Despite the fact that most

people defined their neighborhood as encompassing a large area and identified it
4

the name Tipperary Hill, some people's attitudes about the neighborhood were centered

around more immediate surroundings. One woman, who had elderly couples living on

both sideS of her home, complained that there were no young people in the neighborhood,

but this was not the view of the majority'of people interviewed.



Two other people's general impression of the,neghborhood was colored by their

close proximity to two bars. They expressed concern,over the influence bar clientele

could have on children. While the majority of people describ their neighborhood as

a quiet and friendly place, these people feltjt was noisy, theYs2compaiined about drunks

on the street, and they felt that there was a relaxing of moral standards by the people .

around them. In addition, the two bars mode parking difficult, and this factor was quite

frustrating to those who were affected.

An important element of the neighborhood is the reasonable cost of housing. Owners

and renters alike unilaterally agreed that Tipperary Hill offered good housing at a relatively

low cost. Comments ranged from, "it's manageable," to "the financial part is the most

important thing to me. It's probably our biggestplus. It's so inexpensive that we can

live within our means." The main problem concerning cost was the difficulty some respondents

had paying utility bills.

Most of the respondents were quite happy with their living arrangements. Most

of the homes are in separate dwellings, some of which are divided up into apartments.

They are older homes and most people have access to front porches and back yards.

A typical comment was made by one woman when talking about her home:

I like old houses because they are solid and well
built with a lot of room.

The clear majority of people interviewed felt that they had enough space in their homes

to be comfortable. There were a few complaints about lack of spae, but this was usually

because people were running out of bedrooms as their families grew.

The general upkeep of one's own house and that of the surrounding houses was generally

regarded as being quite good. There were some isolated complaints of litter on the

streets (by a woman who lived close to the two bars previously mentioned) and that

renters in the neighborhood didn't keep their places as well as those who owned their

homes. (This complaint' was made by.a woman who had problems with her next door

neighbors who were renters.) But, generally speaking, most people felt that their neighbors'

concern over their property was a positive attribute of the neighborhood.
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Because of the described atmosphere, interpersonal privacy was not a problem.
A

Those that did mention privacy usually linked it with the inavailability of outdoor space

that they could claim as their own (i.e., back yard, porch to sit on). The majority of

people did have access to one or both of these kinds of spaces. Along with increasing

the sense of privacy, use of private space reduced anxiety over busy traffic and children's

safety.

Most respondents felt that their neighborhood provided a supportive atmosphere

for their parenting role. In addition, when people were asked where they received their

greatest support, all but one person cited other family members. The one exception

was a woman who felt that her greatest support came from "faith in my own self."

Members of the immediate family were most often mentioned, but over half of the people

extended this to include brothers, sisters, parents, and spouses' parents. One woman

particularly stressed the importance of a strong family unit:

We're going to lick it, no matter what hits us.
We're going to get the work done or do whatever
needs to be done io make it. We'll do it, it's as
simple as that - especially if (my husband) and
I stick together. That sort of support can't really
come from the outside - it comes from inside
and from within the immediate family.

When people were asked what their most serious problem was, several respondents

felt that they did not have any. One-third of the families cited finances as their biggest

problem. These families expressed difficulty in making ends meet and saving for the

future. No one felt that their present economic situation was an overwhelming source

of stress. The remaining problems had more to do with individual circumstances. For

one of the single mothers, "the separation...the reality of the loss of a father for (my

son) and a husband for me has an impact on every aspect of our lives." The other problems

cited had to do with finding enough personal time for oneself and for one woman, "having

a three-yecr-old causes me a lot of stress."

All but one woman felt a kind of support through the pride they had in their children.

The ore exception was sadly proud of "nothing-really nothing." But for most people,
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4
their children's accomplishments in scol, and feeling that children were simply had

"good children" made many people happy.

(My kids) ore so good and reliable. They're not
mean kids and they try to do the right thing. ,Also,
sometimes I look at my kids and I flip out at how
beautiful they are. Sometimes, get tears in my
eyes.

Spouses were often included in respondents' source of pride. In many instances, the

strength received from a strong family unit was expressed:

The proudest point is (my son). We created a beautiful
person here. I'm proud of (my-husband) for making
a nice life for me. Just 'having a good husband,
I'm proud of that fact..)that he cares about me.
I'm just proud of us for being together. We can
talk. We can laugh. We can'ary together.

There was no overt statement pertaining to the peoples' commitment to stay in

the neighborhood, but there are various reasons why one would expect them to. First

there is a feeling of community: favors are exchanged, there is a shared feeling of common

goals, and there is a common concern for others and.for their children. Second, people

are not threatened with personal danger, a factor which often drives people from neighborhoods.

Finally, people have access to one of the nicest parks in the city, a park that houses

the city's zoo, holds Little League garpes, and is large and spacious enough for family

picnics and some sense of privacy.

If people talked of moving, they talked about the'suburbs. Most people felt that

there was no other place like Tipperary Hill in side the city and recognized that a move

to the suburbs would put them at a disadvantage financially and that the convenience

of the stores that many found important would n o-longer be there.

There was a substantial cross section of pedple who lead grown up here. To them,

it.was home. Whether respondents were newcomers or in families that had lived in Tipperary

Hill for generations, most expressed ptl-ide in their neighborhood.
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KEY: Schiller-Wadsworth

I. Northern boundary - Town of Salina ft
2. Northern boundary - Darlington Road

3. Eastern boundary - Wainright Avenue

4. Oakwood Cemetary

5. Southern end of Eastern boundary - Dewitt Avenue

6. Southern boundary - Scoville Avenue

7. Southern boundary -5weeting Street

8. Western boundary - Butternut Street

9, Western boundary .? Hood Street

10. Western boundary - Court Street

1 I. Grant Junior High School

12. St. Mary's Hospital

13. Grant Blvd.

14. Kenwick Drive

15. Lutheran Church

16. Getsamane Methodist Church

17. Little Guys and Gals

18. Webster Elementary School

19. Big M Supermarket

20. Schiller Park

21. Woodruff Avenue

22. Greenland Avenue

23. Herz StrLot
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Schiller-Wadsworth
Neighborhood Profile *

Direct Observations

Boundaries

The northern boundary of the Schiller-Wadsworth neighborhood is Darlington Road,(2)

which forms the border between the City of Syracuse and the southern part, of the Town

of Salina (1) Darlington is a quiet, tree-lined, residential street, typical of the neighbor-

hood. The eastern boundary of Schiller-Wadiworth is made up of two quiet, well-kept

residential streets, lined with tall maples, Wainwright Avenue(3) and Dewitt Avenue.(5)

Both Wainwright and Dewftt Avepues are typical of many streets in the neighborhood

in that they are just a few blocks long and do not lead directly into or out of any major

thoroughfares. Just to the east of the neighborhood, but actually outside the boundary,

is Oakwood Cemetary,(4) which serves as a sort of barrier and contributes to the general

quiet atmosphere.

The southern boundary is formed by two short streets, Scoville Avenue (6) and Sweeting

Street.() Both are particUlarly, charming because the homes there are older, somewhat

on the "quaint" side, and show special signs of care. Many are carefully landscaped

and during the observation I noticed that several people had neatly covered up various

lawn shrubs with burlap or other materials to protect them from the cold.

The western part of the neighborhood is bordered by Butternut,(8) Hood,(9) and

Court Streets.(10)
These three streets differ from all others previously described in

that they are wider, busier, and are not entirely residential. They are, however, primarily

residential, as the commercial enterprises there are small and not very numerous. The

homes located on these streets are the largest and oldest in the area, particularly on

Court Street,(1°) where I saw the kind of homes found in the older and formerly very

affluent neighborhoods of Syracuse. These homes are surrounded by large, well-landscaped

lots, have leaded or stained glass w!ndows, and sometimes multiple fireplaces.

Just outside the western boundary lie Grant Junior High School(' I) and St. Mary's

Hospital (12) 627
*Eulas Boyd, Liz Kelly, and Mary Maples all played an important part in thq,__
preparation of this profile.



It is correct to state that within the Schiller-Wadsworth neighborhood, as it was

defined for the purposes of this study, a quiet, residential character predominates.

The only exception is an area along Grant Boulevard,(13) the neighborhood's busiest

street.

On the western boundary of the neighborhood one can gain access to other streets

running off Grant Blvd.; travelling on these streets, downtown Syracuse is about a ten-minute

trip by car.

Residential Areas

Although one and two-family homes predominate in the area, there are some exceptions

beyond the Grant Blvd. commercial district. Three blocks from that district, on Grant,

is a large apartment building known as "Twin Oaks." Because of its design and location,

however, the building does not alter the general atmosphere of the area, whidh is that

of a traditional older n ghborhood. First of all, the building does not look like a typical

apartment complex, t ugh it does house twenty living units. Secondly, as it stands

on Grant Blvd., rata r than on a residential side street, the building does not stand out

quite so much as it otherwise would.

Other non residential buildings are two churches, one in the western sector of the

neighborhood and one in the southeastern corner, and an elementary school. One of

the churches is Methodist, the other Lutheran. Both are well kept-up, fit in well with

their surroundings, and look attractive. Centrally located within the neighborhood,

Gt the corner of Listman and Wadsworth, is Webster Elementary School.(18)

There no factories or offices outside the commercial distict. Apart from the three

buildings mentioned above, all buildings are one and two-family homes.

Throughout the area I observed numerous American flags being displlyed on porches

or in front yards; the display seemed to be related to the recent return of the 52 American

hostages from Iran. One sign read: "Welcome Home, 52."

In the northern section of Schiller-Wadsworth is an approximately even mix of one

and two-story, single family homes. The vast majority are in excellent condition, with
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step, sidewalk and garage entryways all shovelled free of snow at the time I conducted

the observation. Front and bock yards are not very large and generally seem to be well

used. Those families who have swing sets usually have them placed off in a corner of

the yard, thus leaving room for gardens and small patios.

Many homes have entrances decorated with wrought iron railings; many front yards

are conservatively landscaped with small evergreens or other assorted shrubbery. The

streets are pleasantly winding with almost no traffic at all.

Leaving the northern section of the neighborhood and travelling east along Darlington

Rood (2) one observes a difference in the area, particularly along Kenwick Drive.(14)

This area is definitely more affluent; most of the homes are modern. The majority are

one-story and they are spaced fairly far apart. All have large lawns, two-car garages,

and some had expensive-looking boats stored in the yard or driveway. The western and

southern sections are not so affluent as the eastern part of Schiller- Wadsworth and

look more like the northern section, except that here the houses are both one and two-family.

Most of the two-family homes are in the western sector and some of these are in need

of painting or oiner minor repairs. However, only one house was really in a state of

disrepair and it is located between two others that are both very well kept up. Throughout

the entire neighborhood, I saw one house with a sign that said, "F61. Sale by Owner,"

and two "Bewqre of Dog" signs.

A encies and Services

The Lutheran Church(15) mentioned above is in the southeast corner of the neighborhood

at the corner of Kenwick and Mertons Avenue. The building is impressive and solid

looking with very few architectural frills. The grounds are on a hill which stands well

above the level of the street and is beautifully landscaped with tall Norway Spruce and

other evergreens. Along the walks leading up to the church steps are rose bushes which

must make the grounds even more attractive in the summertime. The sign in front of

the church simply stated the time of Sunday service, Sunday School, and the name of

the pastor.
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It is in the middle of this western section that the Methodist Church") is locatea.

The building is very modem and the roof features several tall, sharp peaks. Over the

entrance is a large, colorful stained glass window at least 12 feet tall which depicts

Jesus praying the garden of Gethsemane. Next to the church is a small nursery school/
called "Little Guys and Gals,"17/ which is affiliated with the church. The sign in front

of the church also listed the time of Sunday service, Sunday school, and the pastor's

name.

Webster Elementary School is small, one-story, red brick building which nicely

fits the stereotype of the "traditional school," at least in its appearance. The school

is surrounded by a large, open area that includes a baseball diamond arid a playground.

Traf

Tra is is all but absent from most streets in the neighborhood. By far the busiest

street is Grant Blvd., which, as mentioned previously, is also the site of the neighborhood

commercial area. Traffic is also active along Butternut Street, which leads into downtown

Syracuse. On both Butternut and Grant one sees commercial vehicles and other traffic

thathas no connection with the neighborhood, but such traffic is confined to these streets.

Most of the neighborhood has a particular layout that discourages traffic from outside

the area, although Schiller-Wadsworth is close to the downtown area: that is, most

streets are only two or three blocks long and not organized in such a fashion as to encourage

through traffic.

Commercial Districts

The one commercial area in Schiller-Wadsworth is on a four-block strip of Grant
174

Blvd. between Woodruff Avenue and Butternut Street. The most striking feature of

the businesses in this area is that they are all small. Although the district is rather

small, the stores here serve many different needs which include the following: a bakery,

a gas station, dry cleaning establishment, a beauty shop, barber shop, a tavern, a funeral

parlor, pizza shop, a candy and coffee shop, a florist, a German restaurant, o seafood ,
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take out place, and two butcher shops, one German and one Italian. The German butcher

features "home made" German sausage and other German meats, while the Italian butcher

advertises "home made" Italian sausage and other ethnic delicacies.

Grant Blvd. also connects the community with a large shopping center called Shop

City, which is just a five minute drive away and is also accessible by bus. At Shop City

residents can find many kinds of stores, some of which are not available in the Grant

Blvd. district.

Additional small buinesses are found along the western boundaries. The most notable

of these is a Big M Supermarket(19) at the corner of Court and Loma.

Recreational Facilities and Playgrounds

To the south of Schiller-Wadsworth, just one block outside the area as it is defined

by the map, but inside as defined by parents, is Schiller Park.(20) It is a large park with

a baseball diamond, a swimming pool (where lessons are to be had in the summertime),

tennis courts, a playground and two open fields for various other activities. Schiller

Park has a reputation of being one of the safer parks in Syracuse, and on the day of

this observation, I saw several older people walking dogs and strolling about in a leisurely

fashion. This park has several hills, but one in particular is quite high; from the top

there is a beautiful view of the neighborhood below. On this hill I saw several deeply

grooved sled tracks as well as some ski tracks.

As previously mentioned, another community play space is located .4 Webster Elementary

School.(18) This area has a baseball diamond and a playground.

People

During my observation, it became clear that a lot of older people live in Schiller-Wadsworth.

five older women and one older man were observed outside their homes shovelling snow.

Many people driving past were older - of retirement aga or past. On Woodruff Avenue(21)

(one block off Grant Blvd.) two older women in fur coats drove up Gird tooted for a third

5
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woman who also came out wearing a fur coat. As she got into the car, she cheerfully

said to her companions: "I told Meriam we'd pick her up in ten minutes." Two other

old people were observed walking in Schiller Park, as were a young mother and two small

children.

By far the most activity in the area was observed in the colmercial crea; the majority

of the shoppers were either women with young children or older people. Some stopped

and chatted briefly together, while others passed by without conversing. (As an observer,

I did not feel that my presence caused any interest in those around me. All people observed

in the neighborhood were white.)

On Greenland Avenue(22) I saw a boy of around ten riding a bike. A large group

of boys (pre-teens) were congregated on the porch steps of a house on Herz Street. (23)

Taking into account that the observation was conducted in the winter, which greatly

affects the number of people seen outdoors, it appears that Schiller - Wadsworth is basically

a quiet, residential neighborhood, one that is situated close to the city, yet remains

far removed from it in terms of daily activity on the streets.
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Demographic Profile of Project Families *

The 18 families in Schiller-Wadsworth sample are all white. Both members of eight

of the couples in the sample are Italian. Italian is the first language in two homes; the

interviews were conducted in that language. Two other families list Italian as a second

language spoken at home. Other ethnic groups include: Polish, Irish, English and West

European. Fourteen of the families are Catholic, one is Protestant and in one the mother

is Protestant and father Catholic.

There are two single mothers; one lives with her parents and the other with a male

partner.

The mothers in the sample are older than in some of the other program neighborhoods.

The mean age is 32; five of the women are over 35. The fathers range from the late

twenties through the forties. The families have an average of 2.87 children; nine have

three or more children.

The majority of the families have lived in the neighborhood for ten or more years.

Six families have moved once or twice in the past four years and one single parent has

moved eight times. Twelve of the couples own their own homes and all but the two

single parents own cars. These statistics suggest that the Schiller-Wadsworth couples

are v=te 11-rooted in their neighborhood and that they are relatively homogeneous on most

family background factors.

The information on socioeconomic status shows that the families for the most part

are in the middle income range and blue collar occupational group. The only welfare

or food stamp recipient is one of the single parents. The majority of parents have a

high school education or better, although there are a few with lers. The men work primarily

in blut collar jobs; one is unemployed and his family's primary sauce of income comes

from unemployment. Seven of the men work more than forty hourS a week, Secluding

three at second jobs. Four of the mothers work part-time and one full-time. The

nhis section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.
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family income data show that two families, one single-parent and one with an unemployed

father, earn less than $9,900 a year. Eleven of the families earn between $10,000 and

$19,999, and three are above this level.

The social network data show that Schiller-Wadsworth ranks seventh among the

program neighborhoods in total neighborhood contacts. These,parents rank third and

second respectively in neighbors whO are work-related contacts and relatives. The inforrtiation

on neighborhood contacts used for.child-related, practical, and emotional support suggests

that in comparison with other progrcm neighbodioods, Schiller-Wadsworth families doni,t

use one another for child-related assistance, but do exchange\ some practical and emotional

support. They rank third in contacts with neighbors for financial support. These figures,

especially in the areas of financial, practical, and emotional support may be a reflection

of the fact that so many neighborhood contacts also appear to be relatives.
0
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Respondent's Perceptions

The following are issues and excerpts taken from the Stresses and Supports Interview

'with a focus on neighborhood and housing.

Our sample in this neighborhood consists of 16 families, all of whom are white,

14 of whom are Catholic, and 14 of whom are two-parent. The great majority of these

families are Italian; the balance are either Irish or Polish.

Twelve families own their own homes, four rent. One family is on public assistance,

but this mother has a live-in partner partner in the home who contributes his income

to support the family. The, average educational level of the women was 11.2 years;

13 mothers have not graduatbd from high school. For men, the average educational

,level is 12.2 years; fair have not-graduated from high school, while three are college

graduates.'

FaMi ly incomes range from $5,564 for a single mother who lives with her parents,

to-$28,300 for an art teacher, the average family income being $15,613.

Residents of Schiller7Waasworth area describer; most aspects of the neighborhood

very favorably.- Most characterized the neighborhood as being an "old established" one,

while others likened life there tdliving in the suburbs. Respondents closely connected

these descriptions of the neighborhood with its physical and social charateristics. Specifi-

cally, this neighborhood is 'almost ex4usively residential with one and two-family, owner-
\

occupied, homes situated on quiet, tree -lined streets. In addition, respondents voiced

a sense of security, feeling that while there may be crime and violence in other parts

of the city, there is none in Schiller-Wadsworth.'

As stated abc-re, many residents think of their neigtborhood as a suburban town

in which they are close to the city and yet are able to maintain a comfortable distance.

Easy access to a wide variety of neighborhood shops contributes to a sense of self-sufficiency.

All but one respondent stated that this local shopping area was an important and very

convenient aspect of the neighborhood.
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A large shopping center, Shop City, it within easy reach of the area, either by car

or by bus. Most respondents stated they were glad to have both kinds of shopping available.

eor

We're very conveniently located to all types of
shopping; the movie theatre (and) bars.

The fact that the area is only a ten-minute drive to downtown Syracuse was mentioned

by many as an asset. People who worked in downtown Syracuse stated that the location

made travel to and from work especially easy. Others found the closeness to downtown

desirable aecause it meant easy access to entertainment and other events found only

downtown. However, the overriding sentiments expressed by residents is that although

they are conveniently located, they are not "tab close" to downtown Syracuse. Two

residents remarked:

I don't like being ri.§htin the city. but where we
are are here, we're far enough from the hub-bub
and yet close enough to make shopping and other
things very convenient.

It's nice. It's quiet. It's city but not city. It's

good" or as being in the highest category "very dood." Only one respondent differed

In assessing their neighborhood, residents ranked their area as being "generally

of a city.
like being in the suburbs but still having the advantages

and rated her opinion of the neighborhood as being "barely on the good side." This was

because she felt the stores in the neighborhood did not alwaYs meet her needs and so

she never shopped in the local stores.

Half the people in the sample were involved in some sort of group, agency or organization.

Membership reflected a wide variety of interests and included participation in such

groups as the Adirondack Hiking Club, the Opera Guild, and a womens' commu crafts

guild. The mother who belonged to the crafts guild stated its importance to her this

way:

I think it's great. I've been looking for something
where I could get involved with other women.
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I enjoy'making things and it's nice to have something
tangible to show for going there.

Some parents who were not involved in groups or organizations for their own benefit

participated because of their children. For example, one parent mentioned his involvement

with a children's community gymnastics club as being one of the best things he ever

did for his gild. Two other parents were involved with Cub Scouts and Little League.

Three respondents (all women) identified their church as being important to them

and although one of these women does not really feel that she is comfortable with her

church, she continues to go there to use it teach her children about God. Another church-goer

stated that the support she received from church involvement is through a church-related

social event called "The Bankers Club." This mother said that participating in this club
,

is one of the few things she does for herself - "we all get together to do a little innocent

gambling."

The vast majority of the respondents used private physicians and all seemed to

be satisfied. Most respondents stated that they had medical insurance than provided

good coverage. Two stated that they used the Family Practice Service at St. Joseph's

Hospital. Although this hospital is located outside the neighborhood, that did not seem

to pose's problem. (Both families own an automobile.) These respondents rated the

service at the hospital very highly, stating that "It's not like a clinic at all."

The largest and most heavily used recreational facility in the neighborhood is SOhiller

Park, which is technically just outside the neighborhood boundaries as defined for purposes

of this study. It is a city pork and contains a swimming pool, tennis courts, playground

and several large, open spaces. In the summer, Schiller Park offers swimming lessons

for children. One mother whose child had participated mentioned the lessons as being

important; the child will be returning to the program. The park is alsotused for Little

League practice which was mentioned by one parent who takes his son there for that

purpose. Apart from; these structured activities, many parents used the park as a place

to go on walks with their children; the majority felt that having the park close by was

a real awet to their neighborhood. No mention was made of fear or violence in the



park, but one respondent did complain of broken glass. Most respondents generally Shared

this opinion:

I like the fact that we are near a park and they've
fixed up the swings in it. It's a real nice place
to go with the kids and easy to get to.

In addition to this large city. park there is another much used recreational facility

about one square block in size that surrounds Webster Elementary School. This is a

large open area but most respondents refer to it as a park, perhaps because it does have

a large playground, a baseball diamond, and other open play space that is large enough

to sustain several other group sports at one time:

There's a park down at the school that we can
walk to and that we take (our daughter) to.

Schiller Park and the playground at Webster School are ideally situated it the neighborhood

thdy are not close together; Schiller is at the southern end while Webster School is
re

1 ^

in the middle. No respondegts complained o,f not having enough recreational or play

space for their families;

Another charccteristic of the neighborhood that is related to the issue of play facilities

is home ownership: 75% of the sample are home owners. Back yards, front porches

and basements all increase the available play space and many parents mentioned this

space in an especially favorable light:

1 think (my child) likes it here. He has a fenced
in yard he can play in. He has a front porch (enclosed)
that he plays on with his toys. It's a good safe
play space for him.

Formal child care arrangements were used by only three families; these arrangements

were all part-time. It is relevant here to point out that only one mother in the sample

was employed fF11-time outside the home; three were employed part-time. However,

none of these working mothers used formal child care arrangements. These people relied

on relatives or neighbors and were well satisfied. Of the three families who do use formal

arrangements (Head Start Program for one family, and nursery school for two others),
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all expressed satisfaction. The stated reasons were that the children were getting educational

experiences and that mothers were getting some time tothemselves. One of these mothers

stated dissatisfaction that a day care center was not located in the area. (This parent

was apparently unaware that the "Little Guys and Gals Nursery School" operates day

care facilities from 7:30 am to 5:30 pm. But perhaps the issue involved is that the parent

is a Catholic and the nursery school is operated by the Methodist Church.) a

Informal babysitting arrangements were the rule and parents were all highly satisfied.

Most of this babysitting is done by older people or teenagers, although c few mothers

worked out exchange arrangements with each other. Some parents also turned to relatives.

Almost all respondents felt that there was a responsible, loving person to whom they

could turn for help.

Ore of the most persistent themes mentioned by respondents was a feeling of security

within the neighborhood. One gains the impression of an "old fashioned family neighborhood"

in which residents are not fearful of the crime and dangewhich exists outside the immediate

area. Most respondents, in fact, stated that they felt Schiller-Wadsworth was one of

the best neighborhoods in Syracuse in which to raise a family. As one respondent stated:

Nothing bad ever happens here. If a cop car stops,
everyone is looking and wondering, 'what is that
cop car doing here?' Believe me this is probably
one of the safest neighborhoods in Syracuse.

An important point to mention here is that residents feel that they are living in an area

with others who are very much like themselves, especially in terms of sharing the same

values. Respondents' evaluations of neighbors went beyond descriptions such as "nice"

or "friendly" and included judgment4% of neighbors' behavior concerning critical issues,

such as one's children. Consider, for example, the following remark:

Overall the people are really nice. This is an older
neighborhood and many of our neighbors keep

. an eye on our kids whenever they see them outside
playing...People are very friendly and very helpful."

The number of older people living in the neighborhood was perceived as an advantage

by many respondents; Some stated thatthey like the quiet and stable atmosphere imparted
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to the area by the presence of ollder people. One father said he-wasglad there weren't

too many young families around him because then there would be t ) many temptations

for his child to go wandering.

More than half the respondents were satisfied with the number of peers available

for children. One parent thought,

It's great. (My daughter) has lots of other little
kids to play with. She is never lonely for a playmate.

However, not all parents concurred. One parent complained:

The only thing thats wrong with it (this neighborhood)
is that there aren't enough kids...

Ho Wever, several of the respondents who did see a need for younger families and more

children made the observation the the situation was changing because a lot of younger

people seemed to be moving in. This shift seems to represent the only change currently

underway in the neighborhood, and it is a change that will probably enhance the quality

of family life there.

The vast majority of the parents stated that relatives were the most important

people outside the immediate family. Parents and in-laws were described as helping

with money, child care and emotional support. In response to a question about the family's

greatest source of support, relatives were also mentioned, but a number of families

cited their own inner strengths and ability to work together as a family. The answers

of several parents are illustrative:

think the fact that we help each other and both
take on the responsibility of a family.

I think it's the way we stick together and help
each other out. We're our own best helpers. We
know we can count on each other.

For myself, I think my greatest source of help
is the wisdom I've gained from my own life experiences.

There was some tension between independence and receiving help from others as indicated

by one women who said:
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I guess in the beginning (getting help hot-ni:1y k

in-laws and sister-in-law) caused a little problem ts

because I felt we should be independent and shouldn't
have to count on anybody for help but that's just
totally unrealistic.

Some of the families were also not uNfitical of their relatives' help; this help sometimes

brought problems with it.

When asked about their greatest problem, the majority of those who responded

mentioned money:

Being able to supply my family's everyday needs,
like food, clothing, keeping the house up and being
able to pay all the bills....

Several answered that they missed their relatives in Italy.
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KEY: Westcott-Thornden

I. East Genesee Street

2. Columbus Park

3. Small commercial district (outside neighborhood)

4. Cherry Hill Apartments

5. S. Beech Street

6. Thornden Park

7. Greenwood Place

8. Clarendon Street

9. Sumner Avenue

10. Westcott Street

H. Dangerous intersection

12. Madison Street

13- Euclid Avenue

14. Meadowbrook Drive

15. East Avenue

16. Westcott commercial district

17. Sumner School

18. Levy Junior High School

19. Westmoreland Avenue

20. High income area

21'. Euclid Comrriunity Open House (E.C.O.H.)

22. Irwin Methodist Church

23. Friends Service House

24. Womens Information Center

25. Fire station

26. Jewish Community Center
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Westcott-Thornden
Neighborhood Profile *

Direct Observations
Boundaries

The northernmost boundary of this neighborhood is East Genesee Street.(i) This

is a main traffic artery that extends through the entire city of Syracuse and passes through

the heart of the downtown area. However, private residences occupy mostof this street,

and east of Westcott Street are a number of physician's offices and synogogues. Several

blocks south, between Cherry Street and Columbus Avenue, a small park(2) in the form

of a triangular island r.-eparates Genesee Street from a small business area(3) containing

a bank, a small grocery store, a bar, a take-out restaurant, a dry cleaner, and a carpet

retailer. This area falls just north of the W-T neighborhood but is used by people who

live on the boundary of the area, primarily those residing in the housing complex directly

across from the park (Cherry Hil1(4)).

Although Gene :2e Street has a considerable number of traffic lights, there appear

to be occasional traffic problems due to the angle at which some side streets enter.

At such intersections there is poor visibility of oncoming traffic. During my observation

of the area there appeared to be very little pedestrian traffic, perhaps due to the inclement

weather. Although there was considerable snow on the ground due to a recent storm,

Genesee Street was perfectly clear and traffic was moving smoothly. However, most

of the minor side streets were unplowed and cars were having difficulty making grades.

The western boundary of the neighborhood is formed by South Beech Street,(5) Greenwood

Place(7) and Clarendon Street,(8) along the edge of Thornden Park.(6) Beech Steel

is a fairly large thoroughfare that cuts through the city from north to south, extending

from the middle of the north side of Syracuse to the center of Westcott Street.(10) Beech

winds uphill from Genesee Street past Thornden Park and diagonally to Westcott Street

where it forms the southmost boundary of the small Westcott commercial district.

The traffic along this street varies throughout the day and with tne time of year. During

the summer months it is a much used access to the park and affords a quick route to

*The authors wish to thank Eulas Boyd, Liz Kelly, and Mary Maples for their
invaluable assistance.
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the major east-west thoroughfares of Genesee Street, Erie Blvd., and route 690. However,

due to its meandering nature and the steepness of it approach to Genesee Street, Beech

Street becomes quite treacherous route in the winter. Adding to the hazard, where

Beech Street approaches the park, it is joined by several other streets that empty into

the same intersection .° I) A further complication is the existence of a high wall along

the incline just before Beech Street reaches this intersection. This wall severely limits

visibility of traffic on Madison Street°2) which crosses Beech at this point. Private

residences line both sides of Beech Street and are in various states of disrepair.

Greenwood Place(7) runs along the periphery of Thornden Park and is lined on both

sides with private houses. Greenwood runs into Clarendon Street(8) which theri runs

westward for about 2Y2 blocks to Sumner Avenue (9? Sumner Avenue then runs south

for one block to Euclid Avenue,(13)
which forms the southernmost boundary of the W-T

area.

Euclid Avenue is a large artery that extends from the Syracuse University campus

eastward to Meadowbrook Drive.°4) Euclid Avenue is sometimes a two-lane, sometimes

a four-lane thoroughfare. From the S.U. campus to Westcott Street Euclid is mostly

four-lanes. At Westcott it rises uphill and becomes a two-lane street. Euclid is mostly

a residential street, having private homes, rented apartments, and a number of Syracuse

University sorority houses and dormitories.

The easternmost boundary of the area is East Avenue(15) which runs from Meadowbrook

Drive to Salt Springs Road. East Avenue is also a residential street and completes the

outer boundaries of the W-T area.

Westcott Street° 0) runs north to south through the area and is considered the "main

street" in the area. Westcott is primarily a street of private residences but there is

a one-block stretch between Dell Street and S. Beech Street which comprises a significant

commercial district. Traffic on Westcott Street tends to flow smoothly with u slight

delay at the beginning of the commercial district") due to the presence of two traffic

lights in the space of about 50 feet. These traffic lights regulate two streets emptying

into Westcott street from opposite directions in this 50 foot space.
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Residential Areas

The housing development on Genesee Street is known as Cherry Hi 11*(4) It consists

of a number of one-story apartment complexes located behind a two story gray cement

complex which faces Genesee Street. Next to this complex is a "high-rise' building

that apparently houses mostly senior citizens. It is divided by a large outside multi-tiered

stairway. This building, too, is gray and somewhat foreboding; the color and texture

of the material used imparts an oppressive character to the whole complex. T:iis housing

development seems to constitute a separate element in the W-T area -- a mass of brick

and concrete in a wood-frame neighborhood. Because of the weather there was practically

no one on the streets and the complex had a somewhat abandoned look.

The interior of the complex is composed of several rows of low buildings separated

by asphalt courts. Behind each row of apartments is a small grassy area which was covered

with snow at the time of my visit bout appears both unusable and unused. The rear entrance

to the complex is a wide driveway leading fairly steeply down to the various courtyards

and parking areas. I observed several cars attemping to leave the complex, un ble to

make the steep grade. One man who noticed me watching just shook his head nd said,

"Every winter it's like this, you just have to try to find a parking space

streets."

Cherry Hill has other apartments which line one side of Bass

hill which only an occasional driver would dare to challenge --

direction.

one of the

t Street, another steep

then only in the downhill

The complex is supposedly occupied by "moderate-income" people, but a number

of tenants are on public assistance. There is also a residency program operated by Hutchings

Psychiatric Center operating out of the development. This program, referred to as

Transitional Living Services (T.L.S.), places individuals who recently have been discharged

from various mental health instifutions and agencies into apartments within the complex

with the god of reintroducing them into the community at large. T.L.S. maintains a

staff to assist the residents during this "transitional" period.
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The rest of the W-T neighborhood is less well-defined. The streets that are closely

parallel to or intersect with Westcott Street make up what is generally referred to as

the "Westcott Area," and the people who live here are called the "Westcott Nation."

This area extends from Thornden Park to Westmoreland Avenue and has as its axis Westcott

Street and as its focal point (both physically and socially) the commerical district(I6)

between Dell Street and S. Beech Street.

The houses in the Westcott area are divided fairly equally between privately owned

family dwellings and rented apartments. Most of the houses are wood-frame and in

good to excellent condition.

On Westcott Street there are quite a few pedestrians of varying races and ethnic

backgrounds. People appear friendly and quite a few seem to know each other. Many

people seem to gather in the two bars on Westcott Street and at a small cafe further

down near Beech Street. This cafe is popular with the "political activist" community

which has a large presence in the W-T neighborhood.

Most houses in this area have fairly substantial yards and most boust a one-car

garage. Some houses, especially those near the northern entrance to Thornden Park,

are a bit run down (mostly in need of paint jobs). However, the vast majority of houses

seem to be in good shape and a number are in excellent condition. In particular it is

the privately owned single family dwellings that are in the best repair. A number of

two- and three-story houses around the Westcott commercial district display bright

red "Apartment for Rent" signs. I encountered several "For Sale" signs along Westcott

Street and on side streets emanating from it.

On Bassett Street at theprner of South Beech Street is the old Sumner School(' 7)

which has now been converted into a day care complex housing a number of c;iild care
.

programs, including a "Head Start" program. There we -0 activity visible at the school

at the time I made my observation. A tall wire fence encloses the schoolyard on the

Beech Street side. This enclosed area contains a playground equipped with climbing

structures, a sandbox, and other apparatus for young children. At the other end of the
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building is another fenced-in arec which doubles as a small parking lot for employees

and as a basketball. court. Across from the school are a number of frame houses, some

in good repair, others somewhat tin-down. The further I walked down Basiett Street

toward Genesee, the more run-down the houses became. The people I encountered here

were mostly Black.

Three blocks east and directly parallel to Westcott Street is Fellows Street. Between

Fellows Street and Westmoreland Avenue at the corner of Harvard Place is Levy Junior

High School,(18), a rectangular, three-story brick structure adjacent to a large fenced-in

area which serves as a recreation field. At the time of my observation there was no

activity apparent either in the building or on the adjoining field. (This school has been

the focal point of a good deal of tension in the neighborhood due to the hoStiliity of

some of the Black teencgers toward whites whom they perceive as college students

living in the area. The source of this hostility is not known to this observer.)

Along Westmoreland Avenue(19) and Fellows Street are old wood frame dwellings

that appear to be in good condition. A mixture of Black and white families live along

these streets. On Westmoreland Avenue I encountered a group of kids of varying ages

and racial backgrounds playing touch football in the street. (From previous walks on

this street I know this to be a cohesive group that does a lot of things together.)

Further east of Westmoreland Avenue is a tangle of streets(20) where the houses

tend to be more expensive and larger. The yards are larger and the garages are bigger.

(This area is populated by much wealthier families and is distinct from the "Westcott

Nation".) A number of homes in this area have elaborate outdorr play equipment. Children

were out playing with brightly colored sleds, making snow sculptures; _Id dressed in

snow suits of myriad colors. They were friendly and smiled at me. It appeared that

they viewed me with a little curiosity, perhaps because? 5m Black and they white.

I did not encounter a single Black person in this area (although 1 know there are a few

Black families residing here). I also did not see many adults around, perhaps due to

the weather. There was very little traffic in this. area and children swarmed all over

the streets throwing snowballs and laughing.
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This area is separated from the rest of Westcott-Thornden by a large hill that stretches

behind Westmoreland Avenue. This hill is wooded, overgrown, and fairly untraversable.

Commercial Areas and Businesses

Almost all commercial establishments") in the W-T area are on Westcott Street

along the block between Dell Street and S. Beech Streets. On this block are: a large

supermarket, a drug store, a combination gas station and garage, three bars (one of

which is also a restaurant which serves meals all day), a hardware store, a variety store,

two "take out" food establishments (one specializing in "soul food", the other in Chinese

food), two Laundromats, a funeral parlor, a photography studio, a small cafe, a beauty

parlor, a liquor store, a children's clothing store, a yarn and knitting shop, a movie theatre

(recently converted from x-rated to "mainstream" motion pictures) and a deli. Located

on side streets immediately off this strip are a tailor's shop, a body and fender shop,

an auto insurance office, a small grocery store, a health-food store, a boutique (commonly

referred to as a "head shop"), a shoe repair shop, a barber shop, and a branch of the

public library.

Futher down Westcott Street on the corner of Euc lia' Avenue is a small "necessity

store" and a converted fire station which now houses The Euclid Community Open House

(E.C.O.H.(2I)). E.C.O.H. utilizes the building for concerts, rummage sales,4craft fairs,

dances and other community affairs. In the summer there is a day-camp program for

area children. Across from E.C.O.H. is a large Protestant church(22) which aLo houses

a ciaycarexenter. Next to the "necessity store" is the Friend's Service House,(23)
a

building owned by The Society of Friends which is used for various community meetings.

On Allen Street, one block east of the Westcott business district is the Women's

Information Center, (24) where a Rape Crisis Center counsels women who have been

victims of sexual assault. The Women's Information Center also holds various seminars

and workshops related to issues of the women's movemeot. The Center maintains a

cooperative daycare service which is staffed by parents who volunteer their time in
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exchange for use of the service. In a garage attach .'d to the center is a collection center

for recycling bottles and paper.

On the corner of Genesee Street and Cambridge Avenue is a modern fire-station(25)

containing at least three fire engines. At times traffic on Genesee Street is interrupted

when the engines have to back up into the station following a call.

Just east of the fire station on the other side of the street is the Jewish Community

Center.(26) This is a recreational and social agency which also operates a daycare center.

The building is a large brick one with a parking area in back. The center houses tennis

and racquetball courts, a swimming pool, a sauna, an exercise room and various other

facilities.

Scattered throughout the entire W-T area are a,number of "halfway houses" and

"transitional living" facilities for people who have recently been discharged from various

state institutions in an attempt to reintroduce them into the community. These houses

are generally indistinguishable from any other house in the community.

Recreational Centers and Playgrounds

The major recreational center in the W-T area is Thornden Park.(6) This is an area

of several acres of rolling hills and lightly wooded areas. !ts facilities include a large

swimming pool with a bath house, tennis and basketball courts, a large playground for

younger children, two baseball diamonds, a recreation building (that is seldom if ever

used), an amphitheatre that on occasion has been used for concerts during the summer

months, two tree-lined lanes, and several picnic areas. The park is kept up fairly well;

although I noticed that the playground had been vandalized; a small carousel had been

damaged and was just barely usable and the soft plastic seats of the children's swings

had all been damaged. The park has a history of having been the scene of a number

of rapes and of at least one murder. These all occurred in the summer but are not part

of recent history. As a result of these attacks in years past, there are a number of signs

stating that it is illegal to use the park after certain hours.
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Other recreational facilities in the area include the Jewish Community Center(26)

(previously described) and the park(2) across from the Cherry Hill complex. This small

park contains a playground with a few swings, a climbing structure; and a sandbox.

The rest of the block-long park consists of a large grassy area with benches scattered

about under several trees. This park is strewn with shattered glass and seldom used

by residents even during the warmer months. It is most used at night during the summer

by teenagers and young adults who drink and socialize loudly. There have been numerous

attempts by residents of the area to have the park cleaKecl up apd patrolled to keep

the teenagers from drinking and smoking grass there. These attempts have not been

successful and consequently the park is effectively unused by families in the area.

People

Due to,t'he inclement weather at the time of observation, very few people were

encountered. People tended to congregate Li the restaurants and bars on Westcott Street

and were of various ages and social and ethnic backgrounds. Few children were encountered

outside of the residential area east of Westmoreland Avenue. Very few Black children

were seen in any of the areas at the time of my observation, although there is a substantial

Black population in the area as a whole.
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Demographic Profile of Project Families

Westcott-Thornden is one of the most h o eneous program neighborhoods. The

information on ethnic affiliation shows there are ten gro s represented: English, Irish,

Greek, W. European, Scandinavian, Haitian, Mid-eastern, Italian, American white and

Afro-American. One of the families speaks Greek at home. The families' religious

affillationi tell a similar story. Six religions including Muslim, Jewish, and Eastern

Orthodox are represepted. As will be evident when we look at other background factors

below, Westcott - Thornden contains a wide range in almost all areas.

The neighborhood contains fifteen program families: eight two-parent white couples,

four single white mothers, two racially thixed couples, and one single mother living with

her parents. One of the white single mothers lives with a male partner; the rest live

alone. The majority of the families have two children; only four have three or more

The educational information shows that mothers range from 10 to 21 years of education;

seven have training beyond a bachelor's degree. The wide range is also evident in the

figures for the nine fathers' education; two have eight years of education, one has a

college degree and six have post college training. The educational figures indicate some

of the parents in Westcott-Thornden are among the most highly educated in the entire

sample of families. The bulk of the mothers are in their early to mid-thirties, but there

is one twenty-one year old, Black single parent who lives with her parents. The fathers

are in their thirties and early forties.

The information on residential mobility shows a difference in the patterns of single

and two-parent families. The former have lived in Westcott-Thornden an average of

three years while the latter have an average tenure of six years. The mobility of the

single mothers is further pointed up by the fact that they have averaged 2.8 moves in

the past four years while the figure is .033 for the nine married couples. Twelve families

own their homes and three, including two single mothers, rent apartments. Three families,

all headed by single parents, receive welfare assistance.

* This section written by Heather Weiss and Nancy Burston.

9
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The data on family income shows a huge dispersion. Five families (including two

with unemployed fathers and three single parents) have less than $9,999 yearly, while

six families have incomes over $30,000. Four of the fathers have professional jobs,

three hove white collar ones and two are blue collar workers. All of the professionals

and one white collar employee work 50 or more hours a week. Seven of the mothers

are employed full-time in white collar and professional jobs. One single mother has

two part-timeblue collar jobs along with welfare assistance: Three of the single parents

report receipt of some alimony.

According to the social network data, neighbors are comparatively important to

Westcott-Thornden families. They rank first of tile ten program neighborhoods on six

of the eight neighborhood variables. Specifically, they show the most neighborhood

contacts, most neighbors who are also relatives, and most neighbors as part of the primary

network. The comparative examination of the neighborhoods on contacts used for child-related, I

practical and financial support similarly indicates Westcott-Thornden families rank

first. Overall, thesepatterns show that this is one of the most "neighborly" of the program

neighborhoods. This perhaps accords ith its local Syracuse title - "The Westcott Nation " -as

reported by one of the project's neighborhood observers.



Respondents' Perceptions.

Almost all commercial enterprises in the WestcottThornden area are located in

a one-block strip on Westcott Street, which is near the western-most boundary of the

neighborhood. This district has a large drugstore, a large supermarket, a combination

filling station and garage, a variety store, three bars, two laudromats, a hardware store,

a children's clothing store, several restaurants, and a number of other small businesses.

Most respondents described this district as being very important to them and felt

that if they needed to purchase something quickly, it would be possible to find almost

anything right in their own neighborhood. However, there were three respondents who

did feel that these facilities were just a bit too for away. These families lived on the

eastern boundary of the neighborhood. .An observation typical of these families is that

of the respondent who stated:

We don't have stores or a library within walking
distance and I wish we did! Nothing is very tar
away, but nothing is within walking distance.,

I
There are two major public recreational facilities in the Westcott-.Thornden area.

They are Thorden Park and Barry Park.

Thorden Park is located on the western border of the neighborhodd. This park,consists

of several acres of grassy and wooded land. There are several tennis and basketball

courts, a swimming pool, a large playground, an amphitheatre vollere concerts are occasionally

held, two baseball diamonds,4 rose garden, a couple of tree -lined lanes, and a large

picnic area.

Most respondents felt that thig recreational facility Aas quite convenient and more

than adequate. Several mentioned this park as being a significant factor contributing

to their enjoyment of the area. One respondent remarked that "I think Syracuse provides

very well for it's citizens (in terms of recreation): the parks system is good and there

are plenty of recreational facilities."

But, once again, as in the case of commercial facilities, there were some respondents

who lived on the eastern boundary who felt that the park was a bit too for away. One
r
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such parent stated:

It would be nice if (the park) were even closer
because (my sot') con't go alone yet, but he does
enjoy it. It would be nice to have a lot of small
parks in the residential areas. r-

Another recreational facility mentioned by a number of respondents was the "Jewish

Community Center (J.C.C.)." This is a family oriented agency which has many recreational

facilities as well as social and religious activities. J.C.C. membership is open to all

members of the community regardless of religious affiliation. All respondents who mentioned

this agency felt that it was an important component of the neighborhood aqd that it

made a positive contribution to family life.

One parent remarked:

The Jewish Community Center helps - it gives
us a family recreation center. It forces us to :
play with (our) kids... (This is) time together which
I might- not take if it were left up to me.

Child care ,.1

Child care, whether provided by formal day care agencies, or by informal arrangements

with babysitters and relatives, was generally thought to be quits good by the overwhelming

majority of respondents in the W-T area. Many mentioned as a major reason for continuing

to reside in this neighborhood the availability and geograph;,! convenience of child care

facilities.

It's very helpful to have quality daycare so accessible.

(My child's) nursery school is nearby. That's something
every neighborhood should have.

There are a lot of (daycare) programs for (my
child) that are concentrated in this area.

In lieu of these formal arrangements, or as a supplement to them, many "private

babysitters" were used. In most cases these sitters were non-relative teenagers who

living in the neighborhood. In two instances babysitting services were supplied on a

private basis by teachers who cared for children in formal settings and who had become
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friends of the family in the course of involvement in child care programs. Relatives

also were Jtilizexi for child care assistance, though only in a very few instances and

usually as a last resort. The respondents' perceptions of the quality of care provided

were generally quite good. One respondent rated child care as being "just barely on

the good side," but this respondent also stated in the interview that "I really see this

(child care) as my responsibilif and I don't like the idea of leaving (my children) with

someone else."

Of the fifteen respondents, twelve rated their child care arrangements us excellnt,

two as generally good, and one as just barely on the good side.

Neighborhood Safety

The issue of safety was one of concern to one out of every three families. Those

respondents who had concerns about the safety of the neighborhood spoke mostly about

physical well-being on the streets at night. One woman expressed concern about being

raped because of recent sexual assaults in the immediate vicinity of ne home. Three

respondents were less concerned about sexual assault than they were about harm coming

to their ch;ldren at the hand of persons under the influence of alcohol. This concern

apparently was due to the respondents' perceptions that there were too many bar in

!he area. "There's a bit (of an) alcoholic community here rind it is a constant worry

for me that they might stop and batter (my daughter). She's very friendly and wouldn't

refuse to stop and talk." "I don't like the hangout syndrome on Westcott Street - all

the bars and people hanging around at night."

The majority of people, however, seemed to feel that the neighborhood was a safe

one and one that they felt comfortable allowing their children to have the run of. Among

the people who generally felt the neighborhood to be safe as far as their physical well

being was concerned, there were a few who acknowledged that there was,a significant

problem with property theft in the area. These people attributed this problem to teenagers

from outside the area and seemed to minimize it as a problem generated within the

neighborhood itself:

impewomair.-01-
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Some people bring problems to the neighborhood,
tlike)-kids who rip off (people).

Only one respondent mentioned drugs as a problem and then only as a potential

one as far as her chiirleen were concerned:

I feel (that) if (fly) children were older I would
have to worry about drugs because drugs are out
there (in the neicenborhood).

Safety concerns related to traffic patterns appeared to be minimal in the W-T neighborhood.

The only respondents who expressed concern were two who live on the main thoroughfare

of E. Genesee Street.

The heavy traffic (on Genesee Street) forces us
to keep (our child) confined to her backyard.

(It's) kind of dangerous with the road right out
front. Cars aren't always looking (out) for the
kids, so (it) con be usafe when (the kids) are outside.

Health Care and Other Services

Most families in the W-T area attended private physicians and generally felt that

there was good and reliable medico! care available within easy access. This feeling

probably stem from the fact that the W-T area is surrounded by medical complexes

and physicians' office buildings. There are also a considerable number,of doctors' offices

along Genesee Street on the northern boundary of the area.

However, there were two respondents who felt that a neighborhood health clinic

was needed. These respondents apparently felt that the cost of private medical care

VMS 100 high for their families to afford. One of these families was a single-parent

Black family with two children and a total annual income of less than $9,000. Theother

was a white, two-parent family with two children and a total income of $15,500.

This latter respondent stated:

.1 would like a neighborhood health clinic up here
and if we couldn't have one we should have direct

14
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bus service to one.:.We tried to get a clinic at
one of our neighborhood centers but we failed.

Other services and agencies mentioned is important to the neighborhood were E.C.O.H.

(Euclid Community Open Hot/se), Jewish Community Center, the Women's Information
,

Center, Syracuse University, and the Syracuse Urban Renewal Agency.

The E.C.O.H. is a converted fire station that has been.turned over to the Westcott

community for various community activities. There are summer recreotion programs

for children, rummage sales, dances and concerts, carnivals, and craft fairs.

Most respondents use the J.C.C. for recreation activities and for its daycare program.

The Womens Into Center is n community center run by women and or nee towards

the women's movement. It offers workshops and study groups for women interested

in the women's movement ard a Rape Crisis Center offering counselling to women who

have been sexually assaulted. The center also sponsors various cultural events for women

throughout the year.

According to respondents, Syracuse University offers many cultural and eaucational

benefits to the community. There are art museums, concerts, religious activitie and .

inexpensive movies shown regularly. Many respondents have taken courses from the

univeristy and some have even graduated from it. These respondents state that it is

the proximity of the university that keeps them in tte area.

Only one respondent mentioned the Urban Renewal Agency as being important to

the far-ily. This respondent was the beneficiary of Neighborhood Improvement Funds

and had this to say about her experience with the agency:

I'm happy about the help they gave us for the house
at Urban Renewal. They really helped us out.
They (put on) the roof and the aluminum siding.
They paid for all the electrical work which we
could never have done by outseives - this makes
the neighborhood look better.

Housing
X

Most respondents were quite happy with their housing arrangements. The majority

of families interviewed owned homes and felt that they had adequate space both inside
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and outside. Most felt that their homes were pleasant cnd offered a good environment

for their children with ample room for play. Most houses have basements which v?ere

used for play areas for children; respondents stated that this was a very important contribution

to lessened stress within the family.

My (child) has enough space to play, he can go
down to the (basement) and pler, that way it's
a little easier for me. I can get mem out of my
hair for awhile.

(we have a) large basement which provides us
(with) a laundry room, storage room and a large
area the kids can play in and mess up...It's large
(and) we can get away from each other - the kids
from us and (we) from them.

Plc only respondent who felt that she did not nave enough space lived in a low-to-

moderate-income housing development on the northern boundary of the area. This respondent

felt that she neded more storage space, a bigger kitchen and a basement where her children

could play when the weather prevented them from going outside. This same respondent

also felt that the people who managed her complex were very difficult to deal with

and were c continuing source of stress to her family. She felt that the complex was

poorly designed and inefficiently run.

The electricity here goes off at least six times
(clueing) the winter (and) everthing is controlled
by electricity here. The guy who built these (apartments)
was from Florida so (he) didn't build for cold weather.
Some people's pipes freeze (during the winter).

High rent was mentioned as a problem by only two respondents. One of these respondents

stated "...the rent is too high in this neighborhood. We pay more for this (kind of) apartment

than we would someplace else (in the city)." (It is o generally held opinion by residents

it the area that rents are too high. Most people attribute the high rents to !arge numbers'

of university students living in the area. With the increased cost of living on campus,

many students have elected to live in off campus housing with the result that landlords

can rent an apartment or house to a group of students at a cost much higher than any

family could afford to pay. Consequently, a family with one income cannot compete

with the students for housing in the area.)



Transportation

Transportation did not pose a problem for any of the respondents interviewed.

Most had their own cars and those who didn't stated that bus lines were very convenient

and that there was relatively easy access to needed services. Some respondents felt

that schools for their older children were too far away but most were satisfied with

the location and 'quality of the schools in the urea.

Neighbors and Playmates

The issue of whether or not there were enough children of the same age as respondents'

children was voiced by all respondents. Eight parents felt that there were not enough

playmates of the same age and seven felt that there was an thudance of peers for their

children. There was no evidence that this perception was due to the location of the

family within the greater W-T area. Respondents living on the same street or just 'around

the corner from each other gave differing assessments of the availability of playmates

for their children. In general, however, respondents tended to view their neighborhood

on quite a limited scale when making this assessment, usually viewing the neighborhood

as a single biotic and oftent:mes as just one side of the street-. It appears that in this

instas,ce parents estoblished boundaries based upon where they would allow their child

to travel unescorted.

Respondents overwhelmingly felt that the biggest facter keeping them in the neighb 'rhood

was the feeling of community with neighbors. Perhaps it is significant that it was in

this area that most infamation was volunteered by respondents. People seemed quite

anxious to laud the friendliness, cooperativeness, and sensitivity o' their neighborhors,

as the following remarks from three different respondents Must, ate:

I really like (people aroutxl here). They're very
friendly. There ore people of all ages and backgrounds.
they don't pot on phoney airs...

I like them. They are not pusi./ and they are not
overly frierxily...There are opportunities for some
good friendships here...

17
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People have similar values about childrearing
and we can send the kids out to play knowing they
will be allowed to do relatively similar things
with relatively similar kinds of supervision.

Finally, and perhaps most succinctly:

People are friendly and extend themselves. We
have neighbors we can call on for things and vice
versa..,The people who live here care about this
area They make a point of getting to know each
other. I like the feeling of community and neighborliness.

There was only one respondent who had anything negative to say about people in

the area. The respondent was a white divorced female with one child who lived on the

northeastern undary of the W-T area. She was the only respondent who sent her child

to child care facilities that were a considerable distance from the neighborhood. The

respondent also lived near the boundary.between a predominantly Black low-income

area just outside the W-T neighborhood and one of the wealthiest areas of the city which

happens to lie in the W-T area. Her characterization of the neighborhood is quite different

from that of other respondents:

It's a cold and divided neighborhood. Blacks live
on one side and whites on the other side. There
is very little friendliness.

Overall ,122L2g:teons Neighborhood

One of the most frequently mentioned traits of the neighborhood in general has

been it's overall economic heterogeneity, although this seems to be more of a 1-z..rceived

reality than an actual one. Many respondents mentioned liv;ng in a "mixed" neighborhood

as a significant positive factor in their attitude toward the neighborhood and a factor

which influences their commitment to remcin. All of these respondents lived in the

Greg located right around the central Westcott commercial district.

Anot mmon observation was that the area was one which had people of differing

age groups. J(espondents who made these observations all felt that this was a positive

aspect of the community. The words of this parent were typical:
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I like the fact that it's inter-generational. It's
healthy to have a community made up of all ages.
(It's) good for (my) girls to learn to respect the
elderly.

Most of these people felt that having their children exposed to people cif various

social and ethnic backgrounds would benefit them in their adult lives. There seemed

to be a sense of pride in their perception that this neighborhood housed not only the

most diverse group in the city, but also the bebl: educated.

One parent stated:

I really like the University mix - young and old,
and different racial backgrounds. I enjoy different
kids of people and I think it is important for (my
child) to be exposed to a lot of different people
and situations.

And anothzi.r:

It's important to me that we are in a neighborhood
that has a wide mixture of people. There are
various ethnic groups and social classes in our
neighborhood - this will be good for my children.

The sentiments of these two respondents were echoed in numerous interviews and

seem to be representative of residents of the area in general. There-was not a single

respondent who stated that livin, in integrated neighborhood was a negative experience.

--c
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NEIGHBORHOOD PROFILE
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J. Erie Blvd. East

2. Croly Street

3. Salt Springs Road

4. Church

5. Elmcrest Children's Center

H.W. Smith School

. Small cluster of shops

8. Springfield Road

9. Smith Street

10. Strip of houses in disrepair

I I. SPC ield Gardens Apts.Seri

KEY: Salt Springs
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Salt Springs
Neighborhood Profile *

Direct Observations

Boundaries

The northern most boundary of this neighborhood is Erie Blvd. East.(') Along this

major, multi-laned thoroughfare ate nbmerous commercial enterprises. There are a

great many restaurants, gas stations, electronics and stereo retailers, automobile dealers

and parts stores, along with a score of other business. Due to the heavy use of this thorough-

fare, the businesses located along both sides are mostly inaccessible to pedestrians.

Located on the steep hillside along the southern side of this artery are a number

of apartment complexes primarily occupied by middle-income professional people.

The western boUndory of Salt Springs is Croly Street!2) Located along this street

are a number of apartment buildings in which most of the residents of the street live.

The buildings appear to be in fairly good condition. There are also n number of single

and two-family dwellings on Croly Street. Near the corner of Croly Street and E. Fayette

Street are several small businesses (a bar, a grocery store, a beauty parlor, and a fast

food restaurant). The houses nearest E. Genesee Street (mostly one- and two-family

dwellings) appear to be in better shape than houses further north, especially around

'the E. Fayette-Croly intersection.

East Genesee Street is the southern boundary for two blocks,, then the street veers

off to the south, at which point Salt Springs Roadt3) becomes the southern boundary.

Along E. Genesee Street and Salt Springs Road are mostly private residences with a

number of physician's offices interspersed. Also along this street are a large church, (4)

Elmcrest Children's Center,(5) and teni3urt21:Smitti Elementary .(6) At the

point where Salt Springs Road ends as a boundary of this neighborhood is a small cluster

of commericul ventures () (a necessity store, a beauty parlor, and a "takeout" sandwich

shop).

* The authors wish to thank Eulas Boyd, Liz Keily, and Mary Maples for their
assistance.
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The eastern boundary of the neighborhood consists of two rather long blocks of

Springfield Road (8) which then turns into Smith Street(9) for another four blocks and

terminates at Erie Blvd. East. The buildings along Springfield Road and Smith Street

are entirely residential; some are private one-faMily dwellings and a number are apartment

complexes.

Residential mreas

The interior of this area is composedalmost entirely of residential structures, many

of which are apartment complexes. Most of these complexes are :ocated on or near

the northern boundary of the neighborhood, and the majority of the privately owned

single-family houses are located in the area off of Salt SpAngs Road and extend northward

to Mountainview Avenue.

Along East Fayette Street between Croly Street and Fenway Drive is a strip of

buildings that are in various states of disrepair. It appears that mainly Black people
)

live here. Croly Avenue Pears to be populated primarily by Blacks. However, during13

the observation, the clos r\,I got to E. Genesee Street, the more white residents I encountered.

Alarge apartment comp'

Springfield Gardens° I) was or

field Gardens, is located on Springfield Road.

uilt for middle-income tenants, but now the

equently there is a large population of low-incomecomplex is federally subsidized and

residents. This complex appears quite attractive from the outside and is said to be attractive

inside also. The residents seem to be predominantly white but there is also a significant

population of Blacks. The various units of the complex are separated by well kept grassy

courts.

The rest of the apartment complexes in the neighborhood are inhabited by middle

and upper income tenants. These complexes are too numerous to describe in detail,

butmost tend to be wood and brick townhouse type structures and their population tends

to be predominantly white with a noticable Black presence.
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Commercial Areas and Businesses

Aside from the vast strip of businesses and commercial enterprises along Erie Blvd.

East, which, because of difficulty of access due to heavy traffic flow, are etfectively

outside the Salt Springs neighborhood, the only commercial district to,be found in the

neighborhood is a sad and decaying area in the immediate vicinity of the Croley-E. Fayette

intersection. This district actually lies within two neighborhoods: Salt Springs and Lexington-East

Fayette. Consequently, the description of this district appears in the profiles of both

neighborhoods.

This area is the vestige of what was once a thriving commercial district that coasted

two large sipermarkets, several dry cleaners, a number of delicatessens, and other small

businesses. Now, although a few enterprises still struggle to survive, none of the original

establishments remain and the district looks abandoned. There are huge gaping empty

lots where once large supermarkets stood. Many vacant stores line Fayette Street,

most are boarded up. The only surviving businesses are a bakery, a fried chicken fast

food establishment, a bar, a liquor store, a beauty parlor, and a small grocery store

whose prices are described as "outrageous." Up until mid-January, 1981 there was another

small grocery store located on Fayette Street, but it has since gale out of business.

Most of the businesses are either owned or run by Blacks with the exception of

the bakery and the surviving grocery store. The bakery is owned by a Jewish family

but employs both Blacks and whites who are not family members. The grocery store

apparently is owned and operated by a some middle eastern men whose reputations are

regarded as "suspect" by a number of residents in the area.

Salt Springs used to be a Jewish area, but Jews are no longer the dominant group.

Most of the people I encountered on the street were Blacks; the majority appeared sullen

and resigned.

Recreational centers and playgrounds

During my canvass of the neighborhood I encountered only one recreational facility

-- Mountainview Park. This park is located at the eastern end of Mountainview Avenue.
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It is a large grassy area with the usual playground accoutrements plus basketball courts

and tennis courts. It is well maintained and heavily used. Traffic in this area is well

under control and relatively light. Mountainview Park is used by an even mixture of

Blacks and whitesr seemingly with minimal frictions.

People

Most of the people I encountered in Salts Springs appeared to be of middle class

background (both Blacks and whiter) except in the low-income area around Fayette

Street previously described. Because of winter weather, few people were in recreational

areas or walking about on the street. Blocks tended to predominate in the western sector

of the neighborhood, whites in the eastern sector. It appears, at least in terms of numbers,

that Salt Springs is a fairly integrated neighborhood. Most of the individuals I saw were

young adults and teenagers.
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The Salt Springs survey characterized the neighborhood as a predominantly Black,

middle-income city neighborhood. The demographic information collected on the eighteen,

famiies in the sample supports this description in terms of average annual income, which

is almost $16,000. However, only half of the project families are black, while the other

half are white. According to the field staff, a number of families sampled mentioned

that they enjoyed the heterogeneity of this neighborhood. Field staff members themselyes

described Salt Springsas a "nice" middle-income neighborhood, .fairly hetergeneous,

with many homeowners and "lots of professionals."' Witlthe exception of two or three

poorer single women the pcirents are quite well-educated and earn moderate to good

yearly incomes. The parents in the sample represent no particular dominant ethnicity;

most identify themselves either as Afro-American or as American-white, with the exception

-of two BI rck Africans; two West EL ropeans, two Irish and one of English heritage. Most

are Protestant (' 8); the others are FundaMentalisi Christian (N.3), Catholic (N.2),

Jewish (N=2) and one is a Jehovah's Witness.

The Salt Springs sample includes eleven married couples, four single mothers living

alone, and three hying with partners. Everyone has from one to three children, with

the exception of one couple who has five. The parents are mostly in their late twenties

and early thirties; the men average two years older than the women. The majority of

the parents have a high school education, with one-third of them having a college degree

or more.

:The informatior, on individual mobility shows that the project families in Salt Springs

are residentially stable. The average length of time in the neighborhood is about four

and one half years and only five families have lived there two years or less.. However,

the three single women living with partners have lived in Salt Springs for eighteen months

or less. Only Waif of the families'have moved within the past four years. The sample

*This section w#itten by. Heather Weiss and Nancy.Burston.
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is about evenly divided between homeowners and renters.. All but five families own

their own cars.

The families in the Salt Springs sample have quite a wide range of average yearly

incomes. The two extremes are represented by one single woman living with a partner

who only received $3,648 per year in food stamps and welfare benefits and by a married

couple whose combined income is over $35,000. The married couples have twice the

average annual income of the single women in this sample. In addition, the only two

women receiving' welfare benefits are single women living with partners. Twelve of

the women are employed; nine of them wolt,at least forty hours a week. Only one man

is unemployed; one works part-time and the rest full-time, with three men working

45 or more hours per week. The men and women work at a variety of job levels: Eight

are blue collar workers, nine are white collar, and eight have professional jobs.

According to the social network data, families in Salt Springs turn to their neighbors

for support relatively often in comparison with the other nine program neighborhoods.

In fact, the Salt Springs parents reported the second highest average number of total

. neighborhood contacts, and the second highest number of neighbors in their primary

networks. In addition, Salt Springs ranked second in terms of the average number of

contacts with neighbors for child-related, prqctical, and work-related support. Parents

in Salt Springs, however, do not turn to their neighbors often for financial or emotional

support. This finding might be attributed to the fact thcit Salt Springs ranks last in terms
to,of the average number of neighbors whb are also relatives.
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Respondents' Perceptions

The following are issues and exerpts taken from the Stress and Support interviews

with an emphasis on neighborhood and housing issues.

Commercial Areas

There are not very many commercial enterprises in Salt Springs, just a few "convenience"

stores scattered here and there in little pockets along with an occasional liquor store,

beauty parlor, and fast food establishment.

Most respondents felt that grocery stores were inconveniently located outside of

their neighborhoods and That the one or two that-were located in the neighborhood were

either toofar away (not within.walking distance) or much too expensive.

One respondent observed:

Shopping is a real hassle, mostly because there
aren't any stores close .to here that I can walk
to, except a convenience store - but they charge "
so muckyob wouldn't really want to go there...The
other store is so far away you have t pay a taxi

ti just to get there and back. On c Urn' budget,
it's hard.

Although there were five respondents who felt that they had easy access to shopping

facilities, all these respondents had cars.,

The northernmost boundary of the SaltSp:ings Area is Erie Blvd. - a large thoroughfare

which has numerous businesses lining both sides. However, no respondent seemedlo

consider this as part of the neighborhood, since the'street is ot the bottom of a very
',-

steep hill and is such a heavily-travelled artery. The businesses along this thoroughfar

are generally considered inaccessible except by car.

Recreational Areas

There is one park and one information tecrecitional area used by children in Salt

Springt.., This park, Mountainview Parks has the usual playground equipment swings,
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slides, climbing structures, etc. There are also basktball courts and a couple of .tennis

courts.

The informal play Oret is the Le Moyne College Athletic Field, which is part of

the Campus of a private Catholic College located in the neighborhood. This is a large

open field where righborhood ciiildren play soccer, baseball, and football when. the

area is not in use by the college. Apparently thecoilege administration does not make

an issue of this practice. .

-f
MOst respondents felt that the park and play exec! were convenient, well taken care

of, and offered a place for children to play without parents hcrvi to be concerned about'

safety. Three respondents, however, felt that there is a need in the neighborhood forzi

supervised recreational facilities for teenagers. One riarent stated that she(felt that

the reason there are no such facilities is becatik.-"the city (govern

Child Care

Child care was generally thought by all respondents to be quite good - whether

provided by formal day care agencies or by informal babysitting arrangemeilts. The

only complaints voiced by respondents were either financial in nature or had to do with

availability artitters on short notice. It should be pointed out th.at thesesooncems were

both voiced by the some respondent who stated:

- .

I don't really feel that my day care needs are being
fulfilled adequately. That's probably slue to our
income but I don't think that income should mean
that much. All kids have the same needs whether
they're rich or poor, Black or white. I have to
send my kids to a private day care center because
of my income and we really can't afford it. Ther
is really nothing in the "system"'for the itiidddl9"
(income) person. if you want your child to go
to day care you've Just got to "get off the cash"
which is very depressing when you have small
kids and you have to work.

And as regards getting a sitter on short notice:

I don4 have any family here so I really don't have
anyone like a mother or sister or anybody that

ti
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I can leave my child vi4iif !shied a quick babysitter
Or someone to help me out. My husbcn4s family
is pretty much wrapped up in'their ovin lives.

The 'preceding iespondent's observation is quite significant in that.itstrikes to the very

heart of what makes m'''of the other resgondents so pleased with their child care arrangements;

the great majority of these parentS rely heavily upon relatives for child care. The feelings

of some of these parenis are recorded below.

They're family cod the best babysitters you can
have are your own flesh and blood. I love it...l
prefer having them (bpbysit).-

(My child) likes all of'the (babysiAting) arrangements,
especially with her grandmotherlwho lives upstairs)-that'sc"
a special treatfor her...and of course my (two)
aunts are like grandmothers to her. They love
her and she enjoys being with them.

(My) mother -in -law lives upstairs. She'sthere
for companionship, babysitting; t hipg, helping
out (and) emergencieS.

I like (having) m9 cousin watch my childreftbecause
I don't have to worry about (whether or not) they
have been fed or about their safety because I knows
that (they) are well faicen care of. '

Neighbors, too, were held in great regard by a number of parents as caregivers

g
for their children.

I really like all of (the babysitters I use). Everyone
is reliable and likes (my child) whiEh is important

. to me. i never have to worry or h5sitate for a
/moment all of them are responsible and loving
people.

(My child's),babysitter likes kids. She babysits
for 10 or more kids. It's like a little day care
center. She's got books, Blackboards, and children's
material fdr them. It's a nice learning environment.
She's got kids of different races there too. So

`-t's a good place for 'my child to go.

A

Most respondents relied upon a mixture of relatives and neighbors to supply their total

child care needs as well as day care situations during working hours.

Most parents had some sort of day care service provided by either a private or government ,.

0
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, .6 - . , -,
sponsored agency. Every one of these pprents expressed OW feelings about these arrangements.

-,,

The two respondents quoted below are fairly typi 4

1 1 e the day, care center. (My chili likes it
the and it'ssa good influence on her. You have
to e) tier to leave sometimes.

It's good at Heodstart. She's so grown up there.
Now (my daugMer) comes home and sets the table
and she gets her. own food. It's beautiful for her.
She's learning about sharing toys; she 05ints, and
she counts (well).

),

0fs the I/ respondents in'the sample, 12 rated' their childcare arrangements as "excellent,"

4 ds "generally good" and I as being "just barely on the goo Vide."

(

au
11; '

Safety

The issue of safety was of concern to 12 out of the 17 respondents in the neighborhood.,

Of those respondents. who felt that the neighborhood was not particularly safe (there

0<,* were 4 of these people), two expressed more concern for their Children than for their\

own physical well being:

I have to keep cispecial watch
G

on (my ion) in this
neighbirhood, especially as it starts to get dark
because ttrre have been a few insta.ces where
kids have been molested or-beaten up.

In a place this big, you don't know what kind of
people are hege. i don't let (my child) go out atone.
'People are 'funny these days.

One woman expressed some concerns about teenagers in the area.

e

It's scary in the summertime with the 'packs' of
teenagers roaming the street. Nothing really -
happens, except' once some kids threw rocks at
my car. (However) I feel more or less safe walking

as safe as anywhere. I don't hesitate ta.
walk lone at night..

On the whole, fear for one's physical safety ways not a significant issue in the Salt

-Springs neighborhood sample:

(\4
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A We feel pretty safe here...thii is a low crime area
and the neighbors watch each others property.
It makes me feel arlittle more at ease when I'm
away from home. Also the (police) are around
,now and then. It gives me a sense of security. -

On the whole it is a good neighborhood.- One that
I feel safe in and don'tfear for safety of my
children.

Lot's of people claim (that the) neighborhood isn't.
safe - yet in the az years I've lived' here, no one
I know has been robbed or mugged :.1 think it's
q myth-probablydue to) people's prejudices.

This last respondent is allUding to the fact that the neighborhood is generally considered

to be an 'integrated one.ana Contains two low-income housing projects witha predominance

of Black residents,
,

Safety concerns arising out of traffic patterns appeared to be minimal in the Salt

Springs neighborhood. Only three respondents mentioned carcem flr their children

as for as traffic was coicerned and allot these families resided near main traffic arteries.

The net result-of their concern was that they kept a closer eye on Their children when

they were playing

Playmates

The issue of wh;ther or not there were enough children of the same age a the respondent's

child was voiped by 12 out of the 17 parents. Four of these parents felt fhat here were

.40jet enough playmates of the same age as their child. This appears to be a somewhat

subjective assessment on the pbrt 4f these respondents because other rs,pondents living

- on the same street had quite the opposite feeling. For instance, two respondents who

live in the same blot& 'Amos? dircctly across from one another made the following statements:j N- !

I dislike (the fact that) there aren't more children
the ages of my Olds.

.

cnd
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(My child) has, lots of peers to play with.

Services

Most of the families in the Salt Springs Area use private physicians and generally

feel that these,ilities are easily accessible reliable. The feelings of this respondent

- are fairly representative of those of most respondents/n the area.

My kids hd a their own private pediatrician. I

," like him a lot. He's a very good doctor. He knows
how to deal with children., He is close by and i 1
relatively young so my children can grow up with
reasonable assurance that their doctor will still
be around.

Six othe respondents used clinics at hospitals outside the neighborhood. Most

felt t clinics were more than adequate. However, one respondent expressed the

opinion that a clinic was needed right in the neighborhood because the hospitals were

so fat away.

There was only one other agency mentioned as important to a family in this sample.

This agency was "welfare." This respondent stated:

Welfare (is important to me). I really have to
be thankful, even though it's not much money.
It's free and enables me to 'live on my own with
(my son). They give us enough fo get by on.

There were a significant number of respondents who expressed either indifference

to agencies anc1 organizati

did this parent:

in4he community or outright hostility towards them, as

I find that agencies and organizations in the community
can be degrading. For examplerl tried to get
(my child) into the day care center at the Jewish
Community Center, but after filling out a long
questionnaire and giving financial details, I was
told I make too much money! I just don't bother
to use organizations or services in the community,
except for doctors.

This parent gave another reason for not utilizing agencies and services in the community:

12
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I don't use any services or organizations in this
community - there aren't any. Even if there were
I probably won't need them anyway because I'm
pretty independent.

Houiing

Most respondents weje_happ"; with their housing arraniements. The majority of

families interviewed owned their own homes and felt that they had adequate space inside

and ou-fiide. Most felt that their homes were in good repair and that their mortgages

were manageable. The majority of homeowners felt that their homes provided pleasant

environments for their children and that this was important to them.

I love this house because of the space and the
big back yard. My home to me is just beautiful.
I couldn't ask for a better house...(My child) loves
having her own bedroom. She loves this house.

(This house) suits our needs almost perfectly.
(We) like the space - we have a big back yard
(which) keeps the kids off the street. (We) like
the location.

I think (this house) is very good for (my child).
She has a nice big room. She has a yard and a
porch to play in. That porch is great! I con leaye
her there and know she is safe.

Whereas all the respondents who owned their'houses felt generally good about their

environment, some of the respondents who rented were less satisfied, particularly those

living in)rusing projects.

(You can hear the next door neighbors (in their
bedroom) which is embarassing sometimes!...(this
place)'could use more privry.

It takes months to get the simplest things fixed.
My bathtub was taking about five hours to drain
and l waited two monthsfond finally had to withhold
my rent (to) force themto fix really is a
hassle if something breaks.

My one complaint (is that) once in a while we
have cockroaches. l hate them! I'm not a dirty
housewife and I resent seeing them. I could see
it if the place wasn't clean. (The apartment complex
management) should fumigate The whole place.
I'm not the only one (with cockroaches). It's humiliating
to me.
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While these respondents were unhappy. with some aspects of their housing drangement,

all expressed delight at the low rents:'One.respondent summed up the feelings in this

manner.

The really good thing is that the rent is so low
because this is (federalty) subsidized housing...1
could never get a place like this that'll as cheap
as (it is here).

Other respondents not living in this kind of complex expressed feelings that high

rents were a problem in some parts of the neighborhood. Overfill, most respondents,

both homeowners and renters, felt generally good about their housing situatiOns.'

Finances'

In terms of overall financial condition, most respondents Celt that they were just

barely making ends meet despite the fcrt that they rated their finances as generally

good: One of the biggest expenses mentioned by respondents was the cost of home heating.

This parent's feelings are typical of a number of respondents:

The 'energy crunch' is a probleth. We've quadrupled
our spending on energy (heating and cooling) compared
to a year ago. 4

A number of families cited the inability save any money as a problem for them:

I feel that we are just making ends meet even
though I got a promotion. We have been unable
to put much into savings, especially for the kids.
Now I'm aware of the incidental spending as well
as the major expenditures. I feel like there is
no place I can pull from if I needed it.. I would
like more in our savings (account).

We are very well provided for. I don't make a
lot of money but we don'tsave anymore and we
don't worry about it. I used to eat Myself up about
it. I could use more money for a better car but
I feel comfortable financially.

We get along on 'what I make. We can manage -
to meet most of our expenses inclUding house
and car tepairs out of our curent income. (The)
problem is (that) in order to meet all of our needs
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over a year's trme...(itere's) little left over to
save...0) don't think my income is such that we
could be self-sufficient ever 15-20 years. (We)
will begin 'trouble if things don't improve.

and finally

I think we should prolKibly save more (but) it's
hard to save now-a-days with the expensive nature
of everything, like mortgages, food, insurance,
schooling, and everything:

1101111mmlle

The overall feeling of most families about their financial conditions seemed to

be summed up by the parent who stated:

ib

A

R's rough, very rodighl. There usually isn't enough
money to go around. But somehow or other we
manage. I fry not to buy really expensive things,
not to use credit cards and so on. I limit what
I buy. I feel we could do with more but we're
managing barely.

Transportation and Churches-

Transportation did not pose a problem for anyone in the neighborhood sample. Most

either owned a car or hod access to a friend's or relative's car. Respondents also stated

thathere were a number of convenient bus

Eight of the 17 respondents interviewed stated that church was important to them

and their. families and that they made it a point to attend church or synagogue on a

regular basis. Two respondents expressed an out and out disdain for church and related

activities.

Neighbors

A large majority of respondents felt quite good about their neighborhood. They

generally felt that people were friendly, cooperative and helpful - as witnessed by the

following comments:

I love living in this neighborhood because we have
nice neighbors who look out for one another. The
children in.the neighborhood get along really well.
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I like living here 1.ytg (my child) ea:use it's closer
to the bus line ,!..611 the neighb s love her and
treat her nice .

I feel fortunate'ito have tremendous neighbors.
They're cooperative. I always have people to turn
to in an emergency. They're very giving.

I think there are good people around here - I don't
know many intimately but everybody has a commitment
to the reighborhood.

(My) neighbor is a Food -friend. (She's) always
there for_companionship and,ehild,care. She teaches
my daughter piano lessons...A-feel fortunate to
live in such a nice neighborhood with such good
people. My neighbors are a source of strength
for my

One of the things that appears to attract many respondents to this neighblood

is its heterogeneity as far as race,- age, and ethnic backgrounds are concerned. Some

of the observations of members of the neighborhood were as follows:

)and finally

(There is a) very nice mixture of three basic 'types'
of people - one-third are very nice old people
(have been here 25-30 years), one-third are young
well-educated whites who moved in because they
couldn't afford houses elsewhere, one-third are
very nice middle-class Blacks who are as interested
as we arein keeping property values up.

(Our) kids have opportunities to relate with other
races t. they won't grow up with prejudices'as
I did. They won't have a built4n fear abOut other
groups.

like the neighborhood. (There are) interesting
people, (the neighborhood) seems to have integrated
successfully and there's a mixture of older and
younger people; students and homebwners...1 like
(the fact that the neighborhood) is integrated.
Tile people (my child) is growing up knowing are_
f Ni different backgrounds - Black, white, Vietnamese.

I like (the neighborhood). It's an integratid neighborhood.
(It's been) stable like that for a long time... -it's
wonderful that my son has Black friends in the ,

neighborhood and in school. (He) learns that they're
ordinary people like everybody else. (However),
integration causes a lot of people no to want
to live here(in this neighborhood).
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There were five parents who stated that they did not know many people in the neighborhood

and most of these respondents felt that their neighbors were all right even though there

wasn't much contact between them.

nib
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